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•_ PREFACE
This publication is a compilation of the unclassified papers presented at the
NASA Conference on Large Space Antenna Systems Technology held at the Langley
_i Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, November 30 - December 3, 1982. The conference
• was sponsored jointly by the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST)
and the NASA Langley Research Center. The conference was organized into five
sessions: Systems, Structures Technology, Control Technology, Electromagnetics,
_ and Space Flight Test and Evaluation. All speakers and topics were selected by the
session cochairmen and included representation from industry, universities, and
t government. The program was organized to provide a comprehensive review of space
missions requiring large antenna systems and of the status of key technologies
required to enable these missions.
•
In addition to the formal sessions, three forums were conducted on topics of i
• current special interest. Forum topics were Systems Studies, Limitations of Ground i
Testing, and Structure and Control Interaction. Proceedings of the forums are not !
included in this publication.
The general cochairmen for the conference were Dell P. Williams, Director,
: Space Systems Division, NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, and
Paul F. Holloway, Director for Space, Langley Research Center. The program chair-
man was Dr. Earle K. Huckins III, Head, Large Space Antenna Systems Technology
Office, Langley Research Center. The conference committee wishes to express its
appreciation to the session chairmen, authors, and conference administrative
assistants for their outstanding contributions to the meeting.
This publication was expedited and enhanced through the efforts of the staff
of the Research Information and Applications Division, Langley Research Center.
E. Burton Lightner
Langley Research Center
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The objectives of this paper are (i) to smmarize the NASA large space antenna
i missions, (2) to examine the performance requirements, and (3) to define the
resulting control technology requirements.
I
The NASA large space antenna missions can be catagorized into three major
classes: RF antennas, large segmented reflectors, and LSS flight experiments. The
large RF antenna class includes near-term communications missions (e,g., LMSS), the
radiometry missions, and the advanced communications missions. Their sizes range
from 20 to 100 m and larger, and they include various reflector structural concepts
such as mesh deployables, truss structures, and electrostatic membranes. The seg-
[, mented reflector missions are primarily the IR and submillimeter astronomy missions
_, that require multifacet solld-panel I0- to 30-m reflectors deployed on supporting
structures. The flight experiments missions are specifically for evaluating LSS
enabling technologies and establishing the required flight data base.%
CLASS OBJECTIVES
, i
• LARGEANTENNAS30-100m • COMMUNICATIONS
• MESHDEPLOYABLES • RADIOMETRY/EARTHRESOURCES
• • TRUSS • RADIOASTRONOMY
• ELECTROSTATICMEMBRANE,etc.
• SEGMENTEDREFLECTORS10-30m • IR, SUBMILLIMETERASTRONOMY
• LARGEDEPLOYABLEREFLECTOR
• LSSFLIGHTEXPERIMENTS • VALIDATIONLSSENABLINGTECHNOLOGIES
• ESTABLISHREOUIREDFLIGHTDATABASE
L ...... I
%
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The Land Mobile Satellite Service (LM_S) is a representative example within the
, large RF antenna mission class. The LMSS is one of the early large antenna appli-
cations which has been studied in considerable detail by a Joint team of JPL/NASA and
i industry technologists. The LMSS i._ a multibeam communications mission utilizing al
geosynchronous-orbit-based large antenna for providing telephone services to mobile
i users in the continental United States.Two candidate LMSS configurations have been studied. One is a wrap-rib design \
consisting of a 55-m-diameter mesh reflector and a large 8- x ll-m RF feed. These
are connected by two booms 34 and 80 m in length. The second configuration is a
i hoop-column design consisting of a llg-m-dlameter mesh reflector, an 88-m mast, and
four feed arrays of 4 × 4 m each. Each of the systems weighs about i0,000 ib and
"_ have moments of inertia of 106 to 10 7 kg-m 2.
mlf
The operating frequency for the LMSS mission is 0.87 GHz (UHF). The RF absolute
pointing and jitter requirement is 0.02 ° , the required reflector surface accuracy is
6 ram, and the feed/dlsh lateral displacement is 30 mm. The LMSS pointing and control
requirements can be met with new distributed control systems, which will be described.
These systems require slight advancement of the state of the art.
'\
'S
i,
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OF POOR QUALITYANTENNA POINTING PROBLEM
±
The principal control system objective for a typical RF antenna is to point the
RF beam(s) to the desired target(s) within prescribed pointing and Jitter errors
(typically, 0.020 ° to 0.002 °) while maintaining overall system alignment and figure
(typically within 5 to 0.5 ,,,) to insure the desired RF performance characteristics
(main beam gain, low sidelobes, etc.). The actual RF pointing and Jitter performance
_" is dependent on the contribution of a large number of error sources, including geo-
metrical _._rors due to quasi-static and dynamic disturbances, parameter errors,
mlsalignments, and nonlinearities. By major contribution, these errors can be
further classified as follows:
"_ (I) Spacecraft attitude errors due to overall static biases and dynamic
motion of the antenna feed/bus about its nominal pointing direction
(2) Relative feed/dlsh errors involving rotational and lateral motion
about the optimal focal point location
(3) Vibrational a_,dquasi-statlc distortions of the dish about its
nominal par:abolic figure
Achieving the desired antenna pointing performance on a flexible structure of
: 50 to i00 m while maintaining the static and dynamic figure within an envelope of
0.5 to 5 nm represents a very substantial challenge to the technology. These
problems are significantly compounded by the need to accommodate dynamic model
uncertainties arising from the fact that the actual dynamic behavior of such struc-
tures will not be known accurately prior to launch. This behavior will only be
established after the structure is deployed in orbit.
IRF POINTINGAFFECTEDBY
I "SPACECRAFTATTITUDEERRORS
] •FEEDDISPLACEMENTSAND ROTATION
J • DISH ATTITUDEAND DEFORMATIONS
/- MASTBENDING
/ UPPERMAST ANDTORSION
/ BENDING
LOWERMAST
/ WINDUP HOOP/DISHBENDINGZ
i
TORSIONAlMODE
MOTION------_
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COMMUNICATIONANTEh_L_ CONTROLTECHNOLOGY
Recent control system technology studies for the early communication missions
have resulted In the identification of a hierarchy of control system options for
large antennas and their evaluation by means of very detailed analysis and computer
' _t simulation. This hierarchy involves the following three levels of control technology:
(1) Single lumped controller at the spacecraft bus with analytical modeling
" of the antenna flexibility in the estimator (this level represents
current state of tile art)
(2) Distributed sensing: retain lumped actuation at bus but augment I
level I wlth an optical sensor which measures flexible dynamics
of dish and boom directly rather than relying on estimation alone i
(3) Distributed sensing and control: augment level 2 with additional
actuators at hub of dish to stabilize boom/dlsh vibrations
The results of these studies have led to the followlng major conclusions:
(1) Distributed sensing and control provides • significant performance
improvement of 1 order of magnitude over lumped control.
(2) Model errors have great impact on control performance and stability
margins. 'thesystem can be destabilized with even moderate
parameter errors.
(3) l'reflight models for large space antennas are not accurate enough for
closed-loop control. Therefore, in-orbit system identification is
necessary. In addition, initial and periodical in-orbit identifi-
cation of static characteristics, Including figure alignment and
calibration, is also required,
• SIGNIFICANTPERFORMANCEIMPROVEMENTWITHDISTRIBUTEDSENSING
ANDCONTROL
• SYSTEMPARAMETERERRORSRESULTIN PERFORMANCED GRADATION,
EVENINSTABILITY
i • INFLIGHTSYSTEMID OFCRITICALSTATICANDDYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
IS NECESSARY
• OVERALL SYSTEM FIGURE ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION
• IDENTIFICATION OF RELEVANT CLOSED LOOP DYNAMICS AND
: ON BOARDMODELS
] 9830 ] 8608-0 ] 8
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A TYPICALCONTROLSUBSYSTEHFOR LARGECOb_JNICATIONANTENNAS
:. The figure illustrates the control system block diagram for a typical LHSS early
comnunication antenna. The control system provides the required 0.02 ° pointing as
follows :
(1) Primary attitude control of bus/feed to 0.01 ° using reaction wheels and
a high-bandwidth gyro-based control loop (nested within an attitude
_ determination and gyro drift correction loop using star trackers)
(2) Dish motion compensation and boom stabilization with respect to bus to
0.01 ° equivalent by means of
(a) Optical shape and vibration sensor at bus (top right)
(b) Six DOF (torque and force) control actuators at feed/bus
and six DOF control actuators at dish
(c) Articulation actuators to reposition feed and dish to their
correct static alignment
y
Note that in addition to being used as a control sensor, the optical shape and
vibration sensor also provides the capability to carry out the i_Ltial in-orbit
static alignment and the dynamic measurements required for system identification.
BLOCKDIAGRAM
|Y|TIEM CONFIGURATION
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SHAPE/VIBRATION
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- SYSTEMIDENTIFICATION
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r ESTIMATORS]
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LAP,GE._EPLOYASLEREFLECTOR OF POOR QUALITY
The second major class of large antenna u_ssions corresponds to applications
where the wavelength is so short that solid reflectors are required. Typical of this
class Is the Large Deployable Reflector (LDR) which is an Earth-orbiting astronomical
observatory operating from 50 to I000 _, a region of the spectrum where ground-basad
mapping of the sky is severely llw.tted due to atmospheric opacity.
The LDR, illustrated below, carries a 20-m-diameter segmented primary reflector
consisting of about 120 solid panel segments. The se81aents are deployed from their
folded configuration into final reflector shape. To satisfy the observational
r_qLLtrements, the position and orientation of each segment must be sensed and con-
trolled to extremely high precision. The major components are the segmented primary
reflector, the secondary reflector, the backup structure, the spacecraft bus with its
cryogeni,,.'ly cooled focal plane instruments, the solar strays, and the thermal
baffle.
The extremely short wavelengths of operation of this telescope call for
stringent control requirement. Typically, active figure control will be required to
maintain shape to within 0.5 pm, and advanced attitude control should provide overall
system pointing to 0.05 arc sec and stability to 0.02 arc sec.
• 20m S[GMENTEDPRIMARY
• IN SEGM[NT$
• ACTN( FIGURECONTROLTO0.5/Am
• WITHINPRIMARY
• PRIMARY-TO-SECONOARY
• OV(RALLSYSTEMPOINTINGTO
• 0.05 arc sac- ABSOLUT[
• O.OZarc sac- STABILITY
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LDR CONTROLAPPROACH OF POOR QUALITY
A potential control approach for LDR is shown below. This control approach
call_ for an attitude control system with wheels and thrusters to steer and stabilize
: the focal-plane assembly, with attitude sensing provided by the Guide Telescope and
LOS (line of sight) transfer system. This ultra-precise IR LOS pointing of the focal
plane is accomplished by transmitting a laser beam from the guide telescope to the
focal plane via a set of mirrors, a selected segment reflector surface, and the
; secondary reflector. Fine pointing at the focal plane can be enhanced by means of a
:' fast-steerlng mirror and detector electronics. The direction of the laser beam is
determined by the guide telescope, which uses a star tracker, IRU (Inertial Rate
Unit), and its own attitude controller to guide its orientation relative to the
s tars.
The shape of the primary reflectors is maintained by the Primary Figure Control-
ler, which drives the segmented reflectors against the backup structure. The primary
figure sensor unit is mounted in the vicinity of the secondary reflector, which is
driven by a suitable drive mechanism actuating against its support structure.
ilMARY FIGURE1CONT OLLER
"1WHEELS AND THRUSTER S
PR EMERY FIGURE
FAsTFOCALPLANE[ a ....................................................._ IR LOS_ SENSOR
3 "STEERINGMIRROR ..."",o'"mS-------, ,,"
j, u i............."
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SlJq4NARYOF ANTENNA CONTROL RF.X]UIRENENTS
The figure illustrates the broad spectrum of polntlng and £18ure control
_ requirements spanned by large antennas. From the near-terN co_mmlcatlons antennas
and radiometers to the VLBI and advanced co_mntcations antennas (such as the R7
_- Orbiting Deep Space Relay Station), the surface and pointing requirements are at
least I order of magnltude apart. From the advanced RF systems to the IR and optical
_ systems (such as the laser Orbiting Deep Space Relay Station), the requirements are :
:_ "_ another 3 orders of magnitude tighter.
\
e
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ANTENNA CONTROLTECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS
Broad control requirements call for equally wlde-range technology, support. The
control technologies needed may be catagorlzed into five groups:
(1) Distributed control, sensing, and actuation
(2) In-flight system and parameter identification
i
(3) Adaptable and adaptive control
(4) Figure determination and control
(5) Long-life hardware components (sensors and actuators)
The applJcation areas dictate the technology level of advancement. For near-term
communications, such as LRSS, distributed sensing and control of 15 to 30 DOF will
suffice. System ID and figure sensing and control are required for initlal dynamic
and static characterization, as are periodic system calibrations. For the advanced
cer_unications and radioastronomy antennas, however, higher order distributed con-
trol (30 to 60 DOF) with active vibration-damping capability is required. Long-life
proof-mass dampers and figure sensors which are accurate to 1/20 mm with 5 Hz band-
width are also required.
IR and sub_ilimeter astronomy antennas will require significant advances in
control technology. Active damping and distributed control of a high-order (>500
DOF) is required. This will greatly impact on control design and computational capa-
bility and hardware. Real-tt_e system dynamics parameter ID and estimation will be
required. Real-time adaptive-gain adjustment is necessary to accommodate slewing
and settling operations. Active figure control to provide 0.5-pm accuracy at 1 Hz
rate will be zequlred. High-resolution low-noise momentum wheels, lightweight.
: proof-mass dampers, and figure actuators/sensors are required. Sensor accuracy will
be to the 0.1-_m level, and LOS transfer system accuracy to 0.05 arc sec will be
needed.
ADVANO[D IR,
NEAR_RM COMMUNICATIONS SUIIMILLIMLrTER
COMMUNICATIONSANDRADIOASTRONOMY ASTRONOMY
DISTRIBUTED
SENSINGAND IS-30OOF 30-_oooe_'vlvlo_No ,_00OeAO0Ve0_NO
ACTUATION
SYSTEM 0NnlAL SYSTEM OYNAMJCS, INITIAL 5YST|M OYNAMJC$. tEAL TI/Id_ SYSTEM _I'_IAMIC$
ID(NTIFICATIONpe..oolcC,_.*,AVION emooJcCALlUL'_TION AI_OmST_l_:es
ADAPTIVE GJK3UND-_SiO OIOUNO-_MD tEALTIM!GAINADJUSTM|NT$
CONTROL UetOG_NO Un(X;_NG
FIGUI_ INII'IAL ADJUST/4NT, INITIAL ADJUSTMtNlr,
DETI[RMINATIONntloo0cCALIS_VnONTO NtJCOt_C_tt_nO_ :O _r,vt _OI/_ _,=_ __,
ANDCONTROL _ "" _m,.,.
LONG-LIFE F_U_S_SOtS_O_-- ptcx:_-_,mo_qts, .tc_ tEsoc_e_. LOW_O_S_
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_ll_otsTo0.! _,_.LOSSENSORS v_sm sYm*,yoo.m
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REED FOR I_._GHT EXeERII,_¢r OF POOR QUALITY
Every new technology requires extensive test and evaluatlon before It ce_. be
applied for space missions. Large flexlble spece structures have never been frown
before. Uncertainties are •o 8rut that they can only be reduced by broed-:_ued
ground-test and flight experiments. Some specific funda-entai needs are llsted
below.
(1) F11ght experience and a LSS data base uust be establlshed to reduce
the uncertainties In control and structure dynaalc interactions.
(2) Structural damping at various modal frequencies, which cannot be
predicted reliably, Is a very Importsnt parameter that affect•
both open-loop and clo•ed-loop behavior. Dauplng char_-"-rlstlcs
and closed-loop dynamics can be measured In a f11ght experiment.
(3) Ground •imulatlorm and test• of LSS need valldation. Fllght
experiments are necessary to e•tab11•h quantitative levels of
confidence and provide guidance for taprove_ent.
Furthermore, there Is no alternstlve to f11ght experiments. F11ght conditions for
LSS cannot be slmulated on the ground. The•e Include zero-g environment, full
deployment of structure•, and the required evaluatlon of structure and contTol
Interactlons.
. LACKOFFLIGHTEXPERIENCEREQUIRESPACEEXPERIMENT
• UNCERTAINTYIN CONTRCX,/STRUCTUREINTERACTIONSREQUIRES
FLIGHTEXINERIENCE_ATARASE
• MEASURECLOSEDLOOPDAMPINGANDDYNAMICRESPONSE
• VERIFYANDESTAltI.ISHCRITERIAFORGROUNDTEST
• VALIDATEGROUNDSIMULATIONS
• CANh'OTGETTHEBASICDATAANYOTHERWAY
• CANNOTS!_ULATEFLIGHTCONDITIONSON GROUND
• ZEROG
• DEPLOYMENT
• STRUCTURE/CONTROl.INTERACTIONS
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT CONI_,GURATION
The figure illustrates a possible flight ex_)erlment conflguraticn consisting of
a 55-m offset wrap-rib antenna in which the feed can be glmballe_ or rigidly attached
to the Shuttle. Although other confisarations are possible (hub attached, etc.) the
I feed-rigld-attached moae has been selected for further study because of Its simple
interface with _he Shuttle and the fact that it has the dynamic characteristics of
the free-f].ler antenna as shown in the figure.
: NO. i _#M O[[45 10 11 12ll .... I L ,, .
<_,.ofi s.zu s.,i, I._
FREC/UENCYt_ )
• SHUTTLE-ATTACHEDEXPERIMENT SHUTTLE-ATTACHEDANTENNAMODES
CONFIGURATION
"-'llit i 'i 'i 'i
Ill Ill 1_3Ill n5 1_6I_l I_1 Ill 1.0 1,1 1.l 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6
FREQIY IHi I
NEE-FLIER FREE.-FLIERANTENNAMOI_S
CONFIGURATION
E
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT CONTROL GOALS i
The control technology goal for an integrated control/structure interactions
large space structure systems, including large aptennas for communication and radi-
ometry, space station missions, and also some of the basic needs for the more
advanced IR and optics mission applications. The basic control technologies to be
validated should include (i) distributed control and sensing, (2) system identifi-
cation and parameter estimation, (3) adaptive control, (4) figure determination and
f shape control, (5) active vibration damping, (6) precision pointing, and (7) model
:_ error sensitivity and compensation.
ii TECHNOLOGYVALIDA_D APPLICABLEMISSIONS
! _" • DISTRIBUTEDCONTROLI SENSING * COMMUNICATIONS
i' • SYSTEMIDENTIFICATION • RADIOMETRY
• ADAPTIVECONTROL • IRIOPTICS
• FIGURECONTROL • SPACESTATION
_ • ACTIVEVIBRATIONDAMPING
• PRECISIONPOINTING/STABILITY
• MODELERRORCOMPENSATION
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; DISTRIBUTED CONTROL EXPERIMENT SIMULATED SYSTEM RESPONSE TO
_. PROGRAMMED SHUTTLE VERNIER REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM FLRING
, The feasibility of carrying out the distributed control experiment has been
investigated via computer simulations. Antenna-to-Shuttle dynamic interactions,
system sLability, Shuttle VRCS deadband and limit cycle properties and VRCS firing i
transient have been simulated with a disturbance environment similar to that of a {
400-km circular orbit. The plots below illustrate the simulated lO-minute time
response of the system to preprogrammed VRCS thruster firings under the following
t_:oconditions: (i) open loop, with the control system turned off, and (2) the dis-
; tributed control system enabled to provide vibration damping. Notice how the dls-
tributed control system damps out the pointing jitter about four times faster than
'_ the system free response under passive structural damping alone.
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: SHUTTLE-ATTACHED EXPERIMENT - PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary but positive conclusions have been obtained based on results of
' computer simulations.
(i) The Shuttle-attached LSS antenna experiment is feasible.
(a) The static and dynamic disturbances must be handled with
care, but they do not present problems.
(b) The Shuttle VRCS controller including the VRCS phase plane
control laws and the vernier thrusters is compatible with
the requirements.
(c) Control experiment can be defined to minimize the impact to
Shuttle avlonlcs system interface.
(2) Performance of critical technology can be validated with the proposed
experiments.
(3) The configuration selected for this analysis does represent the
free-filer large space antennas and flrst-order space stations.
• SHUTIIE ATTACHEDEXPERIMENTIS FEASIBLE
• STATICAND DYNAMIC DISTURBANCESNOT A PROBLEM
• SHUTTLECONTROLLERCOMPATIBLE
• EXPERIMENTSDEFINEDTO MINIMIZE SHUTTLEINTERFACE
• PERFORMANCEOF CRITICALTECHNOLOGIESCAN BEVALIDATED
• EXPERIMENTCONFIGURATIONREPRESENTSFREEFLIERAND FIRST
ORDERSPACESTATION
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT APPROACH - LSS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
_ '],'hechart below illustrates the approach for control technology development for
large space systems. This process begins wlth the definition and development,
_, analysis, and evaluation of advanced control concepts (figure control, distributed
and adaptive control, system identification, etc.) for classes of antennas and plat-
form/space station applications, This leads to point design mechanization concepts
and to the definition of sensor and actuator requirements and the development of
selected generic hardware concepts. Early evaluation of the technologies at the);
component level can effectively be achieved through ground demonstration of the
individual technologies via scaled functional demonstrations. Actual evaluation of
performance at the system level and calibration of tools and ground facilities must
be accomplished vla an actual space experiment such as the proposed Shuttle flight
experiment.
1983 1990
; sHUTtLE
SOFTWARE
: LAIIOILATORYVERIFICATION DIEVELOP/VIENT
OF ADVANCEDCONTROL
CONCEFrS
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• DISTRIIUTIEDCONTROL SHUTTLEFLIGHT
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SUHNbRY OF KEY TECHNOLOGYNEEDS
The key technology needs for lerp space structure system contrt_Is may be
sunmusrl=ed as follows:
i (1) Nodeling and model reduction techniques require extensive research.
Present day methodology is far from adequate, A unified and inte-
Rrated ,tructuraI and control _.:)delln8 methodolo&v must be developed.
(2) The control and stabilisation of large flexible structures represent
" a major challenge to the state of the art in control theory. Concepts
; and methodologies must be developed for distributed control, tigure
•:_ control, and active vibration damping.
(3) Techniques must be developed to deal with the uncertainties associated
with ,tructural dynamics, di.qturbances, system nonlinearities, and
,., controll.tructure interactions. Improvea_..ntsin model development
_. techniques can only solve part of the p;oblem, In-flight system
identification is needed even by the simple early users, such _s
i._S, while adaptive-control approaches will become critical for
tho,qe systems that involve high-speed slew operation and possible
coil f [ gtlra t i o n changes.
(4) I.oug-lifc and precisiou hardware components (such as sensors and
_tCttl,ltor,q) art, needed.
(_) Ground and flight evaluation of the new technologies is a necessary
part of the technOllO&V development process.
• MODELINGANDMODELREDUCTIONTECHNIQUES
• CONTROLANDSTABILIZATIONOFFLEXIBLESTRUCTURES
OISTRIBUTED SENSING ANO ACTUATION
FIGURE CONTROL
ACTIVE DAMPING
• UNCERTAINTYMANAGEMENT
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
ADAPTIVE APPROACHES
• HARDWAREANDSOFTWARE
*_ • GROUNDANDFLIGHTVALIDATION :_
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: During the Apollo era, the control designers became increasingly aware of the
flight control system dynamic interaction with complex vehicle motion [1-4].
With the advent of large space structures [5-8] and increasing demands on precision
pointing and control [9], active control of flexible space structures [10-14] will
be necessary in order to satisfy stringent performance _oals. This paper
summarizes the surveys contained in references 15 and 16. These reports surveyed
the current enabling technologies for large precision space systems in the
7
following areas:
i) Multibody satellite dynamic modeling theory
2) Large space structure vibration control
3) Slewing maneuvers for flexible spacecraft
4) Sensor, ectuator, and components
5) Array processor technology
6) Fault-tolerant considerations
7) Large space structure type experiments
8) Large space structure test facilities
The technology issues in these areas of structures, dynamics, and control were
established by reviewing relevant space missions [17,18].
The major large space structure (LSS) technology issues (Figure I) are:
(i) _deling Accuracy.--LSS modeling inaccuracies will limit achievable
control system performance. The more stringent the mission performance
requirements, the greater the LSS model fidelity required. These
modeling errors are grouped into three categories:
(a) LSS Structural/Dy_amii_M_!de!s.--These errors may be introduced
: through initially assumed structural properties or by the truncation
process implicit in the finlte-element method. In space, LSS
parameters may vary as a function of thermal grad!ents,
configuration changes, or depletion of consumables.
(b) Environmental Models.--These models must be Investigated and
verified by appropriate experiments. Accurate knowledge of the
external forces (e.g., Earth magnetic and gravitational fields,
solar wind and radiation pressure, and drag) actlnR upon an LSS
may be necessary to satlsfv precision control requirements.
(c) Disturbance Models.--Internal/external disturbance phenomeno'_ must
be understood and sufficient models developed. The achleva',_e
control system performance will be a function of disturbance model
flde]ity.
(2) System Identlficatlon.--LSS structural model verifications will be
accomplished through system identification. Identification techniques
must be developed to determine structural parameters, modal frequencies,
damping ratios, and mode shapes. Such methods could be used to
determine environmental and dtsturbance models. Consideration must
be given to the type of sensors, onboard processing requirements,
data reduction, and post-processing requirements.
I
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(3) Control Law Design Methodology.--The control law design approach will
be a function of the structural/dynamlcmodels, disturbance models,
and mission performance requirements. The design methodology must
address the following:
(a) The model reduction process will reduce the high dimensional
flnlte-element model to a tractable (lower order) design model.
(b) Reduced-order compensator desi&n methods need to be developed
which ensure overall closed-loop system stability. These
methods must address the direct dlgltal design problem.
(c) Implementationof these control laws will require analog/dlgltal
mechanizations, which must consider centralized versus decentralized
processing, sensor/actuator configuration, fault-tolerant systems,
redundancy management and reconflguration.
i
(4) Sensors and Actuators.--Techniqueswill be required to determine sensor/ I
actuator placement as a function of the control objectives. The type 1
of sensor/actuator which meets the necessary performance specifications
must be determined. The dynamic characteristics of these devices 1
will be essential for evaluation of controller closed-loop stability
and robustness.
(5) Avlonlcs.--The high computatlonal needs and sensor/actuator data rates
will require development of advanced system architecture and integration
in order to meet the 1990 type requirements. Fault detection, isolation,
and reconflgur_tlon must be an integral part of this development.
OPlGINALPAQE'IS
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LSSCONTROL TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
FundamentalProblem: Designa finite dimensionalcompensatorto control an
infinite dimensionalsystem
Major Technical Issues: (1) Modelingaccuracy
• Largespacestructures
• Upper atmosphere
• Disturbances t(2) SystemIdentification
(3) Control Law DesignMethodology
• Model reduction techniques
• Reducedorder compensatordesign
• Overallsystemclomcl-loopstability
• Robustnessof stability
• Direct digital designand implementation
(4) Sensorsand actuators
• Specification
• Type
• Placement
• Dynamics
(5) Avionics
• Systemarchitectureand integration
• Fault dat_1ion, isolation,and reconfiguration
• Data acquisition
Ftsure 1
f
I '
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The large space structure technology issues with respect to spacecraft
categories (space station, fargo antemxa, space-based l_ser, IR surveillance) are
detailed in Figure 2. Each spacecraft category is further subdivided into columns
of technology, applled research, sensor/actuator development, avionics development,
ground-based demonstration and space-based demonstration. _e technology
disciplines of control, identification, and modeling are subdivided into rows.
The technologies which are required are shown as a solid black oox while those
which might be required are represented as a dotted box. A blank indicates
either state-of-the-art technology or that the technology is not applicable.
This figure emphasizes the broad need for sensor/actuator development at,d
avionics development.
Figure 2
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The large space structures technology issues overview of FIAure 3 uses the
same format as the previous figure. Note that the solid black box represents i
technology required by all spacecraft categories while the dotted box represents
those technologies required by some of the spacecraft. This figure demonstrates
: ' those areas of common technology issues: structural characterization, structural
: damping, fault detection, isolation and reconflguration, sensor/actuator develop-
ment, avionics development, and ground- and space-based demonstration.
LARGE SPACESTRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY ISSUESOVERVIEW
:" TECHNOLOGYIBUES "
Figure 3
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To date, multlbody satelllte dynamics modelln_ theory has not adequately
addressed multlbody systems in which ali bodies are nonrl_Id or in which
arbitrary bodies can be either rigid or nonrigid. The term "multlbody dynamics
modeling theory" here refers to the line of research that orlslnsted in the
mld-1960s with the work of Hooker and Margulles and Roberson and Wittenberg [15,16].
As shown In Figure 4, it is clear why the Euler-Newton methods of early
researchers have now been supplanted by the more general techniques of analytlcal
dynamics. Moreover, researchers In the aerospace fleld have been partlcularly
slow in eliminatln8 the modellng geometry of topologlcal tree structures.
Furthermore, there h_s been llttle attention given to handllng systems containing
closed loops. Indeed, for LSS missions requiring a deployment phase, the
techniques must be available for handling systems with closed loops. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 5, careful attention must be given to the selection of
coordinates used to model LSS, slnce the choice of coordinates can dramatically
affect the complexlty of the resulting equations of Notion.
The reason that researchers have turned to analytical dynamic Nodelln_ _ethods
can be traced to the ease wlth which the constraint forces and torques between
contiguous bodies can be handled (see Figure 6). In particular, they have found
that using an absolute coordinate approach, comb/ned with a LaRranRe multiplier
approach or related methods, leads to significant efflclencles In both deriving
and _odlng the equations of motion for LSS.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to do t_e Zollowlng: (I) develop Nodellng techniques
_or rellabillty handling of systems where arbitrary bodies can be rigid or nonrigid,
(2) develop procedures for handling interconnected structures of bodies containing
closed paths, and (3) develop techniques whereby the constraints at Joints can be
very general.
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COMPARISON OF EULER-NEWTON METHGOS
VERSUS ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS METHODS
Sub_lct Ebler-Newton Methods Analytical Dynemics
, m J
AdvantaC,: • Physicallymotivstod problem • Easilydlmmfl_immsthe cm_rt_int forces and
formulation torques_ contiguou: bodies
• Handlesrigid body top)logical tree • Handlesrigid/Oexibie body topological tree
structures(t_rminM body flexibility structures
can beaccountedfor)
• Hm_dlestopological tr_ mctures con-
reiningclomd
• Easilyhandkmaddingor deletingbodkin
from • model
• Handlesgmaral joint constraints
• Easilyq:IMiedto multibody LU (deploy-
ment)
Dis- • Awkwardly handlesthe determine- • Abstract problem formulatio.
• dvantagm tion of the const_eintforcesand
torques betweencontiguousbodies • Techniquesfo_handlingholonomic con-
.xluimmm_ mphistication on the
• Difficult to apply to LSS not con- part of the mv_Fst
nectedin • topologicaltree strt_cture
• Difficult to apply to multibody
LSSwhen arbitrary bodiescan be
nonrigid
• Difficult to modify mecial purpoR '
computer co_esIF ix_dieswe either
addedto or removedfrom the model
Figure 4
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COORD|NATE MODELING TECHNIQUES FOR MULTIBOOY DYNAMICS THEORY
8ubjeit The Abiolu_ Coordinate_ The RelativeCoordinatl Apprnaih
DeNrip- • Euh bodyil modeledindivkiumlly • One body is _ u ii refenmoebody.
++ tton then at ._h joint relativemmrdtnatmere
• Euh body_ elxrigidbody reigned for 11o11unoonitrcinedDOF
DOF* Ind N pllmllind OOOl_l-
nails for modelingflexibility • The tow numberof dellmP_sof
for the modelooniistl *,_f: (1) ltx rilid
body DOF for the mm body; (2) the
miittve DOF it the joints; mKI (3) the
lm•fflllindOlXwdinit•l fix' the fklxibie
ofeNh body
Ad- • Omt enaiytir_lsimplicity • Minimumnumblr of DOF _lrld
wntqlm
• PermitsNW mJditionenddeictton • Eliminitm the oonstralntform and
of bodm in mmulttbo(t'4sore- to-lUre at the _:nstrsinad DOF lit tl_
purersimulitlon joints
• Nitumily iendl itlelf to multibody
LM IknuhltiOml
Dia- • Mmximixmthenumberof _ne_'mint • CmtN dlffi_lt bookkeepingproMims
iKImritllgM oquittonl to bedellltwith
• Diffk:ult to modify if the vohk3kltopology
chll_tl
"(IX)F) 4tgrem of freedom
Figure 5
SOLUTION TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING CONSTRAINT FORCES ANO TORQUES
Obeervmt(on: The mbilit,,,to efficiently iv|lure the Gonetrliflt foroesend torques |riling in the
equation',of motion comtitum the principM mNon mnalyticJidynmmta methods
mr•lul_,,rior to Eukw-Newton methodl for modeling LSS
Avcillble TKhniq,_ee:
Subjeet Ll_rmnge Jerkoveky'l Tramformatlon Baumprtl's M•thodMultiplier Method OpermtorApproach
Ad- .Simple olg0br|ic * Ellminlltll the conetreint • StobilhmsdiffqmmtimWd
vontlgu solution forom end torquesMto- constrttnt equations by
glthw requiring the oonitreint
oEMily implmmmted eClUltlon to latlll'y I leoond-
• CompuTatlonallyefficient order diftrqmmtteiequstton
with lW_Ificiel ltlf'fnml end
dknpi_
DIS- •RequirN erflrul t_h- .The method is very iblm_t • The mrtificiel dmnpinti end
edventagN nkluel for mointaln- itlffmm mMricl, e_e
" Ino Intes,zted con- mk_sed In en El hoe
Itmintl (•.g.. Ifror menno_
Iml_iso momentum
_: ¢.=r.miorw)
Figure b
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Precision pointing and control trends [9] through the year 2000 will require
pointing accuracies ranging from I0 arcsec down to 0.I arcsec with corresponding
stability requirements ranging from i arcsec down to 0.001 arcsec. These
stringent requirements and the large space structure (LSS) characteristics J(closely packed, lightly damped, low frequency modes) have motivated a plethoraof research in active control of space structures (ACOSS) [11-14]. Figure 7
shows a hierarchy of vibration suppression methods. The level of vibration
control complexity is a function of the LSS characteristics, performance require-
ments, and disturbance characteristics. Naturally, structural response !I
minimization methods such as tuning, stiffening, and material damping should
receive first consideration.
VIBRATION CONTROLHIERARCHY !
{
I--
_ . STRUCTURAL TUNING, STIFFENING I
I . D ISTU RBANCE ISO LATION, ACCOMMODATION
• STRUCTURAL DAMPING AUGMENTATION
• MODAL CONTROL
• FIGURE CONTROL
Figure 7 "i
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Reference 19 addressed the issue of passive and active suppresslon of vibration
response In precision structures from a structural point of view. The results of
this 1977 state-of-the-art assessment showed that the i to 3% achievable damping
was insufficient for 1990 requirements. It is thls study which motivated the
current DARPA ACOSS program. The objectives of the ACOSS program are threefold:
(I) Develop a unified technology base in structural dynamics and control
for large precision space structures. ',
(2) Demonstrate the applications of this technology through analysis and
simulations.
(3) Verify this technology through ground-based proof-of-concept experiments.
Figure _ presents a summary of the ACOSS program.
ACOn PROGRAMSUMMARY
Company ControlTheory ControlDesign& Analysis Experiments
Convair ModalErrorSeMtivity MESS FlyaMtter PIotu
Suppression(MESS) DisturbanceAccommodation (IR&D)
Draper Reduced-OrderModeling StructuralDampingAugmentution(SDA) Beam(IR&D)
; Reduced-OrderController ModernModalControl(MMC)
OutputFeedback SOA/MMC
', Sensor/ActuatorPlacement ActuatorSynthnis
_* OptimalSlewingManeuven UisturbunceRejection
HighResolutionSystemIdentification Sensor/ActuctorPleeemunt
OptimalSlewingMenenwn
HighResolutionSystemIdentification
Honeywell SystemIdentification SingularVelum
- Hughes ElectronicDamping ElectronicDamping HoNmaCylinder
Lockheed LowAuthorityControl(LAC) LAC. HAC Mini-hem
HighAuthoriWControl(HAC) LAC/HAC Mui..Bsum
ModalCostAnely_ (MCA) FrequencyShaping VerfleelPipe
SystemIdentifieetion CbmdotPhlte
Wheal(f.me)
Toymt
POC
"' IL
TRW 8.tahilityEnsuringMethodology StabiliWEnsuringMethodology Plato(lfl&O)
SystemIdentification SystemIdentifleetion
AdoptiveControl
,,, ',,_,
rlgure8 !
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Wlth the increasing size and inherent flexibility of many future satellites,
there have come new and more difficult attitude control problems. In particular,
the nature of the resulting attitude control problems can be divided into the
two categories shown In Figure 9. It is important to understand and appreciate
the fundamentally different control requirements which characterize the attitude
stabilization and slewing control problem. In addition, as shown In Figure i0,
one needs to understand the different techniques available for both defining
and solving the two-polnt boundary-value problems which define optimal spacecraft
slewing maneuvers.
The subject of spacecraft slewing maneuvers has received the attention of
many authors (see Figure ii). The work to date encompasses many important
subjects, includlng: (i) llnear/nonllnear open-loop methods, (2) dlstrlbuted con-
trol, (3) on-off thruster control, (4) feedback control, and (5) experimental
results. Nevertheless, much additional theoretical and analytical work Is
required before reliable techniques wlll be commonly available for LSS
applications.
COMPARISON OF THE ATTITUDE STABILIZATION
PROBLEM VERSUS THE SLEWING PROBLEM
Attitude Stabilization Problem Slewing Problem
Plant Descriotion Plant Dascrintion
• Small rigid body rotations and • Large rigid body rotations end small
elastic deformations assumed (linear elastic deformations assumed
plant dynamics) (linear/nonlinear plant dynamics)
Control Law Formulation ConlP'QI I_¢w Formulation
• Infinite time problem (staedy-stata • Finite fixed time (time-varying control)
control) • Fixed end conditions (e.g., O(tf), ._(tf),
• Free end conditions and _(tf) are specified)
• Shapeand/or figure control • The elastic degrees of freedom ere to be
specifications minimally excited during the maneuver
• Minimum control spillover effects • A vibration suppression constraint is
imposed at the end of the maneuver
• Free end conditions for e(tf) and O(tf)
for spin-up maneuvers, daspin maneuvers,
and slewing to engage moving targets
Figure 9
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SOLUTION TECHNIOUES FOR OPTIMAL SLEWING MANEUVERS
.!_ Minimum: J "J_ L(_x,_u,tJ..... u(k);t) dt
to ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Xo,_f -"o,_.....(ok-l)(k-l)
_|: _,f.if .....
THE CALCULUS OF THE OPTIMIZATION APPROACHVARIATIONS APPROACH
Leadsto: Assume:
2k+2
stm i - _f(x,u;t) ui(t). aij_ij(t)Comm _ - 2(_x._;:) T
Control u(2k) = h(x,X,u,__ ..... u(2k.2);t) where
- - - #ij(t) dqmotNthe jth assumedtime
functionfor the ith control ]
aijdenoWstheunknowncoefficient
for the ith controlm_djth time function
!
-_ Expommtielmatrix solutionfor theresulting -* Itorativemccmlsivoq)proximmtion
two-point boumbry-v|lue problem str_ for theoij coefficients
8211 A370-4
Figure 10
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t OVERVIEWOF RECENTWORKIN SLEWINGMANEUVERSFORFLEXIBLESPACECRAFT115.161
i
• ., i
Rigid+1-Flexi-ModePlant _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _,/ _/ _/
Rigid+ Flexi-ModmPlant %/ _/ _/ _/
DistribumdControl _/ _/
ParamelmrVariationSensitivity _/ _/ V'
Open-LoopControl_cNonlinearPlants V' _/
On-OffThnJmrControl _/ V'
ControlSmoothingTechniques _/ _/ _,/
FeedbackControl _/ _/ _/
Gien_alEndConditionProblem: _/
ExPerimentalResults _/ _/
_, SuboptimolControl _/ _/
Large-AngleManeuvers _/ _/ _/
SmMI-AngieManeuvers _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _/ _ _/ _/
Figure 11
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Figure 12 shows the block diagrams for an LqG controller and a HAC/LAC
controller. Sizing the control law algorithms [15] for these two approaches
assumed a 50 Hz control bandwidth, 250 Hz sampling frequency, 2 bytes/word
accuracy, and a data flow rate of 500 bytes/sec per sensoror actuator.
Figure 13 presents the floating point operations (FLOP) per control cycle as
a function of the number of control states (2 states/mode) and the number
of sensor/actuator pairs.
CONTROL LAW ALGORITHM SIZING
I- -q
I
LOW I
RATE I
J
LQGAPPROACH
.J
HACILAC A_ROACH
Figure 12
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CONTROL LAW ALGORITHM SIZING (Ca)m)
FLOPILN_ CYCLE
FLOP/CYCLE
16 2 7n D*m*2m2
LCX_ALCaORITHM 2n2e-n +4_ m (LAC FLOP  _HA(: FLOP): TnH+g H 3 H¢ c ¢
]Ok 1Ok
TYPICAL AP CAP&CITY • _J0 cycles/t
2 2k
2OO 2OO
t(X 10_
1 2 S IG _0 _0 I 2 E 10 _0 60
NUMBER OF CONTROLLED STATES In¢) STATES UNDER HIGH-AUTHORII _f CONTROL InHI
Figure 13
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Regarding the array processors surveyed (Figure 14), the primary function
of these devices is signal processing, which requires hlgh throughput while
performing filtering on data collected In real time. Because of their speed, the
array processors would appear to be candidates for closed-loop control. Several
array processors are ruled out for closed-loop control application because of
their fixed-polnt arithmetic. The loss in speed incurred by the host array
processor transfer of sensor/actuator data prohibits those which have no direct
I/O capability. Hence, FPS-100, FPS-164, AP-120B, AP-180R, AP-190L, Datawest 460,
MAP 300, MAP 200, MAP 6400, Magnavox (Mil Spec of CSPI MAPs), and CDA MSP-300 are
the major contenders. There are mixed reports concerning the success of arra7
processors in real-t_me closed-loop control. Conflicting reports have indicated
that a major rewrite of the operating system was necessary. Despite the
negative tone, closed-loop control with an array processor capable of direct:
programmed I/O poses no fundamental probzem. It s_mply appears that no one has
thought of this or has had the need to use them in such an application. In col-
lectlng data for this survey, array processor engineers were unfamiliar with closed-
loop control applications but saw no difficulty in their implementation. The
MCP-100 [20,21] is an untried prototype processor which was designed specifically
to implement LQG controllers. Figure 14 presents an overview of the avionics
data processing status.
AVIONICS DATA PROCEnlNO ORIGINAL PAGE IS
POORQUALITY IOF
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THROUGHPUT(MFLOPS) ii
_, .o ._ _ § .
i i t ._
EXISTINGSPACEPROCESSOR, _ , _ ,'_ _
NEAR-TERMPROCESSOR k > ' )' ._
MICROPROCESSOR _ ca ";
ARRAY PROCESSOR I I I I I I 1 I
, _
m m _
PROJECTEDTRENDS _ _
,,V,ON,CS, , i
EXISTINGCONTROL -t
LSSCONTROL _ | MODELDEPENDENT I i
LSSIDENTIFICATION i
Figure 14 _
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i Sensor technology (see Figure 15) for sensing submlcron vibration in large
I precision space systems is not available off the shelf. Optical measurement
techniques provide the best potential because of their hlgh bandwidth, accuracy
and res lution. Piezoelectric sensors are another candidate. Lockheed, Hughes,
t TRW, and Itek are pursuing these technologies. The only inertial grade space
: accelerometer is the BELL XI which is expensive by comparison to optical devices.
CSDL is investigating the potential of a Three-Axi_ kngular Rate Accelerometer
_ (TAARA) and a Slx-Axls Space Sensor (SASS). The high cost of inertial grade
_'i space gyros Is the major disadvantage. Even though these gyros exhibit low nolse
_ and drift, their bandwidth is less than 50 Hz. Fundamentally, the sensor
_; technology for submlcron vibration sensing Is available but exlst3 only as at
laboratory demonstration.
TABLE OF TYPICAL $(NSORI
Type Devise 0endwidtll Ratqlt thtttolvtkm Power Weight _Et(H_) (W) (_) (i,.)
LVOT 0-S00 ,1.0mm B_m 0.3 2.3 L7B0 x 2.1
Capecitiveprelms _-Uk O.I-I.BZmm 0.001,m -.- 17.6 L03D x 3.7
_, Position
Inmffwemetef 040 ,0.01m O.N_,m 0.0004 - - LMSC• ItS M
i mist•phase lensm 0_Ok <O.M ,m LIC
SAW 04 *_mn *0.Zmm 03 -- L47x LUx I,| TRW•UM
BIRDIt O-I *'iBm *0.3ntm ... 112 - 0dr• 312M
RVDT 0-EINI ,1 md 0.01md 1.0 !.0 1.1Ox 1.0
Anti,
Oplk:el enuder 0-7Sk ,- LNOI rM .... ].0 D X L|
IN,tel ecmblometef 0-IN 1M t 0.1_1 !.| 1.7 tO Ox 1.4 Mtdif_l DeNXl
Aeetttmtien
_ Pteioelt_rk 2-I0k *04t 0110_1 .-. 1.4 D.7SO× 1.|
susbr_r
Pmzeeteetrmenmlvee_ 0-7| _|.l kN 11_ .- 0.4 L4 O× I.t FeNs04k
Form
$t_t0nIMp t-Nk *41k_mlm |.mlm t02| L04 0J|X L01X tHE
"_' -" Rill IMr11oIlyre 0-,100 -- 0.003ewe -- 211.2 |.| Ox ).O CIOLIT0|
Figure 15
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Actuator technology (see Figure 16) for submicron vibration control relevant
to the large precision space systems problem is virtually nonexistent. Piezo-
electric devices provide the best potential. With respect to slew maneuvering
and attitude control, Control Moment Gyro/Reaction Wheel (CMG/RW) is not capable
of either. For attitude control, the CMG/RW is required to have low noise/low
bandwidth characteristics, while for maneuvering, it is required to have high
torque/high bandwidth characteristics. Today's CMGs and RWs fall in between these
diverse requirements as shown in Figure 17. Thruster technology has the potential
for high torque; however, these devices lack a continuously variable thrust level.
TABLEOf TYPICALACTUATORS
Type Or,ice Bandwidth Chmamristies Weilht Power Size(Hz) (It) (1111) (in.)
Reactionwheel 0-100 S Ib-in./7ft4b-s 12 lS 12Ox 7.8
Torque
Controlmomentumgyro 0-50 600h-lb/2300ft-II_ 410 S0 40qdwe
Pulsedplesmathrum, -- 0.0003N/1000sSPI 14.§ 26 16x 7 × 9
Force Piezoelectricemltun 0-Sk ! Nm/16,m reqle 1 -- 0.70 × 2
LMSCProofMan 2-200 10W .....
ectuMorPPM
Figure 16
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TOROUE/MOMENTUMCAPABILITIESANDREOUiREMENll
100,000 _ r_/_r///_'/ f/f/
_/ Rt_rsm
_/ end Slew
V
- (" tO,l_
E _ High BW, High Torque
• _ML/.L4.,/Z/.ZU..Z 4.Z,
z DG
I
)- Precision OGDG SG
Z Trecklng • • •S(;UJ
:[ 1.ooo ;, 2-/7"/7'2"A
° ' ;T_l ,
/ Noise • /. •SG
" _ I"OOP'COLUMNi100 _ // /. , J I I /
0.1 1 10 100 1,000 10,000 10(]000
TORQUE (N • ml
_ Technology Development Required
NOTIFS: (1) ST - Sr_TeI_ RtactionWh_l
' (2) ACS • AttiltKle Control Systl_n
(3) DG - Double Gimbal Control Momentum Gyro
(4) SG - Single Gimbel Control Momentum Gyro
(§) WRAP-RIB (56 m Oilh Diemet_r, 80 rn 6oom)
(6) 14OOP-COLUMN (118m HOOP, 88m MAST)
Ftsure 17
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: Very llttle work has been done in the area of fault detection, Isolatlon, and
reconflguratlon for larse space syatm per se [22,23|. Therefore, a broad,
well-planned technlcal effort is needed to successfully apply fault-tolerant
technology to larse space systems and gain the benefits of improved system
* performance and rellabillty which can result _--.:m it. Fortunately, a laz-ge
t amount of theoretlcal and applled work has been done in the fault-tolerant
technolosy area, vhlch forms a solld and broad basis for the development of a
fault-tolerant large space system. This is especlally true in the areas of
computation, failure detection, Isolatlon aigorltha developsent t rellabL11ty
analysls, dlgltal system architecture, and the appltcatlon of fault-tolerant
technology to space, naval, and alrcraft systems. Figure 18 shovs that a r
system vlth 50 components (N=50) whose mean time betveen fai1:zre is 100,000
hours (12 years) can expect 4 component failures each year.
FAULT-TOLERANTCOI_DERAI_011
,, \
. ', \\ \, NUMBEROF• FAILURES
PERYEAR
m
0.6-
I i I I I I I li i i
10.0(_ 100,O00 1,000,000
MEAN TIME BETWEENFAILURES (h)
N - NUMBEROF COMPONENTS
FiSure 18
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The relevant large space structure exper_Mnts (see Figure 19) to date
i considered either beams or plates, wlth one exception, Lockheed's proof-of-cept (POC). The advantage of these choices is the ablllty to analytlcally
predict the dynamic behavior of the structure and thus compare the analysls
to the experimental results. _le obvious drawback of these experiments Is
I the fact that almost no /eallstlc large space structure has the characteristics
_+ of a beam or a plate although it mtaht contain a flexible beam (e.g., the boom
connecting the feed and the reflector of an antenna). None of the experiments +
•+ employed a truss structure--a likely large space structure configuration. The
current level of performance In these experiments was for Large deflectlona, even
( though deflections in the submicron range are anticipated for large precision space
systems. The Draper RPL-EXP Is the only experiment which incorporates thrusters.
: IIILIVlUIlr ill IXPlllllITI
" _ T_ _ _ _ -":----_-+----'-:
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Irx 113" ikmi,m
4" x _Ir _1_ Imm
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1/4"x 1" x Ir illmiem _ dllllm uldlm mail maim
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IIPL-IXP 411u_ Aqk wmdw C4klIm Ilmmm II_ 14mlmi_(Illl" x I" x 41"Wlmiwm) _ _ amlN_ hwmsaib qmm-
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ICellm I:yllmkiml ICcdlwlleqlm wliedw Rendmmt I_mia_ llenmi4 dmpvq
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The major potentlal large space structures test facllltles are the Air Force
Rocket Propulslon Laboratory, Arnold Engineering Development Center, Boeing,
Ford Aerospace, General Dynamics, Johnson Space Center, HcDonneI1 Douglas, and
, the TRN Systems Group.
Ground-based environmental testing of large space structures s_¢ttons or
components may be required prior to actual space construction. The issues
of zero-g and seismic disturbances cannot be ignored; hoverer, experience has
sho_n that prudent ground-based testt,g of spacecraft can reduce operational
risk. Figure _0 presents a representative survey of large :;:vtronmental space
chambers which could be utilized in an appropriate large space structur_
ground-based test program.
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• This talk summarizeswork thatwas performedundercontractto the International
TelecommunicationsSatelliteOrganization(INTELSAT).The problemposedwas how
_ does one designa controllerfor a large flexiblecommunicationsatellite.The
satellite that was developed for _ "straw man" was configured as an offset fed
paraboloidwith a set of masts and booms thatcarry the antenna.The controllers
were botha boomand mast actuatorand a set of two degreeof freedomactuators
at the antenna to move it in order to satisfy both line of sight and defocus
control.
'b
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One of the problemswith the controlof largespace structuresis that it has
beengiven only limitedattentionbecausethe controltheoristshave tendedto sell
controltheoryas a miraclemedicine- like step two - but,while controltheory
: can be very effective,the solutionsthat have been developedso far for the large
space structurescontrolproblemare too unwieldyand difficultto implement.
\
"I think you should be more explicit here in step two."
62"/
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zStructuralcontrolproblemsare inherentlyinfinitedimensional.They are in-
finiteno matterhow you look at them, and theydon't lend themselvesto simple
reductionin order becauseyou can't simplycut the lonp and view the problemas
finite.If you do, you could make errors.The only way is to iterateon the order
I reduction.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS {
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C
The procedureswe developedfor desig,,ingcontrolsystemsare outlinedin the
•_ 5 step iterativeproceduredescribedin this figure. The idea is to reduce
-_¢ the order basedupon a preliminarycontrolsystembandwidthevaluation,thenuse
-_ this to designthe controlsystem.The bandwidthof the resultingcontrolleris
• •_ then knownand you can returnto stepone to reevaluatethe designmodel.Step 3
is thereforea pointfor iterationon the desig,and the way the loop is broken
; in the infinitedimensionalproblem.
STEP 1 - FINITE DIMENSION DESIGN MODEL
1. PICK CONTROL BANDWIDTH (_C) BASED ON CONTROL OBJECTIVE
2 BASED ON LEVEL OF DAMPING, DETERMINE MAXIMUM STRUCTURAL
FREQUENCY TO 8E RETAINED (cuM)
3. USING MODE DESCRIPTIONS:
• KEEPUNSTABLY INTERACTING MODES - EVEN THOUGH
THEY HAVE LOWCOSTS
• DISCARD, IF NECESSARY, LOW FREQUENCY STABLE MODES
WITH LOWMODE COSTS
• DISCARD UNOBSERVABLE OR UNCONTROLLABLE MODES
NOTE: IF THESE MODES HAVE HIGH MODAL
COST, THEN AOD SENSOR/ACTUATOR AT
• OTHER LOCATIONS
• PLACE SENSORS/ACTUATORS USING STABLE INTERACTIONS
AS CRITERIA, BUT REMEMBER THAT SOMETIMES NONCOLLO-
"_ CATION IS NOT POSSIBLE
STEP2 - DISTURBANCE MODELING
• INCLUDE IN MODEL ALL DISTURBANCES, BOTH STOCHASTIC
AND DETERMINISTIC
IN GENERAL, MEASUREMENT OF DISTURBANCES IS ASSUMED
TO BE IMPOSSIBLE
STEP 3 - DESIGN
• ITERATIVELY CHANGE DESIGN MODEL IF u)c iNCREASES
STEP 4 - ACTUATOR & SENSOR PROLIFERATION TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE
• ITERATIVELY ADO SENSORSTO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE IF DESIGN
ODES NOT MEET SPECS
• ITERATIVELY ADD ACTUATORS IN SAME MANNER ASSENSORS-
AT EACH STEP REEVALUATE STABILITY OF MODES
STEP 5 - ROBUSTNESS
• VERIFY DESIGN IS INSENSITIVE TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS
Largespace structurescontroldesign.
ORIGiNAl-P._G£ IS
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The model spacecraft that was used to design the control systems for INTELSAT i
is shown in the following two figures. The structure is completely deployable using
ASTROMASTsand a hoop antenna. The actuators are such that defocus and line
of sight motion can be controlled (if desired) along with the rigid body (the central
i core where all of the electronics and the fe_d horn are located).
The finite element model is shown in the second figure. It offers enough detail
so that the modes out to the antenna are accurately (consistently) defined.
Y-(PITCH)
X
(ROLL) 33"
(1Om)
!
BODIES ARE CONNECTED TOGETHER '
WITH PIVOTS AS FOLLOWS: "ASTROMAST" JL
• BOOY_TO BOOY_ PITCH (Y) BEAMS ( 23'-----_
ROTATION ONLY 2 AXIS DEPLOYED
• BOD_)TO BODY(_- PITCH (Y) ............ ::a_....s_rj_, GIMBAL ANTENNA
.... DRIVE
AND ROLL (X) ROTATIONS POSITION & RATE
• ASTROMAST_D_ "DEFOCUS" SENSORS
"SQUEEZED" BY WORM ", '
_o.v..c.,v..o.; ji/20'16.9m) //
SMALL FEED _ 10" i
ANTENNA
SOLAR ARRAY
LOS
(YAW)
Phase III configuration. (From ref. I.)
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I,,_ .,_- ,mKo
I lm X 103 KO
!
"_ O_!_'_'_LPAGE
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4,_T..4_. "" "/*sToT,r, 6 AS
: _. / IOFTDIA ]r_/ I _ \ V -.--Y
(a) Schematic of finite element model.
t,_ '-
,:" ,, - _.'_ ,
'_" "" " 'st ,.'_4_:_ :__' _ _ :
,"'" ,., ,;i" / "_i''_
_ "I . '! - I'|
(b) Finite element mode].
Phase III spacecraft model. (From ref. I.)
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To reducethe modelorder to a finitemodel with accuraterepresentationof
_De significantdynamics,one must know preciselyhow each mode affectsthe per-
formanceof the system. Thus the line of sightmotionin pitchand roll is used
alongwith the perturbationin the antenna-to-feedistanceas the criteriafor
l good control. The antennafeed perturbation,for example,is computedas shown. !
i
' i
L =_x 2 - x50)2 + (Y2 "Y50)2 + (z2 -Zso)2 i
i
= _x(BXz - Bx50)+ ay(Byz - BY50) + _z(aZ - BZso) !.
Line of sightmotion.
I
i
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OF POOR QUALITY _,
The modesthat have a significant effect on the performance measure (line of
sight motion and defocus) are the only ones that are usually retained. This can
t lead to disastrous consequenceswhen actuators and sensors are not at the same location.
I This is illustrated by the two modeshapes in this figure. The one on the left is
unstably interacting and the one on the right is stably Interacting. The argument
Is stmple and straightforward. The modeon the left wtll be drlven unstable because
if the sensor detects a clockwise rotation it would no_naily send a signal to the
actuator to c use a counterclockwt_J torque. In thts case, that torque would further
twist thismode, causingit to i:,creasein amplitude. For the mode cn the right,just the oppositeis true. The interactionis stable.
• The only way a controlsystemcan controla mode suchas the one on the left
is to introducean 1800phase shiftat thatmode frequencyand nowhereelse.
ACTUATOR
i' -- I ACTUATOR--
J SENSOR
Unstablyinteracting. Stablyinteracting.
Mode shapesfor stableand unstableinteractions.(Fromref. I.)
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For a control design, unstable modesshowup as pole-zero dipoles where the
• pole is before the zero. In severe cases, the zero moves to infinity and reappears
as non-minimumphase zeros (zeros in the right half plane).
The les_on ts that unstably tnteracttno modes must., always be retained tn the
model unlesstheyare so high In frequencythat they don't interactwlth the control
loop.To do otherwisecould lead to an unstablecontrolsystem.
: _ACTUATOR ORIGINALPACE IS, F POOR.QUALITY
-- 7Z_-- -- REF
(Z1 2 ) SENSOR THE "MORE FLEXIBLE ' THE MODE I
- THE HIGHER UP TH_ ZERO iUnstablyinteractingmode foractuator/sensorpalr.translatlonal
ACTUATOR "_M i
_R TYPICAL ROOT
CONTROLLER ML_,f j_' LOCUS i
(SLOPE I| |SLOPE 2) < ADD ZEROS N_.An
!
AND BELOW POLE
• FOR ANY UNSTABLY
INTERACTING MODE
Unstablyinteracting mode for TO PROVIDEDESIGN
rotationalactuator/sensorpair. ROBUSTNESS
ISLOPE ml TRANSLATION
THE RIGID OOOY ENERGY (VERY
FLEXIBLE MOOE| THEN THE ZERO
APPEARS ON THE IN)BITIVE REAL
.... REF AXIS - NON4mNIIIAIIM PHAIE
mz<O _ i
Pole-zeroconfigurationfor
Unstablyinteractingmode unstablyinteractingmodes, i
for mixed senslng/actuation. I
l
Example: shapesfor unstableinteractions.(Fromref. I.) I"
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7 I
One way of evaluatingthe cost of eachmode is to put the disturbancesin.o
the structuralt_del and draw a power spectraldensityfunction(or Bode plot)of
the performancecriteria.This plot not only shows the modes thatcontributeto
( the cost, but also thosemodes that _re unstablyInter_:tlng(thosewhose zeros IlZll Icome beforethe poles "P" are stableand viceversa).
ORIO!HAf. PAQE 13
O_ FO0_ QUALITY
•41 t IUfll. f_l, llllllOOPIOIll
P - Z- POLJ-laW
__ t "
g -- ,, /[#
t
W'.Z
I*
._ i_ ) DISTURIAN¢!
) FREQUENCY RE$IPONS| FOI_ DIIn'UAI_NCE SHOWING MODE
IqEIK)NANCE| (MODE NMEIq) ANO &*-.tOll WITH LARGE MOOAL COLTS
, l I I tlilll . I t t 1 lllli , I i lltll
NOT|' THE MODE COST FOR THIS DI$10N WAS L.O.|. MOTION, AN0 THE OISTURIANCE WAS A
MONOCHROMATIC $1NUSOIO AT THE FMEOUiENCY SHOWN.
Mode costs for a structure. (From ref. I.)
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r i
_: The following _hree modeshapesare all useful for evaluation of the modes
to retain. Onceagain they can be used by themselves to determine which modes
to retain,lhey _re interpretedusing the mode shapesthatare drawn alongwlth
the locationsof the actuatorsand sensors.Stablyinteractingand unstablyin-
teractingmodes can be pickedout rapidlywith a littlepractice.
I
UNOMERVAIELE [ .... _'-_'_'_N,i-'t.' ,
AND UNCONTROLLABLE \ _- • :\,-.,,
• ,.o":-(.--. "-,,.
_-,.._4_...-'.'_',
.J" t
L.... &
, ,%-- .
<i. Mode19 freq. 0.736. ORIGINAL PAGE I3
: OF..POOR QUALITY
CONTROLLAlELE. OBSERVABLE .." .,"/i "'_ -_
_" AND STALELYINTERACTING FOR .. \ ,.:'
ANTENNA SENSORS ..... "" "'" " '
..... . .. ",, -
. '_- "-"-. '_,.,._:.4r,_:,..,,._L,..c."
/•
4
•. Mode 20 freq.0.766.
Configuration2 deployableanten.aand solararray. (Fromref. I.)
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)
OUERVABLE, CONTROLLABLEAND . ...UNSTABLYINTERACTINGFORANY _i "f: o- _ ," . ,. , - a
SENSORNOTAT COREMASS .'""'d L : -- " "
/. ¢2"_'?,27',,' . - <. "
/'., ..:....,?,/.l.,.", "- . :-;'"
_jL_::_._-*" "--.r .._ ._..
H l; ...,..'_'-,
. :. k.-_....._.., _ ._._."-- ',,: _....._..- C_..
....,:"..,['7-':''" /,, ...... :,:"--y:.<':_,.'S_:_.:."-'--"
.,,.,,
4°"_...
• ..<i
} ,.
• °
_, Mode 13 freq. 0.179.
_" CONTROLLABLEAND OBSERVABLE )"- ' " " "
.'_ [ __...... _,- ..._,._
UNSTABLY INTERACTINGFOR ,
} ANTENNASENSORS \ } , ,_ ,,
C- ._ _<:,c_._;'':
. ..... _.. :.._,,:.: ..
"',}- r-_-, ._- : _:'£'-":"' :' -"
"" : _ q77; -'_'-:
• -" ":;" " "" "1
.,...:.;,..-_.-/.-'.:.-
...- .,'s_,a£-: -
__,---..,-_t"_._ ::"
Mode 14 freq, 0.220.
Configuration 2 deployable antenna and solar array (concluded). i,
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.;, OF. POOR QUALITY
UNDEFORMEO SHAPE
i
MODE 1 3.673 Hz MODE 2 3.6752 Hz
MODE _13.6762 Hz MODE 4 3.6792 Hz
MODE 5 3.6752 Hz MODE 6 3.667 Hz
_ Configuration2 antennamodes.
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. To determine the preliminary control bandwidth, a si,nplifiedanalysis
, such as that shown in these two figures is used. The noises (disturbances)
: are modeled as white noises exciting linear systems, and the simplest block
diagram that can be conceived of as achieving the design objective (here a
rigid body controller) is used. The bandwidth of the control loop is then
varied to see what the effect of the distumbances on the performance is. There is
always a minimum noise response that determines the bandwidth. This bandwidth is
then used to truncate the model to a maximum frequency that is, say, 10 times higher
thar the bandwidth. (There is a criterion that we have developed that is based on
the damping levels expected in the structure. See ref. 2.)
OF POOR -''_'_: !_
QUALITy GYRO
_ NGIGYRO NOISE)
REACTION
I1' WHEEL
SENSOR I
Simplified block diagram of attitude control system. (From ref. 1.)
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.-(_ SO LAR DISTURBANCE TORQUE (SE-'_)-" INERTIA
- , _, / ' / ANTICIPATED
' k_/ / 1 x10"8 _ RANGEFOR
\ _ / I -- CONFIG2
1o\-\V-"[-_1°"_.,"1
E 10.1
ATTITUDE & GYRO
NOISE LIMIT
10 .2 NOISE ," _ & / NG2=IO3(DEG/H)21Hz
10 .3 i
10 .4 10 .3 104 10"1 1 10
CONTROL SYSTEM BAND PASS. RAD/SEC i
ATTITUDE ERROR "_
J
Performancetradeoffanalysis. (From ref. 1.) '
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This chart deltneates the first 31 modesand whether or not they were retained _
discarded and why.
OBIERVABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY OF STRUCTURAL MODEl;
w
I I_mbleor UemmbleI Oblwvability Intlreotlw st RetainR or 9isr.ardD
ModeI_k). No Yes IrmlerArray Antenna CIm 1 Class2 Class3
7 _/ D D D
8 At Core At Antennl D R R
9 At Core At Antenna D R R
10 At Core At Antenn8 O R Rst _/ o o o
12 _/ O O O
13 _/ U U R R R
14 _/ 2 s R R R
15 _/ D D D
fe _/ s u R R R
17 _/ O O D
is _/ o D D
19 _/ D O D
2o _/ s u R _ R
:'_ _/ O o o
22 _/ U U R R R
23 _/ 3 U R R R
24 _/ D O D
25 _/ D D D
26 _/ U S R R R
27 _/ D D D
.28 _/ S S R R R
29 _/ D D O
30 _/ D O D
31 _/ S U R g R
NOTES:
1 Forattitude seniorlocatedincenterbody. nodes400 through410
2 Willnot exciteIoler arrey
3 Neutrelbeceulmcontrol torqueil uniformlydistributedon solererreyabout Y axis
Observabilityand controllabilityof structuralmodes. (Fromref. I.)
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_. Three classes of controllers were investigated during the contract. They are
_ shown in the figure. The class 3 design is shown in more detail in the next figure/ •
The gains denoted by D in this figure were the only ones that were optimized.
The combined structural dynamics, actuator dynamics, and sensor dynamics led to
a system of order 44 (24 for the retained modes, 6 for the actuators, 12 for the
_ sensors and 2 to model the sinusoidal disturbance due to the solar array motion).
Thus the full state solution would have required 528 gains (44 times 12) to
achieve almost the same performance as was achieved here with only 12 gains• Inci-
dentally, this calculation ignores the number of gains one would use to implement
the Kalman filter.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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• CENTRAL MASS 16SENSOR4 CLAS,_t 1 _ CENTRAL MASS
-_ SENSORS CONTROLLER ACTUATORSONLY
' i
ANTENNA MOTION 8 SENSOR
' SENSORS AND CLASS 2
_ LOS SENSORS ONLYJ CONTROLLER '!
ALL AVAILABLE 14 SENSORS== CLASS 3 ANTENNA &
SENSORS j - v[ CONTROLLER BOOM/MAST
ACTUATORS
, i
$
Structure of Class I 2, and 3 controllers• (From ref I )
f -,,
• I
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_: _. BOOM/MAST I
ANTENNA WORM DRIVE
• TO _EED
DISTANCE
REACT;ON L
•. W.EEL .
ANTENNA
& ¥EEO A_
& SPACECRAFT
DYNAMIC
MODE L
__.._ REACTION
# WHEEL _..
MEASURED PITCH _
AT ANTENNA
ONLY __
_k WHEEL
ROLL
i
Class 3 design. (From ref. 1.)
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the next four figuresillustratethe designprocedure. An iterativealgorithm
+ is used to determinethe gainswhich minimizedthe cost. For this problemthe cost !
was the expectedvalue of the lineof sighterrorsand the defocuserror. The
reducedstate algorithmallowssensorand actuatordynamicsto be included,and
allowsthe noisesto be accountedfor in a very directand straightforwardway.
! q
+ The compensation(if any) for such problem_as unstablyinteractingmodes (these
require notch filters to introduce the 180 phase shift) is simply designed
• alongwith the controlsystem.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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TRANSF ORMATIOfllS
TO MODAL COORDINATES TRANSFORMATIONS
TO MEASUREMENT COORDINATES
Nd DISTURBANCES .MODE 1
N aACTUATORS _
t ,
rth DISTU lANCE s2 + 2{'1 _1 s + wl2MODEL
• e
. il MOO[ k
_th _ MEASUREMENT
: CONTROLLER DYNAMICS
DYNAMICS 1 _llS]l--'-"_
• Nm MEASURING DEVICES
r. •
c . b_ix) OklX) dxvk
w LZ
m . CjlX) OklX) dx
,s kl
+ S'i blx) IS THE CONTROL INFLUENCE __A 1
d it(x) @k(XJdx c(x) AND e(x) THE MEASUREMENT INF LUENCES
rk " @k(X) IS THE km MODE SHAPE
Structuraldynamicscontrolproblem. (Fromref. I.)
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_ ACTUATOR DYNAMIC8 PACECRAFT SENIOR DY;;;J.I.L'_
,/
";'! / *1 "2 9 Y
• • |
'2, K
L
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NOTE THE CONTROL GAINS SHOWN ARE EELECTED TO PROVIDE THE LOWEST C06T J FOR )
THE CONFIGURATION SHOWN. ONLY THE OAIN8 SHOWN ARE DERIVED BY THE |
ALGORITHM GIVING BOTH THE FEEDBACK CONTROL AND THE COMPENSATOR. J
Reducedstate feedback control design. (From ref. 1.) !
!
J• { (/rQ_+._Ru)dt• ;oPxo
:' AS SS 0 BDI 0 ro o o
) 0 AA 0 ,D2 0 !IA 0 0
i. _- cs o A. 8030 x+ lo 0 .+ ,
: 0 0 0 Ao 0 !0 0 CO
o o o o Ac Io ]c o
- where
i S • systm
A • actuator
M • measurement
O • disturbcnce
C compensator
/ / determine compensator zeros
Systeminput: uS • KlyN + K2XC
YM " CMXM Is theIasure.ent
Compensatorinput: u(j• K3YM+ K4xC
L--detemtnes compensatorpoles
KI, K2. K3, K4 minimize x_Pxo
Reducedstate (output)feedback. (Fromref. I.)
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__/ _I _LVEFULL |
-] STATEF EDBACKIOPTIMAL CONTROL|;' li_ROBLEM I
_" L INITIAL VALUE OF GAIN DO
I TRUNCATED 1r I TOORDER OFITHE DESIREDFEEDBACKS '_
l
mm_ OK " OK - H-IIOK ) G(r)K) 1iwi i
I HESSIAN "MATRIX" (H) @G
a_ m
f DjI
0J
GRADIENT MATRIX (G) "
IDol
PERFORM SEQUENCE OF ONE I
DIMENSIONAL STEI_ TO I
PRODUCE DESIRED MULTI. J
_. DIMENSIONAL MINIMUM I
lCHECKAT EACH STEP THAT
ICHANGE IN GAIN MATRIX
I ELEMENTS I_IODUCE STABLE
I& CONVERGED SOLUTION
Constrained opttmal control. (From ref. 1.)
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As was alludedto before,the reducedstatedesignperformancewas 35xi0-3
degreescomparedto 6xi0-3degreesfor the full statedesign (withno filter).
Thus if the filtererrorswere included,the performancesof the two designswere
comparable.The robustnessof the designsas determinedfromloop gain and phase
marginswas also comparableto thatof the fullstate designs.
t
ORIGIMAL PAGE I_
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_ENSORJJAT ANTENNA
" ' ANTEN"'m,_TO
FEED
ROLL (X) FITCH IY) YAW(Z) DISTANCE
w
ACTUATORS PO4 RATE POI RATE POe i RATE P06 RATEI
RIGID BODY ( X -3EB -2E?
ROTATION RF_ACTION WHEELS I Y 6ES -2E7ACTUATORS Z .1E5 -2ES
ANTENNA { X 3E4 SE4
2DOF GIMBAL
_,TUATORS Y 7ES 4ES
MAST/BEAM WORM SCREW SE2 4E6
FULL STATE LOS RMS ERROR 6 X 10_ DEG.
REDUCED STATE LOS RMS ERROR 3S X 10*3 OEG,
Gains for the reducedscare design. (Fromref. I.)
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: THE LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES PROBLEM
The proposed use of large space structures (LSS) poses some very challenglng
problems In the identification and control of high order dynamical systems. In
addition some of these systems have requirements for very accurate pointing and
_ shape control. These systems are infinite dimensional distributed parameter
systems that are very llghtly damped. It Is not feasible to determine the LSS
dynamics by earthbound testing so that the identification and control must take
: place largely In orbit In an adaptive manner after construction. To some degree,
there may be requirements to identify the system dynamics and structural
characteristics while under closed-loop control In orbit. Thls may severely
restrict the type and amplitude of input slgnals which are allowable for enhancing
: identification of the system.
-i' THE LARGESPACESTRUCTUREPROBLEM
" STRINGENTREQUIREMENTSFORSHAPE,ORIENTATION
POINTINGANDVIBRATIONREDUCTION
" VERYLIGHTLYDAMPED--MANYSHARPRESONANCES
" DISTRIBUTEDPARAMETERSYSTEM--INFINITESTATEORDER
• LIMITEDEARTHBOUNDTESTING--MANYCHARACTERISTICS
MUSTBE DETERMINEDIN ORBIT _]1
• LIMITEDPERTURBATIONALLOWEDFORSYSTEMIDENTIFICATION
1
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OBJECTIVE OF SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION i
The objective of system identification varies considerably for the different
schemes. In physical model identification, particular parameters of the structure I
_ describing mass, stiffness, and damping are considered the important quantities to i
,_ determine. In empirical model identification, an Input-output system description
'_ is obtained relating the control and other inputs to measured sensor outputs. Such
;_ an approach does not expllcitly estimate structural parameters, but may offer _I
_ advantages In obtaining a reduced-order model which accurately describes theimpor nt structural behavior. In control model identification or adaptive
control, a plant (LSS) Is to be identified while under closed-loop control. Thls
i! may be the more important problem In some LSS systems. Identification while under i
"[_ control could also involve the use of clther physical or empirical models as well _
as full- or reduced-order methods, i
"i ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALITY
• DESCRIBING PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICSAND PARAMETERS
--STRUCTURAL PARAMETERSOF: STIFFNESS, DAMPING,
ii,., MASS DISTRIBUTION
• EMPIRICAL DYNAMICS MODELING
-i
--TRANSFER FUNCTION. STATESPACE. ,.qPECTRAL
'_ ANALYSIS, REDUCED ORDER
i' • CONTROL MODEL IDENTIFICATIONAND ADAPTIVE CONTROL
f
I
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ORIGINAL PAGE !_
STEPS IN SYSTEM IDEHTIFICATIOR OF POOR QUAL!_ _,
The complete system Identlflcatlon process conslsts of an Iteratlve use of the
four steps: I) experimental design, 2) model structure determination, 3) parameter
estimation, and 4) model validatlon. The purpose of experlmental design Is to
select inputs and outputs, sensors, actuators and other varlables In such a way
that the remaining three steps of identlflcatlon can be performed successfully.
During model structure dete_mlnatlon, a methematlcal functlona:,l form for the model
is selected with unknown parameters from a set of such functl_,nal forms. In
estimation of these parameters In step 3), the use of a prlorl information about
the parameters may be Involved. In model validation, the vallnlty of the model In
describing various different sets of data Is considered. The result of model
validation Is either a flnal s,alldated model or a return to one of the other steps
In the system identification process.
t
l.-o.!-.!EXPERIMENTKNOWLEDaEl
DETERMINATION
A PRIORI |
PARAMETER i PARAMETER '
ESTIMATES ESTIMATION
DIFFERENT MO NO _:
SETS OF VAUDATION
DATA
Yes i
io-.iMODEL
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MODEL FORMULATION
i In the problem formulation step, the LSS is generally described by a system of
partial dlfferential equations (PDE) In space x and tlme t together wlth an
appropriate set of boundary conditions, where u(x,t) Is a vector of instantaneous
displacements of the structure from equilibrium includlng both translational and
rotational dlsplace_nents, Y(x,t) are the applled forces and torques, Au is the
restoring force, Du_ is the damping term, and m(x) is the mass density. Observations
y(t) are consldered_to be linear combinations of translatlon and rotation
displacements and their rates.
While there has been some work on identification of systems of PDE's (Goodson
and Polls (1974)), the methods for identification of systems of ordinary
_l differential equations (ODE) are more developed and better understood. Among the
_:_i methods of spatial dlscretlzatlon of PDE, the finite element method is one of the
more popular and produces a system of ODE's. Defining the state xT - (uT, uT ) and
L
inverting the mass matrix, th s system can b writ n in the standard tat -space
I form.
t , DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEM
_ m(x)u.(s,t)+ Du,(s,t)+ Au(s,t)= F(s,t)
y(t)= Cu(s,t)+ Eu.(s,t)
• SPATIALDISCRETIZATIONAND REARRANGEMENT GIVES
STATESPACE FORM
x,(t)= Ax(t)+ af(t)+ w(t)
y(t)= Cx(t)+ v(t)
• APPROXIMATIONERRORS--FINITE ORDER, LUMPED SYSTEM
: 653
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The system considered for experimental design consists of a dynamic system i
(plant) with unknown parameters and states excited by an observed input and
unobserved disturbance. The sampler and measurement system involves measurement
noise. From knowledge of the input and output measurements, the estimator
determines a state estimate, the identifier estimates unknown parameters, and the
controller determines a signal, using the measurements, to feed back to the input. 1
I
The basic experimental design problem addresses the questions I) what
measurements to make, 2) when to make them, and 3) what input to use in the
experiment. Experlmental design thus Involves selectlon of initial conditions,
input slgnals, sensors, their location, sampling rates, and other aspects of LSS
test design to enhance the identiflabillty of unknown parameters. Systematic
procedures exist for solving these problems (Mehra (1974 1976, 1981)). For LSS P
identification, the use of inputs in addition to control inputs may be required to i
assure Identlfiabillty of the unknown parameters. Such additional inputs to excite
various structural modes sufflclently for identification may lead to motions
unacceptable in terms of control requirements. It may be necessary to select !
inputs In such a way that modes over a limited frequency band are excited.
DISTURBANCE MEASUREMENT NOISE _,
l l !
?
CONTROLLER i
ESTIMATOR F _
IDENTIFIER -_
DESIGN PROBLEMS:
i: WHAT TO MEASURE
WHEN TO MAKE MEASUREMENTS
• INPUT TO USE (DUAL CONTROL) ..i
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': HODEL ORDER AND STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
' Suppose a parametric model form is chosen which could involve a physlcal
structural model or a mathematical form such as an autoregresslve or polynomial
form. A partlcular model structure corresponds to specifying which parameters are
considered fixed and known and which are unknown (to be estimated). The alternative
model str,_ctures are fitted to the observed data; i.e., the unknown parameters are
estimated. A variety of methods are avallable for comparing a set of alternative
model structures. Some of these are (a) information criteria (Larlmore (1982,
1983a), Akalke (1974a), Rlssanen (1976)); (b) rank tests (Tse and Welnert (1975),
Van Den Boom and Van Den Enden (1974), Wellstead (197b)); (c) goodness of flt tests
(Parzen (1974)); and (d) generalized likelihood ratio tests (Larlmore (1977)).
These methods can be used to supplement physlcally based methods of model structure
determination.
• CHOOSE PARAMETRICMODEL FORM
-- E.G., POLYNOMIALS, PHYSICAL STRUCTURE,
AUTOREGRESSIVE
• CHOOSE PARTICULARALTERNATIVE MODEL STRUCIURES
AND ORDERS TO BE COMPARED -- I.E., WHICH PARAMETERS
ARE SPECIFIED OR UNKNOWN
• FIT THESE PARTICULAR MODELS (ESTIMATE PARAMETERS)
• COMPAREALTERNATIVEMODEL FITS
-- GOODNESS OF FIT (CHI-SQUARED, ETC.)
-- GENERALIZED LIKELIHOOD RATIO TESTS
-- INFORMATIONOR ENTROPY MEASURES (AKAIKE'SA,IC)
(1974(o))
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The field of parameter estimation is very vast in scope, but has been summa-
rized quite well in several survey papers, volumes and books (e.g. Eykhoff (1974),
Kailath (1974), Mehra and Lainiotis (1976), Young (1979)). A very broad classlfi-
• ! cation of parameter estimation methods may be done as follows: (i) equation error
methods (including linear least squares, instrumental variable, etc), (2) output
error methods (including nonlinear least squares, quasi-linearization, extended
Kalman filter, etc.), and (3) prediction error methods (includlng maximum llkellhood,
Bayesian and maximum entropy).
The above ordering represents increasing complexity, generality and accuracy
', (or estimation efficiency). Output error and prediction error methods require
nonlinear searches and therefore need good starting values. Equation error methods,
though less accurate, can provide good starting estimates if they are used properly.
Another major advantage of equation error methods is that they can be made recurslve
with respect to both model order and sample size. The order-recursive property is |
useful for on-llne identification and adaptive control. Equation error methods
have another interesting property for multllnput-multioutput systems: parameter
estimation can be done one equation at a time. In aircraft parameter identification
(Mehra and Tyler (1973)), a combination of the equation error method to obtain
starting values and the maximum likelihood method to refine the parameter estimates
was found to have the best performance in terms of convergence and accuracy.
t
• LEAST SQUARES, EQUATION ERROR, OR REGRESSION 1
: • INSTRUMENTALVARIABLES !
• OUTPUT ERROR
• EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER (PARAMETERSAS STATES) !,
• MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD _
t
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PARAMETER ESTIMATIOR DIFFIGULTIE_ OF POOR QUALITY
The parameters of a model are Identlflable If a change in any of the
: parameters results In a change in the distribution of the measurement random
variables. The selected parameter set should be identifiable and related e_sily to
I physlcally meaningful coefficients. In the case of poor Identlflablllty, some
parameters or functions of the parameters have very llttle effect upon the e_pected
observations and may need to be constrained to some flxed nominal value In order to
estimate the other parameters. In many realistic parameter estimation problems,
there is a very nonlinear dependence of the output observations on the parameters.
To flnd the optimum set of parameters requires a sophisticated and robult
optimization procedure such as the quadratic hlll-cllmblng (also called
Levenberg-Marquardt) method. The presence of both measurement noise and input
process noise conslderably compllcates the _ethods and effort requlred for good
parameter identification, and usually necessitates the use of a Kalman fllter or
equlvalent approach to co_pute a whlte innovation sequence for which a llkellhood
function is easlly evaluated. On-line procedures are especially attractive in
adaptive control schemes, but some of these such as the extended Kalmen filter with
some states as parameter estimates may diverge In some situations. An a18orlthm
wlth guaranteed convergence properties is much to be preferred.
• POOR IDENTIFIABILITY--LARGE CHANGES IN PARAMETERS
HAVE VERY SMALL EFFECT ON EXPECTED OBSERVATIONS
-- NEED TO FIX SOME OF PARAMETERS
• NONLINEAR DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT ON PARAMETERS
-- USE ROBUST QUADRATIC HILL-CLIMBINGOPTIMIZATION
• SENSOR AND INPUT (PROCESS) NOISE
-- REQUIRES KALMANFILTER OR SIMILAR APPROACH
• DIVERGENCE OF SOME ON-LINE PROCEDURES
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MODEL VALIDATION
The objective of model valld_tlon is to determine if the identified model
predicts the observed response, not only for the data used for identification but
also for other available data sets. There are a number of procedures for
_ evaluatlng the valldlty of an identified model on a given data set. Residual
analysis Involves the analysls of reslduals or innovations to determine if they are
indeed white noise or have significant correlatlon properties indicating the
presence of unmodeled structure In the process. The adequacy of a model can be
evaluated by comparing it wlth the response predlcted by more general or higher
order models. Such a comparison can be made on a sound _heoretlcal basis usln8 the
AIC procedure (Akalke (1974a)) which Was a llkellhood interpretation (Larlmore
_1982, 1983a)). Data splitting and cross-valldatlon methods involve using part of
one set of data in fitting the model and the rest of that data set in evaluating
z:he adequacy of the preulctlon. And of course the model may also be required to
satisfy certain reasonability requirements for particular problems such as
: stability, statlonarlty, positive definiteness, causality, etc.
. DOES THE IDENTIFIED MODEL PREDICT THE
OBSERVED RESPONSE
• RESIDUAL ANALYSIS (CORRELATION& WHITENESS TESTS)
• COMPARE RESPONSES PREDICTED BY VARIOUS MODELS
• COMPARE LIKELIHOOD OF VARIOUS MODELS (AIC).
• DATA SPLITTING AND CROSS-VALIDATIONMETHODS
" REASONABILITYTESTS i
ORIGINALPaGE IS
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_I REDUCED ORDER MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION
The Akalke stochastic realization (Akaike (1974b). (1976)) method identifies s
•ultloutput system in a canonical form using the method of canonical correlations
and varlates. It has been used successfully by Mehra (1978) for multiple time
series modeling and forecasting. The method has been extended to include measured
inputs in the presence of noise (Larlmore (1983b_). One obtains in th_ fashion a
transfer function model. The parameters are asymptotically efflclent and order
determination Is done automatically using an approximate &IC procedure The use of
a singular value decomposltlon ts a major computatlonal advantage of .his method
over other methods so that no Iteratlve nonllnear optlmizatlon problem needs to be
solved. All order state space models up to a given order are determined
i simultaneously from one slngular value deco_posltlon, Furthermore. since a statevector model Is Ide_tlfledj it can be related to a physical model and used to
provide an alternative set of estimates for the physical parameters.
• THE CANONICAL VARIATEMETHOD (AKAIKE(lg74b,1_6))
• DECOMPOSE CORRELATION STRUCTURE OF RECENT
PASTAND NEAR FUTURE
_ * OPTIMAL CHOICE OF REDUCED ORDER STATE
SPACE STRUCTURE
• COMPUTATIONVIA SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
-- NUMERICALLY/.CCURATE, STABLE, EFFICIENT
• DETERMINES OPTIMAL MODELS FOR ALL ORDERS AT ONCE
• APPROXIMATEAIC FOR CHOOSING OPTIMAL ORDER
=
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CLOSED-LOOP IDENTIFICATION OF POOR QUALITY
Identification of a plant whlle under closed-loop control has some special
problems that were not fully appreciated until recently (Calnee and Chart (1976),
LJung et el. (1974), Phadke and Wu (1974)). Much of the dlfflculty stems from the
i q correlation between past outputs and future inputs of the plant. Hany
identification procedures expllcltly or implicitly assume that there Is
independence bet_men past outputs and future inputs. The application of these
procedures has been shown to le_d to biased and Inefflclent parameter estimates end •
in come cases loss of parameter ldentlflablllty. More sophisticated procedures
allow for correlation betwoen past outputs and future inputs such as the maximum
llkellhood end canonlcal varlate analysi_ procedures. Sou methods do not
expllcltly constrain the identified plant model to be causal which can lead to
unreasonable results. If • closed-loop identification procedure is used ou-llne
while the system Is under control, addltlonal 8aln marsln or other precautions may i
be requlred to insure control system =tablllty.
" CORRELATION BETWEEN PAST OUTPUTS
AND FUTURE INPUTS
• MOST SYSTEM IDENTIFICATIONPROCEDURES DO NOT ALLOW
FOR THIS AND GIVE BIASED ESTIMATES
" • CANONICAl. VARIATEANALYSIS WILL ALLOWFOR SUCH
CORRELATION
• IT IS IMPORTANTTO MAINTAIN STABLE CONTROL WHILE
IDENTIFYING THE PARAMETERS
660 o
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ISSUES TN LSS SYSTEW IDE_TIFICATIOH
The LSS control and identification problem has a number of ¢ruelal, practical
dlfflculttes _Lch are not present in sost other systems. The system im
fundamentally a distributed system, and finite o=der state-space models are only an
approxlemtlon. A very hlsh state order amy be required to soda1 a11 of the aspects
of interest fro_ the structural, Input-output, and control system points of view.
In terms of a prleutry control objective, eaplrlcal reduced-order modelln 8 whleh
, Includes the states of dominant influence on control is a promising approach to the
problem. Recent advances in reduced-order ewdelh-_ with flexlble weIEhtLn$
criteria Involve the use of numerlcally stable and efficient cemputatlonal nuethods.
Other issues which suet be addressed include emlntalnln8 control systmt stablllty
*_ vhLle adapting parameters in on-llne adaptive control echews. In sose situations,
, such as csllbratlon after Inltlal deployment, additlon_l input signals for Qodel
2denttfication may be cequired, and these may have to be designed to excite
specific models of the system so that the n_aber of parameters during a stnsle
identification experiment can be kept small.
• PHY'SICALSTATESPACE MODELS ARE ONLY APPROXIMATE
• HIGH SYSTEM STATEORDER
.... • LARGE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
• REDUCED-ORDER MODELING PROBABLY NECESSARY
• PRIMARY OBJECTIVEOF IDENTIFICATIONIS CONTROL
• EMPIRICAL REDUCED ORDER IDENTIFICATIONA'R'RACTIVE
• MUST MAINTAINCONTROL SYSTEM STABILITYWHILE
ADAPTING PARAMETERS
• INPUT SIGNALS FOR MODEL IDENTIFICATIONMAY BE
SEVERELY RESTRAINED '
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INTRODUCTION
This presentation is a summary of the investigations undertaken at
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. for the past few years in the area of
large space structure (LSS) control. Both analytical and experimental
results are presented. Control strategies were developed and their
validity was tested on somewhat realistic models of large spacecraft,
principally on the computer model developed by Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, the so-called CSDL #2 model. The research was also di-
rected toward experimental validations. These are very unique and
constitute an essential step in the LSS control technological develop-
ments.
Participating in this research were Integrated Systems, Inc., for
analytical developments and Synergistic Technology, Inc., for hardware
and control software implementations.
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TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTSOVERVIEW
Two distinct problems were addressed in this researcil. The first
concerns the active injection of d_mping in the structure, the
so-called "modal damping" approac,l. The Low Authority Cortrol (LAC)
technique, which is based on collocated actuators and sensors with low
ain rate feedback loops, was used for broadband but moderate damping.
he High Authority Control (HAC), v,hich is based on linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) techniques with a generally non-collocated system of
actuators and sensors, was used to obtain large amounts of damping in
specific vibration modes.
The second problem concerns the rejection of on-board disturbances
with given power spectrum density (PSD). Optimal control is the tech-
nique used to achieve high performance in this case; the control
laws are minimizing a performance metric and usually affect the mode
shapes mo_e than the poles themselves.
DAMPING AUGMENTATION i
PERFORMANCE LIMITAT IONS
BROADBAND 15_ OF CRITICAL SENSORIACTUATOR TYPES, LOCATIONS
SPECIFIC MODES 50_ OF CRITICAL MODEL (IDENTIFICATIC)N) SENSITIVITY !
DISTURBANCE REJECTION ON PERFORMANCE METRIC
PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS
NARROWBAND 3 TO Ii ORDERS OF SYSTEM ID OF MODEL AT DISTURBANCE
MAGNITUDE FREQUENCY
BROADBAND 2ORDERS OF MAGNI- SENSOR NOISE, PERFORMANCE MEASURE-
TUDE MENT i
'C
i
!
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HIGH- AND LOW-AUTHORITY CONTROL INTEGRATION
The simultaneous use of HAC and LAC in the control design is
_ explained by this chart The necessarily finite bandwidth of the HAC
controller provokes the phenomenon called "spillover"; i.e., a
destabilization of the vibration modes situated in the roll-off region.
: This is generally not exactly predictable because modal frequencies
: and shapes are poorly known in this region. This unstablllty can, how-
ever, be compensated for by the use of a superimposed LAC system, which
is very insensitive to model errors and can provide the necessary
broadband damping. So, in this integrated system, HAC is used to
. achieve performance, LAC to achieve stability.
HAG EFFECTS
NAG
BANDWIDTH HIGH AUTHORITY
DAMPING | H
RATIO OR | SPILLOVER REGION _ LARGE DAMPING RATIO CHANGES
PERFORMANCE/ a- "k- - _ _ EIGENVECTOR CHANGES
UNSTABLE _ FREQUENCY
• LQG SYNTHESIS WITH FREQUENCY SHAPING
: _ ENHANCED CONVENTIONAL LQG ROBUSTNESS
LAG EFFECTS
LAC BANDWIDTH
AUGMENTED .....
--.. ...... " ..... _ LOW AUTHORITY
DAMPING I LAC/FREQUENCY-..4_
• BROADBAND DAMPING AUGMENTATION
• ROBUST AGAINST MODELING ERROR
INTEGRATED HAC/LAC
• SIMPLIFIED SYNTHESIS (LEAST SQUARES.
J._COB I'S PERTURBATION(
IMP_4OVED _ _L
DAMPING |
RATIO OR | OVER REGION
PERFORMANCEI
UNSTABLE _ FREQUENCY
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ANALYTICAL STUDIES TEST MODEL (CSDL #2)
The main model for analytical studies and computer simulations
has been the CSDL #2 finite element model of an optical space system.
This structure contains three mirrors and a focal plane and is excited
by two disturbances, one on top and one on the bottom, as shown In the
picture. The problem was to reduce the line-of-slght (LOS) error
using active control. To evaluate the robustness of the controller, _ :
two perturbed models were created by Draper Laboratory (P2 and P4),
where stiffness and mass of some elements had been modified. A
typical example of the resulting spectrum for the original (solid line)
and the perturbed models (dotted lines) is shown in the picture.
,r
CHARACTERISTICS
• HEIGHT - 211m, WEIGHT 9.300 kg
• 306 DOF
PSD • 137 STIFFNESS ELEMENTS
• 51 NODE_[
-, 3.000 kli _ • 8q NONZERO MASS ELEMENTS{ CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION
• 3 RIGID-BODY MODES
• ql FLEXIBLE MODES
- 6. DYNAMICS _
t.OSX [RROR_
! ,"
I0' 1O' 10'
rI_'LILt'NCIIN NZ _
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SINE DISTURBANCE REJECTION - CSDL #2
I The case of sinusoidal disturbances was looked at first. The
top bar chart shows a comparison between the open-loop LOS error on the
left and the closed-loop LOS error on the right. Several orders of mag-
nitude reduction was shown to be achievable (at least on the computer).
This result was obtained by combining LQG techniques with a frequency
shaping method, which increases the penalty function at the disturbance
frequency. The middle value resulted from the blind application
of 30% of critical damping in all modes. It shows that in this case,
damping was not the solution, and tended to facilitate the transmission
of energy between the disturbance sources and the line of sight.
The bottom chart shows the control effort of the 21 actuators
that were used in this example. Very little control effort was needed. (Again this is because this control system acts more by modifying theeigenvectors of the system than by trying to freeze the whole
structure. I
INPUTDISTI_RBANCE (
lljl
n,m¢l
Q;L • TOP - 10 N AT 10 H: 1
Ma¢I
• BOTTOM - 20 N AT S Hz
STEADY STATELos_RAO_ CONTROLIMPLEMENTATION
• FREQUENCY SHAPED HAC
• LAC STABILITY AUGMENTATION
t e. • 12-MODE CONTROL DESIGN MODEL
nr_
w,Iwoul • qlI-MOOE EVALUATION MODEL
f. O4¢TIIOt, °|OtHV&LILN$ A( T IVI_p ,ls_ve" CO.VnOL
n._.0.c ou • SENSOR NOISE NOT INCLUDED
ALL PLit It
tmNS
LOS PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE
• 10s REDUCTION IN LOS ERROR
• ROBUST OVER Pe' P2' PII
l
POLICE
t ! J t t • f • ! _ t; t! t) tt t| t, tf IE Ig 1_ |t I_l,
ACIUATORS _Wl•tmS
CONTROL EFFORT
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_1_ OF POOR QUALITYDISTURBANCE REJECTION PSD
A more complete problem was addressed by using a PSD mode]
(defined by Riverside Research) containing continuous wide-band
as well as discrete distributions. In this case, the sinusotdal
,_ excitations were still very easily eliminated. The 20-Hz dlstur-
bance was in the unmodelled frequency range and system identification =
_. would have been required to properly design the controller. Once
' this assumption is made (i.e. the system's transfer function at '
_" 20 Hz is known) this disturbance can be eliminated along with the
others using the same frequency shaping techniques.
The wide-band PSD was the most difficult to reduce. However, two
orders of magnitude reduction was achieved, as shown in the figure.
2$N NZlHa )SU N|IHa _SW N|lHa
FORCE MD
N|]HI li,i N3JHI
• WIDEBANDDISTURBANCERESULTS I
IS He |li H=
• DOMINATES THE CONTROL PROBLEM .1_ N= I :t Ill Ha _ txf_
FREQUENCY (Hal
• ACHIEVES 2ORDER-OF MAGNITUDE REDUCTION
• REQUIRES RSS CONTROl- EFFORT COMMENSURATE WITH D'STURBANCE
• ACHIEVES HIGHER PERFORMANCE THROUGH ONLINE SYSTEM ID
• RIGID_BODY MODE STABILITY IS SENSITIVE TO LOW FREQUENCY
MODELING ERROR
• SlNUBOIDALDISTURBANCERESULTS
• IN-BAND DISTURBANCE EFFECTS ELIMINATED
• REJECTION IS ENSURED IF CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM IS STABLE
• RELATIVELY LOW R_$ CONTROL EFFORT
• OUT OF BAND DISTURBANCES REQUIRE SYSTEM ID AT DISTURBANCE
FREQLIENCIES
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LSS CONTROL- ANALYTICAL RESULTS
The HAC/LAC control laws, designed on a reduced 12-mode mode],
were tested wtth success on the full 41 mode evaluation model and the
two perturbation models. The nominal performance results are depicted
in this chart. The bottom bar graph shows the contribution to the
total cost of each separate mode in open and closed-loop cases. In
the closed-loop case, the cost of the modes being controlled becomes
on the same order as the cost of the unmodelled modes, which is, of
course, the limiting, nonreducible factor
0 . N-I OOP HAC/IAC El IIIIC1ION FACIOR
RMS LOS x 11_II0 5?73.0 Sq.8/
(nrad)
RMS tO.(; y q?=;:'lO _6)b.2 ql .15
(nrad)
TOI^l RSS _h(l_O %/_. I 77.bl
tOS (nrad)
R% rONlROt IFFORI 0 63._b
(N)
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
I ) • 6 t I 10il tilts tl IIILTAOkID *_iOOqL$I tl)
• '' ,:... _' '_ ' ; ; ; ; ;
!,_m. --'--i ..... :....... ! ......  .....*:........_,.........i .........":'---I!i ili i i + i i
I! _ _ _. _ , ,,,,-,. ..i ---i i ......._-..... _.......i........i ......._..-
,. __glII --'III Ill I_ I ! -- !---- --_ _ 1 -- --_-
c.._ .......... *-.- o...... _..... i. ......_..... o........ 1..
•__ i)
_.-- ) i
, I,---.. ,_ *, o --.
,..m ! i
', II I_. .I _ _11 11.
COMPONENT COST
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EXPERIHENTAL DEVELOPMENTSOVERVIEW
This chart summarizes the matn achievement of the experimental
program. Thts ts basically the laboratory validation of the control
technology on test structures exhibiting the most crtttcal prop-
erttes expected from LSS (mainly low damping, close frequencies,
and a requirement for dtst:,tbuted systems of actuators and sensors),
The significant result is that tt ts indeed feastble to design a_:, ,
Implement on 3-0 structures opttmal controllers w|th predictable
and reasonable performance.
OBTAINED FIRST STABLE CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL
OF FULL 3-0 EXPERIMENTIAL STRUCTURE
USED REAL SPACE INSTRUMENTATION
FOR SENSING AND ACTUATION
DESIGNED CONTROL SYSTEM USING SYSTEMATIC,
MODERN CONTROL APPROACH
DEMONSTRATED CONTROL OF MULTIINPUT
MULTIOUTPUT SYSTEM WITH
NEARLY REPEATED MODAL FREQUENCIES
6t$
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EARLY EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS
Historically, the experimental program started in 1978 with some
simple demonstrations of control concepts. Proof mass actuators and
control moment gyros were used in separate experiments to show the
real possibilities of actively damping beam vibrations. Collocated
rate feedback mechanizations were used very successfully In these
early tests, with simpl_ but efficient optical sensing using laser
beams, mirrors and linear detectors. The vibration was damped either
by a reaction force (proof mass e,ctuators) or a gyroscopic torque
CMGs) opposing the rate of change of the correspond.ing variablei.e. ti displacem nt and tip rotation respectively).
PWOlrO -OlOIWI
LINIAR
o.,c,o,, _L-y'w_l MINIBEAM LAC DEMONSTRATIGN/-Af "''°''
///_;_;:'-11;..._." ln , . ,O-in. BEAM. LASER OPTICSCANTILIEVIRIO Ill[AM,% JJ.e-c'_r o" I
t.rLc..c) _/_.-p_ .. _ • PROTOTYPE PROOF MASS TESTED
• _..'/ //_.1"._dr..'/"C".O'OO_'C$" I • LAC CONCEPT - 2-MODE DEMONSTRATION
"' ;'" ." FOR SWOilT Ill
.... tlffr
•,m ,ol ][7I V -_ ..mloas ; •
S0 PERCENT DAMPING PRODUCED - MODE 1
_' ( 20 PERCENT DAMPING PRODUCED -MODE 2
Iq4OTO-OIOOE _ t-_L._f-
LINIAli __" I" "
; .,. ,m.,c, __'1 MAXIBEAM LAC DEMONSTRATION
__; IdlllOIId_r'_P-_.A_ _" LAS|I IOt,llCII I
___v_*" • II00-1b 2S-ft BEAM. 1-Hz LASER OPTICSC,,,'¢ IG_dllAL
"°'_°"s{_ °u{_:v_ _o CMGBEAM END ROTATION CONTROL
m m
_,aoo**v'_,'_o%_a--.cmA_Cc:mvl_ • >20 PERCENT DAMPING- MODES I AND?
cil_t A_Ot _ ........ ..-_ J..t _--'_-" ......... I
,o,o_o-,v,s[_. _,,_- v_ -c.,.,_ ,c..cM.ovo_jiATTACI_O
TO CIm_
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First of t_e dtg!tal control experiments, the 'Toysat" setup consists
of a 12-fL flexible beam fast_ned to the stde of _ 1.3-ft square block
of aluminum, To accentuate bending, a 2-1b. weight ts attached to
: each end of the beam. The beam ts suspended from the cetltng tn SUCh
a way as to allow free motion tn the horizontal plane.
Control of the motion of the specimen ts provided by two ltnear actu-
: ators. When the actuators act together, translational motion results,
and when equal but opposite commands are given, pure rotational motion
results. Sensing is provided by accelerometers mounted at the ends of
the flexible beam and by linear position sensors mo,Jnted tn tandem with
the linear ar.tuators.
HAC DEMONSTRATED -- FOR TRANSLATION AND ROTATION, qlCAID-BODY
AND 2 FLEXIBLE MODES
• NONCOLLOCATEDACTUATORSAND SENSORS
• DIGITAL MECHANIZATIONWITH CSPI MAP-200ARRAY PROCESSOR (
• ELECTROSESISACrUATORS TIED TO LABORATORYFRAME I
I
i )
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TOYSAT SLEWING EXPERIMENT
_ The Toysat was originally designed as an experiment to test
optimal slewing techniques. These were closed-loop slewing strategies
which left an arbitrary number of bending modes quiescent at the end
of the slewing maneuver. Upon the successful conclusion of these
_ experiments, the Toysat _,as dsed to demonstrate a twelve-state HAC
_ controller, with which two rigid-body and four bending modes were
subdued using the central actuators. '
'!
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J' NEW CONTROLHARDWARE OF POOR QUALITY
In order to meet the special requirements arising from this new :.C
: field of LSS control, special hardware needed to be developed. Precise
sensing of very small vibration amplltudes (submicron) such as are needed
for optical systems, with the capabillty for slmultaneous multlchannel
and wide bandwidth, was achieved with the development of the "mlcrophase"
sensor. This sensor measures the phase changes between outgoing and in-
. coming laser beams (reflected by corner cube mirrors on the structure).
Inertially reacted actuators for space appllcatlon, capable of applylng
vibratory forces to the structure with preclsion and bandwidth, were
developed in the form of the pivoted proof mass (PPM) actuator. An in-
ternal velocity servo-loop makes this actuator very linear in frequency
and amplitude.
MICROPHASE MULTICHANNEL SENSING :
• • tO-CHANNEL "STARRING" SYSTEM •
c • 0.08 pm RESOLUTION
I,
,, _;_, • 20 kHz BANDWIDTH
" ' • DIGITAL 12-BIT OUTPUT
• BRAGG CELL MODULATION TECHNIQUE
MICROPHASE OPTICS PACKAGE
I
h _
PIVOTED PROOF-MASS ACTUATOR
I
I I
.,
f °
": _ ...... _ ........._ • VELOCITY-CONTROLLED
";;'_' " PROOF -MASS
_ RESPO_NSE
: _, _-. ,_ ,-..,/..... _-,_,_,_,,.... _ ,_i...... • ELECTRODYNAMIC MOTOR .
_', • RUGGED, FLEXURE SUSPENSION
_ _' _ • INERTIALLY REACTED
_. _ "_.'*, " :' _", • SIMPLE TO MODEL
_ • SCALING LAWS DEVELOPED ,_
V PPM ACTUATOR • IMPLEMENTABLEFOR FLIGHT :*e,
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* SLIM BEAM TEST
I
This experiment was directly aimed at verifying the LAC theory
and was the first to use the PPM actuators. This vertically sus-
pended slim beam was controlled in two axes by two PPMs situated at
its free end. Sensing was purely optical, measuring the angular
difference between the two ends. Thus the controller was not purely
_ collocated nor consistent, and consequently it violated the uncondi-
tional stability characteristic of LAC systems. Nevertheless, a
_* careful finite element model was constructed, and measured results
were in excellent agreement with the predicted values, including
the stability limits due to the noncollocation/nonconsistency
effects.
J
", MODE I MODE? 'MODES
)O JDAMPING
'RATIO (li) X !
• WALL 20 _ x
ACIUAIO@ 2-AXIS 4b X
(EXCITLR)
_Z
Nt-He ix_
lo - zx
X X X
x x
IHIN-WALL - i "
STAINLESSSIEEL1_[ . x
_LINGTH S,3' COMBINATIONS-RATE FEEDBACK GAINS
RESULTS !
FLAT
• VERIFICATION OF LAC THEORY
PROOF4mASS
AC_UAt0RS ACCELE_'_CI_RS• 2-D CROSS-COUPLING EFFECTS CHARACTERIZED
• • NONCOLLOCAT ION/NONCONSISTENCY IMPLEMENTATION
SLIM BEAM TEST DEMONSTRATED
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PLATE EXPERIMENT OVERALL CONFIGURATION
The next step of the experimental program was to start con-
trolling more complex structures presenting as much similarity to
LSS as possible, and implementing high order digital control systems.
The chart below describes the genera _.experimental set-up used for
the circular plate experiment. The digital controller is implemented
in an array processor (AP). The host computer is used principally to
acquire and process data for open- and closed-loop characterizations. :
Its secondary function is to load the gain matrices in the AP and _
start or stop the control algorithm. Control gains are generated
before the experiment by large scale control synthesis programs
such as OPTSYS, residing in the UNIVAC 11-10 computer.
CONTHOL GAINS
"l,,-,0 ._1 oAc_"-- EXC,T. , __! t _JfFIII,.LLLINK Y' 1 [ I I"WwIRaCKIT
, HOST -- wco_,_ , - •
F'--"- . COMPUTER " l _''
I SYSTEM
AID _
FIAT MIRROR
41, w
O
/DISK SYSTEM P GAINS _ ,?-__ __,N_O__,, .- -<v_':2'K SYSTEM (; t _ ) -- .c,u.vo.$ ,,.., $,.. _.,,)|I I.' [:::1I,'I ' i}ONTROLS " " A AID i SENSORS
l UP TO 16 STATES lZ,iI : <1
ARRAY ,......
HAC,t_NIROLI.LIqIlilIA1liiliS PROCt_SOR : _ ,
I 'nil • III_ . GUn t KIll i HXni DAC 1-- I ACTUATORS
i _ "n.| " txn.,
-!
6?9 •i :
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CIRCULAR PLATE EXPERIMENT - MIRROR-TYPE STRUCTURE
The circular plate experiment uses a circular aluminum plate as a
test structure. This plate is about 3 mm thick and 1.2 m in diameter.
i It is .suspended by its center with a system of springs and strings to
approximate unconstrained conditions, and basically simulates a large
reflector in space. Flat and corner-cube mirrors are used for optical
+ sensing of local rotations or displacements. Contactless electro-
magnetic actuators (for attitude/vibration control) and PPM actuators
(for vibration control only) are mounted on this plate. A 16th
order Kalman filter was implemented on the array processor using
6 optical sensors. Four actuators were used by the controller (3
contactless, l PPM). Three rigid-body modes were controlled (2
' rotations, l translation) along with the first five bending modes
_ ranging from 18 to 43 Hz. The open- and closed-loop transfer functions
obtained experimentally show the controller effect of the system and
are in good agreement with theoretical predictions.
CIRCULAR PLATE EXPERIMENT - MIRROR-TYPE STRUCTURE
EXPERIMENT vI _ __ SENSORS,, RESULTS
q_
/
(;L_"_ _-i--_"s'Rl"_S ...... OPEN.BOP
OECOUPLONG/_3 "q_ re.V
' SPRINGS _ ' _. CONTACTLE$S t I ; _. CLOSED-LOOPN7 "'Y°R
) sPm,N_-. AJ T.,NROR ; 1', ..1
7--- ". _ / """, _ CORNER CUBE 0
.:_ _3 t MIRRORj\ • +.o,,..n_ X MODES II: Gr=_ROB_ \- _ _ ;/_ ;, , -.,DE,AI?CA, :_LIO:C V "_'"" 'I_'' "PPM AGTUATOR$ (FRONT SIDE OF PLATE) c
AND ACCELEROMETER$ (BACK SIDE) ll |I 311 141 141 El ?l IO
FREQUENCY (HI)
+- RIGID BODY AND MODAL, CONTROL DEMONSTRATION
• 3 RIGID BODY MODES (2 ROTATIONS. 1 TRANSLATION)
• $ BENDING MODES (F 3M 11 TO q3 HI)
• LAG STABILIZATION OF UNMODELLED MODES
?
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BLUEPRINT OF TEST SPECIMEN
_ The proof of concept (POC) test specimen was conceived as a
._ _:. scaled down model of an RF offset feed antenna. Actuators and
;_, sensors were chosen to duplicate as closely as possible those which
_ wlll be used on the real arttcle
:r
i
° t
2.
LASEREWSS_ON_NT J _EQUIPMENT
314 M . SECTION I i
ANTENNA SUPPORT BOOM hilt BEARING AOAPTER_Ik a m _
' " J _f_JI .m I_BUrl
t J'_%_,tl Jl_J "_ "" SPHERICAL AIR IEARIN_,,_"Z3Z.B Y _k I
.... Dimensions In Inches
ACTUATORS: 3 - CMG CLUSTER, PIVOTED
LDIAMETER"........ 10 ft PROOF-MASS ACTUATORS
'_ WEIGHT OF SPECIMEN :_S00 Ib SENSORS: LASER ATTITUDE SENSORS
OVERALL LENGTH :. ;ISft RATE GYROSACCELEROMETERS
' SUSPENSION: , , AIR BEARING
COMPUTATION: .PDP 1111SWITH CSPI ARRAY
PROCESSOR, VAMP SOFTWARE
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POC £XPERIMENT SETUP OF POOR QI.IALITY
These 2 pictures shows the POC mounted on the air bearing. The
structure was instrumented with 78 accelerometers in a first
phase, for system characterization purposes. The digital processing
setup was similar to that of the plate experiment. For control
purposes, I0 accelerometers and three rate gyros were used. The
control actuators were three single-gimbal CMGs mounted in the back
body (two of them are seen on the triangular-shaped support).
,t'_ )'
<,, C'(:,"
• )
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=
_ This real-time output of the Kalman ftlter estimates of the
-' bending states for both uncontrolled and controlled tests demon-
f strates dramatically how the sixteen-state ACOSS controller succeeds
in controlling bending of the POC specimen. The tests are conducted
by applying an external excitation for the first four seconds of the
test, and the allowlng the structure to rln9 for the next twelve
seconds. The closed-loop models not only exhibit much faster settling
times, they also have significantly reduced peak amplltudes.
OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP
oo,.MAX AMP = 0.36 MAX AMP - 0.077 MAX AMP = 0.0_16
ROLL 1.5 Hz RODE 1.5 Hz RODE
MAX AMP = 0.017 MAX AMP = 0.020 MAX AMP = 0.007 MAX AMP = 0.006
1.58 IIZ ROD[ 1.58 HZRODE 3 Hz Ni)DE 3 Hz RODE
= 0.006 MAX AMP = 0.007 MAX AMP = 0.01.!. MAX AMP = 0.006
S HZRODE S HZRObE 6.9 HZRODE 6.9 HZmiX
_ MAX AMP : 0,009 MAX AMP = 0,009 MAX AMP " 0.006 MAX AMP = 0.005
: IlRE IS 16 s, UISTURHANCEJ,PPLIEDI)URINGFIP,ST _ s
T
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TRUSS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The truss "wheel" structure, designed in 1979, is the most
complex of the present test structures in terms of its modal behavior.
Although its geometry is relatively simple, a high modal density Is
: found. The theoretical model shows numerous occurences of double and
triple roots, which, even though slightly separated In the actual
structure, are difficult to identify. The agreement between finite
element models and test results is only fair at thls time, as can
be seen in the figure. The development of a control system for
this :tructure represents a real challenge, because modelling and
system identification are already difficult. However, thls is?
,_ probably still much easier than it would be for any real LSS.
FREQUENCY SPECTRA (Hz)
TEST DATA COMPUTEDDATA
BALANCE
w.:(,.TS',% ,./LASER 3.397 3.525
3.403 3.527
7.264 7. 328
10.594 10.53
-M d,_ptAcl_ 10.828 10.89
CU_PL[V(W.(LL co_.et( v_lt. 12.117 11.58
_ir(vl(w fRo.ivl(w 15.230 13.66
15.521 14.31
21.9 1,5.755 14.38
J2.
16.899 14.71TESTDATA
18.107 15.25
19._ S.gl 18.570 15.46
-- J 19.352 15.62
L,J
. 20.628 16.17
16.59
-- 7._ 19.95
18.(, 19.98
'tll lllll ,o.
-- 35._ 2n, 21.94
_.q ',.o 23.86
_ 24.73
r, 1(1 j rj ?0 2r,
29.08
FI(I(XJ(NCY(llz)
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CONCLUSIONS
F The important lesson to be learned from this research is thai:
_' modern control theory is a very powerful tool to solve LSS control
problems, but it had to be seriously tested against real cases antamended accordingly. The significance of the experiments has been
_;, that, with the proper adjunct of more classical approaches, such as
' LAC and frequency shaping, LQG mechanizations can be made to work in
real applications and with significant performance. However, the ,
_ tight relationship between this performance and the model accuracy
, indicates the almost sure necessity for system identification and
.; further adaptive control schemes in future real space applicatons.
p_
" • GENERIC CONTROL STRATEGY HAS BEEN
" -DEVELOPED FOR LSS
-APPLIED IN LARGE SCALE COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
_ -TESTED IN REALISTIC HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS
_- • ACTIVE CONTROL
-CAN BE IMPLEMENTED
- PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
• PERFORMANCE COULD BE FURTHER IMPROVED BY
BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
_r
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SHAPE DETEI_INATION/IDE)ITIFICATION
PORLARCE SPACE ANT-e_IAS
G. Rodrtguez, J. H. Cameron, and H. H. Htlman
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
Larse Space Antenna Systems Technolosy - 1982 _,
NASA Lan|ley Research Center
November 30 - December 3, 1982
P-K/_CEDING P..A_E _LANK NOT Fg_._O _7 ;
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The shape determination proble= is to reconstruct an antenna surface
given discrete (noisy) measurements. Typlcally, a 1&rge flexlble antenna wi11
be perturbed from a nomlnal desired shape by both control actuation and
envlronmental disturbances. To meet future antenna performance requirements
will require a description of the dynamlcal interaction between these disturbances
and the static deformation and vibration of the structure. Some antenna
systems may also require active shape control to satisfy requirements.
Performing these addltional functions v111 in turn impose hey constraints on
the shape determinatlon process, partlcularly In the areas of speed, autonomy,
and sensor data rates.
• ESTABLISHKNOWLEDGEOFSTATICSHAPE
• ESTIMATEDYNAMICSHAI_
• IDENTIFYCONTROLSTRUCTUREMO_L
• ..,.r.¢ .i SENSOR .. TARGETIMAGE
X'_J_L[_, /.M,.,_,.: _ LOCATION / IMAGE __,Z
_"SENSORFIELDOFVIEW -X
DISHDISTORTIONDUETO
• THERMALGRADIENTS
• SOLARP_ 5SUI_
• SIATIONKEEPINGTHRUST
• ATTITUDECONTROLINTERACTION
• SHAPECONTROLACTUATION
• D[PLOYMENTIASSEMBLYERRORS
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SHAPE DETERMINATION OF POOR QUALITY
CURRENTTECHNOLOCfFF_TU,C':S
Current methods for antenna callbratlon entall ,_ palnstak_ng survey of
the entire surface of the structure. Thxs is usually accomplished by a
technician armed vLth a the.)dolite. Once the survey is complete, a least-
squares fit of the data to the parameters of a parabolotd ls performed. The
entlre process takes on the order of days. Thls approach te clearly tn_:'_quate
for systems requiring autonoBous operation and real-ti_e esttmatt,_n. _\
TARGET
MANNED ._ .._. m4Jl
• S[OUENTIALSU_Y SENSING _S[NSOR $111G_M._q-IN- NE-LOOPOP RATIONS _I_'_S },4
• LEAST-SOUARESPARABOLOtDFITTODA_T
• ACCURACYDEPENDENTONNUMBEROFTARGETS _PARABOLOID
• SENSINGANDESTIMATIONALGORITHMTECHNOI.OGYMATURE ACTUALSHAP[
• SURFAC[RECONSTRUCT!ONTAI_SDAYS
• INFC)I_AATIONABOUTACTUALSHAPENOTREADILYAVAILABLE
• NOTSUFFICIENTLYACCURAT[ATSHORTWAVELENGTHS
TYPICALAPPLICATION
• LARGEGROUNDANTENNAS
M-m DSN
• GROUNDCALIBRATtON
OFFLIGHTANTENNAS
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SYSTEM FOR SHAke DETERMINATION AND IDEI__IFICATION
The previous 'brute force" methodology neglects to exploit the inherent
structural dynamics of the •y•tem. Incorporating a dynamical de•crlption into
I the e•tlmator design overcome• the aforementioned shortcoming•. Specifically,
better estimates of •urface defor_atlon can be realized wlth fewer sensor
placement•. The a•pect• of reduced data requirements and accurate autonomous
,_ setsing are the key features of the Shape Determination System (SIiADES)de•-
cribed below, In addition to the shape e•tlmator design, SHADES will Pontain
; multipurpose subroutines performing such functions a• system identificatlon,
tracking of feed movement, and RF pointing. SHADES is _n integrated sy•tem and
i• made up of two fundamental technologle•: multlpoln# spatially distributed
sensing, provided by SHAPES (Spatial High-Accuracy Position Encoding Sensor),
and estimation and identification methodology for processing the sensor data
: in order to establish knowledge of the vehicle's static and dynamic shape. In
addition, SHADES wlll contain the •ystem identification algorithms required
for estimating poorly known parameters (modal frequencies, damping, etc.) in
the dynamical models. While the figure illustrates an application of SHADES
to a large antenna, the basic sensing, e•tlmation, and identification capabil-
ities of the integrated •y•tem are more generally applicable to a wider range
(Fla:forms and space stations) of large •trugture configurations.
SHADES ,",,
• AN INTEGRATEDHARDWARE/ , ,,...< ,
SOFTWARESYSTEMFOR "":"':_i'_,_'_
SHAPEDETERMINATION '_' l
ANDSYSTEMIDENTIFICATION
OFLARGEFLEXIBLESTRUCTURES J
-: FEATURES
• SELF-CONTAINEDPORTABLE
MODULE(SUITCASE_
'; • MULTIPOINTOPTICALSENSING t" _ COMPUTER .ill
VIA SPATIALHIGH-ACCURACY L I !POSITIONENCODINGSENSOR -, RECONSTRUCTIrARGET _1 ESTIMA1ECONTINUOUSII
(SHAPES) S TIONS ....] I S_APE _J i
• RECURSIVEMAX LIKELIHOOD _ lESTIMATIONALC,ORITHMSFOR i r-- I
ON-BOARDIMPLEMENTATION SYSTEM L._...JPERFORMANCEI .
IO I IANALYSISJ '
• INTEGRATEDSHAPEESTIMATIONI | I _/
IDENTIFICATION t t
APPLICATIONS • MODESHAPES • RMSSURFACE RROR
• MODEFREOUENCIES • FEEDMOVEMENT
• LSSFLIGHTEXPERIMENT • DAMPING • RF POINTING "_
• GROUND/SPACEANTENNAS • CENTEROFMASS
• PRINCIPALAXES
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"'_ The SHAPES concept is designed to meet the need for a shape determination
and system identification sensor that can measure the three-dlmenslonal coordl-
nares of many points on a large space structure simultaneously. It utilizes
recent developments In short-pulse laoer diodes, fiber optics, integrated
optics, streak tubes, and CCD technology. It operates by measuring the range to
; and angular position of targets on the structure from a single 3ocatlon. Range
is measured by the time of flight of very short light pulses. The precision of
this measurement is improved by the use of a dlscrete-delay reference path
consisting of fiber-optics links switched by integrated-optlcs switches. The
time delay is determined by a streak tube with a CCD readout. The angular
position is determined by the direct imaging of the targets on _ second CCD.
The projected performance for SHAPES is i0 readings per second from up to
50 targets per optics head with range uncertainties of 0.15 mm and angular
position uncertainties of 10-4 of the field of view. More targets can be
accommodated In parallel wlth the addition of a second optics head.
I_ lRf_RI t_} f.10R -
SCANNINC ! _R?_ l_,
IMA(_ r IMA_ COM_ININC,,
p , I._SI Rtume, / ._er0 tlc_ / n,_
_' TARGETIMAGES [k-c3_IE-_N6 1 \\ ,/ / 1%,
PICKUP
\ fIB(R OPTIC_
RANGI q AND RtARINC, ol 1ARGII_ PR(Clqllr_NINCfi M#NIA|
IlM} DItAY
NEWTECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE
• PICO-SECONDLASERPULSES • I :104 - I11.5ANGES ACCURACY
• PICO-SECOND.STREAKTUBE • O.I mm RANGE
• INTEGRATEDOPTICS SWITCH
• 50 TARGETSFOROPTICStlEAD
• FIBEROPTICSFORCALIBRATIONREFERENCE
• I0 TARGETSET_SECUPDATES
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: HULTIPOINT SENSORDATA -
55-4 AliTmll_ SIMUlaTIONS
Shorn belov are simulated target motions as interpreted by a sensor.
They depict structural vibrations superimposed on a static deflection. In an
t actual system, the static deflection could be produced by "slov" environmental
disturbances such as thermal gradlentss while the vibration could be a result
of an attitude control actuation. As antenna performance is degraded by
_ either of these disturbances, the need arises for estimation processes to
determine both the static deflection and dynaalc response of the antenna.
The estimator objectives are to process the target displacement data
provided by the sensor in order to obtain eat/mates of the vehicle static deflec-
tion and dynamic shape and to establish knowledge of the control/structure
model parameters. This data processing can be performed in either a batch
'_ mode or a recursive scheme as described in the follolrlng few figures.
TARGETS
TARGETOlSPLACEMENTS,mm
YI _----_ --- YIST_T,i_AS7 .......
Y2 ' Y2 Y3 SIMULATION
" Y3 55-mAN_NNA
lwllu_uu""""""""'_--"""-"-"me-"'--_---_ ESTIMATOROBJECTIVES:
Yk 'TPI'"'"'..........."""""'""'"'"""'"'"""'"'""'' • DE'RI_/IINESTATICSHAPEFROMTARGET
DI SPLACEME191'BIAS
I I I . l e • DEI[I_INE DYNAMICSHAFT.FROM
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|i _'rcH _oc_:ssI_G OF POOR QUALITy
By defluition, batch proc_ssl1_ r_qulres the collectlou of all measurement
d_ta prior to ustlmation, This has a n_gatlve co_ut_tlon_l impact in that
ulatrlx computation_ on the ord,r o[ th_ ntumber of s@nsor targets result, With a
._i1_gte _ptica! head, the SHAPES sensor can accommodate about 50 targets at TO Hm.
rhi,_number ca_ be increased by usiuA multiple optical head8 or by decreasln_
tlted,_ta rate, tAl_o, augurer accuracy Callbe enhanced by rostrlctinl_ the field
o! view,) Thus, to fully utillzs the sensorts cepztbi£itloa nocessitetes alternate
process iltg,_chomes,
k
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OF POOR QUALITY
: SCANNING ALGORITHMS -
RECURSIVE PROCESSING
An alternative to batch processing Is recurslve processing, which involves
an update of the state estimate with each new observation set. After initial-
tzatton of the estimator, the state is updated by processing the measurement
residual. The state update in the continuous-discrete Kalman filter can, in
many cases, be reduced to scalar operations. A possible recursive scheme is
: presented below. Here, the state is updated with each individual measurement;
i this results in simplified computations and overall reduction in estimator
: complexity. The practical implementation of Inflnlte-di_,enslonal estimators
: of this type requires new theoretical tools and techniques as indicated in
the following figure.
• SMALL_',;tATRIXCOMPUTATIONSPREDICTED
| ESTIMATE • FASTSTATICSHAPEAND :
: . ",1, _+ CORRECTED SYSTEMID IMPLEMENTATION :'
_ "FILTER GAIN PROPAGATION :
IZk-+*z;I
PREDICTED _
- ESTIMATE-_ CORRECTED
ESTIMATE
FILTERGAIN PROPAGAi'ION J
l "
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SCANNING ALGORITHMS - ORIGINAl. PAGE IS
AZIMUTHAL SWEEPS OF POOR QUALITY
Some current research areas in estimation methodology are described below.
For example, new applications of the Gohberg-Kretn factorization combined with
the theory of random fields and random processes with values in an infinite-
dimensional space are expected to yield scanning type algorithms. An azimuthal
sweep scheme involving state update in the radial direction and state propagation
in the azimuthal direction is currently under investigation.
Another development that is anticipated to facilitate the realization of
infinite-dlmensionalfilters is the "x-y" type algorithms for fast estimation,
which circumvent the need for covariance propagation and thereby result in very
efficient on-board implementations that take full advantage of the emerging
parallel processing computer technology.
'--__ RADIAL
TARGETS UPDATE
/ _'\ \ / ._ \_ AZIMUTHAL
-e-- -_ -- _- .-e--__'.'.-: :-'I..,ESTIMAK
/- NEWESTIMATIONMETHODOLOGY
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• ESTIMATION/IDENTIFICATIONIN
RANDOMFIELDS
• SPATIALLYDISTRIBUTEDATA
PROCESSING
• GOHBERG-KREINFACTORIZA'I'ION
• FASTALGORITHMTHEORYREQUIRING
NOCOVARlANCEPROPAGATION
1 • X-Y ALGORITHMS
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BATCH VERSUS SCAh'HING - OF POOR QUALITY
HIGHEST OBSERVABLE MODAL FREQUENCYr
; For quasistatic estimation, large quantities of data can be processed
simultaneously in a batch mode. But for real-time applications, this amount
• _ of data processing will have to be reduced considerably. The scanning solutions
have a potential to provide this reduction. A rough estimate of frequencies
that can be tracked versus the number of sensor targets to be processed in both
/ batch and scanning modes is shown below. It can be seen from the chart that the
highest observable frequency increases as more of the data is processed in a
scanning mode, thereby leading to estimator designs that can respond more quickly
to a changing shape. Conversely, the estimator response becomes slower _nd less
able to track hlgh-frequency structural vibrations as more data Is processed in
, a batch mode. An efficient combination of both scanning and batch data pro-
ceasing (implementedby means of parallel computations) will be under investi-
gation for the SHADES application.
3.0 - _ BATCH
:_ \ tlGHESTOBSERVABLE
_,S 2.0- _ /MOBALFREOUENCY
I I I l i I I
0 lO 20 30 40 50 60 ?0 J
NUMBEROFTARGETSPERUPDATE
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_" _, FIGU.r<EESTIMATION AND CONTROL OF POOR QUALITYPERFORMANCE ILLUSTRATION
,_ The focus of recent JPL work in the shape estimation area has been on
sensor placement sensitivity studies based on a 55-_n wrap-rlb antenna model.
These results are presented in the next few figures. The slaulatlons in-
; volved recontructing the antenna surface fro= a set of discrete aeaeure-
ments as shown in the figure. In each simulation a deformation of a nouinal
, antenna shape was produced by a linear combination of the first 18 modes
provided by a _inite element model of the antenna. The estimator performance
in a batch mode was then investigated for several sensoz placement configura-
tions. A parallel investigation of the sensitivity of figure control
performance to actuator placement (as opposed to sensor placement) was also
conducted. Most of the results for the sensor placement study presented
here have a parallel, analogous (dual) interpretation in terms of actuator
_' placement.
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ESTIMATIONERRORSENSITIVITY ORIGINAL PAGE IS
: TO SENSOR PLACEMENT OF POOR QUALITY
This figure illustrates the sensitivity in estimation error due to
small repositionlngs of the sensors. Thls sensitivity has two important
ramifications. First, it suggests an equal sensitivity to perturbations of
the mode shapes. This underscores the need for good modeling of modes. The
second consequence is the implication that methods for determining "optimal"
sensor placement must carefully address the issue of constraints on the set
of admlssible placement because a small repositionlng of the sensors could
have a significant effect on the estimator performance.
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SENSITIVITY TO SENSORACCURACY OF POOR QUALITy
Intuitivel_ it is clear that estimator performance improves with sensor
accuracy. However, the role of sensor placement in the amount of improvement
to be gained is important here also. Note the contrast between performance
improvement versus sensor accuracy for the two different sensor configurations
below. The configuration using a uniform placement of sensors improves very
little once the sensor error drops below 10-2 mm, while a "suboptimal" placement
continues to improve. The suboptimal placement was motivated by a desire to
maximize, in a general and somewhat empirical sense, the signal-to-noise ratio
for each sensor position. Thls was accomplished by positioning sensors at
points of maximal deflection for each of the active modes. Although the
problem of optimizing sensor placement involves more than the consideration of
reducing the effect of sensor noise, this suboptimal approach is suggestive
of general guidelines or directions for choosing sensor placement.
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SENSZTIVITY TO SENSORHUHBER OF POOR QUALITY t
Here, the effect of arbitrarily adding new sensors to a given configuration
is illustrated. Hore than an order of magnitude tmproveamnt was realized from
going from an initial set of 10 sensor targets to a set of 42 targets. Note
also the drastic tmproveJnent an performance obtained by the addition of a '_ell-
placed" 12th sensor target. This result suggests that the indiscriminate
addition of targets does not necessarily lead to significant tmprov_nents in
performance. Huch better Improvements can be expected if the sensor target
placement strategies are based on a detailed understanding of the eattmatton
and modeling problems. The parallel (and integrated) development of the
sensor technology and of the estimation/identification methodology will ensure
that such an understanding exists as SHADES evolves and will result in better
overall system performance.
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SENSOKPZ_Cr._NT S_SZTZVI_ - OF POOR qUALITY
: FY'82 RESULTS SUMMARY
A recapitulation of the major FY'82 findings is given below. The most
significant aspect of the analysis is the rather broad spectrum of expected
performance that can be realized fro= varying the number of either sensor
: targets or posztlons. So, although it is premature to make definitive
conclusions concerning the ability to meet shape determination requirements
for a specific mission (e.g. a 55-m antenna), the preliminary analysis does
indicate that there is a lot of potential in the area of improving perfon=ance
by means of selective sensor placement.
, • ESTIMATORPERFORMANCEVERYSENSffIVE TO SENSORPLACE/WEN[
• PERFORMANCEDEPENDENTUPON_NS09 PLACEMENTANDACCURACY
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55--m WRAP-RIB MODAL FREQUENCIES OF POOR QUALITY
ILLUSTRATION OF SYSTEM ID PROBLEM
Presented below is an illustratlon of some of the modes of a 55-_ wrap-rib
antenna dish. The figure shows: (1) an In-plane bending m_de at a frequency of
about 0.2 Hz in which the dynamics are governed primarily by the rib mass and
bending stiffness; (2) an out-of-plane bending mode at a frequency of about
I 0.7 Hz; and (3) a mesh _ode cluster in which the overall dynamics are still
dominated by the rib mass and stiffness while the mesh stiffness causes a
cluster of an infinite number of modes with almost identical frequency.
While the model is very detailed and has been generated by one of the .-host
advanced finite element programs available, it is nonetheless inherently limited
in terms of its accuracy because of the unavoidable presence of a large number
of model errors. For instance, inaccurate knowledge of the rib stiffness will
result in incorrect values for the rib bending modal frequencies and mode
shapes. Similarly, the linear approximation used for the _esh elastic behavior
leads to errors in the characterization of combined rlb/mesh dynamics. For the i
static shape estimation problem, the inaccuracies in the mesh model could also
result in incorrect mesh shape estimates.
Because recent control/structure interaction studies have shown that such
errors (which are cyplcal of many large space systems) could seriously degrade
overall system performance, it is widely recognized that a process of In-fllght
identification will be required in order to improve prefllght dynamical models.
SHADES addresses this need by providing for a system identification capability
that is an integral part of the combined sensor/algorlthm system. It should
be stressed at this point that the system IV capability incorporated into
: SHADES is applicable to a wide range of structural configurations and is not
limited to the large antenna illustrations In this paper. The methodology to
achieve the identification process is discussed in the following figures.
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HAXIHUNLIKELIHOODIDENTIFICATI_I OF POOR QUALITY
APPROA_HSUMMARY
A maximum llkelihood approach has been selected for the purpose of
identifying syste_l parameters. This method is based on sound statistical
principles and has the potential for extracting the maximum mount of info_m-
tlon from the data. tt is also a method that has been quite succ+:ssfully advanced
in the area of aircraft parameter identification.
The main ideas l.nderlylng the maximum likelihood approach are illustrated
in the figure. The method assumes a system model that contains a vector e of
unknown parmeters. The obJcctive of the identification process is to est_ate
this vector from measur_ents of the systm behavior as well as from the
systm model Itself. In this partlcu]ar appllcatlon, the maxlmum llkellhooQ
approach seeks co find an optima1 (maximum-llkellhood) parlmeter estlmate that
minimizes _" t is referred to as the negative log-llkelihood functional. The
mlnlmlzatlon is cond;icted by means of a n_erlcal search based on the Newtou-
Raphson method that, from an Inlttal estlaat_, generates a sequence of esti_iates
en based on computations of the gradient g and the approxlmate Hesslm_ matrix
N, as illustrated in the figure.
SYSTEM MODEL
;_ = A(8)x+B(@)w • e=UNKNOWI_,PARAMETERS
Yk =H(g)x(t k)+n k • x=STATE
• Yk = OBSERVATIONS
• w,n k = MODEL ERRORS
NEGATIVE LOG LIKELIHOOD (INNOVATIONS REPRESENTATION)
N
MINIMIZEJ(g) = ½ _ [Tr IOgDk(O)+ekT(g)Ok'l (O)ek (0_1
19 k=l
• ek = Yk " H(19)Z(t;) = INNOVATIONS PROCESS
• Dk = EJekSkT] = PREDICTION ERRORCOVARIANCE
• Z(t k) = PREDICTED STATEESTIMATE
NEWTON-ItAPHSON NUMERICAL SEARCH
I, 19n+1= 19n . M-I g • 19n,. CURRENT PARANI_.TERESTIMATE
19n+Il : NEW PARAMETERESTIMATE ,It
I • g = GRADIENT
i • M = A+IItI'ROXIMATEHESSIAN ++
+
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD IDENTIFICATION OF POOR QUALITY
_, FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
The computations involved in the maximum likelihood approach are summarized
in the block diagram. The approach assumes that an initial value for the
i I parameter estimates is available to start the process. This initial estimate
is used to design a Kalman filter and a corresponding sensitivity filter that
generates the sensitivity of the innovations process with respect to the poorly
_ known parameters (see STATE ESTIMATOR and SENSITIVITY FILTER blocks). The in-
novations and their related innovations sensitivities are rhea used in a SEN-
SITIVITY MATRIX GENERATOE to form: (1) the Eradlent of the llkellhood functional
with respect to the parameters being identified; and (2) an approximation to the
Hesslanmatrlx which reflects the curvature of the functional corresponding to
the current value of the parameter estimates. Based on the gradient and the
! approximate Hessian matrix computation, a new parameter estimate is established
as shown in the NEWTON-RAPHSON PARAMETER DTDATE block of the diagram. Once the
new parameter estimate is determined, the new estimate becomes the current one,
and the overall proce'-s (including filterln8 and sensitivity matrix generation)
is repeated as many tlmes as necessary until convergence to the optimal
: parameter estimate is achieved.
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TYPICAL LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONALS - ORIGINAL PAGE 19
NEWTON-RAPHSONITERATION OF POORqUALITY
The plots below show typical negative log likelihood functionals for
frequency and damping resulting from an initial dlsplacement in a one-mode
model. Both identification problems are tractable to numerical search methods
for optimization in the displayed neighborhoods since the true values are also
the only minima in the regions. The figure also illustrates the sequence
generated by the Newton-Raphson method for the case of damping ratio identifi-
cation. Starting from an inltial damping ratio estimate denoted by _1, the
numerical search generates a sequence 61, _2, "'" which ultimately converges to
the actual value. The frequency Identification problem cannot be solved for
this case by the NewCon-Raphson method alone due to the occurrence of the
inflectlon points near the minimum. Thus, a hybrid approach using a gradient
method to get "close", followed by Newton-Raphson iteration to improve
convergence, is more applicable to this particular example.
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FREQUENCYAND DAMPING IDENTIFICATION
ITERATED CONVERGENCE
Preliminary algorithm convergence results for damping and frequency identi-
fication illustrate the numerical search minimization of the likelihood func-
, tional described in the previous figures. This figure shows plots of estimated
• I frequency and damping versus the number of iterations for the case of a structure
described by a single vibrational mode. In the frequency identification problem,
the Newton-Raphson method converged for a range of nominal values from 0.37 Hz
to 2.6 Hz where the true value was 1 Hz. This contrasts with the (proportlonally)
wider range of convergence of the method in the damping identification problem.
The convergence properties are, however, very highly dependent on the type of
excitation that is used to generate the data used for identification. Improved
convergence can be obtained by designing inputs that in some sense maximize
the information that the data contains about the parameters being identified.
> Therefore, although in this particular case a wider range of convergence was
• obtained for the damping problem, other cases have shown that (with an appropriate
excitation) the frequency identification search can also be made to converge
for a wider range of the initial parameter estimates.
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**, SHADES DEVELOPMENTAPPROACH OF POOR QUALITY
',_ A flowchart describing the approach being used in the development of the
'-_ Shape Determination System (SHADES) is shown below. Prelimimary algorithms for
static figure determination and system identification have been developed.
? Detailed design work has been completed for the SHAPES aenaor, and hardlmre is
;._ currently being prepared for experimental teats. Work is nov beginning on
suboptimal sensor placement methods and on fast algoritha theory in the figure
",_ determination area. In the system identification area, the initial algorithms
' are being expanded and modified to accommodate multimodal and distributed
_ system models as well as fast scanning and processing of sensor data, Once
the algorithms for shape determination and system identification have Natured,
_, software requirements vii). be generated for the integration of the ayatem.
_ This will then be followed by the implementation and ev_luatlon phases in
: ground tests and possible flight experiments,
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INTRODUCTION
This paper will deal with some of the practical problems that face the control _:
system designer over the next decade. These are generally deficiencies in tools or
knowledge, sometimes both.
The first step is, of course, an assessment of the problem at hand. _#hile some
aspects of future large systems have been given much discussion, other problems of
practical significance have been largely ignored.
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_" FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS
-!
• _. Large spacecraft now being contemplated for development before the end of this
_ century will differ vastly from the smaller vehicles of the 60's and 70's Although
these differences will impact the design of all subsystems, the effect will be felt
in particular by the control system designer.
: Perhaps the most publicized difference is the enormous size of some of these
vehicles. Much has also been made of system flexibility as exemplified by low and
closely spaced modal frequencies. System complexity has not yet received so much
attention, but previous spacecraft tended to be configured to fit launch vehicles, '
leading to relatively compact, simple structures. Most of the proposed large systems
consist of deployable modules of Shuttle transportable size attached to one another
(see figure 1). This can lead to configurations which are topologic611y quite complex.
: Another area of difference has to do with the evolving nature of these systems.
Earlier satellites were built to fit a well specified mission. Many of these future
systems have the nature of a general facility to be used over a period of many years
by a wide range of users. The requirements imposed on all subsystems and particularly
the attitude control control system can be expected to change with time. Even the
vehicle itself can be expected to expand and contract as new missions and requirements
are imposed.
At Marshall Space Flight Center we are making an effort to anticipate these
problems and develop tools and procedures to fit the tasks shown in figure 2. This
paper will discuss three such developments and describe how they relate to one another
as well as to the anticipated problems.
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AUGMENTEDFLEXIBLE BODY ANALYSIS OF POOR QUALITY
The evolving nature and complex geometry of many currently proposed space
structures poses an obstacle to both the structural dynamic analyst and _he, control
system designer. As the structure grows, economical modeling procedures which pro-
vide for the adding of major elements without remodeling the entire system will be
in demand by the control community. In a related factor, growth implies that the
system topology may change significantly. For example, figure ] shows three classic
configurations we may expect to encounter. The first is a chain of bodies. The
second shows a chain with many appendages, branching like a tree. The final example
is a ring with branches extending from it. A unified modeling technique needs to be
developed which is capable of treating all of these cases.
CHAIN
BRANCH
RING WITH
BRANCHES
Figure 3
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AUC_ENTED FLEXIBLE BODY ANALYSIS
Honeywell is developing for NASA an Augmented Flexible Body Analysis package
(reference 1) which will encompass all of these topologies and allow large angular
motion between any segmenLs of the topology. A special Direct Hatrix Abstraction
Program (DMAP) of the late_t version of NASTRANwas effected to generate the flexible
body data base. Currently a version of this program is ava;lable for conducting time
response simulations of a chain topology and work is well along on the extension to
cover rings and branches, The program is based on a unique formulation of the multi-
body differential equations by Llkins and Slngh (reference 2) whlch offers an
advanced capability for analyzing complex flexible structures. The program treats
the total structure as an interconnected set of individual bodies, each with its own
modal characteristics arid boundary conditions. Thus models of specific modules can
be developed and then combined in a variety of configurations. Active control ele-
ments can be included if desired. The t:me response capability will be most useful
in verifying the performance of controllers developed using simplified models. A
planned option will generate the linearized coefficients of the equations of motion
for use in off-line design tools.
g
Four relatively simple steps (figure 4) are required to use the system. 1)
System configuration and initial conditions r,ust be defined. If a controller is
being used it must be specified. 2) A modal data file for each flexible body must
be created ([his can be done by an off-line program such as NASTRAN). 3) Run an
interactive program which creates the job control and data files necessary toexeccte the simulation. 4) Run the simulation and create plot and output files as
desired, i
We are working with the initial version of this program and expect it to have
great utility.
SYSTEM
GEOMETRY,
INITIAL CONDITIONS
AND CONTROL OPTIONS
PROGRAMTO
SET UP
SIMULATION CONTROL
FILE & DATA FILES
MODAL DATA JF R BO IES TO
BE CONNECTED 1
(NASTRAN TAPES)
I TIME RESPONSE
SIMULATION
Figure 4
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HODULARCONTROL OF POOR QUALIFy
_ For large evolving spacecraft the control system requirements will grow rapidly
;_ as the vehicle matures. A means for adding to the system efficiently with minimum
!! impact to the existing plant has been Identlfled as a priority technological issue.
A modular control concept is one approach to this goal. Such a modular configuration
is pictured in figure 5. Here individual station modules would be provided with
their own control subsystem consisting of actuators, sensors, control computers, etc,
At a higher level a supervisory controller coordinates the module subsystems to in-
sure thac attitude control of the entire body is maintained and to eliminate the
potential for undesirable interaction at the module Interfaces. With a successful
solution, addition of a moduie would only require re-lnstruction of the supervisory
• _ controller and provisions for connecting the module subsystem to it.
* _ Bendix, under NASAcontract, has been actively pursuing one approach to this
.. _ problem. To date the concept has been implemented in a simulation for a son_q_hat
restricted case (reference 3). Future efforts will concentrate on reducing these
restrictions and rendering the corcept more practical. A solution to this problem
can create new flexibility in system design, leading to lower front-end cost and
probably lower life cycle cost.
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in the recent past the design process (figure 6) has consisted of: 1) charac-
terizing the structure analytically; 2) designing the controller; 3) dynamic testing
of the structure to improve the characterization; 4) revising the controller design
based on this knowledge, and finally 5) evaluating the actual performance, whichI
contributes to the experience base for future work. The changes to this sequence are
primarily that steps 3 $ _ must now be postponed until the flight phase. Ground
vibration test of large structures is difficult to accomplish and the !nformation
obtained may still be inadequate. This means that one should probably plan for on-
orbit vibration testing if accurate structural dynamic data is critical to system
: performance. An approach to this problem would see the spacecraft launched with a
'caretaker' control system design based on the best available dynamic data set.
The control system would emphasize 'robustness' over performance. Once on orbit a
dynamic test would be performed and the actual dynamics used to optimize control
system parameters to meet performance goals. If the configuration or requirements
change significantly, the test-design update can be repeated. Eventually this
operation will be done on line in real time (i.e., an adaptive control scheme), but
in the near futur_ only a well-structured, streamlined procedure will probably be
required. This 'shake-down period' wi|l not be a great sacrifice for a syst_n with
an operational lifetime spanning tens of years.
/
. TRADITIONAL i
¢
SUGGESTEDAI_ROACH
FOR LARGE SYSTEM$
Figure 6
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NASA is developing an on-orbit test capability in conjunctiofl with the Solar
' Array Flight Test Experiment (SAFE). Since another paper deals specifically with
_ SAFE (reference 4), it will not be discussed further here. Ihe sec_cl goal lies
more in the domain of the control system designer and is being pursued in labor_tory
_1 demonstrations under way in several places around the country. These general ly empha-
_ size slightly different aspects of the problem and compliment one _nother. The MSFC
_ control demonstration deals with the problem of stabilizing and pointing flexible
bodies mounted to a base structure. The test set-up is pictured in figure 7. The
test article is a 33 ft x 7 in. Voyager t_gnetometer boom and the control system is
' built around a two-axis gimbal system develnped for the Advanced Gimbal System (AGS)
program. Sensors mounted on the gimbal plate and also at the far end of the boom are
' con_--cted to a microprocessor containing the control logic. The structure is vertical
v_ith both the upper suspension and the base supported on air bearings, Tests will
' investigate robust controller designs with structural frequencies within the control
bandwidth. At present, system elements have been delivered and interface equipment
built up. _llowing integration, which is now in p;'ogress, a dynamic test of the
system will be performed, followed by the beginning of control system experimel_ts
later in this fiscal year. This cycle of dynamic characterization and ¢ontrol|er
inve_tigation is designed to give more insight into the d_sign of the _caretaker
controller' and the process of revising the _ystem once the dynamics are known.
I
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SUMHARY i
In 1981 an effort was made to anticipate some of the practical problems the i
control engir_eer would have to deal with In the next few years. With that in mind
we have shaped our research program to address solutions to some of these problems, iAs indicated, progress is being made and we expect to produce some useful methodol-
ogy and design tools in addition to cohtrlbuting to the general body of knowledge in
the area of control systems. 1
1
, !
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Control Moment Gyro (CMG) research efforts are aimed at establishing the
technology deemed essential to permit the precise, robust, long-term, and reliable
coutrol of large space systems. As such, research will be concentrated on the labo-
ratory evaluation of a double-gimbal CMG having a momentum capacity of 4500 ft-lb-sec(
and a torque output capability of 200 ft-lb through the utilization of two direct-
_ drive, brushless DC torquers per gimbal. Results obtained from the characterization
testing program will be used to gen=rate a high-fidelity mathematical model of the
: CMG for use in system simulations and trade-off studies.
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The effectiveness of momentum storage devices for providing control of a space
vehicle's attltude has been demonstrated in flight. However, in most cases, the full i
potential of these devices was not utilized. One approach to realizing the full
capability of a gimballed momentum device is to combine the control functions asso-
ciated with such a unit with those attendant with energy storage and power genera-
tion. The unit shown in the figure is the rotating assembly of a double-gimbal IPACS
(Integrated Power/Attitude Control System) unit. This device is capable of storing
1.5 kW-hr of energy and of delivering 2;5 kW of power at 52 V DC. In addition, it is
designed to provide 20 ft-lb of torque required for control of an unmanned space-
craft. The research on this device will concentrate on establishing the generic \
technology associated with such a concept to permit future applications. These
efforts will consist of characterization testing, math modeling, and utilization of
such models in system trade-off analyses.
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Research is in progress on modal adaptive control wherein measurement data are
_nverted to modalamplltudes using a modal decomposition based on approximate mode
shapes. The problems of on-line testing to obtain mode-shape approximations and the
number of parallel channels required are treated further on in this presentation.
After modal amplitudes are obtained, an ARMA parameter identification is made to
identify modal freq_ncy, damping, and control effectiveness for each mode. These
parameters are used in a modal control design algorithm to calculate modal control
feedback gains. Both proportional and on-off modal controllers have been examined
in our research facillty.
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The facility used for all experimental results presented herein is shown below.
The photograph shows the end view of a beam, which is the structural test article.
Four actuators are attached to the beam and can move it in the horlzonta" plane.
Noncontactlng displacement sensors measure the deflection of the beam at nlne sta-
; i tlons along the longitudinal axls of the beam. Compensation networks are used to
reduce the effect of friction and viscous damping at the actuator attachments. Thus,
the beam should behave essentlally as a free beam in space with respect to transverse
; " motions in the horizontal plane.
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The studies reported herein were carried out using the free-free beam experl-
mental setup at NASA Langley. The system consists of nine deflectlon-measurlng
sensors and four electromagnetic actuators. The mounting locations are indicated in
the figure below. For the study, the first three flexible mode shapes and fre-
quencies obtained using SPAR are also Illustrated.
I
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y
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0[ 1.81 Hz i
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_ .g 0
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! The parameter identification of the frequency and damping terms In an ARF_ model ,
! of the dynamics of the beam Is shown here. In this case only the second flexible imooe was excited in an infrared vibration. Note that the characteristics of that
mode are well identified (second set of graphs from the top), in agreement with a i
SPAR model, whereas the others are not. This indicates the need for testing the
: i validity of the parameter estimates before modifying the control system design model.
!
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The maln advantages of using lattice filters In large space systems control are
described below.
' PROPOSEDMETHOD:
USE OF RECURSIVE_ LEAST-SQUARE_ LATTICE FILTERS FOR THE
IDENTIFICATION OF LSS DYNAMICS
• LATTICEFILTER:
RECURSIVE BOTH IN ORDER AND TIME
WIDELY USED IN ADAPTIVE SIGNAL PROCESSING (SPEECHs COMMUNICATION)
EASY IMPLEMENTATION - IN CHIP FORM
EXCELLENT NUMERICAL BEHAVIOR
• THEMETHOD: 1
DETERMINES SYSTEM ORDER ON-LINE AND ALSO THE MODE SHAPES
FROM OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS
728
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. The lattice filter essentially uses two kinds of reslduaI sequences, namely
the forward residual el, n and the backward resldual rl, n. In the symbol el,n,
1 stands for tlme instant snd n stands for order. Thus It is seen that el, n Is
: recurslve in both time and order. The symbol • stands for orthogonal projection
operator, with _(yl/ynl_l ) meanln S the orthogonal proJectlon of Yl on the space
spanned by the last n measurements.
, FORWARDANDBACKWa,RDRESIDUALS
,i
= -¢ I,iri,n Yi-n (Yi-n n)
i
_ i m i
Yo Y Yi- 1 1 YN
, , , ,___+ : : ;---+--_, I i l
L Yi-n+l _/i
NUI
Yn.1
ei,n = Yi " YtlYt-1 )
t
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The most useful property of lattice filters is that, at any instant, all estl-
mators of order from O,l,2...n are avallable. This Is clearly brought out in the
figure below, and this property can be used for on-line change In estl_stor order,
depending upon the system characteristics.
NESTINGOFESTIMATION
.
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A typlcal block diagram for the lattlce secclon Is given below. It can be seen
that the forwar_ and backward reslduals are Interrelated by the reflection coeffl-
clent kl, n. Also, this involves a delayed backward resldual rl, n, Indlcated by
z -1. The "lattlce" fllter derives its name because of this klnd of lattlce section,
which is commonly described in the network synthesis area.
LATTICESECTION
k = k. (_i,n' _i-l,n )
_" --1,n¢1 1
_i-1 ,n
)
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Here, two algorithms operatlng on different sets of measurement data are coB- ! _
pared. Both obtain essentially the same primary mode shape from the experimental i
apparatus. For reference, the mode shape predlcted from SPAR Is also plotted. The
disparlry is believed to be caused by the spring and mass characteristics of the
actuators, which were not included in the SPAR model.
COMPARISONFESTI_TEDMODESHAPES
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-_, A minimization criterion has been developed to determine optimal sensor and
actuator placement. It has been used successfully to determine optlmal actuator
placement for static shape control of the beam and the grid (plate) shown in the
figure. It is assumed that the actuator loads are to be readjusted following any
I failures, but that the locations cannot be changed. The overall criterion is the
shape control of the grid; that is, the integral square error between the actual
shape of the gr!d and a desired one should be minimized.
PERFORMANCEOPTIMIZATIONOVERMISSIONLIFE
CONSIDERINGRELIABILITY
Applicationto GridStructure
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When reliability of the actuators is considered, the criterion is modified to
the expected value of the integral error; that is, the sum of the integral square
error for each possible failure state considered, multiplied by the probability that
the state will occur. The criterion is shown plotted as a function of the ratio
between the mean time to failure of the actuators (TM) and design mission llfe (T).
The optimal location of the actuators indicates configuration 2 for short design
mission life and configuration 4 for long design life. This result is expected,
_: since for short life the actuators probably will not fail, and the designer wlll opt "
for the higher performance achievable by distributing the actuators, without con-
sidering the performance degradation that will result if one or more components fail.
=. On the other hand, if the design mission life is long, the designer should select
configuration 4 because the actuator locations are such that, by increasing the load,
': one actuator can nearly substitute for any failed one.
SELECTIONOFBESTCONFIGURATION
J
: Relationto DesignMissionLifeandComponentMTBF
(
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The table shows the effects of parameter errors on the closed-loop stability of ;'
the beam using a modal control law. The table shows the range of parameter errors
that can be tolerated and still yield stability in the noncollocated modal control
design. It appears that the system will be stable for parameter identification
errors in the range of the algorithm tested. A linear modal distributed control
! system has been developed and tested using the beam facility. The tests demonstrated
the ability to use noncollocated feedback of sensors to actuators thro,,_h a modal
control scheme. Noncollocated design is of fundamental importance in analytic redun-
dancy management to handle the sensor-actuator control loop reconflguratlon in the
event of failure of control system components.
CONTROLLERDESIGNSTUDIES
EXPERIPEr|TALRESULTS
PARAMETER ERROR SENSITIVITY FIRST FLEXIBLE MODE EXCITED
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i; An on-off modal control law has also been i_lemented on the e_er_ental facil-
ity. The top graph sh_s the dlsplace_nt of the beam as recorded by the sensor
located at x = 2.5 ft from the end. The bottom 8raph shows the force exerted on
the beam by the act_tor at the sa_ location. _e quantlzatlon In the actuator
space is evident. It is clear that the control system suppressed the vlbrato_
motion of the beam in a vet short period of time.
ORIGINALPAGE IS
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A control-design analysis is under development for a large space-based antenna
i system. A NASTRAN model of a 122-m-diameter hoop-column antenna Is being used as the _
_ basis for the design. The schematic sketch shows possible locations for the two
types of controllers employed in the simulated studies. Control moment gyros and/or
reaction control Jets can be located at positions 1 to 4 along the mast, and reaction
control Jets can be located at positions arom.d the hoop.
Z
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¥
X
ANTENNACHARACTERISTICS
Diameter= 400 ft. MODE wn, rad/sec Period,sec
W = I0020Ib l .7466 8.42
Ix = 1360 x lO8 lb-ft2 2 1.346 4.673 7025 3 9
ly = 1.365x 108 Ib-ft2 45 4.52943'1813 1.391"98
Iz = 1.041x lO8 Ib-ft2 6 5.5905 1.12
Ixz = 0.58 x 106 Ib-ft2
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Various control techniques are being investigated to establish the most reliable
and efficient design procedures for the hoop-column antenna. The figure illustrates
typical results for two of the design methods investigated. The linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) optimal control technique is being used as the basis for comparison
of the various techuiques. The plots show that the LQR and decoupled control methods
produce comparable resultc for nulllng disturbances in the three rigid-body modes and
: in the first three structural (vibration) modes. Of the two methods, the LQR method
is the more complicated because of the iteratlve process required to achieve desired
performance. The decoupled method provldes a simple closed-form solution and pro-
duces the exact closed-loop dynamics specified for the system.
COMPARISONOF OPTII_N_N_E)DECOUPLEDRESPONSES
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Control system8 were designed for the hoop/column antenna uslng collocated out- •
put feedback and LQG techniques. Thls figure shows a comparison of performances
obtained using the two methods. The controllers were designed for three different
closed-loop, rigid-body bandwldths (_s), and for various values of the (closed-loop)time constant corresponding to the structural modes. (The horizontal axls for the
| collocated controller figures indicates the desired negative shift In the closed-loop
elgenvalues corresponding to the structural modes, which is used as a design param-
eter. The horizontal axls for the LQG controller indicates successive increase at
each step in the "Q" matrix, whlch indirectly achieves the same effect.)
• _ The expected values of pointing errors, feed-motlon errors, and surface errors
were computed in the presence of sensor and actuator noise. Although both controllers
satisfy the requirements, the LQR controller is found to perform significantly better,
especially when a smaller number of sensors and actuators was used. !
CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
COLUT.AXEDOIJII_t_ LQG
l_ 3 x 1_
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System ldentlflcatlon wlth dynamic models represented by partial differential
equations is currently being investigated at Brown University and Langley Research
Center. The general approach is to select a distributed model for the system to be
identified and apply a Galerkln procedure wlth spline basis functions to project the
problem onto a finite dimensional subspace within which the identification is per-
formed. Theory and software are being developed for a two-dlmenslonal stretched
membrane in a form descrlptlve of the mesh surface of the hoop-column antenna. Given
a set of measured displacements Um(r,0 ) and applled forces f(r,0), the solutlon u
is expressed as a finite (blllnear) combination of spllned Gl(r) and Pj (O) wlth
coordinates _lj" The tension is slmllarly expressed with coordinates y (expressed
in vector form). The Galerkln procedure defines _lJ as an implicit function of Y,
and Y is chosen to minimize a least-squares function of the flt error. Theory has
been derived which guarantees that as the order of the u approximation increases,
the spllne approximation converges to the solution of the distributed model wlth a
stable underlying system identification procedure defining y.
t
SYSTEMSIDENTIFICATIONAPPROACH !
i
• RESEARCH GRANT (BROWN UNIVERSITY) !
• GALERKIN PROJECTION USING SPLINE BASIS FUNCTIONS
• STATIC TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRETCHED MEMBRANE EQUATION .i
l B E @u @ E @u
'i
k
IDENTIFY E(r, O, v)
M N
u(r, e, _) = _ _ el(r) (_) (o)
i:l j=l _ij _j i!
min _ IIu(r 0 _) rn 8n)ll2 _,
v n n' n' " urn( ' _ :
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_' A complete closed-loop parameter adaptive control system has been simulated.
The system uses an o_tput error formulation to identify parameters for a second-order
ARNA model for each excited mode. Linear control gains are then calculated for each
mode, and the modal control forces are converted to actuator forces. The first two
time histories in the figure below sh:_ modal amplitudes for the first two modes.
ii The output of the parameter identifier is shown in the next four time histories.
These show rapid convergence to correct parameters. The control is initiated shortly
after completion of the identification, and results are as desired.
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As commnicattons between countries continue to grow, so does the need for
increasingly co_lex satellite systems. To Beet thac need, the 1ncerna_ionai
Teleco_unications Satellite Organization (INT_SAT) signed a contracL with HugheA
: I Aircraft C_any for the most so_histicated co_mercial communications satellite pro-
gram ever ,mdertaken. This contract is the largest of its kind in history.
INT_SAT, an organization of 106 shareholding countries, suoplies _o more than
150 countries the capacity to send _nd receive telephone calls, telegraphs, i._d
television prograHning. The system presently carries more than 60 percent of the
world's overseas traffic and almost all international t_levision via a _!c_c of
satellites operating in synchronous oz_it _2,300 mile_ abu,_ _arth.
A team of top international electronics and aerospace firms will Join in design-
. in S and butld_ the next g_:_ration Intelsat VI. These firms are British Aerospace
in England, Spar Aerospace Ltd. and COHD_' in Canada, Thompson-CSF in France,
Selenia in Italy, Nippon Electric in Japan, and HBB and AEG-Telefunken in Germany.
The Intelsat VI spacecraft will carry 33,000 circuits, the equivaleut of 33,000
two-way telephone calls, as well as _ouz television channels. This increased capa-
city doubles the service of the current Intelsat spacecraft. The satellite's
growth capability can expand international service to lO0,O00 circuits. Each satel-
lite will have 50 transponders operating over the C- and K-band portions of the fre-
quency spectr'J_. The transponders will be interconnectabl_ using either static
switch matrices or a network _ich provides satellite-_witched time dlvision _ultiple
access _SS/TI)HA) capability, a major new technology _oonsore_| by INTEL3^T. This
lnterconnection provides channel-to-ch_lmel connection flexibility.
In order to achieve the coumn_cations capacity Just described, extensive fre-
quency s_octrum reuse is required through the use of spatial and polarization isola-
tion among the various antenna beam coverages. As will be desc_tbod in this presen.-
ration, the performance requtreBents placed o_ the Intelsat VI antenna system will i
make it the largest and moat complex co_ercia_ antenna system built to date. (See j
Figs. I and 2.)
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I 1781 kg
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" INTELSAT VI SPACECRAFT OVERVIEW OF POOR QUALITY
: Intelsat Vl wlll be a combination of two satellite designs currently in
production at Hughes: I) the HS 376 extended power spacecraft which in Just five
years has become the world's standard for providing domestic con_unicatlons service,
and 2) the HS 381 wldebody satellite designed to exploit the potential of the Space
Shuttle orbiter as a launch vehicle, i
The Intelsat V! spacecraft is a spln-stabilized configuration. Its basic bus _i
is derived from the dual spin technology developed at Hughes in the early 1970's and
used for Intelsat IV, Intelsat IVA, and Comstar. This technology is used today on
29 of the 37 revenue-bearing satellites in orbit, and has demonstrated over 200 sat-
ellite years of successful service. _
Intelsat VI is basically a larger and more powerful version of the HS 376 domes- t
tic satellite. It incorporates the dual solar panel concept which allows the HS 376 !
to generate twice the power of earlier spinners. During launch, the outer panel is
placed over the inner array and main body of the satellite like a telescope. Once in •
orbit, the outer array is deployed downward, to expose the upper panel. The deploy- _
able solar panel gives the spinning configuration great potential for growth.
Other features of the HS 376 design are also incorporated in Intelsat VI. The
communications payload is placed on a stationary cylindrical shelf and heat is
rejected radially, similar to the HS 376 design. This arrangement also was chosen
to facilitate communication capacity growth for Intelsat VI. The system dynamics
and attitude stabilization are similar to the HS 376, as are the spacecraft structural
concepts. (See Fig. 3.)
A number of important design features have been taken from the HS 381 widebody
satellite program. The "Frlsbee" ejection concept provides a simple, reliable tech-
nique for releasing the spacecraft from the Space Shuttle. A spring and latch
mechanism gives an upward motion to the spacecraft. As the spacecraft leaves the
orbiter bay, this ejection provides a slow spin for gyroscopic stability. The
perigee boost into transfer orbit is then provided by a simple solid rocket motor
controlled b) an onboard timer. Other features of these widebody satellites found
in Intelsat VI include a liquid bipropellant propulsion subsystem, nickel-hydrogen
batteries, and microprocessor control of the command, telemetry, and despin functions.
The Intelsat VI spacecraft is nearly 39 feet (11.8 meters) tall in orbit. It is
dominated by the large hemi/zone C-band antenna system. The transmit reflector alone
measures over I0 feet (3.2 meters) in diameter. The antennas are mounted on the
large shelf which also holds the communications equipment. This shelf and LLLe
antennas are despun and point constantly to Earth. The antennas will maintain a
pointing accuracy within 0.1 degree at all times. For satellite stabilization, the
lower portion of the satellite spins at 30 rpm. The spinning section holds most of
the supporting subsystems, including the solar panels, batteries, and propulsion tanks.
The Intelsat Vl spacecraft can be launched on either an Arlane 4 or the Space
Shuttle with equal efficiency. Its launch configuration is 17.5 feet (5.3 meters)
tall and its dry weight is 3918 pounds (1777 kg). Diameter of the satellite is
nearly 12 feet (3.6 meters). _,
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The required communications antenna coverages for Intelsat VI are summarized
in Figure 4. At C-band (6 GHz satellite recelve, 4 GHz satellite transmit) 3 dif-
ferent types of coverages are required. The 3 coverages are: 1) four spatially
isolated zone beams which must be reconftgured for each of the 3 ocean service
regions, 2) spatially isolated east and west hemispheric coverage, and 3) global
coverage. The closest angular beam-to-beam separation between the spatially isolated
beams is 2.08 degrees for the zone beams and 2.80 degrees foz the hemispheric.
At K-band (14 GHz satellite receive, Ii GHz satellite tr,,nsmlt) a 3.04° x 1.64°
elliptical spot beam and 1.54 ° diameter circular spot beam are required. The two
spot beams must be steerable over the Earth's dlsc and are isolated from each other
by both spatial and polarization isolation.
6/4 GHz COVERAGES
zoNE
ATLANTIC INDIAN PACIFIC
HEMI GLOBAL !
14/11 GHz COVERAGES
O STEERABLE
SPOT
Figure 4
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i
i The number, types and carrier-to-interfer_r (C/I) isolation levels required
among the various antenna coverages are illustrated in Figure 5. A six-fold frequency
reuse occar_ between the 6/4 GHz heml and zone coverages. For a particular ocean
region, the four zone beams which are of the same sense of circular polarization are
spatially isolated from each other resulting in four reuses. The two hemi beams are
spatially isolated from each other but are oppositely polarized from the zone beams.
Hence the pola ization isolation be wee th hemi and zone beams r su ts in two
additional frequency reuses yielding the total of 6 reuses. The spatial and polari-
t"
zation levels required between the heml and zones is either 27 or 30 dB depending :
upon beam-to-beam separation and/or overlap.
The 6/4 GHz global coverage beams operate in a different part of the 6/4 GHz fre-
quency band from the hemi/zone coverages. In the global channels two-fold reuse is
obtained by polarization isolation. The required polarization isolation requirement
Is specified in terms of meeting a voltage axial ratio of 1.09 volts for the two
circularly polarized global coverage beams.
The 14/11GHz steerable spot beams are ]inearly polarized. The polarization of
the east spot beam is orthogonal to that of the west spot in both the 14 and II GHz
coverages. Since the two beams are spatially separated, two frequency reuses are
obtained by both spatial and polarization isolation. The C/I isolation values
: required vary between 25 to 33 dB depending upon the beam-to-beam separation of the
_._ two spots.
6/4 GHz HEMI ZONE 6/4 GHz GLOBAL 14/11 GHz SPOTS
L
J
6 REUSES 2 REUSES 2 REUSES
C/I: 27 OR 30 dB C/I" VOLTAGE AXIAL C/I: 25 TO 33 dB
RATIO OF < 1.09 DEPENDING ON
SEPARATION ,,
=
Flgur_ 5 ", /
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; 14/11 GHz SPOT BEAM IMPLEMENTATION _
The 14/11 GHz receive/transmit east and west steerable spot beam antennas
consist of two separate offset reflectors, each fed by a single dual-polarlzed/dual-
> frequency feed horn. Except for the method chosen for beam steering, the antennas
are identical in design to thnse used on the Intelsat V spacecraft (Fig. 6).
The west spot beam antenna has an offset parabolic reflector wlth a projected
_ aperture diameter of 1.12 meters, a focal length of 1.12 meters, and an offset
height of 0.06 meter. The east spot beam antenna has an offset reflector which is
quasl-parabollc in that its surface is shaped to achieve optimum performance for the
elllptical coverage beam. It has a projected aperture diameter of 1.0 meter, a
_ focal length of 1.0 meter, and an offset height of 0.04 meter.
The reflector and feed horn of each antenna are rigidly connected together via a
graphite support structure. The entire antenna including the support structure is
then connected to an antenna positioning mechanism which is used for both beam
steering and deployment from the stowed position. This method of steering the beam
by moving the reflector and feed horn together has the advantage of incurring no
scan loss as the spot beams are moved through their required steering ranges. The
two spot beam antennas are mounted directly onto the despun shelf in front of the
receive and transmit heml/zone feed networks.
The spot beam reflectors will be designed and manufactured by British Aerospace.
The feed horn and support structure design and manufacture and the overall antenna
D
testing wlll be performed by Selenla.
• SPECSIDENTICAL TO INTELSAT V
USE EXISTING INTELSAT V REFLECTOR AND FEED HORN DESIGN •
• INTELSAT V DESIGN
WEST SPOT - CIRCULAR PARABOLIC REFLECTOR t
EAST SPOT - CIRCULAR QUASI-PARABOLIC REFLECTOR i
CORRUGATED DUAL FREQUENCY FEED HORN i
NEW SUPPORT STRUCTURE TO TIE REFLECTOR AND FEED 1
TOGETHER !
• SUBCONTRACT SUPPORT '_
BAE - REFLECTOR
: SELENIA - SUPPORT STRUCTURE !
FEED HORN
: OVERALL INTEGRATION AND TESTING _"
Figure 6 i °
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, The Intelsat Vl heml/zone antennas must provide hlgh performance hemispheric
and zone coverage beams which allow frequency reuse vla both spatial and polarization
Isolatlon and exhibit a high degree of structural and thermal stablllty. The impor-
tant design considerations are summarized in Figure 7.
The basic antenna design parameters are determined by the above noted require-
- ments as well as by the need to minimize antenna weight. Antenna geometry, including
the reflector diameter, focal length, and offset, is determined by the need for
spatlal isolation between the zone beams. Choice of a 3.2 meter aperture diameter
for transmit is based on the worst case spacing between zo_es I and 3 in the Indian
Ocean region (fOR) and has been shown by analysls and experiment to provide adequate
- margin over the requirements. However, since the technique used to achieve low
sidelobes Is not sufficiently broadband to accommodate both the receive and transmit
frequencies, separate receive and transmit hemi/zone antennas are required. Given
thls arrangement, a proper choice of the number and dimensions of the feeds and opti-
mization of the amplitude and phase excitations provide the appropriate beam shaping.
A hlgh degree of crosspolarlzation isolation is obtained by the use of multimode
Potter feed horns. The hemispheric and zone coverages are orthogonally and clrcularly
polarized for both transmit and receive. Both hemispheric and zone coverages are
achieved wlth one antenna by employing dual polarized feed horns.
Reconflgurabillty of the zone beams for the three ocean regions Is obtained by
providing an independently optimized squareax (square coaxlal) feed distribution
network for each region wlth switching provided by a group of newly deve£oped
squareax switches driven by a common mechanism. An additional squareax layer
provides the hemispheric coverages.
The stringent spatial and crosspolarization isolation requirements for the
heml/zone antennas require the appropriate placement of all antennas on the antenna
farm. Computer studies were performed to determine the correct placement of the
transmit and receive heml/zone antennas, and the scattering interactions have been
reduced to a negllglble level.
The design consideration of obtaining a compact, llghtwelght, and thermally
stable feed network is provided by utilizing the Hughes developed TEM squareax llne
technology. The feed network wlll be constructed of aluminum to ensure that the
amplitude and phase excitations wlll remain within the necessary bounds to maintain
high performance shaped maln beams and spatial carrier-to-lnterference (C/I) ratJ.o
performance.
To ensure that the communications antenna subsystem maintains pointing alignment
while on station, a structurally and thermally stable antenna structure is provided
by using graphite for construction of the reflectors and the antenna support struc-
ture. Further reduction of thermal gradients on the antenna structure is achieved
by placing thermal blankets around the feed networks, support Gtructure, and feed
horns.
A two-axls antenna positioning mechanism is provided on both the transmit
and receive reflectors. The mechanisms are used to remove initial prelaunch/launch -
deployment beam pointing errors, and in a backup mode they are used to continually
remove dynamic and thermally induced spacecraft pointing error through a beacon
tracker system.
i
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DESIGNCONSIDERATIONS .,
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS APPROACH
• PROVIDE HIGH PERFORMANCE SELECT APPROPRIATE FEED HORN
SHAPED BEAMS DIMENSION AND SPACING
USE COMPUTER OPTIMIZATION OF
AMPLITUDE AND PHASE
EXCITATIONS
• PRCVIDE SPATIAL ISOLATION SELECT OPTIMUM SIZE FOR
BETWEEN BEAMS REFLECTORS TO PROVIDE
ADEQUATE C/I WHILE MINIMIZING
WEIGHT !
• PROVIDE CROSSPOLARIZATION USE MULTIMODE, DUAL
ISOLATION POLARIZED FEED HORNS l
• PROVIDE THREE OCEAN USE INDEPENDENT FEED !
RECONFIGURABILITY FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORK FCR _
ZONES EACH REGION. SELECTED BY
SQUAREAX SWITCHES i
• MINIMIZE SCATTERING PROVIDE ANGULAR OFFSET BETWEEN TRANSMIT :
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN AND RECEIVE REFLECTORS
ANTENNAS PLACE SPOTANTENNAS IN FRONT OF HEMI/ZONE
!
FEEDS
• MINIMIZE NUMBER OF USE CONTINGUOUS MULTIPLEXING TO ALLOW
REFLECTORS SINGLE MODE DESIGN
COMBINE HEMI/ZONE COVERAGE ANTENNAS
USING DUAL POLARIZED FEED3 ,_
• PROVIDE LIGHTWEIGHT USE GRAPHITE REFLECTORS AND SUPPORT
DESIGN WITH THERMAL STRUCTURE
STABILITY USE ALUMINUM FOR FEED DISTRIBUTION 1
NETWORKS |
USE THERMAL BLANKETS OVER FEED NETWORKS j
AND SUPPORTSTRUCTURE
• ALLOW CORRECTION USE TWO-AXIS ANTENNA POSITIONING
OF POINTING ERRORS MECHANISM FOR REFLECTORS AND CLOSED
LOOPBEACON TRACKING
Figure 7
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HEHIIZONE AND GLOBAL BEAM IMPLEMENTATIONS
The Intelsat VI communications system requirements are fulfilled through the use
of II different antennas: 4 GHz transmit hemi/zone, 6 GHz receive hemi/zonep
14/11GHz receive/transmit steerable east spot beam, 14/11GHz recelve/transmlt
steerable west spot beam, 4 GHz transmit global, 6 GHz receive global, II GHz global
beacon, 6 GHz command bicone, 4 Gliz telemetry bicone, and two 4 GHz telemetry on-
station horns. The arrangement of all of these antennas on the spacecraft in both
their stowed and deployed configurations is illustrated in the next figure. This
compact stowed arrangement minimizes the Shuttle bay length required and therefore
minimizes the launch costs.
Both the receive and transmit hemi/zone antennas consist of offset parabolic
reflectors, each fed by an array of 146 dual polarlzed feed horns (Fig. 8). The trans-
mit reflector antenna has a projected aperture diameter of 3.2 meters, a focal length
of 4.19 meters, and an offset height (distance from the bottom of the reflector to
the focal axis) of 1.68 meters, the symmetry axls of the transmit antenna is rotated
45° from the spacecraft spin axis. The receive antenna is a scaled version of the
transmit antenna. It has a projected aperture diameter of 2.0 meters, a focal length
of 2.62 meters, and an offset height of 1.05 meters. The symmetry axis of the receive
antenna is rotated 45° also from the spacecraft spin axis but in the direction away
from the transmit antenna.
Two dielectrlcally loaded dual mode horns, based on a proven design used on the
Intelsat IV-A spacecraft, are used for the 6/4 GHz global coverages. Each a_tenna is
fed by a polarizer and orthomode-tee combination. All of the global antennas as well
as the telemetry horns will be mounted on a common steerable support structure which
in turn is mounted directly to the despL_ shelf. This design provides ±2.0 ° azimuth
steering to repoint the global antennas when azimuth bias is used for the heml/zone
antennas.
HEMI/ZONE COVERAGES
• USE OFFSET PARABOLIC REFLECTOR WITH 146 FEEDS
• COMBINE HEMI/ZONE FUNCTIONS USING DUAL POLARIZED FEEDS
- TRANSMIT HEMI/ZONE ANTENNA
.- RECEIVE HEMI/ZONE ANTENNA
• SEPARATE FEED NETWORK FOR EACH ZONE AND HEMI
COVERAGES
GLOBAL
• USE DIELECTRICALLY LOADED DUAL MODE HORN
Figure 8
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ANTENNA FARM CONFIGURATION
Figure 9 illustrates the entire Intelsat VI antenna farm layoug in both the
deployed and stowed configuration. As can be seen from this figure, the two hemi/
zone antennas dominate the spacecraft configuration.
HEMI/ZONE
TRANSMIT R_FLECTOR _-.,... HEMI/ZONE !
J/- RECEIVE
_--J REFLECTOR
NE HEMI/ZONE
:EWE
FEED
. ANTENNA
t " \i ,
EAST _ ESPOT ; '
ANTENNA
Ii! _
A) STOWED B) DEPLOYED
Figure 9
I.
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• _ ANTENNAFARHDIb_NSIONS
; Relevant dimensions of the deployed antenna farm are 111ustrated in Figure 10.
: t
32m 2m RECEIVE HEMI/ZOf,JE
TRANSMIT HEMI/ZONE REFLECTOR 1.12m K BAND
•_ REFLECTOR
'_ RECEIVE FEEDI
82,70,
: TRANSMIT FEED
: NETWORK
I
6167
" lm K BAND. /
EAST SPOT
, 3639 rnm _, GLOBAL AND
SOLAR \ _ TaLCHORNS
PRIMARY RADIATOR
\
o O DRUM :] 0 # \
\ EXTENDABLE
2T)3 SOLAR DRUM
SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW (FROM EARTH) DIMENSIONS IN mm
Figure 10
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TRANSMIT FEED ARRAY CONFIGURATION !
The feed array configurations used for the hemi and the Atlantic, Indian, and ,
Pacific Ocean zones are illustrated in Figure ii. The horns designated as shared !
horns are used in more than two zone beams simultaneously. Ninety-two switches
are required to reconfigure to the tra:,smit zone coverages.
"_ _ r_T _ _ _ ." _t
Fig re 11
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HEHI/ZONE FEED NETWORKZ_PL_CCATION .i
The hemi/zone antennas provide oppositely polarized hemispheric and zone bemw
by simultaneously exciting both polarizations in the feed horn array. The feed horu
array is fed by four separate feed networks. One fr "d network Is for the hemispheric
beams and is uRed in all three ocean regions. The remaining three networks are used
to for_ the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific zone beams. All four feed net_nrks utilize
Hughes developed TEH line squareax technology. An additional squareax layer con-
tatnlng electromechanical switches is used to select the appropriate squareax zone
beam feed network for a particu]ar ocean region. The four squareax networks and
the switching layer are stacked to obtain a hishly compact feed network assembly,
as sho_m in Figure 12. The hemtsrhertc beam feed network and the zone network
selected by the switch layer are connected to the four probe polarizers, _'ch gene-
rate the two oppositely polarized circular polarizations.
/ POTTER
_ _FEED HORN
_ FOUR-PRC,eE
I i/ POLARIZER
INTERLAYER _ _ HEINI
CONNECTIONS _ ' ' HEMI NETWORK(COAXIAL)_.:..._ __, _ .. , .... _ _ INPUT
• _ ZONE
0
''" T I I
, \
J INFtJTTYPICAL SWITCH
INSTALLATION SWITCH DRIVE SWITCH DRIVEMECHANISM PLAT|
Fis_re 12
e,
i .
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R_I/ZONE ANTENNA FEED HORN DESI_ i
The feed horn design utilized fur the Intelsat VI h=m!/zone beam _nt..nas is a i
dual Bode circular horn or Potter horn [1] which uses the funda_r_tal TEll mode and a 1
THll hisher order mode. With the proper amplitude and phase combination bt_een the Jtwo Bodes at the horn aperture, equalized E and H plane far field patterns are
obtained. Consequently, this horn design is capable of providing better polaz_Tatlon
. pur_", (i.e., lower axial ratio) when circularly polarized. The dual mode circular
hor.. deslkn inherently requires the use of a large aperture to support both _odes.
When a ,mltlhorn feed cluster is formed to provide a shaped beam, the larger horn
aperture contributes to less mutual coupling between the horus, a fact that has
been experimentally observed at Hughes ahd elsewhere. [2] L_ssmutual cc_pllngmeans
less degradation _n axial ratio in the far fields and better agreeme.r_t betve_, the
theoretically predicted and the measured far field antenna patterns.
Figure 13 illu_trates the relative overall dimens_ons of transmit and receive
dual Bode f_ed horns. The ex, ation of "he T_II Bode is previded by the _inal ti
step discontinuity. The i-nEth of the horn from the step _isccatlnulty to the horn |
aperture is adjusted to provide the correct phase relationship between the two _odes.
Electrical breadboard testin$ has shown that th_ correct THII a_plitude excitation I
and phasing between the TEl! Pnd THII Bodes can be achieve_ over the requited
|1.5 percent transmit and 7.5 percent receive bsndwidths.
; The feed ho.tlswlll _onslst of a one piece, thln-wail aluminum conlcruction.
The entire horn will be machined to a nominal wall thickness _C 0.51 _m (0.020 In)
except in the flange area. It i_ felt that thls approach hac resu]:ed in a _P_ix=: I_
comblna_ion of en|,ar_o production, repeatable quality and minimum weight that is
superior to that offered by otn,:r fabrication techniques.
/ MODE GENE RATING
,_" STEP _.TRANSMIT
• DUAL MODE "POTTER" HORN Ill il
• GOOD CROSSPOLARIZATION
PERFORMANCE " "-_
I_ 28.4 cm _-
• LESS MUTUAL COUPLING
IN ARRAY ENVIRONMENT ]
RECEIVE i
-- ¢m I
i
l__ 17.7 ¢m-- _I--
._ Figure 13
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I OF POOR QUALIFyA circular polarization generating circuit has been designed which permits
each feed horn to simultaneously excite both senses of circular polarization with
r hlgh polarization purity. Thls design l_corporates a four-probe circular wavegulde
launcher whose opposite poz_a are driven by three-port 3 dB tees which in turn are
fed by a 3 dB quadrature hybrid. An electrical circuit diagram and side view of the
four-probe launching circuit are shown in Figure 14.
To generate each sense of circular polarization the four probes must be excited
equally in ampllt, de and with the correct phase progression. This is accomplished
by a sq,_areax ne.work which has two inputs and four outputs as shown schematically.
The two inputs of the network are connected to the hemispheric and zone TEM squareax
network_ _nd the _Jur outputs are attached to the four orthogonal launching probes.
The 3 dB hybrid and 3 dB tees generate the four equal amplitude excitations from
the two nput ports. The correct phase progression of the four probes is obtained by
the 90° phase shift of the quadrature hybrid and by proper design of the squareax
electrical llne lengths to th four probes. Opposite phase progressions are obtained
among the probes depending upon which of the two _nput ports Is accessed. Thus
circular polarizations of opposite sense are generated for the hemispheric and zone
coverage beams.
The four-probe polarizers will be fabricated in aluminumuslng 4-axis machining.
In 4-axis machining, an additional rotational axls is used along with the standard
three translational axes in order to perform a circumferential machining operating.
: FEED HORN
/
_PROBES
I t _"q / 3 PORT TEES WRAPPED
A I lCI_-[__ AROUND WAV EGUIDE
(' _ ZONE SQUAREAXHEMI C
PATH AB = PATH CD
PATH 1A = 180° LONGER THAN PATH 3A
PATH 2D = 180° LONGER THAN PATH 4D
: PATH 3A = PATH 4D
Figure 14
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The feed networks for the transmit and receive hemispheric and zone antennas
use the TEM square coaxial (squareax) transmission line technology which was developed
i by Hughes for Intelsat IV-A and is used extensively on current onsolng Hushes C-band
programs. This transmission llne combines the layout design features of conventional
etched circuit stripllne with the performance features of waveguide microwave networks.
The squareax transmission llne provides a low loss, broadband power division network
with switching capabilities in a physically compact, lightweight package.
The TEH squareax transmission line is a shielded coaxial line consisting of a
square outer conductor and a square center conductor and is supported by Teflon
standoffs appropriately spaced throughout the circuit. The transmision line has a
characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. The squareax networks utilize hybrid directional
couplers for power division, transitions to conventional wavegulde for power entry
and exit, internal termination loads, and electromechanically operated switches for
switching the feed horns to the appropriate zone feed network. A typical squareax
layout is shown in Figure 15.
Extensive use of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing)
facilltles has been made in the electrlcal and mechanical design layouts of the
squareax networks. Upon satisfactory completion of the design, the CAD/CAM system
generates an output fi]e which is directly compatible with certain numerically con-
trolled milllng machines. Transferring the network data to the machines in this
manner saves considerable programming time and reduces errors. _
The squareax net_Torks will be fabricated out of aluminum as are the feed horns
and four probe polarizers.
SQUARE COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE
• SOUARE INNER CONDUCTOR }
CHARACTERISTICS
_ INPUT
, • LOW LOSS _.
• BROAD BAND
__ • THERMALLY STABLE
114 L
_ • COMPACT
.___,x
PACIFIC OCEAN ,,_,,
ZONE 3 *,
i, Figure 15 _ '_
i , i,
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AS illustrated in Figure 15, the squareax switch is a sitlSle pole, triple throw
device. Three stationary squareax llnes are angularly spaced |20 ° apart to form the
input lines, A rotating squareax center conductor at the center of the device
selects the appropriate input line. Capacitive coupling allows po_r to be coupled
between the input and output lines. High isolation between ports end low input
VS_ are maintained over the required frequency bends.
Hovement of the squareax switch center conductor is achieved by a crank shaft \
which is connected to It and protrudes out of the bottom of the squareax network.
All the switch crank shaft_ are connected to a common orbiting plate. A single
redundant mechanism moves the orbiting plate in a circular motion thus turning all
the crank shafts in unison.
The individual zone beam switches are designed as independent pr_aesembled
and pretested _,dules, This module approach ensures meting the high rate of switch
productlou required by the ove_aU spacecraft test and delivery program.
! TO 4-PROBE
,I j POLARIZER' POR ZONE
! i
: AGR ZONE
_ _ INPUT
fOR ZONE i _' _
IF
, ,-J
Figure 16
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The Intelsat Vl stowed configuration is shown in Figure 17. Note that the
stowed spot antennas and global horn clusters have been omitted for clarity.
The large hemi/zone reflectors stow horizontally, back-to-back with the transmit
reflecting surface facing away from the spacecraft. Three point support for each
of the reflectors is provided by the primary boom structures and by a shared monopod,
bipod, and tripod. The monopod supports both reflectors directly. An interconnecting
bracket atop the monopod provides an axial and shear tie between reflectors. The
bipod supports both receive reflector and transmit boom near the top of the boom
structure. The third support for the transmit reflector is provided by the tripod
structure which supports the omni antenna mast. The third support for this receive
reflector is provided by its own boom assembly. The omni telemetry and command stow
directly over the transmit reflector/boom interface. The spot beam antennas _nd global
cluster (not shown) slew inward and stow within the envelope of the extendable solar
drum.
/ OMN' TRANSMIT REFLECTOR \
' RECEIVE REFL
" /TRANSMIT i
FEED\ s\" A_
RECEIVE
FEED
! 1
,-j
\\11 "
I I IIIll
!
p
Figure 17
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DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION
The deployed spacecraft configuratlon is illustrated in Figure 18. The antenna
supports consist primarily of tubular ultra high modulus graphite structures whlch
tie the various antenna components dlrect17 to hard points on the payload equipment
shelf. The deployed heml/zone reflectors ace supported off their back _es by booms.
Tripod structures tie the lower ends of the booms to the equipment shelf. Hinge
mechanisms in the booms (2 transmit, I receive) enable compact stowage within the
launch vehlcle envelope. Beam pointing can be adjusted by posltloner mechanisms \
located at the reflector/boom interfaces.
The heml/zone feed networks are supported by tubular structure, the transmit
network at five locatlons, the receive network at four. The 14/11GHz spot antennas
and global horn cluster are supported on indlvldual tripod structures. Both east and
west spot antennas are steerable to provide full Earth coverage.
EAST SPOT ,LOBAL HORNS
WESTSPOT
" Figure 18
%
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Deployment of the Intelsat V1 antenna is Illustrated in Figure 19. After
separation from the launch vehicle, the telemetry and comund antenna (omit) is
erected to a position above the spacecraft (A). The spacecraft remains in this con-
I figuration until reaching its final orbit location. The outer solar drum is then
extended, and the communications payload t8 despun (B). Next, the omnt completes
its deployment by rotating to a position above and behind the spacecraft (C). Deploy-
ment of the C-band reflectors is accomplished in three motions (D, E and F). The
transmit reflector is first rotated to a position overhanging the forward side of
the spacecraft. The receive reflector and boom assembly then rotates to its oper-
ational position above and behind the spacecraft. In a similar Notion, the trans-
mit reflector and boom assembly rotates to its operational position. Finally, the
global horn cluster and two K-band spot antennae slew eastward to complete the
system deployment (G).
I I I-
• |
\ ,
l ' !(_tNI DEPLOYED LAUNCHTOTRANSFER CONFIGURATION
ORBIT Iq:lSITION(A)
IIOLAR DRUM
EXTENDED
OMNI ANTENNA (B)ROTATED INTO
FINAL POaITION
IC)
TIILANIIMITREFLECTOR
ROTATED INTO
INTERMEDIATE POSITION
IO)
' IRECEIVE - --
REFLECTOR TRAIIMIT REFLECTOR _ ii
ROTATED INTO !
OiDERATIONAL IPOT BEAM AND GLOIItAL l
Iq[_ITION ANTENNAII OEPLOYED
(E) TO OPERATIONAL
ROTATED INTO . FOIITION
OPERATIONAL IG) I
_ITION !
IFI !
Figure 19
! :
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APPLICATION OF MMIC MODULES IN MULTIPLE SCANNING SPOT BEAM ANTENNAS
Two-phased array-fed dual-reflector antenna confisuratlon studies -re currently
under way in contractual efforts by COMSAT Laboratories and the Harris Corporation.
The studies are the first part of a program to develop 20-CHz malttple scanning spot i
beam and multiple fixed spot beam array-f_d antenna systems having monolithic micro-
wave integrated circuit (MMIC_ modules in each radiating element of the feed array.
This work is done in support of h_SAts Advanced Configuration Satellite Base R&T
Program.
One of the promising scanning spot beam _ntenn_ configurations wlll have a
12-ft (nominal) diameter parabolic maln reflector, a confocal parabolic subreflector,
and a feed system having three space-fed active (lens) arrays. Each array, which
may have 177 to 2000 elements, illumlnates the reflector system and develops a very
narrow scanning spot beam (0.3"). The subreflector is positioned In the near field
of the array. The narrow spot bests wlll permit a large volume of TDM and FMD
traffic between thousands of ground terminals in each of six sectors in the United
States. These terminals will be loc__ed on the prmnises of large connercial firms
and their subsidiaries.
Two GaAs 20-MHz modules in each of the elementt_ of each array provide variable
phase shift and va:iable power amplification functtc.ns for each of two orthogonally
polarized beams. The variable phase _tft functions have five-bit resolution, and
they are used for dynamic phase weighttn_ and are progrsmmed to incrementally
repoint the beam to completely cover all parts of a sector. The variable power
amplification function, which has five levels of gai_a, is used for dynamic amplitude
weighting to reduce sldelobe level. The combination of low sldelobes and orthogonal
polarization wlll provide excellent Isolatlon between adjacent sectors (30 dBi).
The configuration described herein Is one of four antenna system configurations
developed in each contract using a variety of MMIC module arrangements and optical
systems. A parametric analysis is expected to produce a data base for the selection
of design points for a variety of applications. Soon to be accomplished is the
design concept of the active (lens) array, which will take into consideration such
factors as, for example, coupling effects, the space-J:'ed power divider network
design, input bias and control layout, investigation of thermal distribution, and
analysis of module failure (graceful degradation).
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APPLICATION OF MMXC MODULES XN MULTIPLE FIXED SPOT BEAM ANTENNAS
One of the promising multiple spot beam antenna configurations will have a
12-ft (nomlnal) diameter parabollc maln reflector, a hyperbolXc subreflector, and
a feed system having I0 to 18 clusters on a curved focal surface. Each cluster,
which may have 7 to 19 elements, illumlnates the reflector system and develops a
very narrow fixed spot beam (0.3"). Its position o,l the curved surface determlnes
the pointing angle. The narrow spot beams w111 permit large volume traffic between
single ground termlnals located at a carrier's facility in each of 10 to 18 major
communications centers in the United States, wlth minimum K7 power requirements.
GaAs 20-GHz MMXCmodules in the elements of each cluster provide varlable
phase shift and ampllflcatlon functions. The phase and amplitude of each element
are weighted to provide low sldelobes. The combination of low sldelobes and ortho-
gonal polarlzation wlll provide excellent spatlal isolation (30 dBl). Control of
the phat3e and amplltude weighting In space can be used for addltlonal Isolatlon
improvement after launch.
The configuration described h_reln is one of four antenna system configurations
developed in each contract using a variety of _4ZC module arrangements e.nd optical
systems. A parametric analysls is expected to produce a data base for the selectlon
of design points for a variety of applications. Soon to be accomplished is the
design concept of the clusters, which wlll take Into consideration such factors as,
for example, coupllng effects, beam forming network design, input blas and control,
investigation of thermal distribution, and analysls of module fallure (graceful
degradatio_O. Follow-on work is planned for a contractual effort to design and
fabricate an experlmental antenna system and for In-house testing and evaluation
of the system to the proof-of-feasibility level.
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/ TYPICAL3 dBBEAMCONTOUR
I.+ +,,/+,, +_,+ ° ,It,++_i+,- _ +  • r" **_ + ,,l+ + + +I + + +i
ut Ü4h flk*+ • • t t + "i • t_+ _
+ " _1
APPROXIMATELY304 BEAM POSITIONSREQUIRED
-2 TO"FILL" EQUIVALENT CONUSCOVERAGE(FORANY
SPECIFICLONGITUDE,NOT ALL BEAMSREQUIRED)
I I I L ,l l I
-4 -3 2 -I 0 I 2 3 4
AZIMUTH (DEG)
ANTENNA SYSTEM REQUIRr_ENTS
REQUIREMENT BASELINE
_, FIELD OF VIEW t].5*E-_, tl.5*N-S SAME
_AIN APERTURE 9-14 FT 12.5 FT
;_ FREQUENCYRANGE 17.7-20,2 GHz SAME
BANDWiPTH 500 HHz SAME
COMPONENTB_ (_ DB) 0,q'-0,25" 0,27*
%
TOTAL NO. OF BEAMS 180-_50 _0_.
(6 AT ANYONE TIME)
0N-AxIs PEAK_AIN (N " 0,6) 52.5-56,5DBI 55,5 DB!
HINIMUM GAIN F0V 50-54 DBI 53 DB!
(2,5-DB SCAN1.0SS)
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ANTENNA GAIN (WORSTCASE) 53 DB! (BASELINE)
REQUIRED E, I,R,P, 67-75 DB'_
RAD,ATED POWER/BEAH 25-158 W/_EAM
TOTAL RAD!ATED POWER 125-950
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THESE REQUIREMENTS, COMPAREDCONVENTIONAL
VS DISTRIBUTED AMPLIFIER APPROACH,
CONVENTIONAL (FOCAL REGIONFED) APPROACH
Prod
I_ L
E.I.R.P. GAIN Prad/BEAM L* _.9_ Pout/BEAM PDC/BEAM TOTAL t EF_. I
67 DBW 53 dBi 25 W 4 dB .35 63 W 180 W 13.9t
71 53 80 4 .35 200 W 270 W 13.9t
75 53 158 4 .35 4UO W 1140 W 13.9t '
*L includes all output network, BFN, end antenna losses. Total % eff.
depends on n and L.
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i
l 1ANT[NNA [:L,F.M[N_
I_WER DIVIDING POWER DIVIDING
NETWORK NE'I'WORK :
CONFIGURATIONC
-SIXSCANNINGBEAMS
4T.75 dBW/DEAM(thR.P.)
= -VARIABLEGAIN/VArIABLEPHASEMMIC(.51/MAX OUTPUT.5 I.[VE].5/$liT)
ANDVARIABLEGAINMMIC(.5 't/MAX OUTPUT,5 LEVE_)
J
_L
4
l III
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CONF]GURATIONSTUDY-
i HARRISCORPORATION
CONTRACTREqUIREMENTS
• DESI6N GOALSFORMULTIBEAMANOSCANNINGBEM ANTEmlk
BEAMCONFIGUItATION MULTISEAM SCANNING8£N4
ANTENNASIZE SHUTTLECOMPATIBLE SHUTTLECONFATIBLE
OPERATIONFREQUENCY -00WilLINr, 17.7-20.2 17.7-20.2
RANG((GHz) -UPLINK 27.5-30.0 27.5-310.0
IllJItER OF I_AI_ -OPERATIONAL 10-18 6 TRMS
J
MIN|MUM&kin (dll) -20 GHz S3 53
-30 6Hz _ 53
liANOHIOTH(Nil|) -20 _ 500 500
-30 61tz 500 SO0
POLARIZATION LI_M LIWM
cl| _RFoRwmc((a)(I) 3o )o )
POIIITIN ACCORACY "( & H Pt.Ni( 0.OZ 0.02
(O[mE(S) POLARIZATION 0.4 (z) 0.4 i)PON_/II(AM (EIRP) dim 52-62 67-?5
_ ,,mJmmm_.m
(1) CMRIB TO INTERFERENCEUTIO FOREACHilEAI4IHELATIAV_TO ALL OTHERI_liRS
(Z) IRWEES ROTATIONFROMREFERENCE(I.(., Tittle SA_LLITE VTRTICALOR HORIZONTAL)
#
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14HICROOULECONCEPT
• LARGENUHBEROF LOWPINF.qHODULES- ONEFOR.EACHELEMENT
OF THEARRAY
- HIGHERRELIABILITY - EL]HIHATESSINGLEPOINTFAILURES
- HEATGENERATIONIS DISTRIBUTEDOVERLARGERVOLURE
- STATE-OF-THE-ARTHNIC EFFICIENCIESAREBEGINNINGTO
APPROACHTHT EFFICIENCY
• FASTSMITCH'INGOF PHASESHIFTERANDPOllER/NDI.IFIER STATES
(io-looWOSEOONOS) I
- FASTBEARWITCHINGFORTOHASYSTENS |
- POTENTIRLFORRULT|PLEBEANS
- DYIMMICBEARCONTROL
- ELINIIIATIOIIOF HIEH SMITCHIN6CURRENTS
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SCANNING BEAM ANTENNA SYSTEMS
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SPACEVS CORPORATEF_ED ,_
1
TOTAL DC INPUT TOTAL RF I t
," FEED NOOULE RF INPUT POWER RURBEROF RF INPUT POWER .UTPUT ARRAY
TYPE TYPE PER EL_NENT ELERENTS POWERt REQUIREO POWER EIRP'* EFFICICNCY
...... i ,,,
; CORPORATE VPS-VPA 10 J 177 3.7 W 254.9 W 32.75 W 68.15 dBW 11.397%
SPACE VPS-VPA 10 nld 177 4.5 W 254.9 W 32.75 W 68.15 dBW 11.083%
CORPORATE VPS-CGA-VPA 0.125 _ 177 4_5.2 j 280.7 W 32.75 W 68.15 dBW 12.545%
SPACE VPS-CGA,-VPA 0.125 _ 177 56.0 _ 260.7 W 32,75 W 68.15 dBW 12.541%
" I i
• INCLUDESFEED LOSSES _ +
"* INCLUOIN6 53 d8 REFLECTORGAIN
+
ARRAYEFFICIENCY • RF OUPI_T- RF INPUT _!
OC INPUT :,
k
i
NONOL|THIC_XJLE TRANSITION AND_IOUNTINGCONFIGURATION
#
4
i
1;
2
TRANSFORMER MODULE TRANSFORMER :_
SECTION SECTION SECTION •
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SUMMARYAt, ,.ONCLUSIOHS
SCANNINGBEANANTENNACONCEPTUALOESIGN
SUMMARY
• clEAR-FIELDOPTICSNECESSARYTOOBTAINEIRP
• SPACEFEOLENSOFFERSIMIN_TANTADVANTAGESOVERCORPORATEF OBFN
• I_ELIflIIlIWY TIIERI_L/PACKAGINGANALYSISINDICATESTHATUP
TO11t0SCANNINGSECTORSCANBEACC(WI)OATEOIN ONEARRAYLENS
• SHAKOmi-FOCALOPTICSIMPORTANTFOR6 SECTORSCANNINGfiEM
COVERAGE ,,
e MM.ICNOOULESSPECIFIEOHAG SUFFICIENTQUkNTIZATIONOF P_; FINER
QUANTIZATIONf AMPLITUOEIS HIGHLYOESIRAHLE
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MULT]PLEBEAMANTENNASYSTEMS
FEEO PLANE VS OPIIRUI,t FOCAL SURFACE
(TOP viEW)"_,r'--.-_
HYPERBOLOIDAL ._
SUBREFLECTOR
--'l lO,8xl'-%.9x F/D - 0,652
F16_-_"T" .o- 1,oo37.6;_
__x F/D - 1,356
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i TYPICALCLUSI'ERDESIGN
• WASHINGTON- NEWYORK- BOSTON
• WORST CASE CII PERFORMANCE
• EACH CITY BEAM GENERATEDBY 7-ELEMENTFEED CLU_TER
• OVERLAPPINGFEEDS REQUIRED
• ELEMENTWEIGHTSDETERMINEDBY CONJUGATEMATCHING
TECHNIQUE
FEEDCLUSTERLAYOUT
W,t3HINQTON. D.C.
|HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION)
N|W YORK
(VERTICAL POLARIZATION)
IIO,STON
|HORIZONTAL POLARIZATiONI
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STUDYOBJECTIVES
• DEVELOPSPACEBORNEMULTIBENI AND SCANNINGBEAMPHASED
ARRAYFEED DESIGN APPROACHES
• PARAHETRICSTUOYOF DUALOFFSET REFLECTORSYSTENS
CONFIGUREOFOR I_JLTIPLE FIXED/SCANNING BEAMS
• INTEGRATIONOF SOLID STATE AHPLIFIERS AND PHASE SHIFTERS
i
INTO THE ARRAYDESIGN ,-
i 79:3
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CITYBEAM,PERFOANANCE
| i , H | i : n,m | , _
CIT..__Y (AZ, EL) LOCATION CJf RATIO P.EAKGAI:N CROSS-POL EIR._.,._P
WASHINGTON (0.65°, 0.1°) 33.9 dB 54.8 dE -42.1 dB 54.0 dB_l
N(WYORK (0.95O, 0.25°) 44.3 dB 54.8 dE -41.7 dR 54.0 dB_
BOSTON (1.2 °, 0.450) 31.7 dB 54.9 dE -37.9 dB 53.9 dB_/
DYNAMICBEN: CONTROL
• C/I PERFORMANCEAT BOSTONIS 31,7 dB
• DOMINANTINTERFERENCEIS WASHINGTONSIO_LOBE LEVELS
• RE-OPTIMIZE MASHING'IONBEAMAT NEIdlOCATIONS
RESULTINGIN SMALLN_XINTS OF SCANEIITHOUT
SIONIFICNIT DEEREDATIONIN BEAMPERF0P,HANCE
• NEWIdEIGHTSARE ACHIEVEDUSING A COMBINATIONOF
POMEROIVIDERS ANDW41C1400ULES
• _ LIMITED BY DISCRETE LEVELSOF GAIN AVAILABLE
NITH THE VPA NOOULE
: J
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COMPUTEDWASHINGTONBEAMPERF_dLANCEFORTHREESETSOF ELEMENTEXCITATIO_¢S ",
ii illl i JL
• ' C/] RATIO GAIN AT
," WEIGHT LOCATION(AZa EL) AT BOSTON WASHINGTON CROSS-POL EIRP
ORIGINAL (0.65, O.1) 31.7 dB 54.8 dB -42.1 dB 53.9 dBW
A (0.65, 0.0) 33;9 dB 53.2 dB -42.0 dB 54.8 dBW
B (0.7, 0.0) 34.0 dB 53.0 dB -42.0 dB SS.5 dBW
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
MULTIPLEFIXED BEANANTENNACONCEPTUALDESIGN
SUMMARY
• USINGTWOREFLECTORANTENNAS,OFFSETCASSEGRAINOPTICS IS
SUFFICIENT;TO USEONEREFLECTORWILL REQUIREHIGHLYCONTOUREO
ARRAYSTRUCTUREORSHAPEDSUBREFLECTOR
• LIMITEDDYNAMICBEAMCONTROLIS FEASIBLEUSING CONVENTIONAL
BFN AND SEPARATEMMIC MODULES( IMPROVEDC/I RATIO)
• IMPROVEDYNAMICBEAMCONTROLIS POSSIBLEWITHFINER
AMPLITUOEQUANTIZATION
• BEAM-TO-BEAMISOLATIONIS ACHIEVABLEWITH POLARIZATION
, DIVERSITYAND SPATIALSEPARATIONALONE
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The proposedmulttmtsston configuration atms to reduce the numberof reflectors i
present on the spacecraft and thetr related supporting structure (masts, boom) and at
the samet_n,e divide the feed system from the reflector system for posstble main-
tenance and/or payload substitution. This tmpltes:
o An antennasystemsthat is split Intotwo parts:
(I) the reflectorwlth the platform
(2) the feed subsystemwlth the payload
o Reuseof the same reflectorat differentfrequencies(to achievethis,
the reflectorsystemwill use additionalcomponents,l.e.,frequency-
sensitivesubreflectors(FSS))
o In case of In-orbitrefurbishmentor maintenance,the reflectorsystem
may remainIn orbit with the platform
o The presenceof the FSS allowsseparationof the focal positionsuffi-
cientlyfor the multlple-contouredbeam applicationsrequiredby future
missions
Thereare two of thesereflectors(onefor TX function,one for RV deployed)
on the east and west sidesof the spacecraft,and the solar panelsare on the north
and southsides. The payloadsare alignedalong the yaw axis. Apart from th_ size,
thisconfigurationlook_ likea conventionalspacecraft.
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The mtsston advantages are listed below. Addtttollally, the reuse of the
same reflector gtves a better reliability and a stmpler orbit control syste" .,
OPfqllvAL PAQ£ /S
OF POOR QU,'_LITY , :
- REDUCINGTHETOTALMASS INORBIT
- MAXIMISINGTHE PAYLOADDENSITY
- ;,EDUCINGSERVICINGFLIGHTSTO THEMINIMUMNUMBER
- REDUCTIONOF BOOMNUPIBER
-- MINIMUM LOSS CONFIGURATION (WAVEGUIDE RUN OPTIMI_ED)
MISSION ADVANTAGES
?99
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The two reflectors have four subref]ectors with frequency-sensitive elements
_; on eachof them,exceptfor the lastone (forone band),which is solid. Each
subreflectoris reflectingat its own frequencyand is transparentto the other
three. Tne subreflectorscausea splitof the relativefeed position. In this
way a feedsystemfor each frequencycan be designedwith the maximumfreedomin
the allowedspace. The spaceshownhere is compatiblewithinEuropeancoverage
' (50). The figtlreshowsa sideview of the spacecraftwith fourdifferentpay-
_, loads(oneTX and one RV).
c
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|UPPOATINI
lOOM TOWARDEARTH
MULTIMISStONSPACESEGMENT
SCHEMATIC CONFIGURATION
I
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II The characteristicsof the antennasystemsare summarizedin the figure.
-I
OR/GINAt PAQE IS
"_ OF POOR QUALITy
- VERYLARGEUNFURLABLE(OR INFLATABLE)REFLECTORL
4
- A NUMBEROF RIGIDDICHROICSUBREFLECTCRSINAN OPTIMUMCONFIGURATION
; FORMULTIPLE/ CONTOUREDBEAMUSE
- DIFFERENTPAYLOADSPOSITIONEDINTHEIROWN FOCALREGION
- ANTENNAPOINTINGMECHANISMFOR EACHSUBREFLECTORPOSSIBLE
- ARIANECOMPATIBILITYOF THE REFLECTORSUBSYSTEM
_C
ANTENNASYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS
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The figureshowsa blowupof the reflectorsystemwith the differentsub-
reflectors.This configurationis a stable-reflectorfoldedconfigurationfor
each frequencyband,and has tvzoadvantages,a largeequivalentF/D and small
equivalentoffestangles. These implysmallbeam distortions. (See figureon
! _ followingpage.) The smallequivalentoffsetangle is obtainedby foldin9the
configurationin such a way that the feed principalray (i.e.,the normalto the
feedaperture)is as close as possibleto the traceof the focal plane on the
pl_"_of symmetry. (Thebest case is when it is _aralle1. Separatecontrolof
the beamdirectionsis possibleby moving each subreflectorseparately.)
The frequency-selectivesurfaceshave a bandwidthlargerthan 20% depending
on the incidentangle on the surface. The correspondinglossmay go from 0.2 dB
(firstsubreflector)to 0.4 dB (lastsubreflector).The area betweentwo con-
secutivefocimay be sharedbetweentwo differentfrequencies.
SUBREFLECTOR SECONDARYFOCII
:, 802
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It is likelythat differentfrequencieswill requiredifferentreflector i
diameters. A possibleway to get this resultis to use only a partof the sub-
reflector(i.e.,make it frequencysensitive). In this way it is possibleto select
oply a part of the main reflector. Becausethe subreflectorpart of the reflector
systemcannotbe changedin orbit from payloadto payload,the reflectorreduction.
i shallnot be at the lowerlimit and someoptimizationof the 3 dB beamwidthshall be
performedat the feed level.
Advantagesof suchan approachare:
o F/D increase(betterperformances)
o Use of the controlpartof the reflector(lessdistortions)
• A clear disadvantageis the increase(inverselyproportional)of the feed
dimensions.
r +
/ FEED CLUSTER %
/ FOR _OUCEO DIAM. l +
/SUBREFLECTORREFLECTINGZONE / NFEEDCLUSTER "}
( FOR 20 GNg) FOR FULL OIAM, I
\ / ,1/
+
\ 1
EQUIVALENT FULL
__ MAIN REFLECTOR REFLECTOR
/ ///
/ /
/!
/ ;
+./
SECONDARYFOCz }
C _ X SAND
MAIN REFLECTOR OPTIMISATION FOR EACH FREQUENCY BAND (SHOWN 20GHz) THROUGH AN
INDEPENDENT REDUCTION OF THE REFLECTOR AREA OF EACH SUBREFLECTOR
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The next two figuresshow the secondaryand primarypatternsof the full-slze I
and reduced-sizereflector.
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The proposed configuration is compatible with the Ariane 4 fairing, as shown
in the figure.
m m
I
REFLECTORS a SUBREFLECTORSFOLDED
TO FIT THE ARIANE iv ENVELOPE
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For the antenna subsystem (except for the spacecraft definition) there are three
main points of investigation:
o Reflector design for a large frequency range (surface roughness,
tolerances, etc.)
o Multtdichrotc subreflector performance (mutual effects, spurious
resonances, etc.)
o Mechanismsubsystem (independent pointing mechanismfor the subreflectors,
reflectorpointingand deployment,supportingmast, etc.)
ORIGIN.SL.._=D_(_::,;L
OF POOR QUALITY
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LARGE SPACE ANTENNA COMMUNICATIONSSYSTEMS -
INTEGRATED LaRC/JPL TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTACTIVITIES
I. INTRODUCTION
Thomas G. Campbell
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
: Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
NASA Langley Research Center
I November 30 - December 3, 1982 ,
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INTRODUCTION
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Langley Research Center have been
developing technology related to large space antennas (LSA) during the past
several years. The hardware development activities were initiated during the
Larke Space System Technolosy (LSST) Prcgram in 1978 and are now being continued
by OAST through concept verification stages. During these concept development
activities the structural aspects of the reflector configuration have been
emphasized, but, due to funding constraints, feed system technology could not
be addressed. Now, through the Communication System (R/T) Program of OAST, the
problems associated with the feed systems that could be used wlth the LSA
reflectors are now being investigated. Since the elements of the reflecto:
program are directed by JPL and LaRC, an integrated feed development program
has been initiated. This program will be synergistic with the reflector
development and the electromagnetic research activities under way at JPL and
LaRC.
ORiGiNAL PAGE lS
OF. IPOOR QUALITY
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OBJECTIVES FOR THE INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTPLAN
The need for a communication system research progrmnbecame apparent durin 8
the recent studies for the Land Noblle Satellite System (L//SS). Thls study
indicated the need for addltlonal research in (i) electromagnetic analysis
I methods, (2) design and development of multiple beam feed systems, and (3) the
measurement methods for LSA reflectors. The objectives of the integrated
technology development program are listed below.
RECENT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
STUDIES FOR LMSS HAVE DEMONSTRATED
I I I
THE FOLLOWING NEEDS:
..... t
• VERIFIED E/M ANALYSIS METHODS FOR LARGE MESH
DEPLOYABLE REFLECTORS
• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIPLE BEAM FEED SYSTEMS
SUITABLE FOR L S A APPLICATIONS
ii i
• EVALUATE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR LARGE
DEPLOYABLE REFLECTORS
i
QlllmmalL_ l_
m _v_uv_W
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SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE LAND MOBILE SATELLITE SYSTEN (LMSS)
The recent LHSS studies at JFL and LaRC have identified two spacecraft con-
figurations for the multiple beam misst_ns. The JPL approach is to use a single
55-meter offset reflector and a feed system composed of ove_lappin 8 feed cluster
I elements for the transmit and receive RF functions. The LaRC configuration is a
larger symmetrical space frame structure that contains four 5$-mete_ offset sub-
apertures. The overall diameter is 122 meters. This eppro_ch is proposed in an
effort to ease the packaging constraint imposed on She feed system by using
additional apertures. The beams vould then be interleaved from the ,especttve
apertures in providtn s the CONUS coverage required. Therefore, each LMSS con-
figuration has different structural and radio frequency technological problm •
that _rlll be addressed through the integrated program.
*4
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_ CO_4UNICATIORS SYSTemS TECt_OLOCY DEVELOPHE_ _AH
The technology developuent plan for the £ntegrated comunlcattons sysCeas
r program at JPL and LaRC is shown belov. The major thrusts of the program are
;_ listed on the left-hand c_lumn of the plan and the major aileE_ones for each{
, thrust are scheduled as shown. The separate 3PL and LaRC tasks are integrated
i, through che development and cestlng of the 15-meter hoop/colt_n deployr'-le
: antenna model. This reflector model is being developed by the Karris Corpora-
tion under contract co Langley. The 15-_eter model will provide a test bed tot
evaluating the LMSS feed system configuration that _rlll be developed by _L and
Langley. In add_cion, the 15-_eCer model vilI serve as a verification model for
the reflector analysis codes that are being aodifted and improved to include the
characteristics of mesh reflector surfaces. The 15-later antenna syaten will be
testpd in a planar near-field facility.
i
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-_ LARGE SPACE ANTENNA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS -
" INTEGRATED LaRC/JPL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
II. LaRC ACTIVITIES
v
1
T. G. Campbell, M. C. Bailey, C. R. Cock:eli,
-" and F. B. Beck
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
NASA Langley Research Center
November 30 - December 3, 1982
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iELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES AT THE LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
: The objective of the electromagnetic analysis activities at the Langley
Research Center Is to develop efficient and accurate analytical methods for
predicting both far- and near-fleld radiation characteristics of large off-
set multiple-bemn multlple-aperture mesh reflector antennas.
2
ORIGINALPAGEIS
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The Langley Research Center is emphasizing the utilisation of aperture
-! Integratlon (AI) augw_nted with Geomotrlcal Theory of Diffraction (GTD) In
analysing the large reflector antenna system. Typlcelly, aperture In_e_ratlon
is used to compute the main beam and near sldelobes and GTD will be used So
compute the wide-angle sldelobes and backlobes. CTD can also be used to com-
.' pete the near field radiation characteristics for certain near fleld aperture
conditions. Reflector rim shapes, such as the segu_ted hoop of the 15-n_ter
model, can be analyzed by GTD. The Langley analytical tasks shall be supported
by the Electro Science Laboratory at the Ohio State University. Preliminary
results are presented in reference I.
• Aperture Integration - Aperture Field Method (AI) is used to compute the
main beam and near sidelobes.
• Aperture Integration and GeometricaIThe_!r _ of Diffraction - GTD coupled
with AI will provide capability to compute wlde-an_le sldelobes and back-
lobes, _s well as main beam.
• Aperture Integration Eztended and GT_D - Improved accuracy in computinl
the radiation pattern is expected if the aperture is extended to include
vertex diffraction. AIE-GTD _ill be required when AI and GTD solutions
have no common reRion of validity.
817
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CALCULATED FAR FIELD PATTERN USING APERTURE INTEGRATION
AND GEOMETRICAL THEORY OF DIFFRACTION
An example for the field radiation pattern calculations for tapcred
illumination and non-offset reflector using AI and GTD is shown below. The
differences, especially in the sldelobes, can be noted. These particular
results were obtained from Ohlo State University (ref. I) and they exemplify
: the need for AIE and GTD in order to obtain the complete 360-degree coverage
r_ about the antenna. The analysis methods developed will be evaluated using
: sub-scale engineering models for RF verification.
: [From ref. l] ORIGINAL PAGE I,%
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35 GHz RF VERIFICATION MODEL (DA - 35)
The first RF verification model operates at 35 GHz and prell_nary test
results are discussed in reference 2. The configuration of the offset fed
reflector geo_try and the machining process are shown below.
OR'_ -
•_. P_I_, I_
OF POORQUAtfTy
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ANALYTICALAND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING TEE 35-GHz TEST MODEL
Preliminary analytlcal results are compared with the measured results f-r
the 35-GHz antenna model (precision surface - no pillows) In the figures below.
The principal plane patterns are shown. It can be seen that good agreement was i
obtained for the H-plane (symmetric plane) pattern cut, but poor agreement was i
observed for the E-plane. These results are being investigated and further
tests and analysis are under way. These results emphasize the need for experl- _
mental testing coupled wlth each reflector analysis activity.
I
MEASUREDANDCALCULAI[DPATTERNSFOR_ GHZMODEL ]
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3_ RF VERIFICATION MODEL (DA - 150) _!
A larger RF verification model has been fabrlcaCed and Is shown below. Thls
model consists of 2.6-m-radlua reflectors vlth the capabillty of teatln8 two
_ adjacent reflectors slmultaneously. Thls RF verification model operates at
i 15 GHz and is the largest aperture that co_ Id be teated on the far field range
available for testing. In fact, a (D2/A) range condition extJted using this
aperture that required defocualng the feed In order to achieve the far field
pattern. •
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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• FABRICATION OF
_- PRECISION RF ...,_,"'
VERIFICATION MODEL
r
f
ABBEMBLED
/ qlP . ANTENNA TEST
• .,,-- , __ ._ ;_ MOOEL
A MOLD WITH 0.05 mm _,_ "- _,(0.002 IN.) RMB ACCURACY _ ,,
18 USED TO BUILD _._ _JL.
FIBERGLASB
FACE SKINS i!_.., _i. _FACE 8KINB ARE m" !
A88EMOLED TO "/
RIGID BACKUP
STRUCTURE ADJUSTMENT 8CREW8
---- " BETWEEN FACE 8KIN8 ANO
BACKUP STRUCTURE PROVIDE
A REFLECTOR ACCURACY OF
0.2 mm (0.00| IN.) RMB
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]-_ ANALYTICALAND EXPERIMENTALRESULTS- 150_ NODEL
The measured and calculated radiation patterns for the RF verification
model (15 GHz) are shorn bel_. AI was used to compute the patte_ and further
laproven_nts In analysis and exper_nental modeling are expected.
MEASUREDANDCALCULA'I_DPATTERNSFORRADIOFREQUENCYVERIFICATION
MODEL(14DBFEEDTAPER)
Or"
_-I0 ----- CAL _ __l " ____.'_
,
-3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3
ANGLE(DEGREES} i
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MULTIPLE BEAM FEED DESIGN
Nlcrostrip antenna design techniques wlll be used in developing the proof-
o_-concept LMSS feed configur_tlon scaled to, the IS-meter (6.09-meter sub-
aperture) test aodel. Extensive research In mlcrostrlp antenna teehni0ues
have been conducted at Lan81ey, and these anslysls methods will be used for
i the LHSS feed design using multlple apertures. The analytical capability
for predicting the radiated fleld, impedance, and mutual impedance charac-
teristics of mlcrostrlp elements has been developed.
[,MIcRosmIP.^._ ^.^LYS,Si
(vector pofential) _= ff _f. :_
(r_,=edfie,d) _,=k'X',_'(_'.X')
(Impedance) Z= f'f_. }"
(mutu.,,m_n=_Z.=//_..J;
Analysisof ElectromagneticsProblem
::¢
1. DeriveG by solvingboundaryvalueproblemwith impulsecurrent.
2. ExpressJ in serieswith appropriateexpansionfunctions.
3. Solvefor coefficientsof J"by matrixmethods.
823
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|i RADIATIONPATTERNOF HICROSTRIPANTENNA
•_ An example of the accuracy of the. microstrlp analysis methods for predicting!
I the radiation patterns is shorn belov. A rectangular mlcrostrlp, llne fedantenna was used.
t
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IMPEDANCE OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
An example of the accuracy of the mlcrostrlp analysls methods for pre-
dlctln 8 the Inpedance Is shown below. A rectangular element configuration was
used. Good asreement has b_en obtained for the matched impedance (50 ohm8) as
well.
ORIGI_/ALP_C_2I_I
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INTER-ELEMEnT COUPLING OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS
Analysis nethoda for calculating the Inter-element coupling of rect&ngular
elements have been developed for the E- and H-planes. The anslysls Is being
developed for circular m/crostrip elements. The coupling effect m_at be
included in any mlcrostrlp cluster feed concept.
0r oRIGINALPAGEIS • •
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FLFASI_LEDAND CALCULATED RADIATION PATTERNS FOR A
7-ELEMENT MICROSTRIP FEF_D CLUSTER
Y
_ A 7-element mlcrostrlp feed cluster has been considered in producing a
_i single spot beam for the LMSS. Therefore, an engineering model of such a7-element feed (3-GHz scale frequency) has been analyzed. Circular mlcrostrip
_ _'_ elements were used and the measured and calculated patterns are shown below.
The effects of mutual coupling were conslde-.ed as the radiation patterns were
:: calculated wlth coupling effects neglected and then included as indicated
•_ below. The primary effect for the ca_e considered was on the sldelobe level.
In fact, mutual coupling for thls example lowered the slde levels by about 2 dB.
• :, , Measured
-_ :/ Calculated i
e I
e
_ •
Couplingeffeds neglected Couplingeffects included
i
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FEED CLUSTER DESIGNS WITH AMPLITUDE TAPERING
In the use of offset reflectors for communication and/or radlometric
applications, different reflector illuminatlon functions wlll probably be
required. In the RF verification tests that have been under way with the
35-GHz and 15-GHz test models, two feed illumlnations were used: 6 dB and
14 dB edge tapers. Therefore, mlcrostrip feed clusters that would provide
the 6 dB and 14 dB reflector edge illumlnatlons were modeled at 3 GHz. A
hexagonal element pattern was selected that would facilitate packaging a
multiple beam configuration. The numbers of elements required for the 6 dB ;
and 14 dB illumlnations are 19 and 37, respectively. The amplitude distri-
bution for each hexagonal ring of elements is indicated below for each
cluster conflguration.
reflector illumination reflectorillumination
" !
!
)
,
_ 000
""-
ow-- , _ ' ooze *ii
--- ,OOO -- 1.o• • • 0 8 i'! ...... ';_'OO0 0.3
-d k- 0.2 ._ _
I0"60;_ 0.65_,I i
I
!
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_, PHOTOGRAPH OF 7-ELEMENT CONFIGURATION
i"
A photograph of the 7-element microstrlp cluster design is shown below.
' A Teflon fiberglass laminate (_r = 2.4) was used. Circular microstrip elements
were fed by coaxial probes and then combined using coaxial transmission lines
I and power dividers. A single probe feed was used on each element as linear
.:
polarization was produced.
q
!
i
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TECHNOLOGY DELIVERABLES
The technology dellverables expected from thls Integrated Technology
: Development Program (JPL/LaRC) are llsted below. The results should prove to
be signlflcant in assessing the readlness of deployable antenna technology
for future multiple beam missions.
0 YEa/FIEBINTE6Ra TEB FEEB/R EFLECTOR 4NRLY$15
MET#OB$FORMULTIPLEBEaMANTENNAS
* EVRLURTEBTHROUGHSUB-SCaLEMOBELINdRNB
IS M aNTENNaR F TESTS
MICROSTRIPMULTIPLEBEaMFEEBSYSTEMBE$16N/
_PEVELOPMENT[OVER-LaPPINdCLUSTER4NB
NON-OVERL4PPINdCLUSTER$/
0 NEWME$ttaNaLYTICaLMOBEL$ !
0 VERIFIEBMERStI_EMENTMETtlOB$F_? I.aRdE4PERTUREe
MULTIPLEBEaMaNTENIM$
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NEAR FIELD TESTS USING THE 15-METER ANTENNA MODEL
A significant milestone in this Integrated Technology Development Program
(JPL/LaRC) will be the RF testing of the 15-meter model in a near fleld facility.
The Near Field Testing Laboratory (NFTL) at Martln-Marletta-Denver has been
investigated and adjudged suitable for such tests. The NFTL is discussed in
reference 3. The test configuration with the 15-meter model in the NFTL is
shown below (ref. 4). It is anticipated that after the RF tests verifying mesh
reflector surface characteristics have been completed, then the JPL and LaRC
feed engineering models will be tested. These results should prove to be sig-
nificant as the performance capabilltles of mesh deployable antenna systems
will be evaluated.
[From ref. 4]
PROBES 1
_":1 ft _ '_ '_ J - HARRISCORPIS CURRENTLY/ DEVELOPINGHO0P/COWMNDEPLOYABLEANTENNAFORLaRC
- l_-mMODELOFlO0-mCONCEPT
i I CAN BEACCOMMODATEDBY
NFTLFORTESTINGUPTO 18GHz
8 ft ABSORBER
• _ 2S_t JL_,r2.
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This paper describes the portion of JPL antenna R/D work that is performed co-
operatively with Langley Research Center in support of the demonstration and evalua-
tion of the 15-m unfurlable antenna. Figure 1 presents the activities that wlll
be performed during FY 83 and FY 84.
• DEVELOPOVERLAPPINGCLUSTER-OF-ELEMENTSMULTIPIE-BEAMFEEDFOR
LaRCLS-MUNrURLABLEANTENNA
• MODIFYAND/ORVERIFYEXISTINGJPLSCATTERINGPROGRAMSNECESSARYFOR
EVALUATINGRFPERFORMANCEOFTHE].5-MANTENNA,INCLUDING:
• PIE-SHAPEDREFLECTORS
• SURFACEDISTORTIONSDUETOTHERMALEFFECTS 1
• SURFACEDISTORTIONSDUETOPILLOWINGEFFECTS !
• MESH REFLECTORS
!
• EVALUATESUITABILITYOFUSINGEXISTINGJPLPLANE-POLARNEAR-FIELD i
MEASUREMENTCAPABILITY FORDESIGNVERIFICATIONANDACCEPTANCE
TESTINGOFLARGEOFFSETANTENNAS I
a
t,
Figure 1
;
I
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OVERLAPPING FZED CONCEPT OF POOR QUALITY
The basic way to generate multiple beams is to place the feed for each beam at
the focal plane of a reflector system as shown in Figure 2(a). For adjacent beams to
have a high cross-over level, their feeds must be close together. For beams to have
_ low sldelobes, the aperture of each feed must be large so as to illuminate the re-
flector with high edge taper. When both low sldelobe and high cross-over are needed,
' as in the case of LMSS, it is necessary for the feed apertures to overlap. Such
' overlapping is physically impossible if single feeds are used, as shown in Figure 2(b).
The overlapping can be achieved, however, if the aperture of each feed is made up of •
a number of subapertures or elements, as shown in Figure 2(c). In this case, each
aperture is composed of a cluster of 7 elements with 4 common elements serving both |
feed apertures to produce both beams. For LMSS applications, the use of 7-element
clusters provides sufficient flexibility to meet sidelobe and cross-over requirements.
I EARTH
1_"
_ !!
} \\ i
\ ,
\
FOCALPLA.__.
FEED2 -/ "_\
(a)
TWO OVERLAPPING SINGLEFEEDS TWO OVERLAPPING7-ELEMENTCLUSTERFEEDS
(PHYSICALLYIMPOSSIBLE) (FOURCOMMONELEMENTSI
(b)
Figure 2
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OVERLAPPING CLUSTER FEED DESIGN FOR 15-m ANTENNA
For the 15-m _ntenna, a circularly polarized overlapplng cluster feed is to be
developed to illuminate one quadrant of the antenna. Two alternatives are under
consideration. One design is to produce 8 beams by using 21 elements, simulating a
section of the feed for the 7-frequency reuse caa_ of LqSS. as shown in Figure 3(a)o
The numerals 1 to 7 denote the center elements of seven 7-element clusters for
producing seven far-fleld beams (from the reflector) at seven different frequencies.
The cluster with center element 1 on the right is to produce an eighth beam operating
at the same frequency as the beam produced by the cluster with center element 1 on
the left. The presence of two beams of same frequency enables the study of inter-
beam isolation characteristics of the design and the verification of existing com-
puter programs for isolation calcul_:ions. The other desisn _ as shown in Figure 3(b),
is to produce 5 beams by using 16 elements, simulating a section of the feed for the
4-frequency reuse case of LMSS. Dual polarization is needcd in this design in order
to satisfy the LMSS isolation requirement.
For relative ease of deployment for future applications, mlcrostrip square patch
radiators will be utilized in that they are flat and thin. Each element is to con-
sist of four such radiators, as shown in Figure 3(c).
The frequency of operation of this feed has not yet been selected. It will be
determined Jointly with LaRC in order to be compatible with their feed design for
the multiple antenna aperture concept.
Zl ELEMENTS 16ELEMENTS I
8 BEAMS 5 BEAMS I
SIMULATING/-FREQUENCY SIMULATING4-FREQUENCY i
REUSECASEOF LMSS REUSECASEOFLMSS
(a) (b)
Figure 3
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4),
i A CLUSTEROF7 ELEMENTSPRODUCESONEBEAM
_ EACHELEMENTIS COMPOSEDOF4 MICROSTRIPSQUAREPATCHES
I (c)
Figure 3 (Concluded)
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To form individual beams, a beam formin8 network is required to divide the power
feeding each beam port of the feed and route It to the cluster of 7 elements associated
with that port. V_e to the overlapping requirement, the element connected to each
element port of the feed receives and comblves power from as many as 7 beam port_ for
many of t,,_"oelements. A schematic of this network for LMSS applications is shown in _
Figure 4(a). A design concept to implement this scheme using present day technology {
has been devised. Two microstrip panels are stacked ground to ground, as shown in
Figure 4(b). Curved power dividing circuits are etched on the beam port side, and "
similarly curved power combining circuits are etched on the element side, as shown
in Figure 4(c). The use of the stacked panels permits direct connections through the _
panels between appropriate terminals of the power dividing circuits and the power '
combining circuits, avoiding the otherwise severe routing problems of transmlss[on lines.
The use of curved circuits allows the combining of upllnk and downlink BFN's on the
same set of panels, thereby reducing the overall weight by half Th--BFN for the
15-m antenna will be developed based on this concept unless the frequency of opera-
t Lon to be selected does not permit the use of this design.
SCHEMATICFOROVERLAPPING MICROSTRIP PANELCONSTRUCTION
7-ELEMENTCLUSTERS
(a) (b)
Figure 4
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MICROSTRIP PATCH AND BFN DEVELOP)_NTAL ACTIVITIES
A circularly polarized microstrip square patch radiator has been developed at
UHF, as shown in Figure 5(a). The radiator consists of a square metallic patch above
a ground plane with honeycomb substrate in between. The radiator provides not only
the proper radiation characteristics but also the relatively broad bandwidth (7%)
required by LMSS.
A study for determining the loss and coupling characteristics of the proposed
LMSS beam forming network has been performed. By using two UHF microstrlp trans-
mission linp_ as shown in Figure 5(b), and by varying their separatio,:, it is con-
cluded that:
L
: (i) There are no significant losses in the circuits of the BFN
(2) There is no significant coupling between adjacent circuits of the BFN
_ ,, .o
: (a)
,..,_ :,._' .._,:... .
_,t _, :, _.Z_' " _ /
(b)
Figure 5
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F
CONCEPTUAL VIEW OF FEED ARRAY FOR 15-m ANTENNA =
' Figure 6 shows the conceptual view of the LMSS integrated planar feed array.
The feed array for the 15-m antenna wlll have a slmllar design except that no
electronics and thermal capabllltles will be provided.
ORIGINALPAGE |S
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Figure 6
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DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF REFLECTORS OF POOR QUALITY
L
r Demands for accurate and efficient analysis of reflectors have resulted in the
development of advanced computational techniques in vector diffraction methods.
These advanced techniques are particularly useful in parametric studies of multiple
_ and contour beam satellite antennas which require many computations. Figure 7
" _ describes several of these techniques and identifies their interrelationships as
: far as the construction of the far-fleld pattern is concerned. At JPL, computerL
programs based on Physical Optics (PO) and the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
(GTD) have been developed for analyzing both single and dual offset reflectors
(refs. i to 3). Recent methods, such as the application of sampling theorems, are
also being investigated for increasing the efflclencles of the numerical computations
iJ involved.
PO " PHYSICALOPTICS i
DIRECT INDIRECT AF " APERTUREFIELD
GO GO AF P0 GTD" GEOMETRICALTHEORY
+ /_ /_GTD OFDIFFRACTION
_wAR o? oo 2_x_i 2_x_i
NGE ,_
AW
I 'SIDELOBESFIRSTFEWSIDELOBES SIDELOBES .,'_
Ittlt tltlIttI "
AMPLINGTHEOREM %
i
I
Figure 7
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PHYSICAL OPTICS USING JACOBI-BESSEL EXPANSION
The Physical Optics (PO) diffraction analysis method has been proven to be a
very accurate and powerful technique for analyzing and predicting the radiation
characteristics of reflectors. Since a two-dlmenslonal integration on a curved
surface must be performed for any specified observation point, the standard inte-
gration algorithms can become very time-consumlng when a re }eared evaluation is
needed. A method based on the Jacobi-Bessel expansion has been developed and tested
which allows for a very efficient computation of the radiation pattern for many
observation points (refs. i and 3). This method has many advantages, particularly
for multiple-beam reflector systems. The key feature of the method is that a set of
coefficients, independent of the observation points, can be assigned to any re-
flector/feed configuration and then the radiation pattern can be computed, using
only these coefficients. A block diagram of the steps involved in this procedure
is shown in Figure 8.
REFLECTOR xji8_M
SURFACE
INCIDENT (" ____
FIELD / =
INDUCED Z
I CURRENT
EXPANSION } 2_ x-_i
• =-I FEED
CENTER8M, @M J _P, N, M_'----
JACOBI INTEGRATIONFOR
POLY. = COEFFICIENTS
STORE
OBSERVATION PCnm; PDnm
ANGLES8,@
T
FUNCTION
Figure 8
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SCAN PERFORMANCE OF AN OFFSET REFLECTOR WIT! CIRCULAR APERTURE
The performance of a multlple-beam reflector antenna cannot be properly assessed
without detailed information concerning the radiation pattern of each beam. Thls
includes the gain loss, sidelobe degradattons, cross-polarlzatlon patterns, boreslght
beam location, etc. In particular, detailed knowledge of these parameters Is vital
for predicting the carrler/interference (C/I) ratio among the beams, which is a para-
mount factor in the assignment of frequency reuse plans (ref. 4). For example,
Figure 9 shows how the radiation pattern of an offset parabolic reflector with clr-
cular projected aperture of diameter ffii00 A and F/Dp - 0.4(F/D-0.96) can become
degraded as the feed is positioned at different locatlons on the focal plane. In
thls figure, 0p is an angle which is measured from the central reflected ray for
each position of the feed. For this reflector/feed configuration, the beamwidths i
,. 0.7 °. Notice that, for numbers of beamwldths scanned larger than four, the pattern
is substantially degraded. For this reason, whenever a large number of beamwldths
scanned is required, offset parabollc reflectors with large F/Dp (>0.7) ratios must
be employed. The results shown in Figure 9 have been obtained using the Jacobl-
Bessel algorithm.
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When the hoop-column antenna configuration is used to generate multiple beams,
the reflector's projected aperture takes a "pie" shape. Neverthel_ss, the objective
is to achieve a radiation pattern which resembles a circularly projected aperture
reflector. This may be achieved by using mesh reflectors with variable reflectiv-
: itles such that only the portions of the pie which are confined to the circular
• aperture contribute to most of the radiation. Although this is conceptually feas-
ible, it may be very costly. The alternative would be to use a uniform mesh struc-
ture and illuminate the pie shape with feeds having hlgh aperture edge tapers_ which
is also necessary to produce low sidelobe levels. To assess the usefulness of thls
, approach, an experimental setup has been constructed at Lal_. This setup consists
of a metallic reflector with a pie-shaped projected aperture, which is illuminated I
by a feed having approximately -13 to -15 dB edge tapers, as shown in Figure i0. The I
dimensions of the reflector, operating at a frequency of f = 35 GHz, are also shown i
in the figure. !
f = 35 G"Hz
' t" - 20.Y' E._NE L "--_/
20o
" FEEDPATTERN
0 _. I , i , i , CASEI LARGECIRCLE
_ pH-PLANE CASEII PIESHAPED
X'_ c0s24.._(8) ............ CASEIII INNERCIRCLE
_10 D \\
E-PLANE \ \
dB_20c°s30"84181-__
i
-30 , I , 1 , 10 10 20 30
; 8 (deg)
i
Figure i0
J
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;
A numerical simulation of the LaRC ple-shaped reflector/feed configuration has w
been initiated using the Jacobi-Bessel diffraction analysis. Although this method
is most efflcient for clrcular-type apertures, nevertheless, satisfactory results i)
Imve also been obtained for the ple-shaped configuration. For the sake of simplic-
ity, the feed patterns are modeled as shown in Figure I0. Three cases have been |
considered: two circular and one ple-shaped aperture, as shown in Figure i0. The i
E- and H-plane patterns of these configurations are shown in Figure Ii in different
columns. The reader can easily compare the patterns and concT.ude that the pie- ]
i shaped reflector has patterns similar to circular reflectors in the main beam region. I
Perhaps the comparison between the pie and the inner-clrcle cases would have been
more representative if the feed direction had been tilted toward the ccn_er of the 1
Inner-circle case. Further studies are currently being pursued to compare these _
results with the measured data and to arrive at a detailed parametric evaluation of i
pie-shaped reflectors: }
I
i
+
CASE I II III !
GEOMETRY { X "
+
E-PLANE -_ "_'°; i ; i | : : : : : -,o ra | i i |
PATT£RN _oH-+-+_q----_--H-_ .,oL__- _
•oE-.L-}_-J',/_._+t_-__ ,o_ ....... ,o ++10 a 6 *4 ,2 0 2 4 8 II tO 10-II .6 -4 -2 2 4 6 $ _0 10-I -6 -4 -2 0 :1 • 4 ! SO
eld*l) #(Lell) t(dql) "_
° o,........
-- -- - , .... , , ........ I I I
_ ' u 1
H-PLANE "+,. ...... +.-,© -+ : i i i ! ,
PATTERN _, -+-_,_ _o : ;-_._ +
:--_- ; I __
.4, i_,,---- .4c , , ,o_- i : :+'.:;;:_+-!
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_I OFFSET REFLECTOR WITH SLOWLY VARYING DISTORTION
Both systematic distoztions and random irregularities of reflector antenna sur-
faces can cause antenna radiation patterns to be markedly different from those of
perfectly smooth reflector surfaces. How different the patterns are depends on many
factors, such as the distribution, magnitude and shape of the irregularities, re-
flector illumination taper, the F/D ratio, etc. Commonly, the systematic errors
result from thermal and dynamic effects. Thermal effects are relat%vely slowly
varying (quasi-statlc) and are due to the different angles of the Sun's illumination
on the reflector caused by diurnal motions of the satellite. Dynamic effects can
i cause rapid variations in the surface and are usually more difficult to anal_ze. A
• computer program has been developed at JPL for the analysis of slowly varying dis-
:_ tortions. The results of this computer program are now being tested against measured
+
'_ data. The configuration of the reflector is shown in Figure 12(a). This is a very
_ accurately machined reflector and its profile deviates from a best-flt parabolic
_ reflector as shown in the figure. (This reflector was originally constructed for
_+ maximum gain dual offset reflector application.) The measurement setup will use a
corrugated horn as the feed and many far-field pattern cuts will be measured for
different locations of the feed. Preliminary numerical results for both the best-
fit parabola and the distorted surface are shown in Figure 12(b). It is observed that
the patterns become substantially degraded for the distorted reflector of Figure 12(a)
at a frequency of 31.4 GHz.
(a)
Figure 12
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PATTERNS OF UNDISTORTED AND DISTORTED REFLECTORS ,_
BEST-FIT PARABOLA DISTORTED REFLECTOR
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: FAR FIELDS USING PLANE-POLAR NEAR-FIELD TECHNIQUE
It is well known that at least 2D2/_ to 5DZ/Iof "real estate" is required to
measure the far-field patterns of a reflector with diameter D in the far-field
I range. Unfortunately, in many situations such real estate may not be easily ac-
cessible. Also, applications of ever-lncreaslngly fragile antennas necessitate that
a controlled measurement environment be used. Near-field measurement techniques are
available as alternatives, which include plane-rectangular, cylindrical and spherl- i
cal techniques. Recently, a new near-fleld measurement technique, referred to as
the plane-polar measurement technique, has been developed and tested at JPL (ref. 5).
' This technique Is particularly suitable for high gain antennas, which also are
gravitationally sensitive. The near field of the antenna is measured by a probe
moving in a linear direction while the antenna rotates about its axis. Once the
: amplitude and phase of the near-field measurements are recorded, they are transformed
via a Jacobi-Bessel expansion to determine the far-field patterns. Figures 13(a) and
13(b) show both the schematic and actual measurement setup. In the JPL facility
, antennas up to five meters in dlametcr have been measured. Figure 13(c) shows the
comparison between the far-field patterns obtained using the plane-polar near-field
technique and those obtained in the far-field range. These are patterns of the
parabolic reflector wlth 1.5 m (58") diameter measured at X-band (8.415 GHz), as
shown in Figure 13(b). Results of the near-fleld technique for both co-polar (right
circular) and cross-polar (left circular) fields show excellent agreement with the
actual far-fleld data. Further tests are needed to assess the applicability of
this technique to multiple-beam offset reflector antennas.
NEAR-FIELi)CHAMBER
'_ABSORBER
611mK I ,
_I__
FEATURES:
• BOTHTHEPROBEANDTHEANTENNAAREGRAVITATIONALLYBETTERB_ALANCED
• PROBEMOVESONLYIN ONEDIRECTION
• ANTENNAONLYROTATES(NODISPLACE/VENTS)
• ALLOWSi_,RGE___.RRANTENNASFORTHESA_ "REALESTATE"
• ANTENNAALWAYSPOINTSIN THEFIXEDDIRECTION
• VERYSUITABI.EFORHIGHGAINANTENNAS
(a)
Figure 13
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Figure 13 (Concluded)
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INTRODUCTION
Reflector antennas with mesh surfaces have been used in ground and space _ :
applications primarily for communication systems. The purpose of thls short paper
is t: indicate how the zequlrements for mesh surface reflectors are different for I{
microwave radiom_tric applications, and to propose a method of measuring the
anticipated small dissipation losses of gold-plated mesh using a radiometer system. _
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" _ REVIEW OF I_3ND_ALS
[ The basis geometry used in a spacecraft radiometer system is given in figure i.
The basic scalar relationships between the antenna temperature and brightness
• temperature are given in figure 2.
| The brightness temperature is the sum of the emission from the surface with
physical temperature TS and the reflected sky temperature as received into the
antenna terminals. The temperature observed by the antenna, TA, in its scalar form ,,
_.- is the convolution of the power pattern of the antenna with the brightness tempera-
- _. ture of the total observed scene Ts(e,_). The parameter TB(e,_) in this form can
_ then be related to the plane wave _eflectlon coefficient RS and the surface and sky
_,! temperatures TS and TSKY.
" :' RADIOMETER
., _ SKY
-+
'_ TSK Y
: 2 TSKY / /
/
% N. /
/
/
/
i
SURFACE
TS
Figure 1.- Typical radiometer scene in micrgwave
remote sensing. TBs = (i - IRsIZ)Ts .
L2:CLff f(0,_)) TB(e,_) SIN0 d0 d_)
TA =
Jo _ fi0,+)SIN0 d Od+
= + IRs 12
, TB ( 0, _ ) TBs TSKY
SINCE (S = 1- I RsI 2. TBS = (S TS• 4
i Tal0,_b) = I1- IR S I 21TS + I RS 12 TSKY :
Figure 2.- Antenna temperature and brightness temperature.
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The antenna temperature is polarlzatton dependent, as is the antenx,a pattern,
'.- and hence the simple scalar expression for TA in fi_.Ire 2 must be expressed in
vector form, as given in figure 3, where TBv and TBH are the polarized brightness
i temperatures of the scene, and _ is the angle between the primary polarization vector
., , of the antenna and the scene coordinate system. Notice that in addition to the
: expected terms, there is a third term involving the difference in the scene brlgh_-
hess temperature (TBv - TBH) and sin 2_ cos 2_. In this instance, 6 is the phase
difference between the direct and cross-polarized pattern of the observing antenna. \
Hence, the amount of cross polarization in the antenna affects the observed antenna
temperature.
.t
#
_o2ff_ol [fo SIN20+ f_ COS2#] TBH + [f0 COS2_ + f_bslN2_] TBv
+ (TBv-TBHIf0f_SIN21_COS# }SINsd0d _
TA =
:. # + f@lSINOd0d#d_
Figure 3.- Vector property of a,tenna temperature.
\
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. An additional parameter which must be accounted for in radtometrtc measurements
_. involves the effects of ohmic losses and reflections in the antenna back to the
iI effective receiver terminals. The simplest form of these effects is given in
figure 4, where the antenna losses and mismatch are treated as discrete network
parameters.
Ta,,(1-L-p) TA + / To + PTR
P " REFLECTIONCOEFFICIENT
t
: _ J -- FRACTIONALPOWERLOSSINANTENNA
_i TO ,, ANTENNATEMPERATURE
TR ,, MICROWAVETEMPERATURELOOKINGINTORECEIVER
i
Figure 4.- Antenna mismatch and losses.
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THE OCEAN APPLICATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF PARAMETERS
One of the possible applications of microwave radiometric systems is to
measure sea surface temperature. Typical accuracies desired for such systems
I are on the order of 1 K, so that syr_ems biases for the antenna on the order of
0.1 to 0.2 K are desired to assure t_e accuracy of the overall meg surement. The
sea brightness temperatures for 20°C sea water at nadir are on the order of i00
to ii0 K, independent of polarization. These temperatures can increase to a
nominal 180 K at other commonly employed observation angles for vertical polariza-
tion. Hence, at microwave frequencies, sea brightness temperatures can range from
I00 to 180 K (ref. i). The effect of dissipation losses can be quantified, as
shown in figure 5. Notice that to achieve small bias temperatures of 0.1 to 0.2 K,
a dissipation loss less than 0.005 dB must be achieved when that loss is at a
physical temperature of 300 K. Notice that from figure 4 the dissipation loss factor
enters into the bias correction .-s product terms, so that a knowledge of both
physical temperature and the loss factor is important. I
16f17 To=300 K
16
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Figure 5.- Effects of losses upon scene antenna
temperature. ATA = (TO - TA)_.
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The other major bias effect is the polarization mixing, due to a nonperfectly
polarized antenna. A measure of the effect of this mixing is illustrated in
figure 6, where the cross polarization bias temperature is plotted against differen-
tial bias temperature. The parameters P_l,OP and P81,d p represent the total power
contained in the main beam angular sector for the opposite and direct polarization.
Notice that a cross polarization level of -26 to -27 dB will produce a bias error of
less than 0.2 K.
p \
_I, op
------- .d8
PI 1' dp
3,0 -16
2,8
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Figure 6.- Effect of antenna cross polarization power on
radiometer bias as function of scene polarlzatton
difference temperature. ATBpol = TBpol - TBop.
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From the previous discussion, the two important mesh reflector properties as
! applied to radiometer measurements are mesh depolarlzation and mesh dissipative
r loss. The data presented here will give the reader a practical insight into the
• i problem.
_ For microwave radiometer measurements of sea temperature, typical reflection
_ loss data are given in figure 7 for 18 openings (1-1n. mesh). The measurea data
were obtained using a free-space measurement system with an inherent accuracy no
better than ±0.05 dB. The experimental points shown in figure 7 represent the \
maximum values observed; for the orthogonal polarlzatlon, values of 0.05 dB or less
: were obtained. Assuming the use of an II-GHz operating frequency, a reflection loss
of 0.07 dB is obtained. One now can refer back to figure 5 and observe that if
this O.07-dB loss is all dissipation, a bias of 2 to 3 K may be obtained. The
reflection ]oss observed in this measurement is the sum of dissipation loss and
leakage through the mesh. Hence, the measurement method does not allow separation
of the two parameters. _
l
0.3
; -- COMPUTED
® Ms._u.so
0.1 t
I I ,, I 1 I I ,! I I I
7 I I 10 11 1:1 13 14 IS 11 17 11
FREQUENCY(GHzl
18OPENINGS/INCH
Figure 7.- Calculated and measured reflection loss properties
of 18-openlngs-per-luch mesh.
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MESH LOSS PROPERTIES
Using the theoretical model shown in figure 7, a prediction of reflection lo88
properties at other typical radlometrlc frequencies for varying mesh 81ze, in
openings per inch, is given in figure 8. The behavior shown in figure 8 demonstrates
that the reflection properties of mesh tend to scale as a function of opening slze
per wavelength. Notice that much of the predicted data is below the experimental
accuracy of ±0.05 dB.
Figure 8.- Mesh loss properties st radiometer frequencies.
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FOAH-BACKEDHESH REFLECTOR i
Y
As indicated previously, the mesh, dependin_ upon the construction technique, '
may have an anisotropic scattering property. Indeed, for the mesh shorn in figure
7, the polarization dependence may be as large as 0.1 dB. The deployable antennas
utilizing mesh are generally constructed in gore patterns, which tend to minimize
this polarization property in the secondary far-fleld radiation pattern. In order
to quantify this problem, an offset-fed reflector was constructed using 12 gores
centered at the offset angle of 32", as shown in figure 9. The llnearly polarized
feed horn was a square Cohn multimode horn wlth a measured cross polarization
pattern level of less than -36 dB. The measured and predicted direct and cross
polarization patterns from thls mesh dlsh are given in figure 10. Predicted
patterns for this geometry using a solld reflector agree closely wlth the patterns
in figure I0, particularly for cross polarization. Hence, cross polarizatlon I
generated by mesh does not appear significant for the sea surface temperature
application.
1
FOAM AND MESH REFLECTOR GEOMETRY DATA: !
• 12 GOREMODEL 1
s 111OPENING/INCH MESH i
• RF LOSS-- 0.07 dBAT !
TESTFREQUENCY "
31.1" i
33.70"
!
s4o
270 i/ ,
flD =0.442
270 32°
2.6"
• A
t '
/ ,\
g ,
f = 2g.Tg" _.
Figure 9.- Foam-backed mesh reflector. _.f
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0 ' "
-- Copolar izatl on ',
i -10 *
Gain,
dB
-20 ""
,!
-i
-40 "_ f / _.Cross polarization
20 10 0 !0
Angle off boreslght, de9
Figure 10.- Foam and mesh reflector patterns.
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, A H_L_OD OF )lgASI_IIqG OISSIP&TION LOSS OF POOR QUALITY :
Due to the rapid heat transfer. 8old-plated mesh nay experience a temperature |
change of 300 to 400 K on orbit when passing through certain orbital conditions.
The effect of such changes on antenna bias temperature Is presented In flsure 11.
In fIKure if(a), the antenna is observLn8 an ocean scene, and in flpre ll(b) It Is
! vtavtng the cold sky. Pros these data, losses as mall as 0.001 to 0.003 dB must
be measured to obtalr, biases less than 0,1 to 0,2 K. To do this, _t Is propo-_..
that 8 radtometrtc uethod be employed. T_ views of the experinental syst_ _,
perform thls umasurement are given in fISures 12 and 13. The splash plata J,_ th,_s .,
experlm_nc Is made of s sold-plated solid conductor fez" calibration, combined with /_
mesh for loss aeasurement. The an_.icipated &TA for lov-loss nesh when lookLng at _
the cold sky is given in fiKure ll(b). It is pro?osed that the mesh be heated at_
allo_ed to cool slowly in order to determine the slope of _TA as s function of
temperature. The special reflecting plates and platfora tilt are necessary to
reflect the cold-sky temperature to the region behind the mesh, and hence to mini-
mise the measureueut error.
1" 0,0064S
_ TAo l" UO,_dS
K 0._.
0.1
_- o.ooIdS
,-t,, 1 l ,
T0. X
(a) Ocean scene. Scene temperature - 120 K.
03 J/ _ - O.OOSde
TA. _J_
K OJ
0,1 1"0,001dO
I00 30O )00 4OO 6OO
To.K
' (b) Scene temperature - 50 K. (50 Y. is typical radiometer
temperature when observinK cold sky o[ 3 K,)
Figure 11,- Change tn antenna tesperature due _o ohmic losses.
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-- !
TOP ViEW . . REFLECTING
PLATEII
RADIOMETER
__ HORN IP_ PLATE
i PLATES
SIDEVIEW
Figure12.-Radlomete_measurementarrangL_ent.
*
• ALTERNATE
EPLASH REFLEC71NG
- TC PLATE LOCATION PLATES
ptJum /
CORRUQATEO _ \/ ,_ _.J.._'-
aox .-J..'x',/_ I__ _'* - I II Ire,toRT
. - ."/ \,._,_--_---"'_ - _ -- L.r 'f _._'-/I / I I [STRt_:TURE
H" ,:_,,,,_ _ J:_//1 // " /
,__ _/'_1 //' //
1' (_)TC - THERMOCOUIq.E
' _GLE•2o° ItZC*LE
#
' Figure 13.- Arrangement for radlo_.ter measurements
, of ohmic losses of mesh. "
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CONCLUSIONS
The use of mesh antennas for space-borne radtor_eters for precision measurements
of surface temperatures requires a measurement of wary f_ll dissipation losses
over a wide range of temperatures. Indeed, some materials -_or solid reflectors
which use thln metalllzed coatings may require a similar determination. A method
of measuring dissipation loss using a radiometer is proposed.
RE_.:_ENCE
1. Stae!tn, D. H.; and Rosenkranz, P. W.: High Resolution Passive Microwave
Satellites. MIT Research Lab for Electronics, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Apri:, 1977.
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED ANALYTICAL MODELS
_ FOR MESH REFLECTOR SURFACES
Jerry C. Brand and J. Frank Kauffman
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carollna
I Lar8e Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
NASA Langley Research Center
i November 30 - December 3, 1982
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- HESH SURYACES
_ L
;, The mesh used to construct large space reflector antennas ls typically made from
gold-plated molybdenum wire approximately one mil in dieter. The wlree are knltted
tnto a fabric suitable for framtn8 and forming o reflector surface. This surface is
nonldssl, and, ms such, displays lees than optimum performance. In particular, the
wlrss run and cross In a weave that is perlodLc In nature, giving rise to a reflec-
ttnlt surface tibet behaves differently depondtn8 on the number of ol_nlngs per wive-
length and '_he polarisation of thQ lncJdont energy. The undlstreble effects resulting
from wueh a surface include tr_nstmlsslon loss, reslnttve loss, end cross-polarisation
loss. '_
1983018608-290
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T_ MssuPRO_L_ OF POORQUALZTy
The }l_rrlJ mesh shown in ftsuro 1 is typi©sl of the mesh dsstilnnd for larlie
_p__co reflector ,ntennaa (ref. 1). To solve for the reflected field, s combination
of the currents on the wire, the aperture f/old, and the appropriate boundary cond-
c_ona mu_t h_ u._l. One popular model for ssttmatin8 the reflection froB • _sh sur-
face i, baaed on aver_qled boundary condition, (role. 2 and 3) and offers 8sod results
when _he ;mmher of mesh openinas per wav_length Is lsrle (ref. 4), For certain
_t_ttc_tton., the number of mesh openinlta per wavelength may become m11. and the
m(_t_! (referenced _bove) breaks down. To overcome this problem, a more accurate
ms,Iv! of the mvNh must be formulate. '_
. ORIGINAL PAGE i9
METHODS OF SOLUTION OF POOR QUALITY il
There are several methods for constructing solutions to the mesh scattering
problem. The classical solution involves coupled integral equations, which will not
usually yleld a solution due to the nature of the integrals. A possible candidate for
numerical solutlon is the method of moments (MoM). This method involves reducing the
integral equations in the classical method down to a matrix problem with the proper
choice of basis and testing functions. However, the MoM solutlon generally involves
the inversion of a matrix, add this process can become unwieldy. The most likely
method to solve the problem appears to originate from the spectral domain approach
(ref. 5). This method employs discrete Fourier transforms and Floquet's theorem
and avoids the time-consuming matrix inversion involved in the MoM (ref. 6). Table 1
llsts several possible methods of sclutlon and also contains short comments on each.
METHODS COMMENTS
METIiOD OF MOMENTS (MoM) - REPRESENTS INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AS MATRIX;
USUALLY REQUIRES MATRIX INVERSION
SINGULARITY EXPANSION METIIOD (SEM) - POSSIBLE IMPEDANCE EXPRESSION AVAILABLE;
USUALLY USED IN TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
CLASSICAL METIlODS - INTEGRAL FORMULATION;
DIFFUCULT TO INVERT INTEGRAL
i SPECTRAL DOMAIN UTILIZES FOURIER TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE;
ELIMINATES CONVOLUTION; MATRIX INVERSION
USUALLY NOT REQUIRED
'- TABLE i
- _
i
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• PERIODIC NATURE OF MESH SURFACES -:
The mesh surface has a periodic nature which may be described by "cells". One
cell consists of a pattern of wires which can be translated to replicate thls pattern
over the surface. Figure 2 illustrates the nature of these cells and their location
over the surface of a typical mesh.
. OR_C_!r.,A!.P_OE IS
OF POOR C,_LITY
t
Figure 2
• f
f
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: SPECTRAL THEORY AND MESH SURFACF, S
'i The spectral theory solution utilizes the discrete Fourier tran_form (usually in
the form of a fast Fourier transform (FFT)) and Floquet's theorem to solve a periodic
structure problem (ref. 6). The flow diagram in figure 3 indicates the general na-
i _ ture of solving a problem using the spectral theory referenced above. Even though
the formulatlon is rigorous, certain problems may arise when this approach is applled.
INITIAL GUESS _ AND APPLY _ FOURIER _ FINAL
ELECTRIC _ AND APPLY _ CURRENT _
! FIELD [ I FLO_UET'S THEOREN I 1 DENSITY _
!
Figure 3
I
t
i
f
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A test case usln$ an infinite parallel grid of viral t8 chosen since the solu-
tion is well knolm (ref. 7), The srid sho_m in figure 4 indicates the d/_msions
of the case, the incident rave angle, and the polarisation of the incident electric
field. The miluituds of the reflection coefficient is shown in ft41ure $ am a function
of incidence angle. The results shown, however, were obtainld only after a number of
problel8 inherent in the method were overcome.
!ti r
" F_ure 4+
r
i
. irl ,.,,-
_. WIii i I ( ilf'l , ), I
ll.i
t _ , ._
<,,<, I I I I
0 I 0 ,%'_ .ll'l liO
#
I dill 1
Figure 5
1
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PROBLEMS WITH THE SPECTRAL APPROACH
The spectral approach works well irlth perlodlc structures as long as the cell
separation Is greater than approx_ately one wavelength. For smaller separations,
the field between cells becomes hard to estimate, and convergence is slow (ref. 6).
I However, an improvement is seen by providing a better estimate of the field between
cells. This fact leads to the conclusion that a very good aperture field between
cells is required for convergence of the solution for the mesh surface. Additionally,
: the wires will cross and perhaps lead to an impedance between wires that must be
accounted for. Table 2 indicates the types of problems existing with the spectral
approarh and some possible ideas for solving these problems.
7 PROBLEM POSSIBLE SOLUTION
POOR CONVERGENCE DUE TO SMALL FI,OQUET CELL CONSTRUCT BETTER INITIAL ELECTRIC FIELD APPROX-
_EPARATION IMATION; DETERMINE STATIONARITY OF FORMULATION
"RINCINC" IN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE APPLY SMOOTHING TECHNIQUE TO ITERATIVE CORRECTION
VALUE
MESH CROS,_ING_ USE FORCED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS TO REPRESENT
IMPEDAPCE OF WIRE CONNECTION
MESH WlRF NOT I'tlIN DETERMINE EQUIVALENT RIBBON SIZE FOR WIRE
TABLI_ 2
t
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%-, CONCLUSION
r"
There are se-_eral methods available for computing the reflection coefficients
from mesh surfaces. Some methods mentioned have severe liminattons, and the spectral
approach appears to be the most attractive alternative. In spite of some inherent
problems, the solutions obtained with this method will offer not only the reflection
coefficients but also the currents carried on the mesh. This would allow separation
. of the power lost to resistive terms from that due to transmission loss. Overall,
• good results and rapid convergence should be obtained from this method when proper
care is applied.
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In recent years, nur-fleld antenna measurements ha_,e progressed from theoretlcal
concepts to a vlde variety of operatlonal measurement syate:s. Thls paper w111
sus=erlze the current stac,:s of thls work and its posslble appllcatlon to large
space antennas.
NEAR-FIELDANTENNAMEASURE?ENTS
]. MEASURETHE FIELD VERY CLOSE TO ANTENNAOVER A WELL
DEFINED SURFACE (PLANE, CYLINDERs SPHERE)
2, MATHEMATICALLYCALCULATE FAR-FIELD PERFORMANCES
ADVANTAGES i
1. No WEATHERPROBLEHS
2, BETTER ACCESS TO ANTENNA i
3. SECURITY AND "CLEAN RooH" i
tq, NoINTERFERENCE
5. LESS EXPENSIVE FACILITY t
6. MOREACCURATEAND COMPLETE INFORMATION
!
t
||.
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F, ,r types of measurement surfaces or lattice shapes are currently being used. Each
i has special advantages and applications where it is best suited.
!
PLANE POLAR CYLINDRICAL
' 879
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.- The planar transmission equation illustrates the general features of each theory.
+ The measured quantity is the probe output voltage as a function of position on
I the measurement surface. The probe receiving function is known and the test
/ antenna's transmitting function is the object of the measurement.
+: TRANSMISSIONFORMULACHARACTERISTICS
eGIVES PROBE OUTPUT VOLTAGE AS FUNCTION OF PROBE
POSITION & ORIENTATION ON MEASUREMENT SURFACE
e WRITTEN IN TERMS OF MODES (BASIS FUNCTIONS,WAVES) I
WHICH WILL PROVIDE ORTHOGONALITIES FOR THE
MEASUREMENT SURFACE 1
eVALID FOR NEAR-OR FAR-FIELD DISTANCES
• EXACT EXCEPT FOR MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS
eALL FUNCTIONS ARE WITH RESPECT TO SINGLE REFERENCE _
COORDINATE SYSTEM
eCONTAINS FACTORS WHICH CORRESPOND TO OR ARISE FROM:
- PROBE RECEIVING CHARACTERISTIC
- ANTENNA UNDER TEST TRANSMITTING CHARACTERISITCS
- TWO ORTHOGONAL POLARIZATIONS ,+
- PROBE MOTION ON THE SURFACE I
i
• 880
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The transmission equation is valid for arbitrary distance and any combination of
probe and test antenna. The only slmp],Ifying approx_nation is that multiple re-
flections are neglected.
NEAR-FIELDTHEORY
*DERIVE TRANSMISSION EQUATION APPROPRIATE TO
MEASUREMENT SURFACE
e RELATE PROBE RECEIVING FUNCTION, AS DESCRIBED IN
ITS OWN COORDINATES, TO ONE DESCRIBED IN REFERENCE
COORDINATE SYSTEM (TRANSLATION OF CENTERS)
*DECOUPLE TRANSMISSION EQUATION TO SOLVE FOR TEST
ANTENNAS TRANSMITTING FUNCTION
*COMPUTE FAR-FIELD QUANTITIES IN TERMS OF
TRANSMITTING FUNCTION
881
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One of the reasons for the success of near-fteid tectmlques is the rtsor and complete- !hess of the theory. No simpltfyln8 assumptions are necessary about the probe or thetest antenrm.
I
PRO:ERECEIVl.FUNCTION
gITN RESPECTTO REFERENCE
COORDINATESYSTEN
"-'-_ FACTORS ARISING FRON PROBE
NOTION iN THE PLANE
_PROBE VOLTAGE I-- !_ -'1 r- _ .tk X-tky
"_kb(x"'d) " 10 f f I_)"_(S_2 (m'_',O`''')l . '. ' dkxdk,,
POLARIZATIONI DEX:l *-TEST ANTENNATRANSNITTING FUNCTION
WITH RESPECTTO REFERENCECOORDINATE
SYSTEN
i882
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The Reneral characters of the transmission formulas for these three surfaces are
very similar.
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TRANSHISSIONFOP,HULAS
o/_j" i|kxXtPLANAR b(x,y,d) - a (S_)2(m,K)e Ivd) Tlo(ra. ( tkyY)dkxdky
8R3
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: The integration of the measured data can be done accurately and efficiently for plane
rectangular using the FFT. However, for plane polar, other techniques which may in-
volve approximations are requlred. _
Comparison of Analysis, Plane Rectangular vs. Plane Polar i
OO CO
ffD K(K_)= e -''_ b_(X,Y)e-' (kx  k,,)dxdy i4n2F'a° i
Plane Rectangular; 2-D Fourier Transform--FFT !
q
=o 2.oo
e -i_ '_D (K_ = e '"' e-'"
4n,F,ao n_,.,= 0,e) e"*d • J. (K0)0d 0 !=- i
0 0 "
Plane Polar;
I-D Fourier Transform + Hankel Transform i
t
_, as4
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Once the test antennas' spectral coefficients are determined, the far-Cteld pattern
is easily obtained.
ORIGINAL PA_E _
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_ FARELECTRICFIELDIN TERMSOFTRANSMITTINGCOEFFECIENTS ,
(NOTE: t_]o(K_)- COMPLETEVECTOR,T]o(K_ - TRANSVERSEPART)
!
etn$
CYLINDRICALE(r,O,¢) - r ('l)n TnI ('f) _e$-t Tn2(_ )_%
: a0 etkr
SPHERICAL EIP,e,$) - kr _(.jln*1-s QsmnG_'_ (e,$)
smmon
8u5
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Similarly, the power gain is also easily obtained, as are polarization parameters
' such as axial ratio, tilt angle, and sense of polarization.
ANTENNAGAININ TERMSOFTRANSHITTINGCOEFFICIENTS
2
4"kZ Y_ 12 _r/k[2]PLANAR G(_K)• (l"lSool'lno [ITIoll,K_) + ITIo(E,K_) t
4Tr no )s-n qsmn sm [ 2SPHERICAL G(O,0) - kZ _ (].lS001Z) _"_1t G__ (e,,)
llmll i •
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Shown below Is a schematic of near-fleld measurements.
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Z
HA(X,e,¢) • _"_(pSt_nA Qsmn) etmCd(n)(e) etux
_' m.n.u.s'_\ [ FACTORSYDUETOPROBE
PROBERECEIVING ...z / HOTION ON SURFACEOF
COEFFICIENI'S WITH / SPHERE
RESPECTTO oxyz /
ANT TRANSNITTING COEFFICIENTS
gITH RESPECTTO oxyz
i A ,, RADIUS OF SPHERE s ,, POLARIZATION INDEX
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Shown below is a planar scanning schesatlc. Thls technique is best suited to
narrow-beam antennas.
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PLANARSCANNING
TESTANTENNA-_-_
_ _ 2) _XWELL' EQUATIONS
]) OPERATING CW (e"iwt)
IN FKEE SPACE
q) S!NGLE _OE PROPA-
e GATING IN NAVEGUIDE
OF TEST AND PROBE
i £_ I r,___ _! PrO_ .TENNAS
...._r'__ MTEM_ _Y _ L_SY
::::_ ANDN_CIPROCAL00 -- , , _ .
__ __ _ (MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS NEGLIGIBLE)
,i
&
Ib
f
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: Shown below is a photograph of the near-field meaaurement facility at the National
Bureau of Standards. Measurem_ents can be performed for all four types of surface/
" lattice combinations.
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JThls Is a schmsatlc of a planar scanner deslsn usln_ a track and a larse rigid ._
probe towor.
P_'_. INORIGINAL " "'_
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- SCHEMATICOF TRACK/TOWERPLANARSCANNER
/ POSITIONERTOWER COVERAGE:20 ft X18ft Y
CABLEII
,I
_ X I '
GUIOE _*
RAIL8 Y ,
_ GUIDE
RAILS
PROE
CARRMGE
V
. ! DATk DI[VICEII
*' PROIII[ AII|I[MIILY
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Shown below ls a schematic nf a planar scanner deslsn comblnlng one-dlmmnslonal
translation of multlple probes wlth translatlon and rotation of the test antenna.
Very larse space-deployable antennas can be measured vlth thls facLllty./
SCHEMATIC OF TRANSLATION/ROTATION SCANNER , .
j PLANAR COORDINATE |
I (POLAR OR RECTANGUtJUt)
;" |
I
.." CYLINDRICAL
/ COORDINATEPROBES
%
%
%
%
HEAR WAYS
Ti_NTABLE
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C A wlde range of _ntpnna type_ nnd frequency ranges have been meaeured at HBS.
;' SOREANTENNASMEASUREDANDDATABASEAVAILABLE
* MAJORDIMENSION
ANTENNATYPE FREQUENCY(GHz) IN WAVELENGTHGAIN(DB)
HORNLENS 48.0 90 q7,0
, CONICALHORN(JPL) 8,0 6 22,08
CASSEGRAINREFLECTOR 60.0 91 46.5
LENSARRAY 9,2 23 34,0
(CONSTRAINEDLENS)
PHASEDARRAY 8,4 17 21,5
(VOLPHASE)
PHASEDARRAY 7.5 15 30,5
DIPOLEARRAY 1.4 5 20,3
FANBEAMRADAR 9,5 58 30,0
(LINEAR& CIRCULAR
POLARIZATION)
Ku-BANDREFLECTO_ 14,5 60 42,0
Ku-BAN_ARRAY 17.00 50 40,0 '
(PENCIL& FANBEAM)
SHAPEDBEAM,C.P, 4,0 20 27,5 i
(ARRAYFEPREFLECTOR)
MICROSIRIPARRAY 1.5 27 30,0
PARABOLICREFLECTION 1,5-18 15-183 26-q7
COMPACTRANu_ REFLECTOR |8 & 55 285 & 870 ~ 60,0
893 _]
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The valldlty of the plane rectangular technique has been demonstrated by a combi_ o.
tion of approaches. S_ilar studies are under way for the other techniques.
%
VALIDITY AND ACCURACY OF PLANAR NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS ESTABLISHED
BY:
i
i. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
2. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS
3. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF WORST-CASE SYSTEMATIC AND RANDOM ERROR
ERRORS STUDIED
* TRUNCATION OF MEASUREMENT AREA
* x, y, AND z PROBE POSITION
* RECEIVER NON-LINEARITY
* MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS
* PROBE PATTERN AND GAIN
* AMPLITUDE AND PHASE NORMALIZATION
i
,t
Y
\
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Shown below Is an,.,her example of how near-fleld phase Is used to determine
; reflector alig_ent.
!
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SIR ANTfJ_INA ON NEAR-FIELD SCANNER, POSITION I
AN AREA (3.SSm x 4.4m)
ASSORTER
PANELS BSORBER
PANELS
SIR ANTENNA ON NEAR-FIELD SCANNER, POSITION 2
SIR ANTENNA ON NEAR-FIELD SCANNER, POSITION S
Schematic of SIR antenna tn three positions for PNF measurement.
, 896
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When antennas are larger than the meclmnlcal scanner, it may be possible to obtain
the data in segments by trsnslatlon and/or rotation of the antenna relative to the
scanner.
J
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NEAR-FIELDMEASUREMENTFACILITYPLANS AT LEWIS RESEARCHCENTER
R. G. Sharp
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter
Cleveland,Ohio
LargeSpace AntennaSystemsTechnology- 1982
NASA LangleyResearchCenter
November30 - December3, 1982
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The followingintroductorypointsprovidesome background, i
o NASALEWISRESEARCHENTERISTHELEADCENTERFORTHENASASPACECOM-
MUNICATIONPROGRAM,
0 ANTENNATECHNOLOGYHASBEENIDENTIFIEDASA CRITICALTECHNOLOGYFOR
FUTURESPACECOMMUNICATIONSYSTEMS, !
o ADVANCEDANTENNACONCEPTSBASEDONEMERGINGTECHNOLOGIESAREBEING
INVESTIGATEDINA BASERESEARCHANDTECHNOLOGYPROGRAMINVOLVING
COORDINATEDIN-HOUSEANDCONI_CTUALEFFORTS,
o NEAR-FIELDPLANARSCANtiERTESTINGWILLPROVIDEANIN-HOUSECAPABILITY !
FOREXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONSOFADVANCEDANTENNACONCEPTS. i
i,
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_ OF POOR QUALITY
I
- FAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTYECHNIQUE
_ Up untilabout 20 years ago, all antennapatternswere measuredusing the
far-fieldtechnique. The test antennawas requiredto be mountedat least
2D2/_ (outof the Fresnelzone) awayfrom the transmittingantennain order
for far-fieldconditionsto occur. Here,D is the reflectoraperturediameter
and X is the wavelength.
BASICONCEPT
I MEASURERESPONSEOFTESTANTENNAINTHEFARFIELDOFA
TRANSMITTINGANTENNA
_. TEST TRANSMITTING
_ ANTENNA ANTENNA
_ 2DZ/X
g_
CONSTRAINTS
1, TESTANTENNATOTRANSMITTINGPROBESEPARATION
MUSTBE>2DZ/X
2, ACCURATEFIELDMEASUREMENTSASAFUNCTIONOF
TESTANTENNAORIENTATION
!
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rFAR-FIELDTECHNIQUEDIFFICULTIESDUE TO THE REQUIRED
LARGE TRANSMITTINGANTENNATO TEST ANTENNASEPARATION
; When the antennato be measuredis of largereflectoraperturesize D and also
high frequency(or of smallwavelength_), the requiredseparationdistance
from the transmittingantennato the test antennacan becomeverygreat. For
example,the requiredseparationdistancefor a 30 GHz 3-m reflectoris 1.8 km
in order to meet the minimumseparationcriteriaof 2D2/_ . As the
requiredseparationdistancebecomeslarge,the factorsshowncan present
seriousdifficultiesfor far-fieldtesting.
- ORIGINALPAGEIS
> OF pOORQUALITY
e GROUNDREFLECTIONS
e INTERFERENCEEFFECTS
e ATMOSPHERIC& WEATHEREFFECTS
e ANTENNAENVIRUN_NTALCONSTRAINTS
- TEMPERATURE& HUMIDITY
- BORESIGHTORIENTATION
e HIGHPOWER,STABLESOURCEREQUIRED
e LOGISTICS
, |
i
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I NEAR-FIELDMEASUREMENTTECHNI_E ORIGINAL PAGE I_OF POOR QUALITY
t In the far-fieldtecnf_i,4ue,directmeasurementsare made of the test antenna
responsein far-fh;IdL.onditions.However,in the near-fieldtechnique,far-
I field antenna are calculatedfrom phase and amplitudemeasurements
parameters
made over a well-definedsurfacein th near field. Ne r-f el measurements
are characterizedby the su_aces overwhich they are made--planar,
cylindrical,or spherical.
"r
= The figureillustra'.._sa planarnear-fieldscannerwith which the phase and ampli-
tudevaluesof an _,x N grid are measuredand recordedwith a small test probe.
Complete3-dimensionalfar-_me]_ahlplitudeand polarizationinformationis
calculatedfrum the near-fielddata by a procedurewhich basicallyinvolves
performinga discretefast Fouriertransfona(DFFT)of the near-fielddata.
The data acquisitionconstraintsare that the scannedsurfacemust intercept
essentiallyall of the antenna'sradiation,the surfacemust be flat to within
a small fractionoF a wavelength(X/IO0),and the grid point spacingmust be on
the order of )./2. Becauseall measur_ment¢,are made in the near field,the
measurementsystemcan be locatedin a controlledindoorenvironment.
1. _ NEAR-FIELDAMPLITUDEANDPHASEOVERWELL-DEFINEDSURFACE
2. CALCULATEFAR-FIELDPARAMETERSFROMNEAR-FIELDDATA
T_STANTENNA_.,,,,_ I • _ ,.-TEST
• • PROBE
• •_,•I[_F• ....... SCANNING
• • _ PLANE
,J
_ONSTRAINTS PLANF.RSCANNER
1. SCANNEDSURFACEINTERCEPTSE SENTIALLYALLANTENNAENERGY
2. ACCURATEAMPLITUDEANDPHASEMEASUREMENTSAT EACHPOINTONGRID
3. GRIDSPACINGD:0.5XR D_.A
4. SCANNEDSURFACESMOOTHTO_ A/h_O0
5. TWOSCANSREQUIRED,ONEFOREACHOF TWOPROBEPOLARIZATIONS
6. PROBECHARACTERISTICSKNOWN
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SATELLITECOMMUNICATIONANTENNACHARACTERISTICSAND IRENDS
Antennasfor communicationsatelliteshave increasedin frequency,ref]ector
aperturediameterand complexityas these satelliteshaveevolved. The result
has been that the e|ectrica|sizeof the antennasD/_ has increasedat an
even greaterrate.!
: EARLYBIRD
TELSTAR(PAST)CTS ACTS(FUTURE)
1960 TO 1980 1980 TO 2000
o FREQUENCY 1-2GHz 12-14GHz 20-30GHz 60GHz+
o APERTURESIZE 1 M 4-MRIGID 4-MPRECISION100M+
9-M DEPLOYABLE
o ELECTRICALSIZE, 3 100-300 300-400 3000+
o COMPLEXITY SINGLE- MULTI-ELEMENT MULTIPLEBEAMS,COMPLEX
ELEMENT FEED/REFLECTOR SCANNINGBEAM ACTIVE
RADIATOR ARRAY
_EDS
ORIGINALpAGE IS
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I ADVANTAGESOF USING THE NEAR-FIELDMETHODFORSPACE COMMUNICATIUNANTENNAS
The c_mlparlsonof variousantennameasure_nt techniquesis _ll documented(ref.
1) Each has advantages and disadvantages and the selection of the "best"
approach for a given application dependson many factors including antenna size,
i frequenc),type,complexlty,deslr_ accuracy,and level of detall re_lulr_.
The near-fleldmethodis especlallyattractivefor testinghlgh-fr_uency,
hlgh-gainspacecommunicationantennasfor the reasonsshown.
0 ME_HODISSUITABLEFORLARGE-APERTURE,HIGH-FREQUENCYANTENNASFORWHICH
2DL/AISVERYLARGE
o ANTENNASRETESTEDINA CONTROLLEDNVIRONMENT
o ANTENNASMAYBETESTEDINVERTICALBORESIGHTCONFIGURATION_MAYBETESTED
WITHOUTBEINGMOVEDINANYWAY
o ANTENNASMAYBETESTEDINTRANSMITORRECEIVEMODE
o COMPLETEFAR-FIELDINFORMATIONISDERIVEDFROMSINGLESETOFNEAR-FIELD
MEASUREMENTS
o METHODPROVIDESDIAGNOSTICANDS_-UPINFORMATION
C2Sp.:,,L p.,_.G_IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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-. NEAR-FLELDMEASUREMENTFACILITY PLANSAT LeRC (_. POOR QUALITY
_, A 22' x 22' horizontalboresight(verticalscan)planarscanneris presently
becomingoperationala LeRC. The first RF fieldmeasuremaltsweremade in
Apri] of 1982. This facl]itywi|l providean essentialin-hous._antenna
)estingcapabilityin supportof the LeRC antennabase researchand ::echnology
investigations.Futureplans call for an AntemmaTechnologyLaboratory(ATL)
thatwill house both the present22' x 22' scannerand a larger60' x 60_
verticalboresightplanarscannerthatwill be capableof measuringhigh-
frequency,phy icallyand electricallylargeantennas. Such antennasmight be
large(up to 15 m diameter)extremelyprecisereflectorsor scalemodelsof
very largeantennasand antennasystems_:hescaledfrequencyis inversely
proportionalto the scaledreflectoraperturediamter).
0 Z2'X22'HORIZONTALBORESIGHTPLANARSCANNER(PRESENTLYEXISTS) !
o 60'X 60'VERTICALBORESIGHTPlaNARSCANNER(INPLANNINGSTACE)
]
!
i
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DESIGNPHILOSOPHY OF POOR QUALITY
The plane described by the motion of the probe ttp of the planar scanner must
be kept very flat over the test period in order to minimize phase error. An
extremely rigid mechanical design constructed from a stable material (steel)
was chosen in order to minimize the Z-axis (borestght) electrical phase
corrections that would otherwise be required. Simple differential screw
-_ adjustments are used for alignment of the rails on which the movingcomponents
_. of the scanner are mounted.
• DESIGNPHILOSOPHY I
'p,
:: o PROVIDEANEXTREMELYRIGIDMECHANICALDESIGNWITHHIGHSTRUCTURAL
, STABILITY !
{
o PROVIDECAPABILITYFOREASYANDACCURATEMECHANICALADJUSTMENT !
!
: _ o INITIALLY,USESTATE-OF-ARTSUBSYSTEMHARDWAREANDCOMPUTERPROGRAMS_
UPGRADESYSTEMCAPABILITIES,AS REQUIRED,INSTAGES i
DESCRIPTION
o SCANNINGPLANE -VERTICAL,6.7Mx 6,7MOVERALL
o SCANNINGPLANEFLATNESS-+ 0.005CM
o FREQUENCYOFOPERATION-0.8- 60 GHz
o PROBEPOSITIONING -PROBEPOSITIONONGANTRYTRUSSRAILS(VEI_TICALXIS)
ANDBASEPLATFORMPOSITIONONHORIZONTALRAILS
(HORIZONTALXIS)DETERMINEDBY LASERINTERFEROMETER
o MECHANICALALIGNMENT-LASERSTRAIGHTNESSMEASURINGDEVICES,PRECISEOPTICAl.
'_ _VEL, ANDJIG TRANSITS
o HORIZONTALDRIVE -CHAINDRIVENBYCOMPUTER-CONTROLLEDD, C, ROTORS
WITHPRECISIONTACHOMETERSTHROUGHA SYNCHRONOUSBELT
REDUCTIONDRIVE
-SPEEDRANGE.17,7TO .012CM/SEC
o VERTICALDRIVE -ESSENTIALLYIDENTICALTOHORIZONTALDRIVE
-SPEEDRANGE.35,4TO .01/CPVSEC
o COMPUTER -PRETESTSANDDATAACQUISITION.PERKINELMER832
(LOCATEDINN-FFACILITYCONTROLROOM)
-DATAPROCESSING'UNIVAC1100(LOCATEDINLABORATORY
CENTRALCOMPUTINGFACILITY)
o RFABSORBER -18"LOADEDURETHANEFOAM(EMERSONCUMINGECCOSORB)
907
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_ pOOR QUALITY i
' NEAR-FIELDANTENNATEST FACILITY i
" A scale (I/2"per foot)model of the 22' x 22' horizontalboresightnear-fleld
;, scanneris pictured. The major parts are titledand theirmovementsindicated.
q
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, _F POOR Q UAL|IJY
5
_! VIEW OF 22' x 22' HORIZONTALBORESIGHTNEAR-FIELDSCANNER,, LOOKINGINTOTHE TEST NTENNA(B_CKOF SCANNER)
•" This photographwas taken beforethe RF absorberwall was constructedand
_} showsthe back of the scanner. The front (towa:'dthe antennapedestal)rail
_;! of the horizontalcartcan be seen, includingthe railadjustmentbrackets.
_ The counterweightreturntubefor the vertica_cart can also be seen mounted
_ to the side of the tower.
s
_. _ _ I
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POOR QUALI'_'
OVERHEAD VIEW OF 22' x 22' HORIZONTAL BORESIGHT
NEAR-FIELD ANTENNA SCANNER
This photograph was taken in November of 1982 after construction of the RF
absorber wall was completed. The only RF absorber work remaining is the
?
i installation of absorber in front of the large horizontal wide-flange beams
that are mounted to the floor.
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, _" FRONTAL VIEW OF 22' x 22' HORIZONTAL BORESIGHT
NEAR-FIELD ANTENNA SCANNER
: Systems thdt can be seen in this view are:
a) the optical blocks and mounting brackets for the laser interferometer
position and rail straightness measuring system along the front wide
, fIange beam
b) the RF system signal source bo_ in the lower left corner and the
;, antenna mounting pedesta_ which it supplies
c) the horizontal drive motor and reduction drive belts on the right side
• of the picture
911
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PROBE (VERTICAL) CART DRIVE SYSTEM OF POOR QUALITY
The DC drive motor and tachometer, electric brake, sych_onous belt reduction
setup and vertical drive output shaft (driving the chain sprockets) are shown
for the Probe (Vertical) Cart. Tne probe cart is fully counterweighted and
can be positioned within ±0.001 in.
912
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HORIZONTALRAIL ADJUSTMENT_YSTEM OF POOR QUALITY
The 2" diameter horizontal guide rail and rail adjustment bracket are shown
,, for the front rail of the horizontalcart. V-typelinearrollerbearingsare
_ used to supportthe cornersof the horizontalcart alongthe front guide
: _ rail. The differentialscrewarrangementfor horizontaland verticalrail
_ adjustmentis also shown. (Thescrew is threadedintoa nut which is then
threadedintothe bracket.) If the screw for the horizontalrail adjustment
_ is held stationaryand the nut is turned,a one-quarterturn of the nut will
adjustthe rail horizontallyby 0.001 in. All other verticaland horizontalc
guide railshave similaradjustmentmechanisms. These simpleaccuraterail
, _ adjustmentfeaturesin conjunctionwith the laser interferometerstraightness
systemwill permitfrequentverification(andadjustmentas requlred)of
; systempositionalalignment.
]
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NEAR-FIELDANTENNATESTFACILITY FRONTRAIL VERTICALSTRAIGHTNESSPLOT
: Duringthe early stagesof assemblya laser interferometerstraightnessplot
was takenof the verticalmotion of the horizontalcart as Itmoved along the
q front or longerhorizontalrail. A straightlinewas then fittedthroughthe
plot using the leastsquaresfit method and the rms deviationfrom the least
squaresfit computedas 379 pin. or 0.0004 in. This verticalmotionwill be
amplifiedhorizontallyat the antennaprobe in the directionof the antenna
boreslght. However,thesesmallmeasuredaeviatlonsare consistentwith the
designscan planeaccuracygoal of -+0.002in. Since this plotwas taken,
, additionalrail support bracketshave been installedin order to reducethe
oscillatingmotionshownon the plot. (Notealso: the westend of the rail
appears 4500 uln. higherthan the east end due largelyto the limitationsof
: accuratelylevellngthe laserhead with our presenttest setup).
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OF POOR QUALITY LARGE NEAR-FIELD ANTENNA SCANNER DESIGN PHILOSUPHYL
It is essentail that large delicate space based antennas or scale models of
extremely large _O0-m) antennas be test 'd with the antenna boresight vertical
in order to minimize antenna sag and mlsalignment due to 9ravity. In order to
-,t simulate "0" g in testing a large flexible antenna in the vertical boresight
position, it will be f}ecessaryto support the reflector centrally and at many
points along radial lines emanating from tilecenter of the antenna (along the
reflector aperture ribs if the reflector has ribs). In order to keep this
iii support simple and inexpensive it is essential that the antenna not be moved.
It is also essential that the moving mass of the scanner be kept as low a_ is
reasonably possible so that the scanner deflection criteria can be met with a
minimum amount of structural steel.
Since scanner alignment on such a larqe structure would be a very labor
intensive operation, it Should be made as easy and simple as possible.
An automated antenna probe positioning system (along the antenna boresight
axis) should be employed only if absolutely necessary owing to the additional
cost, complexity and reliability problems of such a system. Instead, long
term scanner dimensional stability should be emphasized. Any phase errors
caused by boresight axis probe position errors could then be corrected by
measuring the position error and correcting the phase data before the far-
field pattern is calculated.
o ANTENNASHALLBE TESTEDWITHBORESIGHTVERTICAL
-PROVISIONMUSTBEMADETO SUPPORTANTENNAOVERA WIDEAREA
(MANYSUPPORTS)TO SIMULATE0 G0 ANTENNASHALLNOTBE MOVED
o ANTENNAERECTIONANDSUPPORISHALLBE KEPTSIMPLE
o MOVINGMASS OFSCANNERSHALLBEMINIMIZED
o PROVIDEFORSIMPLEASILYADJUSTEDSCANNERDIMENSIONALIGNMENT
915
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SCANNERCHAJ_ACTERISTICS _ F_30R OUALIT:
The capabilities of the existing 22' x 22' horizontal antenna borestght
scanner and the planned 60' x 60' vertical antenna borestght scanner are
co_}ared tn this chart.
It is not necessaryto move the antennafor eitherscanner. However,with the
antenna borestght horizontal, "0" g ts difficult to simulate due to the
complex antenna support system needed to eliminate antenna sag on large
antennas.
Very con_lex tests (of physically large antennas at high frequency and even
Including testing of assembled spacecraft) can be accomplished using the large
60' x 60' vertical boresight antenna scanner.
60 X60' NEAR-FIELDSCANNER22' X22' NEAR-FIELDSCANflER
ANTENNAORIENTATIONBORESIGHTVERTICAL BORESIGHTORIZONTAL
SCANNIGPLANE HORIZONTAL VERTICAL '
MOUNTING/SUPPORTANTENNANOTMOVEDURING ANTENNANOTMOVEDURINGTEST
CONSIDERATIONS TEST "0_ G DIFFICULTTOSIMULATE ,
ANTENNACANEASILYBE DUETOANTENNASAG ;
SUPPORTEDOVERWIDEAREA
TOSIMULATE"0"G
MAXIMUMANTENNA D " 15M (50°) D " 5.5M (18.3')
APERTURE
MAXIMUMFREQUENCY TO60GHz TO60GHz+
CAPABILITY
SCALEDTESTING TOD/A - 3,000 TOD/A " 1100+
INTEGRATEDANTENNA CANDOINSITUTESTINGOF LIMITEDCAPABILITY
SYSTEMSTESTING ANTENNASOFSPACECRAFTOR
SPACECRAFTSIMULATORS
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60' x 60' VERTICALBORESIGHTNEAR-FIELDPLANARSCANNER
i The stationaryscannersupportstructurewill consistof a truss structure
composedof four verticalcolumnscoupledtogetherby horizontaltrussesat
the top and fullycross-bracedwith trussesto preventscannersldesway. A
verticallyadjustablemoveablesupportframe (consistingof a fully
triangulatedspaceframe)will be attaclledto guide rails at the cornersof
•; the columns. The scanning plane is described by the motion of the antenna
._ probe tip. The antennaprobewill be carriedby a probe cart that travels
horizontallyalong a travelingbeam truss structurethat can also be moved
horizontallyperpendicularto the motionof the probe cart, Laser
interferometersystemswill be used to determineguide rall straightness,
horizontalaxis probepositionand verticalpositionof the moveablesupport
: frame.
The scannerwill be alignedby loweringthe moveablesupportframe and
verticallyadjustingthe horizontalrailson the moveablesupportplatform
and the horizontalrailson the travelingbeam in order to verticallyadjust
the probetip to an accurateplane.
Large (up to 50' aperture)deep (up to 46' deep) antennaswill be testedwith
the moveablesupportframeraisedso thatthe probe tip clearsthe highest
pointof the antennaby a smallnumberof wavelengths. Smallerantennaswill
be measuredby loweringthe scan plane to clear the highestpoint of the
antennaby a few wavelengthsand thentestingover a scan plane smallerthan
the bO' x 60' maximumcapability.
, . .-_, .
-., -.,,_.,j_,_ _,-: . ,,, ,,
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COMPARISONOF U. S, NEAR-FIELDPLANESCANNERCAPABILTZES
When the maximumscandimensionof currentlyavailablenear-fieldplanar
scannersis plottedagainstthe maximumfrequencycapabilityof these
scanners,the maximumelectricalsize of the test antennaD/_ can be
' parametricallyplottedas well. The resultingfigurecomparesthe
c_abllitles of the largeU. S. near-fieldfacilitiesin existence(or under
, construction)with those in existenceor plannedat LeRC. Each facilityis
representedby a symbol at the pointrepresentingits maximumsize and
frequencycapabllties. Only sr_,mershavinga maximumscan dimensionof _ 2.5
• m are shown. The LeRC verticalscannerwas designedwith appropriate
structuralstabilityand alignmentprecisionto supportmeasurements6t 60 GHz
withoutcorrections. Basedon achievedpositionaccuracies,operationcould
be extendedto 100GHz with first-ordercorrectionsfor systematicerrors.
Based on this, the potentialfor extendedfrequencyrange for the LeRC
horizontalantennaboresightscannerand the verticalboresight60' x 60'
scannerare shownby dashedlinesto a frequencycapabilityof 100 GHz.
f
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ANTENNATECHNOLOGYLABORATORY(ATL) DESCRIPTION
It is planned to permanently house both the extstlng 22' x 22' scan plane
horizontal antenna bores|ght scanner and the bO' x 60' scan plane vertical
antenna borestght scanner In an Antenna Tecnnology Laboratory (ATL). The
tntertor dimensional requirements of the test cells end the envtro_nental
specifications for these test cells are 91ven tn the figure.
o LARGETESTCELLSIZE (FOR60° X 60' VERTICALI_ORESIGHTN_AR-FIELDSCANNER)
INTERIORDIMENSIONS- 79° X 79' 10, X 71' HIGH(6,300 FT_)
o SMALLTESTCELLSIZE (FOR22' X 22° HORIZONTALBORESI_TNEAR-FIELDSrANNER)
iNTERIORDIMENSIONS- q2' X 42° X 33° HIGH(1,764 FTL)
c ENVIRONMENTALSPECIFICATIONS
-TESTCELLANDASSEP_LYAREAIR FILTRATION
99,975[EFFICIENTON0,3 MICRONORLARGERPARTICLES(PRESSURIZEDWITH255[
OUTSIDEAIRTOMAINTAIN
CLEANLINESS)
-TESTCELLTEMPERATUREREGULATION
65" LOWESTWINTERTEMPERATUREAND78" HIGHESTSURER_ERPTURE
I"F TEMPERATUREVARIATIONFOREACH10 FEETOFHEIG_ITVARIATION
-TESTCELLHUMIDITYREGULATION
40 TO60]{HUMIDITYRANGE
DATE:_..C,J_uF.B._.].9_2
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ANTENNATECHNOLOGYLABORATORYFLOORPLAN OF POOR QUALITY
The figure shows the floor plan for the Antenna Technolo_LYLaboratory. Large
antennas _qul,'ing the use of the 60' x 60' scanner would be brought into the
assembly and disassembly area where they would be -emovedfrom their shipping
i containers. These antennas would then be mounted to an aopropriate cart for
transfer to the larg_ test cell. There, the antennas would be mountedano
supported from as manypuints as necessary on _ concrete floor in order to
compensatefor deflections caused by the force of gravity.
920
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IOF POOR QUALITY
_ _ CONCLUSIONS
The directionof futureantennatecnnologywi|1 be towardantennaswhich are
large,both physicallyand electrically,will operateat frequenciesup to
60 GHz, and are non-reciprocaland complex,implementingmultiple-beam
and 3canningbeamconceptsand monolithicsemiconductordevicesand techniques.
The acquisitionof accurateantennaperformancemeasurementsis a critical
. partof the advancedantennaresearchprogramand representsa substantial
antennameasurementtechno?ogychallenge,consideringthe special
characteristicsof futurespacecraftco_municationsantennas.
Comparisonof variousantennatestingtechniquesand their relativeadvantages
and disadvantageshowsthat the near-fieldapproachis necessaryto meet
• ! immediateand long-termtestingrequirements.
_ The LeRCfacilities,the 22' x 22' horizontalantennaboresightplanarscanner
and the 60' x 60' verticalantennaboresightplanarscanner(witha 60 GHz
frequencyand D/_ = 3000 electricalsize capabilities),will meet future
programtestingrequirements.
0 SPACEBASEDCOMMUNICATIONSANTENNASRERAPIDLYBECOMINGPHYSICALLY
LARGER,MORECOMPIFXANDAREOPERATINGATEVERHIGHERFREQUENCIES
o ACCURATEM ASUREMENTOFTHEPERFORMANCEOFTHESEANTENNASISESSENTIAL
o THENEAR-FIELDANTENNAMEASUREMENTTECHNIQUEISTHEMOSTFEASIBLE
TECHNIQUEF _OBTAININGTHISMEASUREMENTDATA
o NEAR-FIELDANTENNAMEASURINGFACILITIESCAPABLEOFACCURATELY
VEASURINGWARGE,HIGHFREQUENCYANTENNASWILLBEREQUIREDTOMEET
FUTUREPROGRAMTESTINGREQUIREMENTS
• o THELERC22'X 22'AND60'X 60'PLANARNEAR-FIELDSCANNERSWILLMEET
: THESEFUTUREREQUIREMENTS
'. 921
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THE NEED FOR SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS -_
AND TESTING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OFLARGE SPACE ANTENNASYSTEMSTECHN LOGY
,r
Earle K. Iluckins III
NASA Langley Research Center .
Hampton, Virginia :_i
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Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
NASA Langley Research Center
November 30 -December 3, 1982 !_
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' INTRODUCTIQN OF POOR QUALITY ;i
o TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTFORLARGESPACEANTENNASYSTEMSCONTINUESTOBEA
"' HIGH-PRIORITYOBJECTIVEBASEDONTHEBELIEFTHAT
-- LARGEANTENNASARE"NEEDED"
, -- FURTHERDEVELOPMENTIS NECESSARYTOREDUCETHE
_" COSTANDTECHNICALRISKTOACCEPTABLELEVELS
o MANYELEMENTSOFTHETECHNOLOGYPROGRAMAREREACHINGA HIGHLEVELOF
MATURITYIN GROUND-BASEDEVELOPMENT
: o HOWEVEr,THEULTIMATEMEASUREOFSUCCESSINTHESEPROGRAMSI THE
DEGREETOWHICHTHETECHNOLOGYIS UTILIZEDIN FLIGHTSYSTEMS
• !
!
2
IN NASA....
WE WILL SELL NO
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
BEFORE ITS TIME
" 924
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!: WHAT DO WE MEA.NBY A
' "FLIGHT EXPERIMENT'?
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
il IN SPACESYSTEMS OF POOR QUALITY
o A FLIGHTEXPERIMENTIS
ATECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTAC IVITYTO
OBTAINFLIGHTDATA
FLIGHTVALIDATEA TECHNIQUE,COMPONENT,ORSYSTEM
o THEFLIGHTEXPERIM_TINCLUDES
TESTHARDWARE
TESTOBJECTIVESANDPROCEDURES
o FLIGHTEXPERIMENTSAREUSUALLYCHARACTERIZEDBY
t
RELATIVELYHIGHCOST
LIMITED0 PPORTUNITIES ,"
HIGHVISIBILITY
FOCUSEDPROJECT- YPEACTIVITIES
t
4
WHAT CONDITIONS ARE USUALLY NECESSARY !4
FOR A
"FLIGHT EXPERIMENT" TO BE UNDERTAKEN ?
i i
0 ANEEDFORTHETECHNOLOGYTOBEDEVELOPED
0 THETECHNOLOGICALPABILITYIS REQUIREDFORA BROAD
: RANGEOFFUTUREHIGH-PRIORITYMISSIONS
0 THETECHNOLOGICALPABILITYIS NEEDEDINDIRECTSUPPORT
: OFA SPECIFICPLANNEDMISSION
0 A SPECIFIC"NEED"FORFLIGHTEXPERIMENTATIONT COMPLETEHETECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPM_T
L
o THETECHNOLOGYIS ACLEARDEPARTUREFROMDESIGNPRACTICE
:. AND/ORFLIGHTEXPERIENCE
i 0 THETECHNOLOGYINVOLVESFLIGHT-SENSITIVEPARAMETERS
4
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS ,
OF POOR QUALITY
MANY EXAMPLES FROM
TIlE PAST ILLUSTRATE
THIS HYPOTHESIS
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT_ IN THE MANNED
8PAGECRAFT PROGRAM
TECHNOLOGY : HEAT SHIELDS FOR BALLISTIC REENTRY
MISSION FLIGHT FLIGHT i
NEED EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENTS ,
NREDS (Typical) _
!
0 CAPABILITYTOSUCCESSFULLY 0 NOCAPABILITYEXISTED 0 PROJECTFIRE _,
RENTERTHEATMOSPHERE FORGROUND-BASED ',,
FROMESCAPEVELOCITY SIMULATION '_
(25,000MILESPERHOUR) '!
o ANALYTICALPREDICTIONS i
VARIEDBYANORDEROF
MAGNITUDE
t
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FLIGHTEXPERIMENTSIN SPACESHUTTLE
DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGY : LIFTING REENTRY BODIES
MISSION FLIGHT FLIGHT
NEED EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENTS
NEED (Typical)
0 CAPABILITYTO o NOSIMULATIONCAPABILITY M-2
io REENTER o NOFLIGHTEXPERIENCE HL-IO |
o MANEUVER pJ_GF.|S I
o LANDLIKE OgIGl_L QUALI'%_
CONVENTIONAL O_:pOOR
AIRCRAFT
1
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tFLIGHT EXPERIMENTS IN PLANETARY SPACECRAFT i
, !TECHNOLOGY : AERODYNAMIC DECELERATION IN
LOW-DENSITY ATMOSPHERES i
MISSION FLIGHT FLIGHT
NEED EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENTS
NEEDS (Typical)
o DECELERATEHE o NOEXISTINGEXPERIENCE o PEPP "_
VIKINGLANDERFOR WITH PARACHUTEDEPLOYMENT (PLANETARYENTRY ,'
TERMINALDESCENT IN LOWDYNAMICPRESSURES PARACHUTEPROGRAM)
%
o NOSIMULATIONCAPABILITY o BLDT .:(THEBALLOON-LAUNCHED
DECELERATORTEST)
ORt_Ii'_AL p_GE IS ,_'
OE pOOR QUALITY i
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OR;GIRAL PAGE IS _'_""
m _ I[ntry tO klNJiltll
OF POOR QUALITY _ O,ola,,,,,,
.- ..__ .-,-- - ..-- , - . _ .,/_ ->:--_-
[From ref. 11
\-
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.OBPERVATIONSON THE PAST i
i
1
SPACEIll GHTEXPERIMENTSWEREUNDERTAKENWHEN
o A NEEDFORTHETECHNOLOGYWAS
CLEARLYESTABLISHED
o DEVELOPMENTOFTHETECHNOLOGY
RB_UIREDFLIGHTEXPERI/b.-_ENTS '_
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SO WHAT DOES THIS SAY ABOUT
LARGE SPACE ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
and, in partic,Jlar, about
FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
!
LA._GE SPACE ANTENNA SYSTEMS?
|
FIRST....WHAT IS A
LARGE SPACE ANTENNA SYSTEM ?
i
TIS A LARGE-AREASPACECRAFTSYSTEMFORTRAkSMITTINGANDIOf_RECEIVING i
LECTROtN_GNETICNERGY
LARGE ENOUGH THAT
ITCANNOTBE1RANSPORIFd)TOSPACEINANOPERATIONAL
CONFIGURATIONA DMUSTBE
- DEPLOYED
-- SPACEASSEMBLED
!.
STRUCTURALDENSITYMUSTBELOW
,_ -- DIffICULT(IF NOTIMPOSSIBL[)TOGRL_JNDTEST
,8
-- WILLREQUIREMULTIPOiNTCONTROLANDBE
[ SURJECTTOSTRONGINTERACTIONSBE'TWEENTHE
!, STRUCTURAL,_DCOhTROLSYSTEMS "
933
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OF. pOOR QUALITY
;. LARGE SPA(_E ANTENNA SYSTEMS
, ARE "NEEDED" ,
J
BECAUSE !
o MANAGEMENTOFELECTROMAGNETICNERGYIN SPACE
; ..- COLLECTING ._
" -- FOCUSING
-- RECEIVING(SENSING) !
-- REFLECTING '_'_
-- TRANSMITTING
\.,
IS ONEOFTHE"_OSTIM _TANT FUNCTIONSOFSPACECRAftSYSTEMS
: '._ It',;Th_-"/IAN/-,,GEMENTOFELECTROMAGNETICNERGY,THEREARE i
; FEWGOODSUBSTITUTESFORPHYSICALAPERTURE
;' SPEC'_FICNEEDS FOR FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
_ I1_LARGE SPACE ANTE;_NA SYSTEMSii i i ii im
_ ,i
( WHATARETHESIGNIFICANT _ i
DEPARTURESFROMCURRENTDESIGNPRACTICE}
INVOLVINGFLIGHT-SENSITIVEPARAMETERSz/ i
>. i
o SPACE-BASEDFUNCTIONALTESTiNG ._
-' o FULL-SCALEDEPLOYMENT '_
t
o STRUCTURALLIGNMENTANDSURFACEACCURACY ._
. 0 MULTIPOINTCONTROLOFHIGHLYREXIBLESPACESYSTEMS '
-I
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iI OR,'GINALp,_ |8• OF POOR QUALITY
_! DEPLOYMENT OF "LARGE" 8PACE
i ANTENNA SYSTEM8
" CURRENT ADVANCED NEED
• :_ DESIGN DEVELOPMENT ULTIMATE
:-{ PRACTICE
II
-!
- o ATS-F o 4-GORETESTARTICLE o HIGHCONFIDENCE
_ THATLARGE
0 WRAP-RIB 0 WRAP-RIB ANTENNACAN
BESUCCESSFULLY
o METALRIBS o COMPOSITERIBS DEPLOYEDIN SPACE
i
o 9-M o 55-M
: 935
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• STRUCTURALALIGNMENT AND SURFACE ACCURACY
, "LARGE"SPACE ANTENNA SYSTEMS
CURRENT ADVANCED ULTIMATE
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT NEED
• PRACTICE
;o
, TDRSS 4-GORESURFACEBREADBOARD o HIGHCONFIDENCE
THATREQUIRED
o RADIALRIB o HOOP-COLUMNCONCEPT SURFACEACCURACY
CANBEACHIEVED
o 6-M o .ff)-M IN SPACE
o 15GHz ORIGINAL PAGE Ig
OE POOR QUALITY 1
" 1
• • 2
b
f
0
f "i
i
_m',"
.,K. iill_ _" -._... . _
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_ CONTROL OF HIGHLY FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT !
i
?
_" CURRENT ADVANCED ULTIMATE !
DESIGN PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT NEED i
II III
_* (Typical) i0 CONTROLOF"RIGIO" LOCKHEED AVALIDATEDCAPABILITY -
" SPACECRAFTWITH TOPRECISELYPOINTAND
LOCALIZEDFLEXIBILITIES CONTROLTHEFIGUREOF i
, PROOFOFCONCEPT STRUCTUPALSYSTEMS
(P.O.C.) WHICH
--STRONGLYINTERACT !
WITHTHECONTROL :i
ORtGtNALPAGE IS SYSTEM
01",pOOR QUALITY
---CANNOTBE
STRUCTURALLYTESTED '_!
ONTHEGROUND i
' ?
X :t
,d
/ i
• " "t
1
J
t
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f-li SO...., ARE FLIGHT EXPE.R!MENT8 "NEEDED, ,i
! "
FOR THE DEVELOP.MENT O.F
LARGE SPACE ANTENNA ,SYSTEMS ?. ,:
•_ YES BECAUSE ORIGINAL PAGE IS _
------'"" oF_ooRou,_u_
" _ 0 LARGESPACEANTENNASRE"NEEDED"
:; _ o LARGESPACEANTENNASYSTEMSSIGNIFICANTLYDEPARTFROM
: CURRENTDESIGNPRACTICE
INAREASTHATARESEN$1TIVETOFLIGHTPARAMETERS
0 FULL-SCALEDEPLOYMENTFUNCTIONALTESTING
0 VALIDATIONOFSURFACEACCURACY
0 CONTROLOFSTRUCTURALSYSTEMSWHICH i
-- STRONGLYINTERACTWITHTHECONTROLSYSTEM
-- CANNOTBESTRUCTURALLYTESTEDONTHEGROUND
"ONE THING WE LEARN
FROM HISTORY....
IS THAT WE NEVER
LEARN FROM HISTORY"
I I
':" i L
/-
_. _ ,
"_ 939
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EPILO
0 WESTILLHAVENOTFOUNDTHEHARDUSERFORLARGESPACEANTENNASYSTEMS
". o HOWEVER
o "LARGE"SPACEANTENNASREPRESENTA PLATEAUIN SPACECRAFT
TECHNOLOGYRATHERTHANEVOLUTIONARYDEVELOPMENT
o ANDIN SUCHCASES
IDENTIFICATIONFTHERILLMISSIONPOTENTIALUSUALLY
, FOLLOWSTECHNOLOGYDEMONSTRATION
o WESHOULDTHEREFORE
c
o PRESSONWITHTHEGROUND-BASEDTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
i
0 DOUBLEOUREFFORTSO"SELL"AWELL-CONCEIVEDSYSTEMSTECHNOLOGY
FLIGHTEXPERIMENTTOALLPOTENTIALUSERSUNTIL
)
:1
o THEUSERSBECOMECONSTITUENTS
o THE"NEEDS"MOTIVATEACOMMITMENT "i
REFERENCE
I. V_klngI: Early Results. NASA SP-408,1976. _!
t
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A ROBOT IN SPACEAS A LARGE SPACE STRUCTURESCONTROLEXPERIMENT
W
RichardGran
GrummanAerospaceCorp.
Bethpage,r;w York
i
v
LargeSpace AntennaSystem_Technology- 1982
NASA LangleyResearchCenter
November30 - December3, 1982
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: CONTROLDESIGNISSUES
The control systems design issues for large space structure were described
in a previous paper in this compilation (ref. 1). The figure below shows the
issuesin summaryform. Each of themcan be addressedby a roboticsexperiment.
Thus the followingfiguregives the sevenreasonsthatan experimentwhich defines
a teleoperatoror a robotor uses the RNS can be effectivein answeringthe major
LSS controlsystemsdesignissues.
LSS CONTROL ROBOTICSltl ,_I'ACE
H((_)
DYNAMICSOF COM31NEI)FLEWI|LE AND RIGID BODY
_J
DlgTURIANCESANDTHEIR _FFECTONCONTROLBAtlOWlDTH _4 Ho(_) I rr.||_ Vlbratlon
l
NoN-COLLOCATEDSEHSORSANDACTUATORS _B
942
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CONTROLSYSTERDESIGNISSUES
ei
1. BOTH LSSAND ROBOTS IN SPACE HAVE IV_Y CLOSELY SPACED STRUCTURALMODESBECAUSE
OF THE USE OF LIGHTWEIGHT HATERIALS.
2. THE CONTROLREQUIREMENTSARE DICTATED BY THE DISTURBANCES EXPECTED AND THE
SPEED OF RESPONSEREQUIRED TO ADEQUATELYMEET THE NISSION REQUIREMENTS.
3. FOR ROBOTS, SPEED IS OFTEN SACRIFICED TO HAKE THE STRUCTURAL INTERACTIONS
UNINPORTANT (DITTO FOR LSS CONTROL). THE REQUIREMENTS ARE OFTEN
COMPROMISEDBY THIS APPROACH( ACCUR'4CYIS LOST OR SPEED OF NOTION
AND WASTEDTIME FOR A ROBOT RE_UL'r_'m
q° IF THE CONTROLBANDWIDTH IS RADE LARGE, YH_N A STRUCTURALAND CONTROL INTER-
ACTION RESULTS.
5. GEOMETRYCHANGESHAKE THE CONTROL STRUCTURAL INTERACTION DIFFICULT TO
DEAL WITH (MODES CHANGEWITH GEOMETRY, BOTH THEIR FREQ. AND SHAPE).
6. TO COPE WITH GEOMETRYCHANGESTHERE MUST BE SOME FORM OF ADAPTATION.
7. SINCE MOTION OF 1,4E END EFFECTOR IS CRIT:CAL, AND SINCE THE CONTROL IS NOT
ACHIEVED :Y HOVlNG ONLY THE END EFFECTOR (ONLY THE ROBOT°S JOINTS),
NON-COLLOCATIONOF SENSORSAND ACTUATORS IS THE NORM_ NOT THE EXCEPTION._
943
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OF POOR QUALITY iTRIPLE-DUTYROBOT/LSSCONTORLEXPERIMENT
The robot experiment does trtple duty. It gives a robottcs control demon-
stratlon, it brtngs the large space structures control technology to an effective
state of readiness, and it could provide a useful robot when the experiment is
' finished.
1. DEMONSTRATEROBOTCONTROL FOR FAST i_.NIPULATOR
O _IEOHETRY CHANGES
0 NON-COLOCATI ON 1
0 WIDE BANDWIDTH !
2, ])EHONSTRATIELSSCONTROL I
O ACCOPIODATEW|DEBAND DISTURIIANCES )(
oPcusACeISSUlESAJmve ,!
!
_. DESIGN AND DEHONSTRATEA DEXTROUS_IIIPULATOR
1
W
)
(
'_ Ii
i "
) -
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OPt,.ONS
There are three major options in such an experiment. First, use the RI_.
Becausecf destgn ltmttions, safety of fligh considerations, and difficultly
, with modificationsof the computerfor the _ controller,thismay not be the
rest desirablealternatlve.
Second,use a flexlblearm that is wing to be put on the Shuttlefor oU_r
reasons(suchas the handlingand positioningaid (HPA)). Third,designa new
dexetrousmanipulatoror teleoperator.
i
¢
1, USE THE R_S i :*
i
* ToHAKE NON-COLLOCATEDSENSORSAdD ACTU/_TORS, i
USE FEEDBACKFROIqTHE END EFFECTOR it
: * GEOHETRYCHANGESARE THERE
* INCREASE BANDWIDTH OF CONTROLBY t4OVING P_ FASTER
2. USEHPA
* MORE RIGID THAN P_S
; * MAY NOT BE USED
3, SEPARATE TELEOPERATOREXPERIHENT
• IN CONJUNCTION WITH STEP
• MAKES SENSE FROH EVOLUTION OF ROBOTICS AND
TELEOPERATORSIN SPACE
g4s
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HA_|DLIN_ANDPOSITIONINGARt4 OF POOR QUALITY
The HPAthat Gr_eerr_nhas destgned for JSC ts showntn the ftgu"a. This
device ts attractive beca,Jse (1) it offers the opportunity for use tn ae exper- |
fment, (2) the control system ts not a safety-of-flight dev]ce, and (3) ;t could Ibe combtned wtth the STEPpallet.
g46
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SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE WITH THE
_ SHUTTLE ORBITER CONTROL SYSTEM
Y
Kenneth J. Cox
NASA Johnson Space Flight Center
Houston, Texas
Kevin C. Daly and Philip D. Hattis
C.S. Draper Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts
t
Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
I NASA Langley Research Center
November 30 - December 3, 1982
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OF POOR QUALITYI. INTRODUCTION
Experience gained through the Shuttle Orbital Flight Test (OFT)
program has matured the engineering understanding of the Shuttle
on-orbit control system. This paper will briefly review the geneology
of the control systems(called digital autopilots, or DAPs, and used by
the Shuttle for on-orbit operations), examine the flight experience
gained during the flight test program within the context of pre-flight
analysis and test results, and address issues for the operational
phase of the Shuttle, including constraints upon both operations and
analysis still required to increase confidence in the Shuttle's ability
to handle capabilities not experienced during the flight test pro-
gram.
Two orbital autopilots have resulted from computer memory and
time constraints on a flight control system, with many different,
flight phase unique requirements. The transition DAP, used for
insertion and deorbit, has more active sensors and redundancy but a
less complex data processing scheme excluding state estimation with
fewer choices of operational mode. The on-orbit DAP has capabilities
to support operations and long term orbit operations, but generally
has only a subset of the sensors available for dat_ acquisition,
requiring state estimation.
Extensive pre-flight simulation and design analysis permitted
good prediction of performance whenever the environment was properly i
modelled. OMS residuals, RCS propellant usage, and flexure
sensitivity during flight tests were close to expectation.
Most unexpected DAP response in flight can be traced to
unmodelled disturbances. Recognition of these factors and their
incorporation into simulation have permitted good reconstruction of
flight data.
Vernier jets have been found to be limited in life with high
duty cycle rates in flight. High maneuver rates, large disturbance
torques, and procedural errors inducing simultaneous commands from
two control laws have all been responsible for increasing vernier
activity. Procedures must be carefully constructed to maximize _
vernier life. Deadbands must be kept as large as possible, maneuvers
may require primary jets more often, and some restrictive software
lockouts will be required.
Finally, much work remains to be done to assure effective
orbiter control during payload operations. Payload/orbiter dynamic
interaction could induce excess RCS activity without adequate control
margins being provided by effective pre-mission screening. RMS
dynamics can couple into the orbiter dynamics, and mission specific !
DAP I-loads must reflect these effects.
7
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TOPICS OF DISCUSSION
x
_, • The orbital flight digital autopilots (DAPs)
: • Flight experience versuspre-flight test results .,
- Most in-flight performance m predicted in simulation
- Transition DAP showed expected orbiter flexure sensitivity
- Some unmodelled disturbancesaffected DAP performance '_
• Some suggestedcomtraints on future mi.ions bawd on flight experience -_
/
• Analysis required to support undemonstrated capabilities
951
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, I=. THE ORBITAL FLIGHT AUTOPILOTS
There are two orbital Digital Autopilots (DAPs) which operate at
all times from main engine cutoff in ascent to entry interface at
! descent. Originally only a single autopilot was developed, out
computational and memory constraints from a multitude of flight phase
specific requirements necessitated a division into two separate
autopilots. ,
The Transition DAP operates during orbital insertion and deorblt
and includes orbiter stabalization between Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) cutoff and External Tank (ET) separation, the re-orientatlon,
orbit circularization, Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) burns, the
deorbit burn, and dumping of excess forward Reaction Control System
(RCS) propellant for entry center-of-gravlty control.
The On-Orbit DAP includes all payload deployment related
capabilities as well as orbit maintenance and maneuver functions.
The differences in functional requirements of the two DAPs led
to different sensor and actuator configurations as well as different
data processing mechani=ations. The Transition DAP with coarse
attitude control requirements excludes use of the six 25-ib vernier
jets. Rate Gyro Assemblies (RGAs) are available for angular rate
data due to ascent and entry requirements for these sensors.
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are operational at this time but
CPU time constraints permit incorporating the IMU data only once
every 960 ms which Is inconsistent with the DAP cycle time of 80 ms.
Therefore, the IMU is used only to correct the RGA bias wlth rates
and attitudes derived directly from the RGA data (through digital
bending filters which have been added for STS-5 and subsequent
flights). For the sake of design simplicity, no state estimation is
done, which makes the control system sensitive to the Multiplexer/
Demultiplexer (MDM) quantization of 0.04 deg/sec in pitch and yaw and
0.08 deg/sec in roll. The RGA data is corrupted by random noise with
a 1 sigma value of approximately one quantum.
The On-Orbit DAP includes all RCS and OMS system capability.
RGAs are not available, requiring state estimation using IMU data to
obtain angular rate and disturbance acceleration information. The
IMU is processed every 160 ms with an 80 ms D&P cycle time, thus
requiring extrapolation as well as estimation.
Redundancy requirements vary between the two DAPs. The
Transition DAP does all the flight critical operations in orbit,
necessitating use of all three IMUs and four RGAs as well as four
primary General Purpose Computers (GPCs). The On-Orbit DAP, use(] for
most of tho typical mission, functions in a power-critical
environment. Usually one IMU and two GPCs are used, although a full
complement of thre_ IMUs may be made temporarily available for
critical operations.
_ 952
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THE ORBITAL FLIGHT AUTOPILOTS OF POOR QUALITY
• Orbitalflight controlspansall threeflight phmu from mminenginecutoff
to entry interface,eachwith uniquerequirements
- Orbital inmrtion
• Matedorbitar/ET coast
• ET separation
• OMS-1/OMS-2 orbit©ircularizationbums
- On-orbit operation
• Payloadoperation#Itight attitudecontrolmw be
. roquinKI)
• RMSoperation#
• Proximityopeh-ations
• RCS/OMSorbit changes
• Inertialor LVLH maneuverlandtrack
'. • Propellantum balancing
- Deorbit
• Deorbitbum
,. • RCSpropellantdump
', TRANSITION/ON-ORBIT DAP
TYPICAL FLIGHT PROFILE
ON-ORBIT/PAYLOAD
} OPERATIONS
L
ASCENT ENTRY
i 953
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THE ORBITAL FLIGHT AUTOPILOTS (CONT.)OF POOR QUALITY
• Computer core and CPU time overloads from multitude of non-overlapping
functions forced split of the three phasesinto separateSoftware loads with two DAPs
- Transition for insertion and deorbit
- On-orbit
• Transition DAP has maximum avionic redundancy and designsimplicity to
support flight critical operations !
- All sensorsand computers powered to spancritical flight burns _!
- RCS capability only that required for doors closedoperations
(primaries only)
• On-orbit DAP hasfull payload support capability
- RCS capability includesoptions for payload activity
" Choice of primary and vernier operations
• RCS control can be optimized for RMS operations in 1
severalpositions i
-- Attitude control precision possibleto 0.01 deg relative to sensor ,
platform i
• Data processingdiffers between DAPs !
- Transition DAP usesrate _yro assemblies(RGAs) without state
estimation i
• RGAs availabledue to ascentand entry requirements
• State estimation eliminated to savecore (reduced
accuracy of state knowledge acceptablefor transition)
- On-orbit DAP usesinertial measurementunit (IMU) asonly
attitude/angular rate sensorwith state estimation
• RGAs powered down to conserveenergy
• Reduced CPU time load compared to insertion permitted i
6.25 Hz IMU read rate !
i
4
l
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./
SENSORYDATA PATHS TO DAP
TRANSITION DAP ON-ORBIT OAP •
\
4
l iRGAs IMUs IMU(four) (three) (one)
1,04 Hz 11'8.25 Hz
J il • il
,.LOO o_ 1 I,o..o,, ,, . A**,TOO._FILTER (includes PROCESSOhmid-value J
PROCESSOR bkn 12.5 Hz L ,'STA :
(inciudesquad correction ' q ESTIMATORJ ,:.mid-value
selection)
STS-5 andsub6equent increments feed estimated rmmunKI
forward lnoullr attitude
-_ DIGITAL RCS rites
FILTERS angular
' ratechange
•_ mtimetm
DAP DAP -
-' " ii |
J
t
i
f
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III. FLIGHT EXPERIENCE VERSUS PRE-FLIGHT TEST RESULTS t
The dynamical features ot the two orbital autopilots were
extensively tested and well understood by the design community before
the first Shuttle flight. Consequently most flight experience has
validated expected performance. However, some unexpected in-flight
disturbances produce interesting responses characteristic of the
unique dynamics of each DAP.
Precise OMS and RCS control has been demonstrated for both DAPs
within the limits of the RCS and OMS actuator granularity. Also, the
on-orbit DAP, with state estimation, shows the expected resistance to
orblter-alone flexure modes _t 0.47 Hz or higher frequencies.
The transition DAP, with_ it the digital filters on the first
four missions, was sensitive to flexure at frequencies beyond 4 Hz.
Main engine slewing during orbiter/ET mated coast excited one such
mode inducing rate oscillations sufficient to induce 1.04 Hz periodic
RCS firings [I_04 Hz was the SSME step rate). The r,,sults are
illustrated in the figures that _ollow.
The transition DAP is also .ulnerable to variable initial
conditions, such as on STS-3 where an early auxiliary power unit (APU)
shutdo_ occurred, causing an unsymmetric SSME thrust tailoff with
high initial rates on the mated orbiter/ET configuration. A special
high rotation acceleration feature of the transition mated coast
logic proved valuable in assuring that the r_tes were properly damped
before ET separation 12 seconds after transition DAP initiation.
The on-orblt DAP showed response signatures to several
unanticipated disturbances. Included were payload bay door motion
and remote manipulator system (RMS) activity induced orbiter rate i
disturbances.
Plume impingement of expanding gas jets on orbiter structure
affected both DAPs. Residual dump of SSME propellants at OMS-I burn
initiation caused hydrogen impingement on the port wing with the
resultant roll rate disturbance and OMS pitch actuator transient that
is illustratPd. The on-orbit use of vernier jets caused Jet plume
impingement on the body flap with a resultant reduction of net
thrust, Due to a feed forward extrapolation feature of the state
estimator based on preflight Jet acceleration estimates, significant
estimator transients occurred, as illustrated, causing increased vernier
propellant usage and duty cycles.
Trapped water in the tiles on STS-4 was found to induce a
diurnal disturbance torque reqponse. Effective gravity gradient
attitude hold capability was precluded until water bakeout. The _ ,_
disturbance is illustrated, as is the gravity gradierlt hold profile
after bakeout.
956
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FLIGHT EXPERIENCE VERSUSPRE-FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
• Mostin-flight performanceaspredictedinsimulation
- NominalOMSbumsproduceresidualvelocitiesof 0_ h/s/axis
or less
- Tight attitudecontrolfeasiblewiththe RCS
• Primaryjet behaviorgoodto below1.0 dogdimdband
and0_ deg/sretelimit
_': • Vernierjet behaviorgoodto wellbolow0.1 deg
_. dudband and0.02 deg/sre*t limit
-* - On-orbit DAP insensitiveto orbiterflexureduringRCSmctivity
• Lowestorbiter frequency(with doorsopened)is
0.47 Hz
• Estimatorattenuationat 0.47 Hz isat least• faotor
of 20 (doorsclosedfrequancmarehigher,so
• ttanuation isgrnter)
ON-ORBITDAP
STATEESTIMATORFREQUENCYRESPONSE
1.0
m
." ON
i_ FLEXUREMOOES
0.01 0.01 0.1 1.0
( FREQUENCY(Hzl
gs? i
ii.
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!
• ExpectedtransitionDAP_msitivityto directum of floxum-lmn_lti_ rate
gyrodatacauuKIin flight RCSr_ponm to mainengineslewing
- Flightrakoonwsomowhetworsethanaxp_tation dueto closer
than predictedcornllationbetweenmatedcoastpitchmode
frequencyandDAPcycletime (frequencyapproximately4
minorcycles)
- Filtersalnmdyaddedasof STS-5 shouldeliminateRCSresponse
to orbiterbendingmodes
• SomeunmodelleddisturbancesaffectedDAPperformance
- Earlyascentauxiliarypowerunit shutdownon STS-3 caused !
highinitialmatedcoastrates
• Stuckmainenginethrottle positioncausedunsymmatrt¢
thrusttailoff
• Matedratesat startof transitionDAPwere(-0.08, -0.B, |
+0,5 dag/s) |
• SubstantialRCSactivity wasrequiredto dampratel
beforetank separation
i
FLEXURE INDUCEDTRANSITION DAPRCSACTIVITY
STS-2MATED COASTPITCHRATES FROM 12.5Hz SAMPLEDDATA DOWNLISTED i
BYTHE BACKUPCOMPUTEI_ _
OJ
0.5 deeds
MECOTO DUMPSSME
SLEWBEGINSAND
_ECO TUMBLEVALVE OPENS ETSEP
AT EACH IE -0 E LIMIT ........... ;
CROSSINGI .. i I I " : ,
0 z 316 15 1841.0000 316 15 1853.0000I
-" t(GMT d:h:m:z)
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FLIGHT EXPERIENCE VERSUSPRE-FL,GHT TEST RESULTS _CONT.)
• So¢_u.Nde,'_dd_urban_ (Co.t.) ORIGINAL PAGE Ig
]DF POOR OUALITY
-- Vehicle ratesam effacted by pwloed doormotions
• Openingor closingof onedoor It a time provk_, dbturblmce
acceleretionsup to 0.006 ck_$2
- Inadequatepreflightplumeimpingementmodellinginfluencedsystem
Mt.wior
_: • LH2 dumpduring OMS-1 burn producedpeekorbiter roll
- ratesof -0.B de11/Idueto plumeimpingmenton port wing
i • Aft downfiring vernierjet impingementoff body flap caules4S_,thnm Iou
• Pit¢l___ntrolaccelerationvery u_symmtric
(tpttch ¢ontrol/-pitch controlI 2.2)
• UnmodellodeffectdegradedItete estimatorperformance
on STS-1
i • Vemier duty cycleswere higherthanpredicteduntil
DAP I-Ined$ wererevisedto includeimpinglmlmt
effects
- Active0ttitude controlduringRMSmotion incremesRCSactivity
• STS-3 unloadedarm tile sunmycauud 1%vernierduty
: c/de with 0.3 dogdeedband
OMS-1 LH2 DUMP DISTLIRBANCEPROFILE FROM STS-1
+1
ORBITERROLL RATE 0 - ' "_ ""--
(dq/s) v
--1 • • I . , • • i , * • i • i * * I _ t i * I L I • * k_amiB_8_ k
10
PITCH GIMBAL 0 _ _ -L F .Z.2 j2
-I0 ......... " ...... ' .... -
10
RIGHT OMS _.__PITCH GIMBAL
PO61TION 0 _,--_- --_---- -
(d_;) -10,. _., .... _...... ,, ,,,. ,, ....... ',,
TIG :,'1 2b
TIME (s)
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OF POOR QUALITYSTS-1
VERNIER PITCH RATE OVERSHOOT
0.02 ,
i ",
0.01 - STATEESTIMATOR"CATCHUP" , ,
ESTIMATED ___PITCH RATE 0.00
• PREDICTION _ \(deg/$) OVERSHOOT | _, -- _:
DUETO |
-0.01 - IM' 'NGEMENT /
t
-0.02 I I I I l I I l I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
TIME (s)
_FT DOWNFIRINGVERNIER JET FORCEMAGNITUDE (lbf) '
_ MODELED (STS-1) MEASURED i
24.0 13.2
° J
¢
FLIGHT EXPERIENCEVERSUSPRE-FLIGHTTESTRESULTS(CONT.)
• Some unmodelled disturbances (Cont.)
f
,_ - Volatization of trapped water ir thermal tiles can prevent
! passiveattitude control :_
• Gravity llradient/aero torque balance test early in ;,
STS-4 missionaborted with 100+ dell roll attitude
error due to unpredicted venting
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!_l 8T8-4 SECONDGRAVITY GRADIENT TEST '_
" (ON MET DAY 1 WITH VOLATIZING WATER)
¢
OF POOR QUALITY _,03.0
, -0.06 "_rEX T . -4.66 ft-lb
; i -O.O9i_ _
-o.12L_ •
° -0.15
_. -0.21 _- I
!
-0,24_ ' ' " ' _-"
26 42 58 14 30 46
178/21:26 178/22:46
GMT (minutw)
STS-4 MET DAY 2 GRAVITY GRADIENT TEST
(AFTER VENTING STOPPED)
i ,o
i ,o
i -I0
17 18 19 20 21
GMT (houri) ON DAY I}9
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IV. SOME SUGGESTED CONSTRAINTS ON FUTURE OF_)oR 0UA[;_ 1
i,
MISSIONS BASED ON FLIGHT EXPERIENCE !
]
Operational experience with the on-orbit autopilot and i
supporting hardware has demonstrated some responses in particular
applications that produce some undesirable propellant expenditures
and potential reduction in vernier jet life.
The verniers have been found to have less of a lifetime duty cycle
capability than expected, with the ultimate limits determined in
part by cyclic thermal shock effects in the ceramic jet lines. The
rotation control capability of the vernier jets is highly coupled
between body axes, making many duty cycles inevitable to achieve _
commanded rate changes. Experience has shown that high vernier _
maneuver rates (above 0.2 deg/s) compound the situation because of
excessive jet on time. With tight rate limits and deadbands along 1
with high maneuver rates, the limit vernier control authority may _
induce a target attitude overshoot with required rate reversal, _
resulting in extra jet activity (as illustrated). Also, RMS motion
induces orbiter rate changes sufficient to increase vernier _
activity. Use of APUs on-orbit to test aero surfaces can cause
.tenting torques, which tax vernier control, causing high cycle rates
and high peak jet temperatures.
Crew procedural errors can also increase vernier activity. An
open loop angular rate compensaticn capability exists which can be !
inadvertently selected with phase plane control active (this will
change starting STS-12). As is illustrated and has happended
several times in flight, the simultaneous commands derived by two
incompatible control laws result in very high vernigr cycle rates.
The lesson flight experience suggests is to restrict vernier
usage to low maneuver rates, use primaries with large disturbances,
and carefully select rate and attitude deadbands to conform with the
true requirements. Failure to observe the guidelines could increase
operational cost due to frequent jet changeout, and reduce orbit stay
time from excess propellant expenditures. Also, software lockout of
any simultaneous use of incompatible control laws seems advisable. _
t
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\
SOME SUGGESTED CONSTRAINTS ON FUTURE MISSIONS BASED I
ON FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
• i
_; • Verniers must be protected against oxcessl, duty cycling (thermal dtock
forced replacement after STS-4)
_. - Use primaries for maneuvers at rates higher than 0.2 dog/|
; • Low vemler control authority causesmenauvalr
ov_shoot when Stopping high rates with extra
jet aCtivity to damp out errors
- Use pdmartas when doors are closed
• Evaporators observed to ceuw lar9_ disturbance
torques which stressvernier control capability
- Restrict vernier use when RMS motion commended
• Momentum exchange of payload end orbiter during
RMS acceleration can cause much unnecessary jet
aCtivity to control orbiter rates (as seen from STS-3
unloaded arm tile survey - effect will be much worse
with payloKIs) t
-- Avoid use of open loop rotation rate compensation during doled
_,_ loop attitude control
t as COAS alignment maneuver on STS-3 causedhigh dutycycling due to incompatibility of compensation endphaseplans control laws
,, Closed loop control compensation inhibit hal been
approved effective -_TS- 12
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:, EXAMPLE OF POOR QUALITY
STS--3 HIGH RATE VRCS MANEUVER
"; (RATE INCREASED BY CREW WHEN MANEUVER WAS IN PROGRES)
\
140_ _ 1 dell DEADBAND ]
_- t _ 120 °/s 0.02 deg/i RATE LIMIT
ui
<
i
13° OVERSHOOT
TIME (minuWs)
VRCS MANEUVER WITH ROTATION COMPENSATION
(AFT JET ACTIVITY FROM SIMULATION REPRODUCING STS-3
COAS MANEUVER WITH 0.003 deg/s COMPENSATION THRESHOLD)
JETL5LON, !IOFF- --_ , • : -" , :
,.T0.,IIIIIIllllIIIIiII] HHI I-] T I IUILSD OFF .... , .........
i
ON!JET i
RSR
OFF
o.IIIlllllllllllll.... I I llllnnnni!OFF o zo
TIME(s)
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SOME SUGGESTED CONSTRAINTS (CONT.)
• Carefully chooseattitude deadbandsand maneuver rates to savepropellant
and duty cycling during maneuvers
- Excessivelysmalldeadbandsduring maneuverscausetarget
overshoot with extra RCS recovery activity (similar to
effect of high VRCS maneuver rate)
- Care must be taken when collapsingdeadbends
a PRCS tight deadbend test on STS-4 neverat'tiered
stable limit cycle in allocated time (---2 min.) due
to excessiveresidual ;'ateswhen deadbandswere reduced
• Tight deadbandt with high maneuver rates specified
can causerepeated cycling to maneuver mode to
correct large transient errors
I
i
¢
I,
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IV. ANALYSIS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT UNDEMONSTRATED CAPABILITY
I Payload deployment experience thus far is restricted to PAN-D
use on STS-5 and manipulation of RMS payloads less than i000 lbm on
STS-3 and 4. Many dynamical interactions between different classes
of payloads, the orbiter, and/or the RMS are possible, some with
undesirable forced RCS oscillations resulting if the DAP closes the
control loop.
Studies of dynamic interaction must be conducted which quantify
the inf]uences of different types of dynamical coupling such as from
flexure and rotating bodies. In each case a method must be devised
to evaluate stability and control margins available that are needed
to contend with unanticipated disturbances either external or Iintroduced by the crew.
In the case of the RMS, envelopes of acceptable operation must
be derived as a function of payload characteristics. Alternate
I-loaus slots are available for vernier use during RMS operation, but
they can effectively be used only after computatlonal methodologies
to generate the I-loads are developed which incorporate arm flexure
effects. Simultaneous orbiter attitude control during commanded RMS
motion can complicate the analysis, particularly for large payloads.
Clearly the orbital envelope of operation has not been stretched
_o anywhere near the intended limits. Further analysis, verification,
and possibly DAP design updates are required to permit many desired
payload support operations.
ORIGINAL PAGE |S
POOR QUALITY
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L_
ANALYSIS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT UNDEMONSTRATED CAPABILITIES
• Payload/orbiter dynamic interaction studies
- Influence of payload manipulationson FCS closedloop
operation must be quantified
• Inertial effects
• Flexure effects
= Spinningpayload couplingeffects
, - Required control marginsmust be specifiedfor payload
• DAP parametervariation effects to be included
• Payload physicalcharacteristicsmust be taken
into account
• RMS/FCS closedloop behavior
- Stationary arm control envelopesmust be evaluatedasa
function of payload massproperties
- Method for optimal selection of DAP I-Ioeds for payloads
deployed on the arm to be developed
- Effects of attitude control duringcommanded arm motion
must be studied
¢
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_, SPACE TECHNOLOGYEXPERIMENT PLATFORM (STEP).
A SHUTTLE-BORNE SUPPORT FACILITY
: FOR STRUCTURES, STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS, AND
. CONTROL TECHNOLOGY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
Jack E. Harris and Larry D. Pinson
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
t Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
NASA Langley Research Center
November 30 - December 3, 1982
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O_NAL PAQEm _1_IINTRODUCTI ON 0 .POOR QUALITY
The NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
(OAST) is actively planning future utilization of the Space
Transportation System (STS) for technology experiments in space.
STEP is the acronym for the Space Technology Experiment Platform,
a Shuttle-borne experiment support facility for use by structures,
structural dynamics, and controls technology flight experiments.
STEP represents a key element in OAST's commitment to STS utilization.
The STEP concept is undergoing definition for 0AST by
Langley Research Center.
This paper discusses the STEP concept and definition process,
summarizes the results obtained to date on the configuration avd
function capability, and presents preliminary schedule information.
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ORIGINA_PA(_ mSTEP CONCEPT OF POOR QUALrrY
As mentioned in previous papers, flight experiments are
required in order to accelerate the use of new and high-rlsk
technology that holds promise for new capability, improved
performance, and reduced costs. This is particularly true in
new technologies for large, lightweight and flexible structures.
Mataring ground technology programs in these areas are reaching ,,
! the point at which further and valuable data need beprogress to
obtained in the relevant environment of space.
| As illustrated in figure 1, STEP's objective is to provide
s link between the structures, structural dynamics, and controls
research community (NASA, other governmental agencies, universities,
and industry) and the relevant space environment conditions (zero
gravity, absence of atmospheric damping, and wide thermal excur-
sions) which are accessible through the use of NASA's Space Trans-
portation System (STS). If one thinks of the STS and the Space con-
i ditions it can access as being analogous to a wind tunnel, STEP
becomes the sting balance upon which test articles are mounted
within the tunnel.
To provide such a link, STEP should be configured specifically
to support these disciplines and should be responsive to the spe-
cialized weight, volume, measurement instrumentation, and opera-
tional requirements that they impose.
To facilitate easy access to the STS and to provide a cost-
t effective link, STEP should utilize standardized hardware and
management interfaces with the STS to the maximum extent possible,
consiste_t with the experiment requirements.
To serve the research-oriented user community effectively,
STEP should be operated as a research facility and should be respon-
sive to evolving research opportunities. These opportunities will
involve a series of flight experiments conducted over a span of
several years, thus requiring STEP to have a capability for reuse
several times per year.
I
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• _ .... _ .... Ta
PROVIDE8PACE CONSIST8 OF: !
ENVIRONMENT: . * NASA
• , "OTHERGOVERNMENT
• ZEROGRAVITY _ ORGANIZATIONS |i
• UNIVERSITIES
• ABSENCEOFATMOSPHERIC CONFIGUREDT_.
DAMPING • INDUSTRY
• WIDETHERMAL • SUPPORTSTRUCTURES.DYNAMICS i
EXCURSIONS ANDCONTROLSDISCIPLINES
UTILIZESTANDARDIZEDHARDWARE *I
ANDMGMT.INTERFACEWITHSTS i
• OPERATEASA RESEARCHFACILITY •t
• PROVIDEMULTIPLEFLIGHTCAPABILITY t
• MANAGEDBYLaRC
Figure 1.- STEP concept.
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!ORIGSNAL IS iSYSTEM DEFINITION S_IDY O_.POOR QUALITY |
The Langley Research Center's STEP Project Office is
conducting an in-house d_finition study c£ the STEP concept.
Th_ process of definition is illustrated in figure 2 Several
potential iarge space strp_:tures, structural dynamics, and
controls tecbnology flight experiments were used to synthesize
mission requirements. These requirements, coupled with STS
capabilities and constraints and STEP ground rules, were used as
drivers for system and subsystem requirements and have culmlnated
in a _relimlnary statement o£ STEP capabili%ies.
Figure 3 illustrates several typical fllLht experiments that
were used to synthesize weight, volume, data handling, command,
and power requirements. These partlcular experiments were used
because they represented different lev_ls of complexity. MAST
represents component level technology experiments, while the
structures/control interaction experiment has an a11-,,p system
flavor tending to define the upper boundary on requi..d capability.
Experiment classes that are simpler than MAST are also being con-
sidered to ensure that the STEP interface mechanization does not
force an otherwise inherently simple experiment to become complex.
An initial definition task involved the selection of an
appropriate payload carrier to serve as the basic structural
interface with the Shuttle orbiter and to provide for mounting
the flight experiment and STEP electronics. Figure 4 lists the
options considered, identifies the option selected, and summarizes
the selection rationale.
The Modular Payload Support Structure (MPSS) being developed
by MBB in Germany consists of basic carbo_ fiber struts and
titanium node elements from which a variety of configurations can
be assembled, British Aerospace is developing derivatives of the
basic Spacelab pallet to provide half-pallet and quarter-pallet
sections to increase modularity. The Multipurpose Experiment
Support Structure (MPESS) developed by Teledyne Brown Engineering
is an aluminum truss structure bridging the cargo bay which is
attached to the orbiter through trunnions and a keel fitting. The
Experiment Support System (ESS) is being developed for the Air
: Force by Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation.
I 9?3
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Figure 2.- STEP feasibility and system definition process. 1
MAST STRUCTURES/CONTROLS '_
INTERACTION
, _,
4
f
t
Figure 3.- Typical flight experiments. 1
i "
1
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:I _ POOR QUALITY :;
' = SPACELAB PALLET
o MODULARPAYLOADSUPPORT STRUCTURE (MPSS) MBB
o SPACELAB PALLET DERIVATIVES BAE
r
o MULTIPURPOSE EXPERIMENTSUPPORT STRUCTURE (MPESS) TELEDYNE BROWN
¢
o EXPERIMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM LMSC
OPTION SELECTED
SPACELAB PALLET
RATI ONALF
- PALLET STRUCTUREDEVELOPEDAND SPACE QUALIFIED WITH FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
IN THE SORTIE MODE
MATCHESWEIGHTAND VOLUMENEEDS
PHYSICAL AND MANAGEMENTINTERFACES DEVELOPED
- CONSISTENT WITH NASA/ESA AGREEMENTS
+ Figure 4.- Payload carrier selection.
+
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The configuration being considered for STEP is shown in _
! figure 5. This configuration is comprised of three major elements: '
' (1) a standard Spacelab pallet, (2) a modular experiment interface
: structure, and (3) pallet-mounted electronics. , _
The Spacelab pallet is a rigid U-shaped structure about
, 2.9 meters long attached to the orbiter through trunnions and
keel fittings. The pallet provides a standardized structural _
interface with the orbiter. The plan is to obtain the Spacelab
pallet from NASA's Spacelab pallet system inventory on a dedicated
basis.
The experiment interface structure element consists of three :
modular shelf-type sections that tie into pallet hard points. The !
two outboard sections are each roughly one-quarter of the pallet
length, while the center section is approximately one-half the
length. The sizes are chosen to correspond with the pallet hard _ ,
point locations and to provide modular flexibility. _
In addition to the shelf sections, a unit for one degree of
freedom rotation is provided to accommodate experiments that
require stowage horizontal with respect to the orbiter cargo bay
during launch, descent, and landing but need to be rotated to a
vertical or near-vertical position for operation. A quarter-
section shelf is used for this mode to maximize available volume.
t
Experiments that can be vertically accommodated within the
Shuttle cargo bay door envelope will be mounted directly on the _
shelf sections, with the number of sections used in this mode { :
dependent upon the experiment mounting footprint. i{
The STEP electronics are mounted either on pallet-provided 1
cold plates or directly to the pallet. In figure 5, electronics 1 :
are shown packaged in a single box directly beneath a shelf section,
but they may also be mounted on the sloping surfaces of the pallet
in a distributed manner.
L
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Figure 5.- STEP configuration.
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STEP FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY 1
I
Figure 6 outlines the functional capability envisioned
for the STEP subsystems. The feasibility and system definition
activities have not been completed; thus, these stated capabilities
represent a preliminary baseline.
STEP capability can be sLmmarized In the following manner.
STEP is a software-controlled system that provides autonomous
command, control, data handling and storage, thus freeing the
experimenter from many restrictions normally incurred by having
to integrate experiment software and data storag_ needs within
available Shuttle orbiter resources and time lines.
SUIISYSll_ CAPABILITY
SPACELAllPALLET • _t'.ANIc_ _ureo_TANI_ALIC.MIN_01
ALL STIr I:t,rCTAONt¢$ ANn tNTI'RF_¢|
tTItUCTUllt _ ANti MLCIO_N|SM_
• TIII_AMA| C_.lOll_._ FOR _TI|' I|tt'TRONW,_
ANP TtII'RMAt C_'tLIN_._ INTI_IAI'! fOR
IXPI_R|MI_NY ! L,t'CTI_ON|¢_
• ,_IAN|IARPI:III MFC||ANICAL |NI'IRF_t'|
klTtl ,_IIUT1LI ORIk|TIR
INTERFACE _TRUCTUR[AND " reovlp| s Mq._INTINt,;, |,AT_'I! ANI'J lq t | _1 .
MECHANISMS ¢o_i'#o, | ! 11 rel'¢T ION. ANP ,It I 1 ! ,_ON
,_000 l_t;S
_11' TO kant |HA_IITiR AN|_ I_RIAI_Ii ;tNCI'I!
lip TO _ _i
DATAHANDLINGANDSTORAGE " r_o_tp_• co__¢tlo_. _o_ t_:. ,_:n_t
¢ONPlTION|_;, _l|l'irlt_lNt,, ,_TORAGt, ANP
TRk.N,_II R OI ,_TI P ANP I',XPI:R|MI NT t:l NI I_ATI*P
_Ia_TA
" A_TON_',t_ATI i'XPII_IMINT bkTk t't'tMPO,_it_,
rR|MARit,_, 01' tOkP, _TRAIN_ t"|_I_|AI,'tMI_I,
ACL'i'LtRATION ANU TIMrllqATLIRI T_F|
M|A%IIRI'MI'NT,_ FR_M IN ,_11ll OR R|_ki_Tr ,_lN_OR,_
• rlh'_ViPt tO¢ tilT ,_TORA_|
• PRO¥IPI' _'ttIN| INL _F PATA _IA ORPIIlK
kit IkANp | IN_,
COMMANDANDSEQUENCING r_ov|tv ro_¢o_:eo_o_ ,_n'r ,_n |xr_|.|_:
_|I_I._'tSTTM,_ ANI_ |lNtT_ VIA PAt _T_I_I_ _'_MM_Np
_IQkIFNt'| _ P| ATE | _qttTI0 A,_ f_t,%l'tt| Tt • OIt
COPI't_ wotqb_,
PI_RFORM lIMIT L'HFI'k'_ ANP Iti,_l'_'tkU I'0
INT|RRtiPT_ A('t'ORI_INt_ TO ,_T','_R|P At_ORtTtI_'I_
A| TI'II ,_r_ll NCl',_
• PRO_,IPl MANNIP INTIq_AI'IION VIA kl_llOlRP
|_l,_P|k_ UNIT IN A_T _'|i¢;HT _tl'l_
PRO_IPl I'OR _O_TkAIti UPPITI VIA lip I, INI
T|IIIOIII_II OIUI| TFII
POWERDISTRIBUTIONAND _'_o_I|_, crNt,_1 _rr|_' or I,o_|_ to or| _',_'|
CON_OI. ":11r kN_t ikl_llliMIN1%|lll,i,_%Tl_t _NI'. UNIt'.,
• P#O_ll'q II*QIlIlII_ ,_INITI'IIINI; _p l'ONlllO|
I|INI'T!ONS FOR l"Olq Iq MANAI:I MIN| 4N|_
I_I ,%tl l IIUTl CIN
• PIIOVIPl II_('_|IIATII'_ ANP UNRII;IIII?IP POkl#
Figure 6.- STEP functional capability•
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SCHEDULE OF POOR QUALITY
! A preliminary STEP development schedule is presented in
figure 7. The activity is currently in Phase A with completion
scheduled for January 1983. During the system definition phase,
: the STEP capabilities will be tested against a wider cross section
of potential flight experiments and modified appropriately. The
development phase involves an in-house design and fabrication
activity of the modular experiment interface structure subsystem
and a competitively placed contractural effort for the electronics
design and fabrication. This will culminate in a first launch
availability in 1987.
A preliminary operations flow schedule is presented in
figure 8. This flow is based on two flights per year with a
typical integration cycle of 18 months. Experiment hardware will
be required approximately 6 months prior to launch for STEP
compatibility testing and STS physical integration.
CY 82 83 84 85 I 86 87t
e FEASIBILITY _,_j_/_
PREPHASE"A" •
REVIEW
PHASE"A" m_
REVIEW I_
• SYSTEM DEFINITION BI_A
• SYSTEM OEVELOPMENT
, PDR CDR
EXP.INTERFACESTRUCTURE RcBIA_OL)_A_,,--,,
ELECTRONICS m m-,
• SYSTEM OPERATIONS
EXPERIMENT/STSINTEGRATION
EXPERIMENT/STSINTEGRATION II
FY 82 I 83 1 84 i 85 I 88 1 87 I
Figure 7.- STEP development schedule. ,•
?
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I II III IV N
LAUNCH T T T T TI _o.I _o.I _o. _o. _o. _Mo......
ADVANCED
PLANNING ,,.FLIGHTI
_\ "1 =u_.l_!,N=.I
0 0
X_ i OCUM'I'q_LYSISI INTG.i
.....ioocu=.]I,,=.j
_ FLIGHT4_ t '_
TYPICAL
- 18MONTHS
• THREECYCLESIN PROCESS FLIGHTN • • • • • • • • • •
SIMULTANEOUSLY
• ONEFLIGHTEVERY6MONTHS
Figure 8.- STEP operations schedule.
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SAFE ON-ORBIT EXP,"4(IHENT FOR MEASUREMENT
OF LARGE STRUCTURES DYNAMICS
R. W. Schock
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
t
Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982
NASA Langley Research Center
November 30 - December 3, 1982
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SOLAR._,_Y LSS C_._.RISTICS OF POOR QUALITY
The Solar Array Fllght Experiment (SAFE) on-orblt experiment for measurement of
large structures dynamics consists of a dynamic senains system designed to record
and analyze the dynmaic characteristics of the SAFK.
The early availability of the SAFE and it• basic large space structure character-
istics make it a logical candidate for verification of the sensing system and the eval-
uation technique.
The characteristics of the solar array which place it well within the generic
class of large space structures are:
1. Large size
2. Low natural frequencies
3. Hechanical complexity of its extendable/retractable mast
4. The inability to dynamically test in the Earth's atmosphere and in one 8
The fourth characteristic is due to it• size, air dampin 8 dominance of the
blanket, and structural instability in one g.
The specific characteristics of the solar array are shown in figures 1 and 2 and
illustrate the applicability to large space structures.
•ARRAYWT- K,
MAST - 40 K°
CONTAINER- 40 K°
COVERASSY- 14 K0
• FREQUENCY-.033 - .4 HI
• ARRAY LENGTH- 3101CM
• ARRAYWIDTH - 400 CM
• MAX. ALLOWABLEBM "" 120.9 N-m
\
Fisure 1
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• SAFE DYNAHICS AUCHENTATION EXPERIMENT OF POOR QUALITY
The baslc objectives of the solar array dynmnlcs experiment are:
1. Demonstrate the technology readiness of an on-orblt remote sensing
I _ dynamic data processing and recording systeN for use in large space structure response
measurements.
2. Process remotely sensed data to obtain solar array dynamic character-
istlcs for correlatlon wlth analysls and ground test and appllcatlon to response con-
trol techniques.
To accomplish these objectives, a remote sensing system is being deveJoped. The
sensing system, an adaptation of a multifield star tracker, Is belng developed by
MSFC. The technique Is Illustrated In figure 3. The emitter, positloned at the base
of the solar array, lllumlnates the array of retroreflectors. The retroreflectors
return the emitted energy to the receiver. The receiver focuses Lhe reflector images
on a solld-state sensor. A scanner samples the sensor and feeds reflector image
positions to a microprocessor. The microprocessor computes the dynamic array ,;Isplace-
ment from the tnttta_ or rest position and provides a digital output through a data
conditioner to a dlgital tape recorder. The recorder data is stored and returned for
ground processing.
Ground processing will define the dynamic characteristics of the array such as
frequencies, mode shapes, and damping. These characteristics wtll be used to verify
math models, provide test-defined inputs for control software, and provide zero g
correlation to one g ground test dat-
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c_;GINAL PAGE_-_GHT CONFIGURATION AND SYSTEN CHARACTERISTICS
OF POOR QUALITY
The on-orbit configuratio, and the bnsic sensing system characteristics are
shown in figures 4 and 5. Twenty-three standoff retrorefle.cting tape targets have
been placed on the solar array blanket and mast. These targets reflect in a -z
orbiter direction. The emitter-receiver Is positioned vlthin I00 inches of the base
of the arrsy to read the x and y motion of the reflectors with minimum error. Data
will be taken of the array at both 100% and 70Z deployment. Excitation is provided
by the orbiter VRCS system, which is designed to maximize response irlthout approaching
structural llmlts. The sensing system is a charge injection device solld-state sensor
vlth a measurement resolution of better than 1/100 of I%. The sensory frequency band-
width is 0 to 0.4 Hz.
SAFEDYNAMICSAUGMENTATION
EXPERIMENT
SUMMARY
eCONFIG$- FULLYEXTENDEDAND
}_k4EXTENDEDMASTWITH _ V
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OAST-1 PAYLOADAND DYNAMICS AUGNENTATIO_; _ POOR OllAf _
EXPERIHENT FLOW DIAGRAN
The OAST-1 experlment with DAE attached is shown in figure 6 along with a flow
d_graa of the sensor sy_ta in flgure 7. Although both t_,e sols_ array dynamic aug-
Mntatlon exper/lant and t_e systems are _ounted Co the miss_on-pecullar equlpment sup-
port structures O_ESS), the onZy interaction between them is optlcal. The retrore-
flector fleld trackex illumlnates the solar array reflectors wlrh five 800-nm laser
diodes. The retroreflected energy 18 imaged on a charge injection device solld-state
tracker. The tracker is scanned by sensor electronlcs; the angular deviation from the
reference posltlon Is m--aanred and cnnverted by a ulcroprocessor to engineering units.
Thls data Is dlgltlzed and fed through a pulse code modulator (PCH) which conditions
the si_m18 _or recording on the dlgltal tape recorder. The po_r control a:id dlstrl-
butlon ass_._ly (PCI)A) obtains p_mBr from the mlsslo_-pecullar eq_ipuent _4PE) power
control box (PCB) and distributes it to the DAE hardware. The PCDA a!so receives and
distributes cou_tnds from the orbiter aft fllght deck via the flexlble multlplexer
deuultlplexer (FI_H) and returns housekeeping an_ indicator d_ta. The scientific
dy_mlc data recorded ou the tape recorder is returned for ground dat_ processing.
Figure 6
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SAFE DYNAMICS AUGMENTATION O_|_4_ , pAGE 13
GROUND TEST OF pOOR QUALITY
To provide early verification of the remote sensing data processing concept, a
I laboratory test is planned for the second and third quarter of FY t83. The ground
test approach is illustrated in figure 8. In the tests, light emitting diodes and
accelerometers will be mounted to a 16-m, space fabrlcatlon-type beam. The beam will
be loaded to approximate the natural frequencies of the solar array, and then will be
excited by low frequency shakers. Botb the LED information and the accelerometers will
be processed to assess compatibility of results.
I
PERSPECTIVEViEWOFSENSORMOUNTEDFORMONITORINGPOINTSALONGA I
16-METERTESTBEAM I
/ / 1PROJECTEDZONE OF ILLUMINATION _" "/f
FROM LED /T'r',_." /
/.i i
__--'-'I'- _:_--.._,!_'k/ ./ CCDARRAY
///I ,I Ii.l'
/I I I I"/ " I
OFF SET /" ii//_'J "i'l REFLECTED IMAG[$
i
Figure 8
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SAFE DYNA_IICS AUGMENTATIO_ EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE
v The remote sensor hardware is currently schedulea _or delivery in mid-May 1983.
i| Thls appears compatible with delivery of the PCM, tape recorder: and PCDA in March.
This allows 6 months of in-house system acceptance testing prior to deiiv_y at KSC
in early December. Flight is currently planned for mld-May 1984.
7
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FUTUREMISSIONSUTILIZINGLARGE IIIGHPOWER SOLARARRAYS
For a numberof years plansfor futureNASA and USAFmissionshave con-
centratedon largerstructuresand spacecraftutilizingsolar arrayswhich provide
tens to hundredsof kilowattsof power. Among theseare space basedradar, various
spaceplatfoms, the SolarElectricPropulsionSystem(;SEPS),and most recentlySpace
Station,one conceptof which is shown in the figurebelow. Becausethese power
systemsare verymuch largerthan any flown before,thereare new areas which must be
investigatedto insurepropersystemoperation. These includestructural,dynamic,
and electricalconsiderations.This paper addressesa Shuttleflightexperiment,
the purposeof which is to obtainspacedata on the interactionof a hlgh voltage
solararraywith the ambientspace plasma. Thls flightexperimentwlll be a
refllghtof NASA'sSolarArray FlightExperiment,SAFE, exceptthat threeactive
solararray panels,electronreleasedevicesand plasmadiagnosticswlll be added.
Thisexperiment,SAFE If,will evaluatepower lossdue to parasiticcurrentcollected
by the solararray,arcingon the solar arrayand perturbationsto the plasma
whichmay increasepower lossand disturbplasmaand chargedparticlescience
acquisition.
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I _ POOR QUALITY HIGHVOLTAGESOLARARRAY _(_'.C;;;AL FAG_ i_ :!,.
The figurebelow is the resultof one tradestudywhlck_l_(_a(_LA(_Yneed
to operate the high power solar arrays at voltages of at least a few hundred volts
tn order to reduce internal resistive losses within the array and to reduce the
wiringharnessmass requiredto transportthe power (ref. I). It Is this need
_ to operateat hlghcrvoltageswhich spawnedevaluationof high voltagesolararray
;_ operationin space. The left figuregives the fractionof power lost in aluminum
_ distributionlineswith one squarecentimetercross-sectionalarea. The right '
) figuregives the ratioof transmissionlinemass to designgoal systemmass for 5% ;
power lossand a designgoalof 10 kg/kW.
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FLEXIBLEFLAT-FOLDSOLARARRAYTECHtK)LOGY
On-going studies of space systems whtch require larg,e amountsof electrical
power, tens to hundredsof k_l, generally showflextble flat--fold solar array tech-
nology like that originally developed to meet solar electrtc propulsion mtsston
requirements. The most demandingof these requirements are shownbelow. The de-
stgn that meets these requirements utilizes a continuous longeron extension mast
to provide the motion for extending and retracting Kapton panels which serve as
substrates for the solar cells. Deployed solar array panels are held tn tenston by
negator coils located at the base. The design ts shown tn the figure below, and
an arraywing that was built to demonstratethe technologyis depictedon the next
page.
TechnologyDevelopmentRequlrements
0 lowweight ( >66 W/kg)
0 retractable
0 naturalfrequency>_0.04 Hz
"hl
0 low packingvolume i
0 fiveyear lifetime -I
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SOLARARRAYFLIGtlT EXPERIMENT ORIGINAL PAGE IS (
. (_F pOOR QUALITY
In 1976, NASAdecided to fly the solar array technology oevelopment wing shown
on the previous page as an experiment on the Space Shuttle. This requirement arose
because extension/retraction characteristics and dynamic characteristics of large,
lightweight structures like these can only be fully proven in the low gravity, low
pressure environment of space. Overall objectives of SAFEare ltsteo below. The
wing will be extended and retracted several times during space testing. Accelero-
meters, photogrametry, and a star tracker type system will be used to measure the
wtng dynamic characteristics. The Orbiter Vernier Reaction Control System (VRCS)
will be used to dynamically excite the wing. The flight test is scheduled to take
place in May 1984. I
SAFEObjectives
]
0 Demonstrateextension/retractioncharacteristics )
of flexible,flat-foldsolar array technology i
0 Measure wing dynamic characteristics and prove t
analytical models l
0 Measureelectricaland themal perfomance
0 Identifyareaswhere futurework can provide
benefits
0 Providespacequalificationof this technology i
a; !^w cost and reducerisks for futuremissions $
where thls technologyis applicable
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POOR QUALITY
_ FNVIROre4ENTALINTERACTIONS
Investigationof interactionsbetweenhigh voltagesystemsand thermalplasmas
was begun in the late 196U's Experimental work using small segmentsof solar arrays
'_i and insulated electrodes with pinholes indicated that the presence of the Insulators
!: caused plasma current collection phenomenawhich departed dramatically from the
_. predictionsof Langmuirprobe theory. Experimentsindicatedgreatlyenhancedelec-
tron collectlonat voltagesin excessof about +150 volts,and arcingon solar array
_ segmentsbiased severe1 hundred volts negative wtth respect to plasma ground.
.- Concernfor the Implicationsof these resultsfor high voltagesystemsin orbit
promptedthe developmentof the SPHIIIX(SpacePlasmaHigh VoltageInteractions
Experiment)satellite. SRIIIIIXwas launchedin early 1974 but falledto attain
orbitdue to a launchvehiclemalfunc,:lon.Later,two PlasmaInteractionExperl-
! r.;ents(PIX-Iand PIX-2)were designedand built. PIX-I flewin March 1978as a
• piggy-backon the secondstageof the Delta launchvehicle. Approxl_atelytwo hours
of data were returnedby real time tele_etry. The PIX-I resultsverifiedthat the
collectionenhanceP_entapd arcingphenomenaobservedin qroundtestingalsooccur
in orbit (ref.2). PIX-2.scheduledfor launchin January1983as a piqgy-backon
the secondstageof the IRASDelta lau,ch,will investigatedistributedvoltage
effectsand i,teractionsat:lungfoursegn_entsof solar arraysindependentlyblasable
to -+I kV. A thirdflightexperiment,SAFE II, is proposed. Thlswill be carried
on an equatorialShuttleflightin 1986. It will allow experimentalinvestigation
of ,,numberof importantaspectsof power system/environmentinteractionswhich can-
not be exar,inedexceptby a flightexperlr,lent. I
(
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ENVIR0fHENTALItiTERACTI011$EVALUATION OF POOR QUAL/TY
Subsequentto the loss ef SPHINX. the attention of the environmental Interac-
tions comuntty was for several years focused on the investigation of spacecraft I
charging, an interaction which had been found to be hazardous for geosynchronous
spacecraft and was Intensively studied by NASAand the Air Force. In the late 1970's,
interest in htgh voltage interactions again intensified, and their study was resumed
under the auspices of the Jotnt NASA/USAFEnvironmental Interactions Investigation
(ref. 3). The ground technology program utilizes the experimental facilities at
;_SA and USAFcenters and builds upon the modeling caoabilities developed during the
spacecraft chargtn9 investigation, as well as utilizing the earlier high voltage
study results (refs. 4-10). The goal ts to develop design guidelines and analytical ;.
tools to guide the design of large high voltage systems in Earth orbit. The approach
is to perform experiments and develop models in an interactive program in which
experimental results are used to both guide and validate the models.
The 0round technology program requires complementaryflight experiment data,
both to ensure that phenomenaobserved in ground testing occur in fltght and to
examtneexperimental conditions not obtainable tn ground facilities.
_' • INDIVIDUAL PHENOMENA
• SHUTTLE MOOEL
• LARGE, HV SYSTEMS
MODEL
f
GROUND BASED f
SIMULATION /
I • _VEuRNvMENTsI'TyC_FNTA_I_ITO_ _ I
I / Terr rrANDARD I
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OF POOR QUALITYSOLARARRAYVOLTAGEPOSITIVL RELATIVETO PLASMA
The figure below represents experimental data of a solar array section biased
positive with respect to the plasma it ts tmmersedin (Per. 4). The left hal/: of
the figure Illustrates that at voltages greater than near 100 volts the electron
current collected by the solar array increases dramatically. The right half of
the figure Illustrates why. Even though the solar array surface is dielectric,
the surfaces becomehighly positive and therefore collect curr(nt as tho'<jh the
whole surface were a conductor. The explanation appears to be that as the plasma
sheath grows around exposed Interconnects or ptnholes the accelerated electrons
strike the dielectric and low energy secondary electrons are relLased which are
collecte(l by the exposed metal. This leaves the dielectric cover glass positive,
allowtnq the plasma sheath to grow over the solar cells. Therefore, the solar array
collects electron current as though it were a conductor. As the voltage on the array
segment increases and the collection area increases, the current collected rises,
as indicatedin the figurebelow. This currentflow throughthe plas._'_is current
which is not available to the spacecraft and therefore represents a pc_er loss.
Dependingon the solar array voltage the power loss can be substantial and can
s_rinuslyimpactarrayperformance. ,,
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SOLARARRAYVOLTAGENEGATIVERELATIVETO PLASMA t
The previous ft_ure discussed the observed effects of a solar array segment !
biased positive of the ,urr_und|ng plasma. Different effects are observed for a
solar array segment biased to a negative voltage relative to the plasma. Unlike the
positive voltage case, the solar cell cover glass voltage does not changeas the
s_lar cell voltage bec_,,es more negative. A sleep voltage gradient exists betw._en
the Interconnect and other exposedmetal parts of the solar cells and the solar
cell surface. For Impressed voltages of several hundred volts, arcing on the
array ts observed, Pictures of such arcing events are shownbelow (ref, 10), The
arcing occurs at lower negative voltages for larger plasma densities, Arcing has
been observed at.voltaaes of -Z50 volts on a s lar array segment in a plasma with
a _enstty of 10_ electrons/cm J (ref. 11). Ambient plasma densities of up to .10° electrons/an J _ay be encountered in space. Such solar array arcing wtll tntro
auce large current and voltage transients which may tend to collapse the array
voltage.
• _ Oql • ,
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PLASMAPERTURBATION OF POOR QUALITY :
• _lat_ soundtn9 rocket experiments have been flown which investigated the
• magnetosphereby releasing electron beamsalong the earth's magnetic fteld 1tries '_
!_ (ref. 12), It was anticipated that the rocket body would charge hundreds to ._thousandsof volts postttve due to the release of a high energy electron beam, Thtswas not observed to be the case, The rocket potentials in reas d to only 30 to
100 volts positive, Plasmadiagnostic devlces Indicate that the plasma density and
temperature increased whenthe electron beamwas released, A local discharge ts _
created around the rocket either by electron bombardmentionization or a beam-
plasma discharge _ref, 10), The plasma ts also perturbed at large distances from _
the rocket. An analogous situation can be expected with a spacecraft powered by
a high voltage solar array, An electron gun or plasma source operation w111 rats•
the spacecraft potential to near space potential and wl]l therefore drive the high
• voltage solar array very positive of the space plasma potential, The local
discharge and plasma perturbations observed durtn_ rocket experiments can increase
power loss due to )arasttic currents and interfere wtth science Oata acquisition,
' ROCKETCXPERIMENTS SPACESTATION
_/ (+) t
• ROCKETBODYDRIVEN POSITIVE • HIGH VOLTAGE SOLAR ARRAY :
DRIVEN POSITIVE
• RETt_RNCURRENTCOLLECTION "
UNSTABLE • SITUATION ANALOGOUS '_
TO ROCKETEXPERIMENT
• PLASMAPERTURBEDOVER LARGE
VOLUME
• rlENSITY INCREASE
• Te INCREASE(DOUBLEPOPULATION)
• WAVES
• LOCALDISCHARGEAROUND VEHICLE
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SOLARAR_4YSPACECRAFTSPACEPLASMAPOTENTIALS
A spacecraft in orbit and immersedin the space plasma will cometo a potential
relative to the plasma such that no net current is collected. The solar array
provides an additional complication since ambient charged particles can be collected. +
Becauseof their higher temperature and mobility, electrons are muchmore easily s
collected than ions. Therefore, to collect equal electron and ion current a much _
larger area at a negative potential relattve to the plasma ts required. For a neg- _
attve solar array to spacecraft ground, the situation on the right side of the I
figure below will result. The spacecraft and negative stde of the array wtll be
dri n negative of space potential. For an array of several hundred volts, solar
array arcing may result. Since the spacecraft structure will be several hundred +
volts negative it will experience a continuous ion bombardmentfor the space-
craft lifetime which may alter surface themo-opttcal properties. Another space-
craft or untethered astronaut will be near space potential. The resulting potential
difference between such a free flyer and the highly negative spacecraft can pose
safety concerns. The highly negative spacecraft potential wtll also interfere with
someparticle and plasma data acquisition. +_
If an electron gun or plasma source is operated on the spacecraft, electrons
collected by the positive portion of the s_lar array will be released. Large neg- +,
attve potentials will not result, and tf electrons are freely released, the situa-
tion on the left In the figure below will result. Power loss due to large electron
current collection will result, This effect may be enhanceddue to creation of a
localdischargeas previouslydiscussed. Such a dischargewill also interfere _.
with sciencedata acquisitionof the ambientenvironment.
/SPACE RELEASE
POTENTIAL
(ZERO VOLT)
r+
• POWER LOSS • ARRAY ARCING
• SCIENCE INTERFERENCE • ION BOMBARDMENT
• BOTH ENHANCED BY • DOCKING/EVA
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_ SAFEII CONFIGURATION .DE POOR (_UAL#Ty
y:
_:1 The SAFEII plasma Interactions experiment wtll be a refltght of SAFEwtth theaddition of the required equipment, shown tn the figure below• Not shown are the4
_, three active panels of solar cells• Each panel wtll be composedof two modules•
;, All the modules will be placed tn various parallel and series configurations to
_ allow testing at solar array voltages from approximately 85 to 500 volts Tests
{: will Include switching the floating solar array from lower to higher voltages. The _
._ ma.iorityof the array,80-90%,wlll float negativeand arcingphenomenaand
" :: floatln_potentialmeasurementswlll be made. The highcurrenthollowcathodeand
plasma source will be operated for positive solar array tests. These sources,
_-: possiblywith the additionof an electrongun generatingan energeticelectron
" beam,will freelyemlt the solar-array-collectedlectronsback to space and wlll
controlsolar arrayto space potential. The majorityof the solar arraywill be
positiveof the space potentialallowing array power loss evaluationas well as
investigationof localdischargephenomenaexpectedIn the solararray vicinity.
• The array potential_,IIIbe controlledby SMDS, SpacecraftAutomaticActive
DischargeSystem,of _hlchthe chargereleasedevicesare an integralpart.
Becauseof their interestIn the resultsof thlsexperiment,the Alr ForceGeo-
physicsLaboratoryintendsto furnishthls equipmentto the SAFE II experiment.
Sor.leplasma diagnostics associated wtth SAADSwill be located on the Mission
PeculiarExperimentSupportStructure,MPESS. Plasmadiagnosticsincludinga neu-
traldensityinstrument,a Langmulrprobeand a DifferentialIon Flux Probe (ref.13)
will be mountedon the end of the solararray. These instrumentswlll allowdeter- :
minatlonof the ambientconditionsIn wnlch the plasmainteractionexperimentIs
conductedas well as evaluationof perturbationsto the pla_nadue to the hlgh
voltagesolararrayoperation.
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PACKA_
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ORBITALCONFIGURATION
The figurebelow illustratesthe anticipatedorbitalconfigurationof the
SAFE II experiment.The leftside of the figureindicatesthat the solararray and iShuttletailwill be pointedtowardthe Sun. This configurationis particularlyadvantageousfor experimentsinvolvingelectronreleaseby electrongun. The beamcan be projectedalong themagneticfield lineand not strikethe solar array.The generatedplasmaswill also tend to diffusealongmagneticfield linesand
away from the solararray. |
The orbitalvelocitiesof spacecraftIn low Earthorbit (LEO) are much greater Ithanthe thermalion velocitybut much lessthan the thermalelectronvelocity.The resultis thatas a spacecraftmoves throughthe plasmait sweepsout the ions,
]eavlnga much decreasedplasmadensityin its wake,which is occupiedby an excess |
of electrons. As observedin the figurebelow,therewil] be positionsin the Jorbit where the wake is on the solar cell side and the backsideof the solararray,and where no wake exists (whenthe spacecraftvelocityvectorand Sun line
are perpendicular).Data acquisitionat these variouspositionswill allow deter- |
I_inationof power loss,arcingand plasmaperturbationover the rangeof antici- I
patedorbitalplasmaconditions.
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SUte_ARY
For a numberof years NASAand the USAFhave planned space missions utilizing
solar arrays which generate orders of magnitude more power and operate at a much
l higher voltage than has been flown previously. During this sametime ground tech-
nology programs have addressed the interactions between such a high voltage solar
array and the ambientspaceplasma. These programshavegiven us a basic under-
standingof what interactionsto anticipateand underwhat conditions. Ground
test informationhas been augmentedby flighttestswhich verifiedthatthe effects
observedon the groundare observedin space. However,it has longbeen recognized
thatgroundtestsare limitedby facilitysize, facilityeffectson plasmaand
il electricfield conditionsand the capabilityto accuratelysimulatespaceplasma
conditions. It is very importantto testactualsolararray performancewlth a
large,self-generatedv ltageso th t effects f largearray are , surfacevoltage
i! gradientsand varyingcurrentsin the solar array can be evaluated. It is not
possibleto do thisadequatelyin a groundtestchamber.
The SAFE II experimentwill allow collectionof data on high voltagesolar
array operationunder actualoperatingconditions. Experimentswith both extreme
negativeand positivepotentials,relativeto space,will be conducted. Thesewill
be performe with the solarcells in plasmaram,wake, and ne tralconditions.
I Plas,,,adiagnosticswill allow determinationof ambientand perturbedplasmacon-
ditionsfor all experimentsconductedas partof SAFE I!. The SAFE If experiment
will allow directdata acquisitionon highvoltagesolararray operationin space,
which is requiredto verifygroundbased interactionconceptsand analvtlca]
models. _ :
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INTRDDUCTION
Over the last few years, NASA has been developlng the Space Shuttle in order co
place in orbit a new class of spacecraft which we have called large space systems
(LSS). During the same time many of the organizations of the agency have been
I exploring the character of these systems, from large orbital antennas to manned
space stations, and have initiated the development and ground-based testing of
technologies required to accomp]ish those next-generatlon missions.
Now that the operational Shuttle exists, there Js the opportunity and the need
to test and validate in space the theories, structural concepts, and system compo-
nents required by those missions.
It is not our intention tc discuss the need for space testing, but rather to
outline a flight research program focused on dlsclpllne-based issues in structures,
dynamics, and controls. Hopefully thls will be affordable, and will be defined by a
series of flights building progressively from modeling and modal characterization of
large space structures to the more complex issues of flexlble-body interactive
control. The approach described is one that incrementally builds modal and func-
tional complexity into a baseline configuration, allowing the design of a sequence
of phenomena model test srtlcles that address a chosen set of LSS discipline issues.
In this way the discipline research objectives, and therefore the phenomena model
couflguration, can be tailored to the major concerns of LSS spacecraft, but may be
independent of the specific configurations ultimately chosen for these new missions.
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!MAST FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAMOVERVI_ i
The MAST flight experiments comprise a research program focnsin8 on major LSS
A
issues for which it is deemed necessary to test, measure, and validate techniques and 1
concepts in the space environment. In this sense, the program is a logical extension
of the standard development and test flow chat we have all used. In the standard l
, flow, most development activity would terminate at Che successful conclusion of t
ground-based testing. There are elements of large space systems which cannot be
characterized or validated on Earth to the extent Chat m4sslon success or system !
performance is assured. These particular research actlvltles must be moved to the |
Laboratory of space and those findlnss integrated into the analytical and ground-
based data before it can be said that "technology readinus" has been achieved.
The MAST Shuttle-attached test articles will be transported to space by the
STEP experiment carrier and will be compatible with STEP interfaces in all
configurations, iAs the experiments require no particular orbit and the operational timlines
needed for mission performance are not extensive, it is foreseen that the STEP/MAST 1a
combination could provide an attractive repetitive element within the Shuttle
atxed-car8o manifesting process. Using the STEP experiment carrier and a retractable
reusable test article will allow repetitive flight research to the extent that the
STEP is able to be manifested on a regular basis.
Since this research program will be examining generic phenomena, maximum
emphasis will be placed upon information quality and the fidelity with which the
phenomena model emulates the LSS issue. As such, the MAST research does not
constitute a hardware demonstration program, nor is it focused on any particular
mission or space structure. However, the developed test articles will be spacecraft-
quality space-qualified structures. The characteristics of the MAST test article
will be driven by the nature of next-generation LSS structural systems such as large
antenna spacecraft and space stations. In addition, the end item structure will be "_
characteristically suitable to serve as a space test bed for evaluation and validation
of newly developed LSS sensor and actuator devices.
1
i
!
i
i
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MASTMULTI-FLIGHTRESEAFp;;HpROGRAM
• REUSEAIILE TEET ARTICLE
• INITIAL FLIGHT EMPHASl8 P_!MARLY DEVOTED
: _. CONTROLS TO 8TRiJ_TURAL MODELINGIDYNAMICOGRADUATEDINCREASE IN CONTROL8
RE8EARCH COMPLEXITY
r_ e s MAS
STRUCTURAL >
DYNAMICS [ FLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES
MASTEXPERIMENTOVERVIEW
MASTIS:
• MULTI-FLIGHTEXPERIMENTALRESEARCHPROGRAMCONDUCTEDINTHELABORATORY
OFSPACEVIA STEPEXPERIMENTCARRIER
• MULTI-DISCIPLINEEFFORTIN STRUCTURES/STRUCTURALDYNAMICSANDCONTROLS
:. • SHUTTLE-ATTACHEDEXPERIMENTFORINVESTIGA'b'INGGENERICPHENOMENAAND
: ISSUESOfLARGEFLE'(IBLESPACESTRUCTURES
$
• WEIGHTEDTOWARDMAXIMUMINFORMATION(I STRUMENTATION)ASOPPOSED
TOMAXIMUMUTILrlX(HARDWARED VIELOPMIENT)
,r
MASTIS NOT:
* " A HARDWAREDEMONSTRATIONPRO,GRAM
• FOCUSEDONANYPARTICULARMIS_c'ONORSPACESTRUCTURE
_.011
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TECHNICAL THRUSTS OF LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES DISCIPLINES
The basic technical thrusts of the MAST space research program are expressed in
three disciplines of large space structures. Within the structures area, the
development of a precision, efficiently packaged, space-qualified truss structure
is the primary focus. The structural dynamics discipline will drive toward the
I definition of dynamic response prediction techniques, particularly Joint da_ing
phenomena in a flexible-Joint-dominated truss and the correlation of ground and
flight dynamic test data. In the controls area, space validation of multivariable
control techniques for flexible body spacecraft is the priaary motivation.
STRUCTURES
• PRECISIONLIGHTWEIGHTDEPLOYABLESTRUCTURES
STRUCTURALDYNAMICS
• STRUCTURALDYNAMICRESPONSEPREDICTIONTECHNIQUES
CONTROLS '!
• MULTI-VARIABLECONTROLTECHNIQUES
ORIGINALPAGEIS
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i
: The deployablo beam, which will serve as the MAST test article, aust satisfy
the needs of each of the three technlcal disciplines. It nmst have the qualltlos of
_, a usable piece of spacecraft structure and have fle_ble propertles whlch are of
interest to the dynamlclst and controls deslgr_r. Tt mint also be ground tastable
through so-- of its de?loyed states, and wast malntaln structural mrslns cantl-
levered from the Orbiter bay while the Shuttle Is operating In the vernier reaction
control system :ode.
Meeting of all these conditions has provided a _aJor challenge to the HAST
principal investigator. The characteristics t._,u_ have to be balanced against one
another are typified in part by the curves shown below, These allow consideration of
characteristics such as beam diameter and length (D/L), b-.ndln8 :ode frequenc_, tip
deflection and acceleratlcn, and ground test f_.asiblllty for the exaalned comb1_-
tlons. Through the use of such trades, we have selected a characteriatlc set for
the baseline test article which meets the test of all three partlcipatln s disciplines
and will meet the operating structural and d_naalc constraints of the STS. These
characteristics are displayed in the followln8 figure.
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PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS OF BASELINE CONFIGURATION MAST i i
The requirements shown are for the MAST program in its simplest configuration,
the baseline configuration. Expanded configurations wlll be described later which
provide added degrees of structural, dynamlc, and avionic complexity.
The length of the composite deployable beam, 60 m0 may seem short in the figure,
hut in earthbound terms it is approximately the height of a _enty-story building.
The truss depth, 1.2 to 1.4 m, is three or more ":imes the depth of the continuous
longeron mast to be flown in the SAFE experiment, and the truss of entirely different _
_ cons tructlon.
!, The root acceleration shown is a design specification based upon inputs
generated by the vernier RCS of the Shuttle. The 0.15-Hz lowest natural frequency
is selected in order to escape experiment interaction with the Shuttle digital
autopllot. Tlp position and truss displacement measurements will be provided by an
optical _ystem. An active actuator/damper set will be installed at _he beam tip in
order to provide modal excitation for the systems identification activity, and to
provide test article damping to shorten test tlmellnes during space-based model
surveys. With the tip actuator qet, the baseline truss can )e excited at either
extremity, by base inputs from the Shuttle using the vernier RCS, or by actuator
inputs at the truss tip.
" GENERALSIZE/CONFIGURATION
"" 60"METERLENGTHICOMPOSITEMATERIAL
"" l. 2 " l. 4 h..TERDIA,_;ETER _ '
-- LOWESTNATURALFREQUENCY>_O.15Hz 1
-- UNLOADEDIUNLOADABLEJOINTS
SEQUE TIALLYDEPLOYABLETRUSSBEAM
-- ROOTMOMENTACCELERATION10"3 RAD/SEC2 DOUBLEPULSE _
-- COMPATISLEWITHSTEPEXPERIMENTCARRIER
• INSTRUMENTATION/DATAACQUISITION "
-" MODESHAPESOFFIRST5 MODESEACHAXIS
..'" TIPLINEARPOSITIONsHAPEACCURACYTo] CM TO! CM,MAXIMUMRESPONSEO.SMH/__!.
-- TEMPERATUREM ASUREMENTSA TBOLOCATIONS ' - t
-- LOADSATSTEPINTERFA¢,_ _
V,_L_C.,.J: L t.
-- TIP MOUNTEDACTIVEACTUATOR/DAMPERS T
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_ MAST FLIGHT EXPERI_NT OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives llsted here deflne the development fliBht activity
• required to support the LSS technical discipline thrubts in structures, structural
dynamics, and controls.
' The structures objectives are obvious--the development, fabrication, modeling,
; and testing of a lightweight, efficiently packaged, LSS-deployable truss test
, article. The deveJopment of a spacecraft-qualltT composite "zero"-CTE deployable
: structure of this size will be a major activity and should provide valuable insight
into those problems inherent in fabrication, assembly, and test of first-generation
large-scale composite structures.
The structural dynamics objectives relate to the ability to model and predict
the dynamic character of a flexible-Joint-dominated truss system, and particularly to
assess damping phenomena and deployment dynamics. The ability to modally charac-
terize the structural system by system identification techniques will also be
evaluated.
The development and evaluation of multivariable techniques for the control of
flexible structure in the presence of system uncertainty are the concerns of the
controls experiment objectives. The objectives of the structures and dynamics
disciplines can be completed using the baseline cantilevered beam, as defined in
previous sections. The controls discipline objectives can be probed in part by the
same baseline configuration; however, additional complexity must be included before
, the full set of controls objectives may be addressed.
1015
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MASTFLIGHTEXPERIMENTOBJECTIVES
STRUCTURES i
• DEVELOPMENTANDGROUNDTESTOFANEFFIClENTPRECISIONDESIGN
60'-METERDEPLOYABLETRUSS !
• EVALUATESTRUCTURALMODELINGANDANALYTICALTECHNIQUESTHROUGH
MEASUREMENTOFFIGUREFIDELITYANDMASTTiP LOCATION
• EVALUATETHERMALDISTORTIONEFFECTSIN LARGESPACESTRUCTURES
• VALIDATESPACETRUSSDEPLOYMENTWITHINOPERATIONALSPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENT
DYNAMICS
• DETERMINETHEDEGREETOWHICHTHEORYANDGROUNDTESTINGCAN
PREDICTFLIGHTPERFORMANCEOFLOW-FREQUENCYSTRUCTURES _.
• EVALUATEMATHMODELINGOFLARGELIGHTWEIGHTCOMPLEXSYSTEMS "_
ONWHICHGROUNDTESTRESULTSAREQUESTIONABLE
• EVALUATESYSTEMIDENTIFICATIONTECHNOLOGYONCOMPLEXLIGHTWEIGHT
STRUCTURESIN REALSPACE NVIRONMENT
,t'
• EVALUATEDEPLOYMENTDYNAMICSIN ZERO-G '.
• EVALUATEJOINTDAMPINGPHENOMENAINZERO-G
CONTROLS *
• EVALUATETECHNIQUESFORRESPONSECONTROLONLOW-FREQUENCY,
LIGHTWEIGHTSTRUCTURES
• EVALUATESYSTEMPERFORMANCEFORFINEFIGURE/POINTINGCONTROLOFFLEXIBLESTRUCTURES
• EVALUATE"ROBUST"DESIGNSIN PRESENCEOFUNCERTAINTYOFDYNAMIC '_
CHARACTERISTICS
• EVALUATEON-LINESYSTEMIDENTIFICATIONALGORITHMS ";
I EVALUATESENSOR/MEASUREMENTTECHNIQUESANDACTUATORAPPLICATIONSIN LOWFREQUENCYS STEMS
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E_mpies of configuration,_l alterations are displayed in the figure below.
With the addition of distributed actua"ors and sensors and a flight controlsq
computer, evaluation of multivariable control techniques can be initiated using the
.- baseline cantilevered mast. With the additicn of structural appendages with selected
characteristics, the closely spaced modal frequencies and complex coupl_-I motions
required for the LSS research program can be produced. These phenomena model
_" configurations will be designed to achieve the full range of characteristlas neces-
: sary for _ broad flight experiment program in LSS controls and dynamics.
, CONFIGURATIONAL ALTERATIONS
' • STRUCTURAL APPENDAGES
* • DISTRIBUTED ACTUATORS/SENSORS
• FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER
/
"_ EXTENDED RESEARCH CAPABILITY
\
_'_ • CLOSELY SPACED MODAL FREQUENCIES
• MODES WITH COMPLEX COUPLED MOTION
• MULTI-VARIABLE CONTROL _,_
• .ON-LINE SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION "_
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CONTROLS DISCIPLINE RESEARCH ISSUES
The controls objectives listed previously represent the broad goals of LSS
controls research. The issues which may be addressed in part by the expanded
baseline phenomena models are presented below.
i
- SYSTEM ODELIDENTIFICATION ]
- DISTRIBUTEDCONTROL !
- FIGURECONTROL
• - POINTINGCONTROL/POSITIONCONTROL ._
- SLEWING/SETTLING -_
,¢
- MODALDAMPING
"t
- DISTURBANCEACCOMMODATION , ,!
- FAILUREIDENTIFICATIONIRECONFIGURATION
- STABILITY/ROBUSTNESS ,
- ACTUATORS/SENSORS/INSTRUMENTATIONEV LUATION
' I
)
i
8
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The flight test approach which has been described here provides an affordable
and achievable bridge between today's technology level and the development and
validation of a new plateau which must be reached in order to build and operate the
large antenna spacecraft and the space station and space platform configurations
: which we envision.
• The experiments are incremental and build in complexlty.
• The research is a generalized disclpllne-based activity, yet traceability
to LSS issues and to next-generation mission configurations should be
apparent.
• When next-generation configurations are known, the MAST Program w111 be
amenable to conflguratlonal modification in order to address specific
mission research, as opposed to generic research, and the system wlll be
in place to meet that need when it arlses.
We do not intend to state that the MAST program meets all needs for future
LSS-related problems, nor that it is the only acceptable approach. However, an
end-to-end fllght research program has to be devised which will address the broad
range of concerns. It should be flexlble in Its ablllty to grow as new mission
configurations are defined and as component technology matures.
• PROVIDESA PLANNEDANDAFFORDABLEBRIDGEBETWEENTODAY'SGENERAL
RESEARCH/TECHNOLOGYEFFORTSANDTOMORROW'SLARGESPACEFLIGHT
INITIATIVES
• PROGRESSIVEMASTPHENOMENAMODELFLIGHTEXPERIMENTPROGRAM
,/
-- LOWCOSTINCREMENTALEXPERIMENTS
-- GENERALIZEDDISCIPLINE-BASEDRESEARCH
-- READILYEXPANDABLETOMEETCONFIGURATION-RELATEDSPACE
EXPERIMENTS
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A LARGEANTENNASYSTEMSFLIGHTEXPERIMENT
PROBLEM: BY WHAT PROCESS DO WE ACQUIRE CONFIDENCE IN OUR
ABILITY TO DESIGN, BUILD, FLU AND OPERATE A
LARGe; ORBITING ANTENNA STRUCTURE?
A BASICASSUMPTION
0 A SERIOUS NEED ALREADY EXISTS FOR LARGE ANTENNAS
OR
0 USERS WILL EMERGEONCE DEVELOPMENTRISKS HAVE BEEN BOUNDED
AND SOME EFFORT HAS BEGUN
(
1022 !
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CURRENTUNCERTAINTIESWITHLARGEANTENNAS ORIGINALPAGfla
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: e RESULT MAINLY FROM INCREASED SIZE (5 TO 10X)
i,I - INCREASED FLEXIBILITY, NATURAL PERIODSs DISTURBANCE SUSCEPTIBILITY
- TOLERANCESTIGHTENING WITH SIZE
e MAJOR UNCERTAINTIES
- REALISTIC PERFORMANCETEST IN I #G# NOT POSSIBLE
"r
_, - HIGH PACKAGINGRATIO - COMPLEXAND RISKY DEPLOYMENT
_ - POSSIBILITY OF VIBRATION CONTROL (ALIGNMENT AND SURFACE)
- UNCERTAINTY THAT ANALYSIS CAN SUBSTITUTE FOR TESTS
PROCESSFORASSESSINGSO_ UNCERTAINTIES
e PRELIMINARY SYSTEMS DESIGN EXERCISE VERY USEFUL
"' - DEFINE BASELINE SYSTEM GOALS AND PERFORMANCEOBJECTIVES
- DEVELOP CONFIGURATION FOR SATELLITE AND ANTENNA
- DEVELOP GOALS FOR MAJORSUBSYSTEMS
- PERFORMPRELIMINAPY DESIGN OF SUBSYSTEMS
; - DEVELOP FIRST-ORDER MODELSFOR SUBSYSTEMS
e ANALYSISs MODELLING_ AND SIMULATION WILL INDICATE
- POSSIBLE PERFORMANCE
• WITH RESPECT TO SYSTEM OBJECTIVES
• WITH RESPECT TO STATE OF ART
- AREAS OF DEFICIENCY IN ANALYSIS TOOLS
,_ • MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTERACTION
• REGIMES WHEREBEHAVIOR VIOLATES ASSUMPTIONS
• AREAS WHEREANALYSIS AND MODELLING TOOLS DO NOT EXIST
6
e ANALYSIS WILL OBVIOUSLY NOT UNCOVERUNHODELLEDUNEXPECTEDBEHAVIOR
- THUS TEST PROGRAMSARE CRUCIAL
lo23
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TESTPROGRAMSWILLREDUCERISKSTHROUGH
,, --- ,
e IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF SUSPECTED PHENOMENA
0 VERIFICATION OF THEORYs ANALYSlSs MODELLING APPROACHES
I DEMONSTRATIONOF COMPLEX SUBSYSTEM
l PROTOTYPEFEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION
SCOPEOFTESTPROGRAMS
I IDEALIZED--FLIGHT ARTICLE IN REAL SPACE ENVIRONMENT
I REALITY--COST, RISK, COMPLEXITY OF FULL-UP SPACE TEST
- QUALIFIES ONLY SPECIFIC ARTICLE
- PROVIDES LITTLE GENERIC GUIDANCE |
- SHOULD ONLY FOLLOWMUCH OTHER WORK
l DESIRABLE
- PARALLEL DEVELOPMENTOF CONFIDENCE
• ANALYSIS, SIMULATION TOOLS FOR COMPONENTSAND sYSrEM
• LABORATORYEXPERIMENTS TO IMPROVE/CORROBORATEANALYSIS
- SPACE TESTS
• TO OBSERVE IMPORTANT PHENOMENAOTHERWISE MASKED !
• TO DEMONSTRATEFULL INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE(SYSTE_ PEECU_'. ,r.l
1024 !
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VALIDATIONFSTRUCTURALBEHAVIOR- I
• EVEN WITH CONVENTIONALSATELLITE STRUCTUREGROUNDTEST
.t
- SIGNIFICANT DEPARTUREBETWEENANALYSIS AND SHAKERTESTS
- GENERALLYUNABLETO
• ACCOUNTFOR DIFFERENCES
• MODIFY MODEL APPROPRIATELY
- NOT CERTAIN WE UNDERSTANDPHYSICS OF STRUCTURALASSEMBLIES
- TO BOUND RISKS ON ANTENNAPROGRAMS
• CAREFULLY PLANNEDLABORATORYTESTS
• RESEARCHON STRUCTURALBEHAVIOR
• IMPROVEMENTOF ANALYSIS AND MODELLING TOOLS
• DEVELOPMENTOF HIGH-ORDER SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION APPROACHES
• A FINAL VERIFICATION IN SPACEON SUITABLE ASSEMBLAGEoDESIRABLE
BUT NOT CRUCIAL
VALIDATIONFSTRUCTURALBEHAVIOR- II
e WITH LARGE FLEXIBLE ANTENNAGROUI_)TEST
---GRAVITY EFFECTS CAN BE ENORMOUSON FLIMSY STRUCTURES
• STIFFNESS PROPERTYCHANGESRESULT IN _o
- LARGER/SMALLERSTATIC DEFLECTIONS
- HIGHER/LOWERNATURAL FREOUENCIES
- BUCKLING/STABILITY MARGINS ALTERED
- NONLINEAR (LARGE-DEFLECTION) BEHAVIOR
- STRENGTHAND PLASTICITY ."iARGINCHANGES
---EFFECTS ON MODALSURVEYS
• FREgUENCY: MODESHAPE SHIFT DUE TO GRAVITY
• ATMOSPHERICDAMPING
• JOINTS BOTTOMEDOUT BY GRAVITY
• BUNGEECORD PHENOMENA(IF USED)
e SYSTEMACCEPTANCEWILL ULTIMATELY DEPENDON COMBINATION OF
, --ANALYTICAL PREDICTION
---GROUNDTESTS
--SPACE TESTS
1025
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VALIDATIONOFDYNAMICS,DEPLOYMENTMD _PAC_GING
t0 COMPLEX INTERACTION BETWEENRIGID BODYs FLEX BODYs POSSIBLE CONTROL
q
e FEW SPACE SYSTEMSHAVE BEEN FREE OF DEPLOYMENTPROBLF.MS
0 WITH LARGE ANTENNAS, SCALE OF PROBLF.JqBECOI_S ENORNOU$
--OYNAMICS PHENOMENOLOGYUNCERTAIN
• POSSIBLE NONLINEARITIES IN DYNAMICS AND STRUCTURE
• STABILITY RISKS IN DYNA/4|CS AND STRUCTURE
• MUCHBASIC WORKNEEDED
- THEORETICAL MODELSFOR 1G AND Oo
- LAB TESTS TO VERIFY 1G MODELS
- SPACE TESTS TO VERIFY OG (FREE FLYER?)
--MANY INTERAtTING AND INTERDEPENDENTDEPLOYMENTDEVICES
• RELIABILITY OF PROCESSCRUCIAL
• SYNCHRON3USVERSUS SEQUENTIAL APPROACHES
• MUCHRESEARCHAND EXPERIMENT NECESSARY
VALIDATIONOF FLEXIBLECONTROL 1
e GROUND-BASEOEXPERIHENTS CAN BE MADE ON ANALOGSOF FLIGHT ARTICLE
TO PROVE SOMEPERFORMANCEAND ROBUSTNESSPARANETERS
0 GROUND-BASEDEXPERIMENTS ON REAL ANTENNA STRUCTURES
- STRONGER, LONGERACTUATORS
- STRUCTURALNONLINEARITIES HAY BE SIGNIFICANT
- IDENTIFICATION AND ROBUSTNESSEXPERIMENTS HAY BE VERY
INCONCLUSIVE AND NON-REPRESENTATIVE
0 SPACE EXPERIMENTS WILL BE CRUCIAL
- PRIMARILY BECAUSEOF STRUCTURJ_L/DYNANICUNCERTAINTIES
- CONTROLSYSTE/_CONFIGUREDTO BE ROBUST FOR 1G TO OG WILL
EXCESSIVELY PENALIZE PERFOR/qAtlCE
e F_L-UP SYSTEM SPACE TEST CRUCIAL IF CONTROL|S ONLY MEANS TO
ACHIEVE PERFORMNqCE
1026
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| i
e EXPERIHENTALLYUNLIKELY IN 16 i
I |NITIALLY - HUST _E BASEDON SPACETESTS
I ULTIMATELY-
- BASEDON VALIDATED,_IALY$IS AND SINUI.AT;ON
TOOLS
- AS NEWPV_NOHIENARE FOUND
• SUPPLL_ENTEDBY GROUNDTE_TS
• RARESPACET_ST
SUMHARY: TOVALIDATEDESIGNANDACCEPTANCEPROCESSWENEEDTODOTHEFOLL_IN6
THEORY_VELOP_NT: (STARTNOW)
e BEHAVIOROF STRUCTURALASSFJqBLIESUNDERVIBRATION
I BEHAVIOROF FLIMSY STRUCTURESUNDER_( I
t COMPLEXDYNAMICS- ESPECIAllY DEPLOYHENT
e IHPROVEDSYSTEHS IDENTIFICATION - OPEN& CLOSEDLOOP
I._ TESTS: (START NOW) |
e CAREFULLYHONITO_EDSHAKERTES1S
t FLIHSY STRUCTURES- HODELVERIrICATION
I DEPLOYHENTHODELVER]F|CATION
e CONTROLSAND IDENTIFICATION _¶HONSTRAT|ONS
S]_LATION_VELOP_NT: (START N_d)
I CAPABLEOF NULTIDISCIPLINARY INTE6_ATION/INTERACTION
e VERIF|CATION THROU6HSUBSYSTENTEST
SIHPLEFLIetTEXPERIMENTS: (PLANFONEARLYFLIGHTS)
B STRUCTURALRESPONSEsSYSTEMIDENTIFICATION, ZERO-6 VALIDATION
B DEPLOYHENTDEt_ONSTRATION,PtODELVERIFICATION
B CONTROLAUTHORITYDERONSTRATIONVERSUSLiNCERTAINTY
I LIMITED SIHULATION VERIFICATION
FULL-UPANTENNAEXPERIRF.NTS: (_XPECT TO NEED)
O SYSTEHS-LEVELVERIFICATION OF PERFOAI_MeCEAND SIRULATION
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SADE - A SPACE EXPERIMENT TO DEMONSTRATE
STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLY
James K. Harrison and David C. Cramblit
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Marshall Space Flight Center
tIuntsville, Alabama
Large Space Antenna Systems Technology - 1982 ',
NASA Langley Research Center
November 30 - December 3, 1982
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INTRODUCTION OF POOR QUALITY
During the last several years, the large space structures work at the Marshall Space Flight Center
has followed the routine program scheme of planning exercises, analysis, and contractor studies followed
: by the ground tests of hardware components and systems. As the next step in this scheme a Structural
' Assembly and Demonstration Experiment (SADE) is proposed as a flight test to corroborate these
previous steps and to demonstrate the space construction of a simple truss structure approximately 100
feet in length. It uses both deployable and erectable construction methods and will be built in the
* Shuttle bay where it remains throughout the flight. The SADE is scheduled to fly in 1985. Figure 1
shows SADE with some possible future applications of structural members like the SADE truss.
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Figure i. SADE showing some future possible applications.
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PURPOSE .DE POOR QUALITy
The purpose of SADE is first to demonstrate that the Shuttle is a suitable base for space con-
struction; this includes a test of the Shuttle's control system to determine its performance when a long
attached truss or beam is extended from the bay. Examples of Shuttle-related systems that will receive
special attention are the RMS, the lighting system, and the crew assembly capabilities. A second purpose
is to determine the extent to which the assembly results from the Neutral Bu¢ yancy Simulator can be used
to forecast the results of space assembly. And, f'mally, the SADE truss design will be validated by mea-
suring the performance of the depJoyment, the special connectors, and the ass¢_nbly methods. .!
MISSION ,
A single flight is planned in 1985. The precise construction sequence has not yet been developed;
that will be done by MIT during the next 12 months and_by_ the engineers at MSFC with help from _l
the SADE tests to be run next year in the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator (NBS). J
A possible construction sequence is shown in figure 2 and is as follows: Alternately erect one
bay and deploy two un;il 9 bays are constructed. Then, automatically deploy the remaining bays until
a length of approximately 100 feet is reached. The final length will be set by the truss frequency needed ,,
for a meaningful Shuttle control system-beam interaction experiment. A heavy mass - on the order of
5000 pounds -- to influence the frequency will be placed on top of the truss using the RMS. Of course,
this will have to be done early in the construction sequence so as to be within the reach of the RMS.
.)
EVA and the RMS will be used extensively throughout the construction of the truss.
The disassemble sequence of the truss is a reverse sequence to the assembly, except the automatic
deployment is replaced by a manual retraction operatior.
Three crewmen will be required for these construction operations. Two will participate in the !
EVA while the third one operates the RMS and the TV and phbtographic cameras, and reads the crew
checklist.
The assembly and disassembly will each require about _ hours with perhaps a span of several
days in between during which time no firing of the Shuttle primary RCS can occur.
The suitability of the Shuttle to serve as a base for this type of activity will be determined pri-
marily from the performance of the construction crew as recorded by the TV and photographic cameras.
The capability of the Shuttle control system to damp undesirable oscillations in the truss structure will
be tested during the time span between assembly and disassembly. JSC and Draper Labs are working
with MSFC to define this control experiment. The final length and tip mass will depend on the truss
frequency requirements set by this definition.
The camera data will also be used to measure and compare the on-orbit construction activity with
_imilar preflight activity done in the NBS. This is especially useful with regard to the bays that are
erected since they are built member by member requiring consid¢rably more EVA assistance than the
bays that are deployed. 1 _ :
Strain gages and accelerometers will be located on some of the structural members to measure _
the loads and forces encountered during the experiment. | _
! •
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Figure2. One possible SADE assemblysequence.
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_: "_ SYSTEMS OF POOR QUALITy
, The principal SADE pieces (figure 3) are the truss structure, the launch assembly platform (LAP),
: g the Spacelab pallet, the grapple fixtures, the connectors, and perhaps a data recording system if the
Shuttle data system is not used.
.. The truss structure will be derived from the SASP ground truss now undergoing tests at MSFC
and shown in a later figure. The exact length has not been determined but will be about 100 feet. The
truss is aluminum (the bare structural weight is about 400 pounds) and is made up of cells or bays equal ,.
in size and cube-shaped; each is 5 feet on a side. A few cells are erected member by member, but the
majority are deployed either manually or by using an automatic deployment system that has an electric
_, motor driven cable that runs through the telescoping diagonal members of each bay. Retraction is done
manually.
An interface structure between the truss and fie Spacelab pallet is required to store the folded
truss and perhaps other components as well, and to serve as a platform during the construction period.
This structure is the LAP.
Grapple fixtures, somewhat modified for SADE, will be needed to permit the use of the RMS in
handling the truss,
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Figure 3. Principal SADE pieces.
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CONNECTORS I
Four different connectors (figure 4) will be evaluated for use in the assembly of the SADE truss
so that the most effective and satisfactory design for joining these types of structural members can be
determined. The connectors join the erectable cells to the deployable cells (figure 3).
Whether or not SAD£ will use the Shuttle data recording system or provide its own will be
determined when a more accurate estimate is made of the number of measurements and the sampling
frequency.
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Figure 4. Connectors to be evaluated for SADE assembly.
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FINAL REMARKS 01! POOR QUALITY '
The principal in-house activity at the moment is the design of the hardware to be tested late
next summer (1983) in the NBS. The schedule calls for this design activity to be completed this spring
i(1983) followed by completion of the fabrication work in time for the tests next summer. These tests
will guide the flight hardware design which begins in January 1984 and is to be followed by the flight
hardware fabrication which ends in the fall of 1984. This will allow time for the qualification and
acceptance tests so that SADE can meet its mid-1985 launch date. i _.
Out-of house activity mainly involves help from MIT's Space Systems Laboratory in developing i
a detailed space assembly procedure plus some hardware for the NBS tests and the procurement of an '_
underwater camera system for the NBS work. JSC, MSFC, and Draper Labs are working together to i
define a Shuttle control system-truss interaction experiment.
SADE (figure 6) is the first flight experiment devoted solely to large space structures. It repre-
' sents a very simple yet significant step along the way leading to space construction of complete and
complex systems. It will give the first indication of the Shuttle's capability to serve as a base for build-
ing these kinds of systems at a later date. It will also give the first indication of the value of both
deployable and erectable construction methods, and finally, it will give the first indication of the value
of the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator to simulate space assembly.
7
Figure 6. SADE structural assembly and demonstration experiment.
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